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Abstract—The recent launch of the Micius quantum-enabled
satellite heralds a major step forward for long-range quantum
communication. Using single-photon discrete-variable quantum
states, this exciting new development proves beyond any doubt
that all of the quantum protocols previously deployed over limited ranges in terrestrial experiments can in fact be translated to
global distances via the use of low-orbit satellites. In this paper we
survey the imminent extension of space-based quantum communication to the continuous-variable regime—the quantum regime
perhaps most closely related to classical wireless communications.
The continuous variable regime offers the potential for increased
communication performance, and represents the next major step
forward for quantum communications and the development of
the global quantum Internet.
Index Terms—Quantum key distribution, free space optical,
satellite communication, continuous variable quantum.

I. M OTIVATION AND I NTRODUCTION
OORE’S Law has remained valid for half-a-century!
As a result, contemporary semi-conductor technology
is approaching nano-scale integration. Hence nano-technology
is about to enter the realms of quantum physics, where many
of the physical phenomena are rather different from those of
classical physics. Hence this treatise contributes towards completing the ‘quantum jig-saw puzzle’ by paving the way from
classical wireless systems to their perfectly secure quantumcommunications counterparts, as heralded in [1] and [2].
• The Inspiration: In order to circumvent the specific limitations of the classical wireless systems detailed in [1],
we set out to bridge the separate classical and quantum worlds into a joint universe, with the objective of
contributing to perfectly secure quantum-aided communications for anyone, anywhere, anytime across the globe,
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Fig. 1. Stylized vision of future global quantum communications unifying
the separate classical and quantum systems into a joint secure universe for
anyone, anywhere, anytime.

as indicated by the stylized vision of the near-future
quantum communications scenario seen in Fig. 1.
• The Reality: However, quantum processing is far from
being flawless - it has substantial challenges, as detailed
in this contribution. Nonetheless, at the time of writing
long-range quantum communications via satellites has
become a reality.
Amongst its numerous intriguing attributes, quantum communication has the potential to achieve secure communications
at confidence levels simply unattainable in classical communications settings. This is due to the fact that quantum physics
introduces a range of phenomena which have no counterpart
in the classical domain, such as quantum entanglement and
the superposition of quantum states.1 The exploitation of such
effects, both before and after the transmission of information
in the quantum domain, can in effect lead to communications
possessing ‘unconditional’ security.
1 The superposition of a logical one and zero may be viewed as a coin
spinning in a box, where we cannot claim to show its state being ‘head’
or ‘tail’. When we stop spinning the coin, and lift the lid of the box, the
superposition-based quantum state collapses back into the classical domain as
a consequence of us observing it.
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Fig. 2. Basic quantum communications schematic for transmitting classical information over a secure quantum channel. Preparation: Encoding classical
information into quantum states. Channel: Secure quantum transmission using optical fiber or free space optical. Measurement: Decoding the received
quantum states, yielding classical information.

Quantum communication entails the transfer of quantum
states from one place to another via a quantum channel. In
a generic form, quantum communication consists of three
steps: (i) the preparation of quantum states - where the original classical information is encoded into quantum states;
(ii) the transmission of the prepared quantum states over a
quantum channel such as optical fiber or a free-space optical (FSO) channel - where the states are transmitted from
a transmitter, held by Alice, to a receiver, named Bob; and
(iii) detection - where the received states are decoded using
quantum measurement resulting in some output classical information. A schematic including these three steps is shown
in Fig. 2.
A key motivation for quantum communication of Fig. 2
is that the quantum information, mapped for example to
the polarization of a photon, can be shared more securely
than classical information. The well-known example of this
is quantum key distribution (QKD) [3], whose unconditional
security has been theoretically proved (classical cryptography schemes are not proved to be secure). We also note the
close connection between quantum communication and quantum entanglement. A pair of quantum states are said to be
entangled if, for example, changing the polarization of a photon results in an instantaneous polarization change for its
entangled pair. Einstein referred to this as a ‘spooky action
at a distance.’ Important quantum communication protocols
utilizing entangled states include QKD, quantum teleportation [4]–[6], and entanglement swapping (teleportation of
entanglement) [7].
In terms of representing the quantum states in quantum
communications, discrete-variable (DV) and continuousvariable (CV) descriptions have been used [8], [9]. In the
former, information is mapped to discrete features such as
the polarization of single photons [3]. The detection of such
features would then be realized by single-photon detectors. In
DV technology information is mapped to two (or to a finite
number of) basis states. The standard unit of DV quantum
information in the two basis form is the quantum bit, also
known as the ‘qubit.’ In a qubit, information is carried as a
superposition of two orthogonal quantum states which can be
represented mathematically as:
|ψ = a1 |0 + a2 |1

(1)

with |a1 |2 + |a2 |2 = 1, where the complex numbers a1
and a2 can be considered as probability amplitudes. The

Fig. 3.
Fundamental characteristics of qubits: (a) Superposition &
Measurement: A qubit exists in superposition of the states |0 and |1.
However, when measured, it collapses to the state |0 with a probability of
|a1 |2 and the state |1 with a probability of |a2 |2 . Hence, measurement of the
qubit perturbs its coherent superposition. (b) No-cloning Theorem: An arbitrary quantum state cannot be cloned. Assume a hypothetical cloning operator
Uc , it is straightforward to show that cloning of a state |ψ is not equivalent
to cloning the constituent basis states, hence a quantum cloning operator Uc
does not exist. (c) Entanglement: Qubits are said to be entangled, if measuring one qubit reveals information on the value of the other. In the example
given, if the first qubit is found to be in the state |0 (or |1) upon measurement, then the second qubit also exists in the state |0 (or |1), hence a
mysterious relation exists between the two entangled qubits.

notation |. is used to indicate that the object is a vector.2
Explicitly, the superimposed state of Eq. (1) implies that the
qubit concurrently exists in the states |0 and |1. However,
it collapses to one of the two states upon measurement.
Fig. 3 summarizes the fundamental attributes of qubits, which
makes quantum communication absolutely secure.
As an alternative approach, CV encoding has also been
introduced [10], [11], and it is this type of encoding
that forms the focus of this work. Such encoding is
2 Note we have utilised the standard quantum mechanical notation for a
vector in a vector space, i.e., |ψ, where ψ is a label for the vector (any label
is valid). The entire object |ψ is sometimes called a ‘ket’. Note also that ψ|
is called a ‘bra’ which is the Hermitian conjugate or adjoint of the ket |ψ.
In quantum mechanics, bra-ket notation is a standard notation for describing
quantum states.
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more appropriate for quantum information carriers such
as laser light. In CV technology, information is usually encoded onto the quadrature variables of the optical field [10]–[15], which constitute an infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space. Detection of these variables is normally realized by high-efficiency homodyne (or heterodyne) detectors,
which are capable of operating at a faster transmission rate
than single-photon detectors [16]–[18]. The field’s quadrature
components (representing the quantum state) can be considered as related to the amplitude and phase of the laser light.
Hence, CV states can be generated and detected using off-theshelf state-of-the-art optical hardware [10]–[15]. In quantum
mechanics, the quadrature components can also be considered
as corresponding to the position and momentum of a harmonic
oscillator.
There are generally three quantum communication scenarios, namely, the use of optical fibers, the use of terrestrial
FSO channels, and the use of FSO channels to satellites.
These scenarios are complementary and all may be expected
to play a role in the emerging global quantum communication
infrastructure. Fiber technology has the key advantage that
once in place, an unperturbed channel from A to B exists.
In fact, in fiber links the photon transfer is hardly affected
by external conditions such as background light, the weather
or other environmental obstructions. However, fiber suffers
both from optical attenuation and polarization-preservation
problems, which therefore limit its attainable distance to a
few hundred kilometers [19]–[30]. These distance limitations
may be overcome by the development of suitable quantum
repeaters [31]. Losses in fiber are due to inherent random
scattering processes, which increase exponentially with the
fiber length. Explicitly, the transmissivity determining the
fraction of energy received at the output of a fiber link of
length L is given by τ = 10−αfiber L/10 , where the value of
αfiber is highly dependent on the wavelength. Losses are minimised at the wavelength of 1550 nm, where for silicon fiber
αfiber ≃ 0.2 dB/km.
Replacing the fiber channel with a FSO channel has
the immediate advantage of lower losses [32]–[35], largely
because the atmosphere provides for low absorption. The
atmosphere also provides for almost unperturbed propagation of the polarization states. Additionally, FSO channels
offer convenient flexibility in terms of infrastructure establishment, with links to moving objects also feasible [36]–[38].
However, terrestrial FSO quantum communications remain
ultimately distance-limited, due to (amongst other issues)
the curvature of the Earth, potential ground-dwelling line-ofsight (LoS) blockages, as well as atmospheric attenuation and
turbulence.
FSO quantum communication via satellites [39]–[69] has
the additional advantage that communications can still take
place, even when there is no direct free-space LoS from A to
B. That is, assuming that LoS paths from a satellite to two
ground stations exist, satellite-based FSO communication can
still proceed. The range of satellite-based communication is
also potentially much larger than that allowed by direct terrestrial FSO connections, since the former circumvents the
terrestrial horizon limit and there are lower photonic losses
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at high altitudes. In satellite-based FSO communications, only
a small fraction of the propagation path (less than 10 km)
is through the atmosphere - meaning most of the propagation path experiences no absorption and no turbulence-induced
losses. The utilisation of satellites also allows for fundamental
studies on the impact of relativity on quantum communications [39]. The key disadvantage of satellite-based quantum
communications is, however, atmospheric turbulence-induced
loss. The above discussions are summarized in Fig. 4.
The quantum communication system of Fig. 4 has given
rise to new security paradigms. At the time of writing most of
the classical cryptography schemes are based on the RivestShamir-Adleman (RSA) protocol [70] in which the encryption
key is public. These cryptography schemes are based on the
concept of one-way functions, i.e., on functions which are easy
to compute but extremely difficult to invert. Hence, the grade
of security of these schemes cannot be irrevocably proved
in principle. In fact, the security of these schemes is not
unconditional, since they are based on certain computational
power assumptions. Thus, if quantum computers were available today with a substantial amount of parallel computational
power, RSA cryptography schemes could be broken. However,
unconditional security is indeed possible using the so-called
one-time pad scheme of [71], where a symmetric, random
secret key is shared between the transmitter and receiver. To
elaborate, in the one-time pad scheme, the transmitter (Alice)
encodes the message by applying modulo addition between
the plaintext bits and an equal number of random bits of the
shared secret key. At the receiver, Bob decodes the received
message by applying the same modulo addition between the
received ciphertext and the shared secret key. If Alice and Bob
never reuse their key, the one-time pad scheme of [71] cannot
be broken, in principle. However, the main problem of this
scheme is the generation of the secret key - a key which is as
long as the message itself and must be used only once. This
problem becomes severe, when a large amount of information has to be securely transmitted. Partially because of this
limitation, public-key cryptography is more widely used than
the one-time pad scheme. However, QKD, which is based on
the laws of quantum physics, allows Alice and Bob to generate secret keys that can later be used to communicate with
unconditional information-theoretic security, regardless of any
future advances in computational power. Explicitly, the security of QKD is based on some of the fundamental principles of
quantum physics. From an attacker’s perspective, the ultimate
goal is to have a perfect copy of the quantum state sent by
Alice to Bob. However, it is impossible to acquire this owing
to the no-cloning theorem mentioned in Fig. 3, which states
that it is impossible to create an identical copy of an arbitrary
unknown quantum state, while keeping the original quantum
state intact [72], [73]. This simple, but crucial, observation can
be traced back to the fact that quantum mechanics is a linear
theory.
Fig. 5 shows the schematic of a QKD system, which can be
divided into two main stages. Firstly, a quantum communication part where a pair of distant and trusted parties, Alice and
Bob, generate two sets of correlated data through the transmission of a significant number of quantum states over an
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Insights into the quantum communications system of Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. A schematic of a QKD system: Alice and Bob are connected by a
quantum channel, to which Eve has full access without any limitation (other
than those constrained by the laws of physics). They are also connected by an
authenticated classical channel, which Eve can only monitor. The final shared
key between Alice and Bob, which is unconditionally secure, can then be
used to transmit (encode and decode) secret messages.

insecure quantum channel.3 Secondly, by the use of a classical post-processing protocol [74], [75] operated over a public
but authenticated (meaning that the transferred data is known
to be unaltered) classical channel, Alice and Bob extract from
their correlated data a secret key that is unknown to a potential eavesdropper, Eve. The final key, which is unconditionally
secure can then be used to transmit secret messages [76], [77].
Note that in QKD the quantum channel is open to any possible
manipulation by Eve, which means that Eve has full access to
3 The term ‘insecure’ here indicates the presence of an eavesdropper.
However, please note that an eavesdropper cannot make a copy of the transmission, since quantum channel is intrinsically protected against copying
owing to the no-cloning theorem. An eavesdropper can only ‘listen to’, or
more specifically ‘measure’, the quantum information.

the quantum channel without any computational (classical or
quantum) limitation other than those imposed by the laws of
quantum physics. However, Eve can only monitor the public
classical channel, without modifying the messages (since the
channel is authenticated).
In line with the quantum communication system of Fig. 4,
there are two main techniques of implementing QKD, namely
DV-QKD and CV-QKD. As the name implies, DV-QKD maps
the key information to a single photon’s phase or polarization [3], [78], [79], and invokes single-photon detectors. By
contrast, CV-QKD maps the key information to the quadrature variables of the optical field and exploits homodyne (or
heterodyne) detection [10]–[15], which can be implemented
using off-the-shelf optical hardware. Hence, CV-QKD may be
viewed as a specialized application of classic optical communications. More precisely, CV-QKD is one of the few quantum
applications, which rely on state-of-the-art communications
technology, hence ensuring a relatively smooth transition from
the classical to the ultra-secure quantum regime. Motivated by
this, we set out to survey and characterise the capabilities of
CV quantum technology, in particular the family of satellitebased quantum communications solutions, which is essential
for realizing our vision of the global quantum communications
system encapsulated in Fig. 1. Since CV entanglement has
been widely relied upon as a basic resource for CV-QKD [80],
our survey is focused on satellite-based CV quantum communication in the context of CV entanglement distribution and
its application to CV-QKD. A brief comparison of this survey
to other published surveys on topics related to CV quantum
communication is presented in Table I, which are mostly targeted towards the specialized quantum fraternity. By contrast,
we have adopted a slow-paced tutorial approach for bridging
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF T HIS S TUDY W ITH AVAILABLE S URVEYS

Fig. 6.

Paper rationale.

the classical as well as the quantum working groups. For the
readers’ convenience, the rationale of this paper is captured in
Fig. 6, while a detailed paper outline is given in Fig. 7.
II. H ISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE I MPLEMENTATION OF
Q UANTUM K EY D ISTRIBUTION S YSTEMS
In this section, we survey the major milestones achieved
in the implementation of free-space QKD systems, which are
chronologically arranged in Table II.

QKD constitutes the most studied quantum communication protocol, and has been deployed over both fiber and
FSO channels. Indeed, the implementation of QKD over
optical fibers has already been commercialised [90]–[92].
Terrestrial FSO quantum communications have been successfully deployed over very long distances [32]–[35]. In 2007,
entanglement-based QKD and decoy-state QKD were realized
over a 144 km FSO link between the Canary Islands of La
Palma and Tenerife [78], [79], [93]. In addition to QKD, longdistance terrestrial FSO experiments have also been carried
out to implement both entanglement distribution [93], [94] and
quantum teleportation [95], [96]. The above long-distance FSO
quantum communication experiments have been implemented
at night. However, in a recent experiment FSO terrestrial QKD
over 53 km has also been demonstrated during the day by
choosing an appropriate wavelength, spectrum filtering and
spatial filtering [97]. Nonetheless, in both fiber and FSO QKD
implementations, the increasing levels of channel attenuation
and noise tend to limit the maximum distance of successful
key distribution to a few hundred kilometers.
A promising way of extending the deployment range of
QKD is through the use of satellites. Indeed, it is widely anticipated that the reliance on satellites will assist in the expansion
of quantum communication to global scales [39]–[69]. Fullscale verifications of satellite-based QKD have been reported
in [36] (by demonstration of QKD between an aeroplane and
a ground station), in [37] (by demonstration of QKD using a
moving platform on a turntable, and a floating platform on a
hot-air balloon), and in [38] (by demonstration of QKD from a
stationary transmitter to a moving receiver platform traveling
at an angular speed equivalent to a 600 km altitude satellite).
Furthermore, several satellite-based quantum communication
projects have been reported in [41]–[46]. In [47]–[49], a
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Paper structure.

satellite-to-ground single-photon downlink was simulated by
reflecting weak laser (coherent) pulses (emitted by the groundbased station) off a low-Earth-orbit (LEO) satellite. In addition to experimental demonstrations, quantum communications
with orbiting satellites have also been investigated by a growing number of feasibility studies [39], [50]–[61]. Recently, the
in-orbit operation of a photon-pair source aboard a nanosatellite has been reported, which demonstrates photon-pair
generation and polarization correlation under space conditions [64].
Quantum communication via satellites has very recently
been given an enormous boost with the launch of the world’s
first quantum satellite, Micius, by China [66]. Building on the
previously mentioned experiments, this new LEO satellite creates entangled photon pairs, sending them down to Earth for
subsequent processing in a diverse range of communication
scenarios. For example, using Micius, satellite-based distribution of entangled photon pairs in the downlink to two terrestrial
locations separated by 1203 km has been demonstrated [67].
Quantum teleportation of single-photon qubits from a ground
station to Micius through an uplink channel has also been
demonstrated [68]. Extensions of this technology to significantly smaller satellites has just been reported for a Japanese
micro-satellite and an optical ground station [65].
All of the previous FSO quantum communication
systems referred to above have been focussed on DV
technologies [32]–[69], [78], [79], [93]–[97]. They are based
on single-photon technology and use single-photon detectors.

Such detectors are impaired by background light, and involve
spatial, spectral and/or temporal filtering in order to reduce
this noise [97]. By contrast, in CV quantum communication,
homodyne detection (in which the signal field is mixed with
a strong coherent laser pulse, called the “local oscillator”) is
used for determining the field quadratures of light. Homodyne
detectors offer better immunity to stray light [16], since the
local oscillator is also capable of assisting in both spatial and
spectral filtering. Also, such homodyne detectors are more
efficient than single-photon detectors, since the p-i-n (PIN)
photodiodes used in them offer higher quantum efficiencies
than the avalanche photodiodes of single-photon detectors.
Hence, CV-QKD can generally be considered to be more
robust against background noise than DV-QKD.
In [16] and [98] the feasibility of a point-to-point CVQKD (with coherent polarization states of light) has been
demonstrated over a 100 m FSO link. In [99]–[101] the nonclassical properties of CV quantum states propagating through
the turbulent atmosphere have been analysed. Gaussian4 entanglement distribution through a single point-to-point atmospheric channel and its applicability to CV-QKD have been
studied in [102]. The entanglement properties of quantum
states in the turbulent atmosphere have also been studied
in [103] and [104]. Satellite-based CV quantum communication in the context of Gaussian and non-Gaussian entanglement distribution, and its application to CV-QKD, have been
investigated in detail in [105]–[109]. The results presented
in [105]–[109] apply for both a single point-to-point atmospheric channel, and in combined satellite-based atmospheric
channels where the satellite acts as a relay. Recently, a pointto-point CV quantum communication experiment relying on
the coherent polarization states of light has been established
over a 1.6 km FSO link in an urban environment [110]. The
distribution of polarization squeezed states5 of light through
an urban 1.6 km FSO link has also been demonstrated [111].
Recently, an experiment has been carried out relying on homodyne detection at a ground station of optical signals transmitted
from a geostationary satellite [112]. This experiment is important in that it clearly demonstrates the feasibility and potential
of satellite-based CV-QKD implementations.
III. I NTRODUCTION TO CV Q UANTUM S YSTEMS
Any isolated physical system is associated to a Hilbert
space, i.e., a complex vector space with inner product. The
system is completely described by its state vector, which is a
unit vector in the system’s Hilbert space.
The simplest quantum mechanical system is a qubit, which
has a two-dimensional Hilbert space. Supposing |0 and |1
4 Gaussian quantum states are CV states with field quadratures exhibiting
a Gaussian probability distribution.
5 In quantum optics, there is an uncertainty relationship for the quadrature
components of the light field, stating that the product of the uncertainties in
both quadrature components is at least some quantity times Planck’s constant. Hence, the uncertainty relationship dictates some lowest possible noise
(i.e., uncertainty) amplitudes for the quadrature components of the light. In
squeezed light, a further reduction in the noise amplitude of one quadrature
component is carried out by squeezing the uncertainty region of that quadrature component, which is at the expense of an increased noise level in the
other quadrature component.
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TABLE II
M AJOR ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE I MPLEMENTATION OF F REE -S PACE Q UANTUM C OMMUNICATIONS

form an orthonormal6 basis for this Hilbert space, an arbitrary state vector in the Hilbert space can be written as
|ψ = a1 |0 + a2 |1, where a1 and a2 are complex numbers.
The normalization condition for state vectors (or the condition that |ψ be a unit vector), ψ|ψ = 1, is equivalent to
|a1 |2 + |a1 |2 = 1.7 When we measure a qubit in the basis
{|0, |1} we obtain either the result |0, with probability |a1 |2 ,
or the result |1, with probability |a2 |2 .
Now we can extend a two-dimensional Hilbert state to an
arbitrary-dimensional Hilbert state (even infinite-dimensional).
A quantum state with finite-dimensional Hilbert space is
called discrete-variable quantum state, and a quantum state
with infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is called continuousvariable quantum state. In an arbitrary-dimensional Hilbert
space the arbitrary quantum state |ψ can
 be expanded in an
arbitrary orthonormal basis as |ψ =
i ψi |vi , where the
complex number
ψ
is
ψ
=
v
|ψ.
By
definition
the basis is
i
i
i

complete (i.e., j |vj vj | = I , with I the identity operator)
and orthonormal (i.e., vi |vj  = δij ).
Now let us consider the quantum measurement of an arbitrary quantum state |ψ. Quantum measurements are described
by operators8 M̂m , where the index m refers to the measurement result. Note that 
the measurement operators satisfy the
†
M̂m = I . Considering the inicompleteness equation m M̂m
tial quantum state |ψ, the probability that outcome m occurs
as a result of the quantum measurement M̂m upon the state
†
M̂m |ψ, and the state of the
|ψ is given by pm = ψ|M̂m
system after the measurement collapses onto √1pm M̂m |ψ.
Due to
 the completeness of the measurement operators we
have m pm = 1.
A projective measurement is described by an observable
M̂ . Each observable quantity is associated with a Hermitian
operator whose eigenvalues correspond to the possible values
6 A set of vectors |i is orthonormal if each vector is a unit vector, and
distinct vectors are orthogonal, i.e., i|j  = δij , where δij is the Kronecker
delta function.
7 Note that the overlap ϕ|ψ indicates the inner product between the
vectors |ψ and ϕ| (the adjoint of the vector |ϕ) in the Hilbert space.
8 The operator serves as a linear function which acts on the states of
the system. While quantum states correspond to vectors in a Hilbert space,
operators can be regarded as matrices.

of the observable.
 The observable has a spectral decomposition M̂ =
m λm P̂m , where P̂m = |um um |. The
vectors |um  are the orthonormal set of eigenvectors of the
observable M̂ with real-valued eigenvalues λm which satisfy

m |um um | = I . The probability for obtaining the measurement result λm upon measuring the state |ψ is given by
pm = |um |ψ|2 . Hence, the probability pm is determined by
the size of the component of |ψ in direction of the eigenvector |um . When the measurement result λm is obtained, the
quantum state |ψ collapses onto √1pm P̂m |ψ.
One form of a CV quantum system is that represented by
N bosonic modes, such as those corresponding to N quantized radiation modes of the electromagnetic field [9], [83],
[85]–[87], [113], [114]. A single photon has four degrees of
freedom, helicity (polarization) and the three components of
the momentum vector. In principle, quantum information can
be encoded into any one of these degrees of freedom. A single ‘mode’ of an electromagnetic field refers to a specific
combination of these photonic degrees of freedom. In many
circumstances different modes can be simply represented by
different frequencies (since frequency is related to momentum). For a beam of photons, the number of photons in the
beam constitutes another means to encode quantum information. Quantum information encoded into the quadratures of
the electromagnetic field (formally defined below) are related
to an encoding in this additional degree of freedom. Since the
quadrature operators have continuous spectra, we can describe
the values of such operators as CV variables.
A single mode of a CV system can be described as a single
quantum harmonic oscillator of a specific frequency, where
the electric and magnetic fields play the ‘roles’ of the position
and momentum [115]. It will be useful to further illustrate
this concept. Consider the case of a single-frequency radiation field confined to a one-dimensional cavity with walls that
are perfectly conducting. Assume the z-axis is parallel to the
length of the cavity and the cavity walls are located at z =
0 and z = L. The electric field within the cavity will form
a standing wave. Without loss of generality, we can take the
electric field to be polarized perpendicular to the z-axis, and
in the positive x-direction (we take the x and z coordinates to
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be in same plane and the y plane perpendicular to the x plane).
In terms of the distance vector r and time t, the electric field
can then be written as E (r , t) = ex Ex (z , t), where ex is a
unit-length polarization vector. Given our boundary conditions,
and assuming a radiation source-free cavity, the electric field
satisfying Maxwell’s equations can be written as [115]


2ω 2
Ex (z , t) =
q(t) sin(kz ),
(2)
V o ε0
where k = ω/c is the wave number (ω is the frequency of
the mode and c is the speed of light in vacuum), ε0 is the
vacuum permittivity, q(t) is a time-dependent factor having the
dimension of length (meters), and Vo is the effective volume
of the cavity.9 For the present purposes we will assume the
frequency is one of those allowed by the boundary conditions,
namely, ωn = c(nπ/L), where n = 1, 2, . . ..
Similarly, the magnetic field can be written B (r , t) =
ey By (z , t), where ey is a unit-length polarization vector,
and [115]


2ω 2
µ 0 ε0
By (z , t) =
p(t) cos(kz ).
(3)
k
V o ε0

Here p(t) = q̇(t), where the dot denotes the time derivative,
and µ0 is the vacuum permeability. Based on these equations
it is then straightforward to show that the Hamiltonian, Ho ,
of the electromagnetic field can be written as [115]



1
1 2
dVo ε0 Ex2 (z , t) +
Ho =
(4)
By (z , t) .
2
µ0
Substituting Ex (z , t) and By (z , t) in Ho from Eq. (2)
and Eq. (3) respectively and exploiting that sin2 ( ωc z ) +
cos2 ( ωc z ) = 1 the Hamiltonian of the single-mode electromagnetic field can be written as

1 2
(5)
p + (ωq)2 .
Ho =
2
This equation can be compared with the Hamiltonian of the
classical harmonic oscillator for a particle of mass m viz.,
Ho = 21 (p 2 /m + (mωq)2 ), where we have taken the generalised coordinate q = x and set p = m ẋ , x being the
position. Comparing these two Hamiltonians, it can be seen
that a single-mode electromagnetic field is formally equivalent
to a harmonic oscillator of unity mass, where the electric and
magnetic fields play roles similar to that of the position and
momentum of a particle.10
In quantum systems we replace variables, such as q, p,
E, B and H of the classical system, by their corresponding
operator11 equivalents, e.g., q̂, p̂, Ê , B̂ and Ĥ . Then the
Hamiltonian of the single-mode electromagnetic field becomes
Ĥo = 12 (p̂ 2 + (ωq̂)2 ). As such, we can now see how a single
mode of a CV system can indeed be described as a single
quantum harmonic oscillator. Furthermore, note that the operators q̂ and p̂ are Hermitian (or self-adjoint). In quantum
9 To apply this formalism to the free field we calculate the physical
observables we are interested in and then simply take the limit V0 → ∞.
10 We emphasize that the terms ‘position’ and ‘momentum’ here simply
refer to the similar roles played by the field quadratures and position and
momentum of a particle - e.g., the ‘position quadrature’ does not in any
manner refer to the position of a photon.
11 Note that operators can be regarded as matrices. In fact, the operator and
matrix viewpoints turn out to be completely equivalent [8].

physics Hermitian operators correspond to observable quantities, where an observable is an operator that corresponds to
a physical quantity, such as position or momentum, that can
be measured.
However, it will be useful to introduce non-Hermitian
operators â (the annihilation operator) and â † (the creation
operator). These can be written as,
â = (2ω)(−1/2) (ωq̂ + i p̂),

(6)

(−1/2)

(7)

†

â = (2ω)

(ωq̂ − i p̂),

where  = h/2π, with h being Planck’s constant. These
bosonic field operators satisfy the commutation relation
[â, â † ] = 1, where the commutator between two operators
x̂ and ŷ is defined to be [x̂ , ŷ] = x̂ ŷ − ŷ x̂ . Note that since
the annihilation and creation operators are non-Hermitian, they
correspond to non-observable quantities.
It can be easily shown that our new non-Hermitian operators
have a time dependence, under free evolution, which can be
expressed as â = â(0) exp(−i ωt) and â † = â † (0) exp(i ωt).
As such, the electric field operator can then be re-written as
Eˆx (z , t)


ω
=
sin(kz ) â exp(−i ωt) + â † exp(i ωt) . (8)
V 0 ε0
Removing the time dependence in the creation and annihilation
operators by re-setting â = â(0) and â † = â † (0), we can in
turn define the quadrature operators (see later discussion on
the freedom to choose the specific form of these)

1
X̂1 =
â + â † ,
(9)
2


1
X̂2 =
(10)
â − â † .
2i
In terms of the quadrature operators we can then re-write
Eˆx (z , t) as


ω
ˆ
Ex (z , t) = 2
sin(kz ) X̂1 cos(ωt) + X̂2 sin(ωt) .
V 0 ε0
(11)
As such, we can see that the quadratures X̂1 and X̂2 can
be considered as the amplitudes of the electric field’s timedependent cos and sin components, respectively. Clearly, these
components are 90◦ out of phase with each other - hence the
name, quadratures. The quadratures satisfy the commutation
relation [X̂1 , X̂2 ] = i /2.12
A CV system of N modes follows a similar description to
that we have just given for a single mode, except of course
the Hilbert space containing the multimode system is larger.
The N-mode system may be described by a Hilbert space
given by the tensor product H = ⊗N
k =1 Hk , where Hk is a
single-mode Hilbert space associated with the k-th mode. The
12 This can be derived from the constraint imposed by quantum mechanics
that [q̂, p̂] = i. Note, that in contrast to classical physics where any two
observables commute, i.e., their commutator is zero (which means it is possible to know precisely the value of both observables at the same time), in
quantum mechanics the quadrature observables of the electromagnetic field
do not commute.
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creation and annihilation operators for each mode then satisfy
the commutation relationships
[âk , âk ′ ] = âk† , âk†′ = 0,

âk , âk†′ = δkk ′ ,

(12)

where δkk ′ is the Kronecker delta function.
Consider again the single-mode Hilbert space Hk . This is
spanned by the Fock, or number-state basis, {|nk }∞
n=0 , where
the Fock state |nk is the eigenstate of the number operator
n̂k = âk† âk , i.e., n̂k |nk = n|nk . Put simply, |nk represents
the state of the electromagnetic field containing exactly n photons (quanta) of frequency ωk . Note that for each mode k there
exists a vacuum state which contains no quanta of the field,
namely, |0k , satisfying âk |0k = 0. The action of the bosonic
field operators over the Fock states is given by [9], [87]
√
√
âk |nk = n|n − 1k , âk† |nk = n + 1|n + 1k . (13)
Having now formally defined the vacuum state, it is probably useful to note for the unwary that some apparent
inconsistency lies lurking in the literature (including the many
references of this work). This applies to both the constant
value applied to , as well as the nomenclature itself. We note
that our quadrature operators, as defined
thus far, can be used
√
to form q̂ = 2/ω X̂1 and p̂ = 2ω X̂2 ; from which we
can easily show consistency with [q̂, p̂] = i . In many works
we will find that q̂ and p̂ written in this form (and also in
‘dimensionless’ form with, say,  = ω = 1) are also referred
to as the ‘quadratures.’ Also, in many works the cofactor of
1/2 in front of our definitions
√ of X̂1 and X̂2 is replaced by
some other constant, e.g., 1/ 2 or 1-allowable re-definitions
of course. It is straightforward to determine the vacuum expectation value for any well-defined operator (or function of that
operator), e.g., 0|X̂12 |0 = 1/4, and 0|q̂ 2 |0 = /(2ω). It
is common to set  to some numerical constant, usually 1/2,
1 or 2. However, no consistency exists in the literature on
this either. Setting  = 2 has the convenience of setting the
vacuum-state variance of the q̂ and p̂ operators to 1 (when ω
is set to unity).13
Bearing in mind the above discussion of inconsistency in
nomenclature, we adopt henceforth that  = 2 and ω = 1
(unless stipulated otherwise). We also redefine the ‘quadrature’
operators to be q̂k and p̂k , now given by the simpler form
q̂k = âk + âk† and p̂k = i (âk† − âk ). This will make the
notation to follow less cluttered.
Defining the vector of quadrature operators for N modes
as R̂ = (q̂1 , p̂1 , . . . , q̂N , p̂N ), the commutation relationship
between the quadrature operators can be written as [R̂i , R̂j ] =
2i Ωij , where R̂i (R̂j ) is the i-th (j-th) element of the vector
R̂, and Ωij is the element of the matrix


N
0
1
.
(14)
Ω = ⊕ Ω0 , Ω0 =
−1 0
k =1
Since a Hermitian operator has an orthogonal set of eigenvectors with real-valued eigenvalues, the quadrature operator
q̂ (p̂) (which is Hermitian) is an observable with continuous
13 Note the variance of q̂ in the vacuum state is just 0|q̂ 2 |0 since the
vacuum expectation of q̂ is zero (variance = 0|q̂ 2 |0 − 0|q̂|02 ). Similar
is the case for p̂.
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eigenspectra, i.e., q̂|q = q|q (p̂|p = p|p), with orthogonal
eigenvectors or eigenstates |q (|p) having continuous eigenvalues q∈ R (p∈ R). Note that the two sets of eigenstates |q
and |p identify two different bases (i.e., two different sets of
orthogonal and complete eigenstates), and each set constitutes
a common basis for CV quantum information. A CV quantum
state can be defined as a continuous-valued superposition of
the field’s eigenstates.
All the physical information about a quantum system is contained in its quantum state, represented by a density operator
ρ̂, which is a trace-one positive operator. A pure quantum state
(i.e., the state of an isolated physical system which does not
have any interaction with the environment) is described by a
unit vector |ψ in Hilbert space, and its density operator is
given by ρ̂ = |ψψ|.
Unlike pure states, mixed states cannot be described by
a single vector in the Hilbert space, because the knowledge
about the state preparation is incomplete. In fact, a mixed state
is a statistical mixture of pure states, and is described by its
associated density operator. The density
 operator describing
a mixed state is in the form of ρ̂ =
i pi |ψi ψi |, where
the pure quantum state |ψi  in which the system is prepared
occurs with probability pi . A quantum state ρ̂ is said to be a
pure state, when we have ρ̂2 = ρ̂. In fact, for pure states we
have Tr(ρ̂2 ) = 1, and for mixed states we have Tr(ρ̂2 ) < 1,
where Tr denotes trace.

For a general mixed quantum state ρ̂ =
i pi |ψi ψi |
the
 mean value of the observable M̂ is given by M̂  =
i pi ψi |M̂ |ψi  = Tr(ρ̂M̂ ), where . denotes the mean
value, and the variance of the observable M̂ is given by
V (M̂ ) = M̂ 2  − M̂ 2 , where V(.) is the variance. Note
that the fluctuations in the quadrature operators (i.e., q̂ and
p̂) of the electromagnetic field can be characterized by the
variance of these observables, or by the standard deviation
(i.e., the square root of the variance) of these observables
denoted by ∆(.), which is sometimes referred to as the
uncertainty of the quadrature operators. Note also that for
non-commuting operators Â and B̂ where [Â, B̂ ] = Ĉ , we
have ∆(Â)∆(B̂ ) ≥ 21 |Ĉ |. Since the quadrature operators
of the electromagnetic field do not commute ([q̂, p̂] = i ),
there exists an uncertainty relation for the uncertainty of the
quadrature operators, called the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. In a N-mode CV system the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle is defined for the quadrature operators of each mode
k, and is given by V (q̂k )V (p̂k ) ≥ 1 (recall again  = 2).
According to the uncertainty principle if we prepare a large
number of quantum systems in identical states, and then measure the quadrature q̂ of some of those states, and measure
the quadrature p̂ of others, then the variance of the q̂ results
times the variance of the p̂ is at least one. Note again, that
the quadrature variance of the vacuum state of a single mode
is one, i.e., we have V (q̂) = V (p̂) = 1, which is the lowest possible variance reachable symmetrically by the q̂ and p̂
quadratures according to the uncertainty relationship.
A quantum state ρ̂ of a N-mode CV system can also
be described in terms of a characteristic function χc (ξ) =
Tr(ρ̂D̂(ξ)), where D̂(ξ) = exp(i R̂Ωξ) is the Weyl operator
[9], [87], and ξ ∈ R2N . The quantum state ρ̂ can also be
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described in terms of a Wigner function (quasi-probability
distribution), which is given by the Fourier transform of the
characteristic function χc as [9], [87]

d 2N ξ
exp(−iRΩξ)χc (ξ),
(15)
W (R) =
2N
R2N (2π)
where R = (q1 , p1 , . . . , qN , pN ) is the vector of quadrature variables, with the real-valued variables q and p being
the eigenvalues of the quadrature operators. Note that for a
single-mode quantum state the probability distribution of a
quadrature measurement (marginal distribution) is obtained
from the Wigner function of the quantum state by integration
over the conjugate quadrature.
The CV quantum states can be visualized using their Wigner
function in a phase-space representation, where the axes are
defined by a pair of conjugate quadrature variables q and p.
In such a phase space, a classical optical field is represented
by a single point corresponding to its complex-valued field
amplitude. However, the quantum states of light cannot be represented by a single point, since conjugate quadrature variables
cannot be measured simultaneously with arbitrary precision
due to the Heisenberg uncertainty relationship. Hence the
Wigner function is utilized to represent the quantum states
in the phase space [9], [85]–[87].
A. Gaussian Quantum States
Gaussian quantum states (for a detailed review, see [86],
[87], [114]) are completely characterized by the first moment
(or the mean value) of the quadrature operators R̂ and a
covariance matrix M , i.e., a matrix of the second moments of
the quadrature operators defined as
1
(16)
Mij = R̂i R̂j + R̂j R̂i  − R̂i R̂j .
2
The covariance matrix of a N-mode quantum state is a
(2N × 2N) real symmetric matrix, which must satisfy the
uncertainty principle, viz., M + i Ω ≥ 0. By definition, a
Gaussian state having N modes is a CV state whose Wigner
function is a Gaussian distribution of the quadrature variables
given by


exp − 12 (R − R) M −1 (R − R)T
W (R) =
. (17)
(2π)N det(M )
Some important examples of Gaussian states are vacuum
states [9], [86], [87], [115], coherent states [9], [86], [87],
[115], thermal states [9], [86], [87], [115] and squeezed
states [9], [86], [87], [115]. We discuss some of these Gaussian
states further.
1) Vacuum State: The Wigner function of the vacuum state
with respect to the conjugate quadrature variables q and p
is shown in Fig. 8(a), in which the Wigner function is centered at (0, 0), which means that the vacuum state has a zero
mean. The covariance matrix of the vacuum state is the identity matrix, which means that a vacuum state has a symmetric
distribution of the quadrature components (see Fig. 8(a)) with
both the quadrature components having noise variance of one.
This noise is usually termed the vacuum noise or quantum
shot noise.

2) Coherent State: A coherent state is generated by applying the displacement operator D̂ to the vacuum state formulated as |α = D̂(α)|0, where D̂(α) = exp(αâ † − α∗ â) is
the displacement operator and α = (q + ip)/2 is the complex
amplitude. Since the displacement operator does not change
the variance of the quadratures, coherent states - similarly to
vacuum states - exhibit the lowest possible variance reachable symmetrically by the q̂ and p̂ quadratures. The coherent
state is the eigenstate of the annihilation operator, which is
formulated as â|α = α|α. To elaborate a little further, this
state has a mean value of R̂ = (q, p), and the covariance
matrix is equal to the identity matrix, which means that a
coherent state has a symmetric distribution of the quadrature
components with both the quadrature components having noise
variance equal to one. This symmetric distribution can be seen
in Fig. 8(b), where the Wigner function of the coherent state
with a mean value of (3, 5) (which is the centre of the Wigner
function) is shown with respect to the conjugate quadrature
variables q and p. Note that coherent states are much easier to
generate in the laboratory than any other Gaussian state. For
example, the laser field is in a coherent state. As an important application in the context of quantum communication,
coherent states are used to distribute secret keys in Gaussian
CV-QKD protocols [13], [14], [116], [117].
3) Thermal State: Thermal states can be described as a
mixture of coherent states. The thermal state has a zero
mean and a covariance matrix Mth = vt I associated with
vt = 2n̄ + 1, where vt is the noise variance of each quadrature component, n̄ >0 is the average number of photons and
I is the (2 × 2)-element identity matrix. This form of the
covariance matrix means that a thermal state has a symmetric
distribution of the quadrature components, which can be seen
in Fig. 8(c) where the Wigner function of the thermal state
with vt = 5 is shown with respect to the conjugate quadrature
variables q and p. Note that in the generic form of quantum communication the quantum noise of the channel is in a
thermal state, called thermal noise.
4) Single-Mode Squeezed Vacuum State: According to the
Heisenberg uncertainty relationship, the lowest possible variance reachable symmetrically by the q̂ and p̂ quadratures is
one, i.e., the noise variance of the vacuum state. A reduction in the variance of the q̂ (or p̂) quadrature below the
vacuum noise is possible by squeezing. In squeezing, the variance of one continuous variable is in fact decreased below the
vacuum noise, while the variance of the conjugate variable
is increased. For instance, in a q̂-squeezed light, the variance of the q̂ quadrature is reduced below the vacuum noise,
while the variance of the p̂ quadrature is increased above
the vacuum noise. A single-mode squeezed vacuum state is
generated by applying the single-mode squeezing operator of
2
Ŝs (rs ) = exp [rs (â 2 − â † )/2] [9], [86], [87], [115] to the
vacuum state, where rs ∈ [0, ∞) represents the single-mode
squeezing parameter.14 Such a squeezed state has zero mean
and a covariance matrix of M = diag[ exp(−2rs ), exp(2rs )]
14 Note, in general, squeezing parameters are complex numbers. For simplicity (and to be consistent with most of the literature) we limit them here
to real numbers.
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when the quantum fluctuations of the q̂ quadrature have been
squeezed. In this case for the single-mode squeezing represented by rs >0 we have V (q̂) < 1 and V (p̂) >1. This means
that a single-mode squeezed state does not have a symmetric
distribution of the quadrature components, since the variance
of one of the quadratures is reduced by squeezing at the
expense of an increase in the variance of the conjugate quadrature by the counterpart operation of anti-squeezing. Note, the
state still obeys the Heisenberg uncertainty relationship. Such
an asymmetric distribution of quadrature components can be
seen in Fig. 8(d), where the Wigner function of the singlemode squeezed vacuum state with rs = 0.5 is shown. Here,
the q̂ quadrature is squeezed. In terms of applications in quantum communications, single-mode squeezed vacuum states are
also utilized to distribute secret keys in Gaussian CV-QKD
protocols [12], [118]. Note that for rs = 0, the single-mode
squeezed state corresponds to the vacuum state.
5) Two-Mode Squeezed Vacuum State: A two-mode
squeezed vacuum (TMSV) state is generated by applying the two-mode squeezing operator of Ŝt (r ) =
exp [r (â1 â2 − â1† â2† )/2] [9], [86], [87], [115] to a pair of
vacuum states |0|0, where r ∈ R is the two-mode
squeezing parameter, and the indices 1 and 2 represent the
two modes. A TMSV state is described in the Fock basis
as [9], [86], [87], [115]
|TMSV =
qn =

∞
n=0

qn |n1 |n2 , where

1 − λ2 λn ,

(18)

and λ = tanh(r). The two-mode squeezing in dB is
given by −10log10 [exp(−2r )]. Such a squeezed state has
a zero mean, and a covariance matrix in the following
form [9], [86], [87], [115]
√


vI
v2 − 1 Z
M = √ 2
,
(19)
v − 1Z
vI
where v = cosh (2r) is the quadrature variance of each
mode, and Z = diag(1, −1). Note that the two-mode squeezing operator Ŝt cannot be factorised into the product of the
two single-mode squeezing operators Ŝs . Hence, the TMSV
state is not a product of the two single-mode squeezed vacuum states. In fact, the squeezing (anti-squeezing) operation
applied to the quantum fluctuations does not squeeze (antisqueeze) the variance of the individual modes, but rather
that of the superposition of the two modes, so that we have
and V (q̂+ ) = V (p̂− )√=
V (q̂− ) = V (p̂+ ) = exp(−2r ) √
exp(2r ), where √
q̂− = (q̂1 − q̂2 )/ 2, p̂+√ = (p̂1 + p̂2 )/ 2,
q̂+ = (q̂1 + q̂2 )/ 2, and p̂− = (p̂1 − p̂2 )/ 2. For a two-mode
squeezing operation with r>0, we have V (q̂− ) = V (p̂+ ) < 1
and V (q̂+ ) = V (p̂− ) > 1. The correlations between the
quadratures of the two modes are known as Einstein-PodolskiRosen (EPR) correlations, which indicate the presence of
bipartite entanglement. Hence, for the two-mode squeezing
operation with r>0 the two modes are entangled, where the
entanglement increases upon increasing r. The TMSV state
associated with r>0 is the most commonly used Gaussian
entangled state [9], [83], [86], [87], [113], [114]. In the limit

Fig. 8. The Wigner function of the important single-mode Gaussian states
including vacuum state, coherent state with a mean value of (3, 5), thermal
state with vt = 5, and single-mode squeezed vacuum state with rs = 0.5
and with q̂ quadrature being squeezed.

of r → ∞ we have a maximally entangled state having perfect correlations, yielding q̂1 = q̂2 and p̂1 = −p̂2 . Note that
for r = 0 the TMSV state corresponds to two (non-entangled)
vacuum states.
The Gaussian entangled squeezed states can be generated
by parametric down conversion in a non-degenerate optical
parametric amplifier [119]–[123], where a crystal having an
optical nonlinearity is pumped by a bright laser beam. A photon of the incoming pumping beam spontaneously transfigures
in the non-linear crystal into a lower-energy pair of photons,
termed as the signal and the idler [119]–[123]. In Type-II
parametric down conversion, which is known as a source
of entangled states in the CV domain, the signal and idler
are in orthogonal polarizations, forming a Gaussian entangled
squeezed state [119]–[123]. In this process, the pump photons
of frequency 2ωp are converted into pairs of entangled photons
having a pair of different-frequency modes, namely modes 1
and 2 of frequency ω1 and ω2 , where 2ωp = ω1 + ω2 . An
alternative way of generating the Gaussian entangled squeezed
state is by mixing two orthogonally single-mode squeezed
vacuum states, where one of the states is squeezed in the q̂
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quadrature and the other one is squeezed in the p̂ quadrature. This mixing can be achieved by a balanced (or 50:50)
beam splitter. Note that the single-mode squeezed vacuum
state can be generated by Type-I parametric down conversion
in a degenerate optical parametric amplifier, where the pump
photons of frequency 2ωp are split into pairs of photons having
the same frequency and polarization [123].
Finally, note that by invoking local unitary operators the
first moment of every two-mode Gaussian state can be set to
zero and the covariance matrix can be transformed into the
following standard form [86], [87], [114]


A
C
Ms =
,
(20)
CT B
where we have A = aI, B = bI, C = diag(c+ , c− ),
a, b, c+ , c− ∈ R.
B. Homodyne Detection
The homodyne detection of Fig. 9(a) represents the most
common measurement in CV quantum information processing [9], [86], [87]. This detection scheme can be used for
determining or observing the quadrature operator q̂ (or p̂) of a
mode. The scheme of Fig. 9(a) is experimentally implemented
by combining the target mode (relying on the annihilation
operator â) with a local oscillator via a balanced beam splitter. The local oscillator is assumed to be in a bright coherent
state |αLO . Since |αLO  is represented by a large number
of photons, the local oscillator can be described by a classical
complex amplitude αLO . The two output modes of the
√ beam
splitter can then be√approximated by â1 = (αLO + â)/ 2 and
â2 = (αLO − â)/ 2.
The intensity of each outgoing mode is then measured using
a photodetector, which converts the photons of the electromagnetic mode into electrons, and hence into an electric current which is termed as the photo-current î . The photo-current is
proportional to the number of photons in the electromagnetic
mode. Hence, the pair of photodetectors of the two output
modes of the beam splitter generate the photo-currents of


∗
î1 ∝ n̂1 = â1† â1 = αLO
+ â † (αLO + â)/2,


∗
î2 ∝ n̂2 = â2† â2 = αLO
− â † (αLO − â)/2. (21)
Then the difference between the photo-currents î1 and î2 is
∗ â + α
†
measured, or more specifically, î1 − î2 ∝ (αLO
LO â )
is measured. Considering a local oscillator associated with
αLO = |αLO | exp(i Θ), where |αLO | and Θ are the magnitude
and phase of the local oscillator respectively, the quadrature
operator q̂ (p̂) can be measured by setting the local oscillator’s
phase as Θ = 0 (Θ = π/2).
In contrast to homodyne detection, heterodyne detection
allows us to measure both the quadrature operators q̂ and p̂
of a mode simultaneously [9], [86], [87]. A heterodyne detector combines the target mode with a vacuum ancillary mode
into a balanced beam splitter. Then, homodyne detection is
applied to the conjugate quadratures of the two output modes,
i.e., to q̂ of one output mode and p̂ of the other one, which
are measured using homodyne detection. The ‘price’ to pay

Fig. 9. (a) Homodyne detection: The signal mode is combined with the
local oscillator in a balanced beam splitter. Each output mode of the beam
splitter is then measured using a photodetector, which generates a photocurrent proportional to the photon numbers of the output mode. By measuring
the difference between the two photo-currents, the q̂ (or p̂) quadrature operator
of the signal mode can be measured depending on the phase of the local
oscillator. (b) Heterodyne detection: The signal mode interacts with a vacuum
mode in a balanced beam splitter. By applying homodyne detection to the
conjugate quadratures of the two output modes, both the quadrature operators
of the signal mode can be measured simultaneously at the price of introducing
an additional noise term into the measurements.

for this simultaneous detection is the introduction of an additional noise term into the measurements (due to the mixing
into the signal of the vacuum state). The implementation of
heterodyne detection is shown in Fig. 9(b).
C. CV Entanglement
We have already discussed the notion of entanglement.
Indeed, this property is one of the most important properties of quantum mechanics, and is widely recognized as a
basic resource for quantum information processing and quantum communications (for review, see [83], [87], [113], [114]).
We now attempt to quantify the entanglement property of CV
states more carefully. We focus our attention on bipartite CV
entanglement, which relies on the entanglement between two
CV quantum systems. Let us consider the pair of CV quantum
systems A and B having Hilbert spaces HA and HB , respectively. The Hilbert space of the composite system is given
by the tensor product HA ⊗ HB . By definition, a bipartite
quantum state ρ̂AB relying on the Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB
is said to be separable, if it can be formulated as a probability distribution
over a pair of uncorrelated states expressed as

B
A B
ρ̂AB = i pi ρ̂A
i ⊗ ρ̂i , where the quantum state
 ρ̂i (ρ̂i ) acts
on the Hilbert space HA (HB ), pi ≥ 0, and i pi = 1. If a
quantum state ρ̂AB is separable, then its partial transpose ρ̂PT
AB
with respect to either subsystem is positive [124]. The partial
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transposition of ρ̂AB represents the transposition with respect
to only one of the two subsystems, for example to system B.
By definition, a state is stated to be entangled, when it is not
separable in the above-mentioned sense.
The grade (or quantifiable measure) of entanglement in
a pure bipartite quantum state |ψ (with density operator
ρ̂AB = |ψψ|) can be quantified by the entropy of entanglement Ev (|ψ). The entropy of entanglement stipulates the
number of entangled qubits (measured in ebits)15 that can
be extracted from the state. It also can be considered as
the amount of entanglement required to generate the state.
The entropy of entanglement is given by the von Neumann
entropy of the reduced density operators ρ̂A or ρ̂B , where
ρ̂A = TrB (ρ̂AB ) and ρ̂B = TrA (ρ̂AB ), with TrA and TrB
denoting the partial trace [83], [87], [113], [114].
For a Gaussian stateρ̂, the von Neumann entropy S (ρ̂)
is given by S (ρ̂) =
k g(νk ), where we have g(x ) =
[(x + 1)/2]log2 [(x + 1)/2] − [(x − 1)/2]log2 [(x − 1)/2], and
νk are the symplectic eigenvalues16 of the covariance matrix
of the state.
For a pure two-mode entangled state in the form
|n2 , the entropy of entanglement is
of |ψ = ∞
n=0 qn |n1
2
2
given by Ev (|ψ) = − ∞
n=0 qn log2 qn .
Among the different quantifiable measures used as a grade
of
 entanglement for a mixed bipartite quantum state ρ̂AB =
i pi |ψi ψi |, the most well-known is perhaps the entanglement of formation[125], [126], Ef . This is defined as
Ef (ρ̂AB ) = min
i pi Ev (|ψi ), where the minimum is
{pi ,|ψi }

taken over all the possible pure-state decompositions of the
mixed state ρ̂AB . The entanglement of formation gives the
minimal amount of entanglement of any ensemble of pure
states realizing the given state ρ̂AB - meaning it quantifies
the minimum amount of entanglement needed to prepare the
quantum state ρ̂AB from a mix of pure entangled states. In
fact, given an entangled state ρ̂AB , the entanglement of formation expresses the number of maximally entangled states we
need to create ρ̂AB . In general, this measure of entanglement
is difficult to calculate.
The distillable entanglement is another measure for entanglement, and is the amount of entanglement that can be
distilled from a given mixed state [113]. This quantity is also
hard to calculate in general, since it would require optimization
over all possible distillation protocols. However, there is an
entanglement measure which is easy to compute, and gives an
upper bound on the amount of distillable entanglement. This
measure is the so-called logarithmic negativity [127], [128].
15 An ebit (entanglement qubit) as the unit of bipartite entanglement is the
amount of entanglement that is contained in a maximally entangled two-qubit
state (Bell state). In fact, it is said that each of the Bell states contains one
ebit of entanglement.
16 For an arbitrary N-mode covariance matrix M , there exists a sym-

N

plectic matrix S such that M = S Md S T , where Md = ⊕ νk I
k =1
is a diagonal matrix, and the N positive quantities νk are the symplectic
eigenvalues of M . Note that a symplectic matrix S is a matrix with real
elements that satisfies the condition S ΩS T = Ω where Ω is defined in
Eq. (14) [87], [114]. For example, given a two-mode Gaussian state associated with a covariance matrix M = {A, C ; C T , B}, where A = AT ,
B = B T , and C are 2 × 2 realmatrices, the symplectic eigenval2 = (∆ ± ∆2 − 4 det(M ))/2, where ∆ =
ues of M are given by ν±
det(A) + det(B) + 2 det(C ) [87], [114].
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The logarithmic negativity (LN) exhibits the following properties. (i) ELN is a non-negative function, ELN (ρ̂AB ) ≥ 0.
(ii) If ρ̂AB is separable, ELN (ρ̂AB ) = 0. (iii) ELN (ρ̂AB )
does not increase on average under local (quantum) operations
and classical communications. The logarithmic negativity of a
bipartite state ρ̂AB is defined as [127]
ELN (ρ̂AB ) = log2 [1 + 2N (ρ̂AB )],

(22)

where N (ρ̂AB ) is the negativity defined as the absolute value
of the sum of the negative eigenvalues of ρ̂PT
AB . The logarithmic
negativity quantifies as to what degree the quantum state fails
to satisfy the positivity of the partial transpose condition.
In the special case of two-mode Gaussian states, we are
able to determine the logarithmic negativity through the use
of the covariance matrix [83], [87], [114]. Given a twomode Gaussian state associated with a covariance matrix
M = {A, C ; C T , B } where A = AT , B = B T , and C
are 2 × 2 real matrices, the logarithmic negativity is given
by [83], [87], [114]
ELN (M ) = max[0, −log2 (ν̃− )],

(23)

where ν̃− is the smallest symplectic eigenvalue of
the partially transposed M . This eigenvalue is given
by [83], [87], [114]


2
= ∆ − ∆2 − 4 det(M ) /2,
(24)
ν̃−
where ∆ = det (A) + det (B) − 2det (C).
D. Gaussian Lossy Quantum Channel
Consider a fixed-attenuation channel described by a transmissivity of 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 and thermal noise variance of Vn ≥ 1.
Note that in the optical frequency domain the average number
of photons is very low even at room temperature (300K), hence
the thermal noise has a negligible impact on the signal. In fact,
in the optical frequency domain the noise variance is effectively unity, simply representing the vacuum noise. However,
in the millimeter-wave domain the thermal noise exhibits a
variance, Vn , which is much higher than unity. More specifically, we have Vn = 2n̄ + 1 with n̄ being the average number
of photons [129]–[132]. In order to suppress the thermal noise,
the system has to be operated at very low temperatures, e.g.,
<100mK. The average number of photons for a single mode
is given by [129]–[132] n̄ = [exp(hf /kB Tb ) − 1]−1 , where f
is the frequency of the mode, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant,
and Tb is the temperature.
A fixed-attenuation channel is a Gaussian channel, which
transforms the Gaussian input states into Gaussian states. For
example, if a single-mode Gaussian quantum state is transmitted through a fixed-attenuation channel, it will remain
Gaussian at the output of the channel even though it has
experienced channel loss. We can model the impact of a
fixed-attenuation channel of transmissivity τ and thermal noise
variance Vn on the single-mode input Gaussian state ρ̂ by a
beam splitter transformation, with the transmissivity of the
beam splitter being τ and reflectivity 1−τ . In this channel
representation shown in Fig. 10 the Gaussian input state is
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being transmitted through another fixed-attenuation channel
with transmissivity τ2 and thermal noise variance Vn2 . The
Gaussian output state has a zero mean and covariance matrix
in the following form [87], [134]
√


√
(τ1 v + (1√− τ1 )Vn1 )I
τ1 τ2 v 2 − 1Z
Mtm =
.
√
τ1 τ2 v 2 − 1Z
(τ2 v + (1 − τ2 )Vn2 )I
(27)
Fig. 10. The beam splitter representation of a fixed-attenuation channel with
transmissivity τ and thermal noise variance Vn . In this channel representation, the transmitted signal mode is combined with a thermal mode of variance
Vn in a beam splitter of transmissivity τ . In the case of a pure-attenuation
channel (without thermal noise), the signal mode is simply combined with a
vacuum mode of variance Vn = 1.

combined with the thermal noise in the beam splitter, such
that one input mode of the beam splitter is the Gaussian
input state ρ̂ having the corresponding quadratures of q̂1 , p̂1
and the second input mode is the thermal noise with corresponding quadratures of q̂2 , p̂2 . As a result of the beam
splitter transformation we have the output modes 1′ (corresponding to the received quantum state ρ̂′ at the output of the
channel) and 2′ with corresponding quadratures of q̂1′ , p̂1′ and
q̂2′ , p̂2′ respectively. These output quadratures can be described
by [87]
 √

√
τI
1 − τI
√
√
R̂in ,
R̂out =
(25)
− 1 − τI
τI

where R̂in = (q̂1 , p̂1 , q̂2 , p̂2 ), and R̂out = (q̂1′ , p̂1′ , q̂2′ , p̂2′ ). As
a result, the quadrature variance of the received quantum state
at the output of the channel is given by V (q̂1′ ) = τ V (q̂1 ) +
(1 − τ )Vn , and V (p̂1′ ) = τ V (p̂1 ) + (1 − τ )Vn .
Let us now use such a channel representation to analyse
the evolution of a two-mode Gaussian quantum state over a
fixed-attenuation channel (the general multimode case can be
significantly more complex, e.g., [133]). We consider a TMSV
state with zero mean and covariance matrix in the form of
Eq. (19) as the input quantum state of the channel. There are
two settings for the transmission of a two-mode quantum state
between two parties, namely, the single-mode transfer and the
two-mode transfer [134]. We discuss each of these in detail.
Single-mode transfer: In this setting, the TMSV source is
placed at one of the parties’ site. In this case, only one mode
(mode 2) is transmitted through a fixed-attenuation channel,
with the other mode (mode 1) remaining unaffected. The
Gaussian output state has a zero mean and covariance matrix
in the following form [87], [134]


√ √ 2
vI
τ v − 1Z
√
√
, (26)
Msm =
τ v 2 − 1Z (τ v + (1 − τ )Vn )I

where v = cosh (2r) is the quadrature variance of each mode
in the input TMSV state (r being the two-mode squeezing
parameter).
Two-mode transfer: In this setting, the TMSV source is
placed somewhere between the two parties. In this case, one
mode (mode 1) of the TMSV state is transmitted through
a fixed-attenuation channel with transmissivity τ1 and thermal noise variance Vn1 , while the other mode (mode 2)

Here, we have assumed that the pair of fixed-attenuation channels are independent and that the two thermal noises are
uncorrelated.
IV. C ONTINUOUS VARIABLE Q UANTUM K EY
D ISTRIBUTION
CV-QKD protocols using Gaussian quantum states have
been richly analysed in theory [12], [13], [15], [87], [118],
[135], [136], and they have also been implemented experimentally [14], [20], [21], [23]–[25], [80], [137]–[140].
Among these contributions, the authors of [12]–[14], [20],
[21], [23]–[25], [118], and [137]–[140] exploit the socalled prepare-and-measure (PM) scheme, where Alice prepares CV quantum states and encodes the key information onto the quantum states, which are then transmitted
over an insecure quantum channel to Bob. At the output
of the channel Bob receives the quantum states and measures them using classical homodyne or heterodyne detectors.
As a result, correlated, but non-identical, data is created
between Alice and Bob. Each PM scheme of CV-QKD can
be represented by an equivalent entanglement-based (EB)
scheme [15], [80], [87], [118], [135], [136], where Alice generates a two-mode entangled state,17 with one mode being
held by Alice and the other mode being transmitted through
an insecure quantum channel to Bob. Again, Alice and Bob
then proceed by measuring/observing their own modes using
classical homodyne or heterodyne detectors in order to create
correlated but non-identical data. Following the generation of
the correlated data, Alice and Bob proceed with classical postprocessing over a public, but authenticated, classical channel
(in both the PM scheme and EB scheme), so as to generate a
key, which remains secret even in the presence of Eve.
A. Prepare-and-Measure Approach
The PM CV-QKD is derived from the classic DV BB84 protocol of [3]. Hence, for the sake of enhancing readability, we
commence by detailing the DV BB84 protocol before delving
deeper into the specific instantiations of PM CV-QKD.
The DV BB84 protocol, conceived in 1984, is named after
its inventors Bennett and Brassard. It derives it’s strength from
the two fundamental laws of quantum physics, namely the ‘nocloning theorem’ and the ‘measurement’ of Fig. 3. Table III
lists an example of the DV BB84 protocol, which proceeds as
follows:
1) Alice generates a string of random bits, called the ‘raw
key’, which is much longer than the desired length of
the key.
17 Please refer to Section III-C for CV entanglement.
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TABLE III
P REPARE - AND -M EASURE D ISCRETE VARIABLE BB84 QKD E XAMPLE ( IN THE A BSENCE OF E VE AND N OISE ). (1) R ANDOM B INARY K EY
G ENERATED . (2) R ECTILINEAR OR D IAGONAL P OLARIZATION R ANDOMLY S ELECTED . (3) Q UANTUM S TATE P REPARED BY E NCODING THE
B INARY K EY OF S TEP (1) U SING THE P OLARIZATIONS OF S TEP (2). (4) M EASUREMENT BASIS R ANDOMLY S ELECTED . I NSTANCES W HERE
THE P REPARATION AND M EASUREMENT BASIS M ATCH A RE M ARKED IN G REEN . (5) R ECEIVED S TATES M EASURED U SING THE BASIS OF
S TEP (4). (6) D ETECTED S TATES M APPED O NTO B ITS . I NSTANCES W HERE THE D ETECTED AND R AW K EY B ITS D IFFER A RE M ARKED
IN R ED . (7) O NLY T HOSE B ITS R ETAINED , W HICH H AVE THE S AME P REPARATION AND M EASUREMENT BASIS . (8) E RROR R ATE
E STIMATED FOR D ETECTING THE P RESENCE OF E VE . (9) I NFORMATION R ECONCILIATION C ORRECTS E RRORS IN THE
S IFTED K EY. (10) C ORRECTED K EY F URTHER S HORTENED U SING P RIVACY A MPLIFICATION ,
H ENCE R EDUCING E VE ’ S I NFORMATION A BOUT THE K EY

2) Alice exploits two conjugate pairs of states for encoding
the classical raw key into photon polarizations (qubits).
Specifically, the states within the pair are orthogonal,
while the two pairs are the conjugates of each other. In
our example, we consider the rectilinear polarization (+
in Table III), which maps bit 0 and 1 onto the vertical
(↑) and horizontal (→) polarizations, respectively, and
the diagonal polarization (× in Table III), which maps
bit 0 and 1 onto the 45◦ (ր) and 135◦ (ց) polarizations, respectively. Alice randomly chooses either the
rectilinear or diagonal polarization for the action termed
as state preparation.
3) Alice encodes the raw key of Step (1) seen in Table III
based on the randomly chosen polarizations of Step (2)
in Table III using + or × and sends the resultant qubits
to Bob over an insecure quantum channel.
4) Neither Bob nor Eve knows the encoding basis of
Step (2) in Table III used by Alice. Therefore, Bob randomly chooses either the rectilinear (+) or the diagonal
(×) basis for measuring the received qubits. Bob’s chosen basis are listed in Step (4) of Table III. Since both
Alice and Bob randomly choose the polarization basis,
they will end up choosing the same basis roughly half
of the time. These instances have been marked in green
in Steps (2) and (4) of Table III.
5) If Bob measures the qubits received in the same basis
as they were prepared in Step (2) of Table III, then he
detects the transmitted bit correctly, provided that the
quantum channel is noiseless and there is no eavesdropper. By contrast, if the measurement basis is not the
same as the preparation basis, then there is only a 50%
chance that Bob will detect the bit correctly. For example, let us consider the second bit of Table III having the
value 0, which is encoded in the rectilinear basis (+),
but measured in the diagonal basis (×). A bit value 0 in
the rectilinear basis may also be expressed as a function
of the diagonal basis:
1
1
(28)
| ↑ ≡ √ | ր + √ | ց.
2
2

Consequently, when ↑ is measured in the diagonal basis,
it is equally likely to collapse either to the state | ր
(bit 0) or the state | ց (bit 1).
6) The detected polarizations of Step (5) may be decoded
by invoking the same classical-to-quantum mapping as
the encoding operation at the transmitter. Bob detects
the bit correctly approximately 75% of the time. All
incorrect instances of bit detection are marked in red in
Steps (1) and (6) of Table III. Hence, Alice and Bob
acquire a correlated key through Steps (1) to (6).
7) Alice and Bob then communicate over an authenticated
classical channel for further processing the correlated
key they possess, hence termed as ‘classical postprocessing’. This post-processing commences with ‘bit
sifting’ during which Alice shares the basis used for
preparation in Step (2) of Table III, while Bob shares
the basis of Step (5) in Table III used for measurement.
Both Alice and Bob discard the specific bits whose
preparation basis and measurement basis differ, because
these instances may result in incorrect detection,
which are marked in red in Step (6) of Table III and
statistically represent about 25% of the bits. This in
turn ensures that both Alice and Bob possess the same
secret key in the absence of Eve, provided that the
quantum channel is noiseless. The length of this key
is approximately half of that of the raw key, in which
about half of the basis were different.
8) Recall that qubits cannot be cloned. Therefore, if
Eve is listening to the insecure quantum channel, she
cannot acquire a copy of the quantum information.
Furthermore, Eve unaware of the specific basis in
which Alice maps the classical bits onto the qubits,
until Alice reveals this information during the classical
post-processing stage. Consequently, similar to Bob,
Eve chooses a random basis for measurement, while
listening to the quantum-domain session between Alice
and Bob. This in turn introduces errors in the shared
key. Hence, for the sake of determining the presence
of Eve, Alice and Bob share a subset of the key and
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estimate the fraction of errors. If the resultant error
ratio is higher than a pre-determined threshold, the
transmission is considered ‘insecure’ and hence aborted.
9) By contrast, if the transmission is found to be secure,
the process termed as ‘information reconciliation’ is
invoked for correcting the dependencies between Alice’s
and Bob’s key, which may include for example the
dependencies arising from errors inflicted by a realistic
imperfect quantum channel as well as those due to
measurements by Eve. Let us now briefly elaborate
on the effect of channel errors. Consider the first bit
of Table III, which is prepared and measured in the
same basis. As shown in Table III, Alice transmits the
quantum state | → corresponding to the classical bit
1. Let us consider the scenario where a channel error is
inflicted on Alice’s quantum state during transmission,
so that Bob receives the erroneous state | ↑. Now
even if Bob measures the received quantum state in
the same basis as it was prepared, his detected output
will be incorrect. Explicitly, Bob will detect bit 0 upon
measurement in the rectilinear basis (+), while Alice
transmitted bit 1. Hence, channel errors also introduce
dependencies between Alice’s and Bob’s keys.
10) Eve may acquire information about the secret key by
measuring a subset of the key as well as by listening to
the public classical information shared during the error
reconciliation process. For the sake of reducing this
information, the technique of ‘privacy amplification’ is
invoked. Explicitly, privacy amplification generates a
shorter key from the corrected key of Step (9), hence
reducing Eve’s information about the shared key.
In contrast to the PM DV-QKD scheme of Table III, which
transmits qubits, a Gaussian PM CV-QKD scheme exploits
Gaussian CV quantum states, as shown in Fig. 11.
Explicitly, the CV quantum states prepared by Alice are
Gaussian states (squeezed states or coherent states) which
are modulated by Gaussian distributions [12]–[14], [20], [21],
[24], [25], [118], [135], [137], [138], [140]. In fact, Alice
encodes a classical random variable drawn from a Gaussian
distribution onto a Gaussian quantum state, which is transmitted to Bob, and then measured by him, thus extracting
a classical random variable which is correlated with Alice’s.
Furthermore, in contrast to the discrete measurement operations of Table III, the measurements of the received quantum
states are made by Gaussian measurements, namely by classical homodyne or heterodyne detection. Hence, Alice and
Bob share correlated Gaussian data in contrast to the correlated binary stream of PM DV-QKD. The resultant correlated
Gaussian distributed random variable (rv) is then processed
classically for the sake of generating a virtually error free and
secure binary key.
We may notice in Fig. 11 that four different variants of a
Gaussian PM CV-QKD protocol exist, since we have two types
of Gaussian quantum states, i.e., squeezed and coherent states,
and two types of detectors, i.e., homodyne and heterodyne
detectors, which are detailed in Section III. In the succeeding
subsections, we provide further insights into each of these four
variants with the aid of slow-paced quantitative examples.

1) PM CV-QKD Relying on Squeezed States & Homodyne
Detection: Table IV gives an example of CV-QKD protocol
using squeezed states and homodyne detection [12], which
proceeds as follows:
1) Alice generates a real random Gaussian-distributed variable a with zero mean µ = 0 and variance σ 2 = vm , as
exemplified in Step (1) of Table IV.
2) Alice then decides to encode the Gaussian variable a
into either a p-squeezed or a q-squeezed vacuum state by
randomly choosing the p̂ or q̂ quadrature component for
squeezing. More specifically, Alice generates a binary
random variable u for choosing the p̂ or q̂ quadrature for
squeezing. The chosen quadratures are listed in Step (2)
of Table IV.
3) Alice next proceeds with quantum state preparation.
Explicitly, Alice prepares a single-mode squeezed
vacuum state having the covariance matrix M =
diag(1/v , v ), where v = exp(2rs ), and rs is the singlemode squeezing. The prepared squeezed state is then
modulated (displaced) by an amount a of Step (1)
in Table IV, where the modulation variance satisfies
vm = v − 1/v . Specifically, depending on the quadratures chosen in Step (2) of Table IV, Alice either sends a
q-squeezed state having a first moment of (aq , 0), aq =
a, or a p-squeezed state associated with the first moment
(0, ap ), ap = a, as illustrated in Step (3) of Table IV.
For example, let us consider the first element of raw
Gaussian key having the value of 0.9 in Step (1) of
Table IV. Since p̂ quadrature is chosen in Step (2) of
Table IV for preparing the first quantum state, Alice prepares a p-squeezed state having the first moment (0, 0.9).
The prepared and modulated squeezed states are then
transmitted over an insecure quantum channel to Bob.
4) For each incoming quantum state, Bob randomly
chooses either the q̂ or the p̂ quadrature for detection
depending on his own binary random variable u′ , as
shown in Step (4) of Table IV.
5) Bob measures the received quantum state in either the
q̂ or the p̂ quadrature using homodyne detection based
on the chosen quadratures of Step (4). Note that in
order to warrant security, Alice and Bob choose different basis for preparation and measurement (in a random
fashion). Consequently, when the preparation and measurement basis are the same, which are marked in
green in Steps (2) and (4) of Table IV, Bob accurately detects the transmitted quantum state, provided
that the transmission channel is noiseless and there is
no eavesdropper. For example, Bob chooses p̂ quadrature for the first element of Gaussian key, as shown in
Step (4) of Table IV. Since the first element was also
prepared in the same quadrature, Bob correctly detects
a p̂-squeezed state having the first moment (0,0.9). By
contrast, if the preparation and detection quadratures do
not match, Bob detects a modified version of the transmitted state, which are marked as blank red cells in
Table IV.
6) Finally, Bob obtains a real variable bq = b or bp = b
corresponding to the q̂ or the p̂ detection quadratures.
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Fig. 11. The quantum communication stage of Gaussian CV-QKD protocol in a PM scheme, which consists of three steps; preparation, transmission, and
detection. In a full-Gaussian protocol Alice encodes a classical Gaussian-distributed random variable (a) onto Gaussian quantum states (squeezed or coherent
states). The prepared states are transmitted through an insecure quantum channel to Bob. In the detection step, received quantum states are measured using
Gaussian measurements (homodyne or heterodyne detection) to obtain a classical Gaussian-distributed random variable (b), which is correlated with Alice’s
random variable (a).
TABLE IV
P REPARE - AND -M EASURE CV-QKD E XAMPLE R ELYING ON S QUEEZED S TATES AND H OMODYNE D ETECTION ( IN THE A BSENCE OF E VE AND N OISE ).
(1) R EAL R ANDOM VARIABLE a G ENERATED U SING A G AUSSIAN D ISTRIBUTION H AVING M EAN µ = 0 AND VARIANCE σ 2 = vm . (2) p̂ OR q̂
Q UADRATURE R ANDOMLY C HOSEN FOR S QUEEZING . (3) S QUEEZED S TATE P REPARED H AVING THE F IRST M OMENT (a, 0), IF q̂ Q UADRATURE I S
C HOSEN IN S TEP (2) AND THE M OMENT (0, a), I F p̂ Q UADRATURE IS C HOSEN IN S TEP (2). (4) p̂ OR q̂ D ETECTION Q UADRATURE R ANDOMLY
S ELECTED . I NSTANCES W HERE THE P REPARATION AND D ETECTION Q UADRATURES M ATCH A RE M ARKED IN G REEN . (5) R ECEIVED S TATES
D ETECTED U SING THE Q UADRATURES OF S TEP (4). T HE D ETECTION O UTCOME IS N OISY ( OR C ORRUPTED ), W HEN THE P REPARATION AND
D ETECTION BASIS D O N OT M ATCH , H ENCE A RE M ARKED IN R ED . (6) D ETECTED S TATES M APPED O NTO G AUSSIAN K EY. (7) O NLY
T HOSE K EY VALUES A RE R ETAINED , W HICH H AVE THE S AME P REPARATION AND M EASUREMENT Q UADRATURE

The resulting variables constitute the detected Gaussian
key, as shown in Step (6) of Table IV.
7) Following the measurement of all incoming states by
Bob, classical post-processing over the public channel
commences via a sifting operation. In this operation,
Alice and Bob reveal to each other which of the two
randomly selected quadratures they used for preparing
(Alice) and measuring (Bob) the information, discarding
non-tallying random bit pairs (i.e., u = u′ ). A natural way of achieving this is that Alice reveals for each
Gaussian rv the specific value of u (i.e., whether she
displaced the q̂ or the p̂ quadrature), and Bob only
retains those, where he measured the relevant tallying quadrature (i.e., u = u′ ), as shown in Step (7) of
Table IV.
Let us now consider the second variant of Fig. 11.
2) PM CV-QKD Relying on Squeezed States & Heterodyne
Detection: Another squeezed-state protocol was developed
in [118], in which Bob uses heterodyne detection rather
than homodyne detection and measures both the q̂ and p̂

quadratures for obtaining (bq , bp ). In the sifting step of this
protocol, Bob then disregards one of his quadrature measurements, depending on Alice’s specific choice of quadrature
preparation. This protocol can be seen as a noisy version of
the protocol with squeezed states and homodyne detection,
since the heterodyne detection imposes vacuum noise on the
measurement. When Bob’s Gaussian rv are the reference of
error correction (see below) in the classical post-processing,
the heterodyne detection protocol exhibits a better robustness
against the channel noise than the protocol associated with
homodyne detection [118]. Let us now focus our attention on
the third variant of Fig. 11.
3) PM CV-QKD Relying on Coherent States & Homodyne
Detection: Table V gives an example of the PM CVQKD protocol using coherent states and homodyne detection [13], [14], [116], which can be described as
follows:
1) Alice generates random real numbers aq chosen from an independent Gaussian distribution of
′ .
variance vm
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TABLE V
P REPARE - AND -M EASURE CV-QKD E XAMPLE R ELYING ON C OHERENT S TATES AND H OMODYNE D ETECTION ( IN THE A BSENCE OF E VE AND N OISE ).
(1) R EAL R ANDOM G AUSSIAN VARIABLE aq G ENERATED . (2) R EAL R ANDOM G AUSSIAN VARIABLE ap G ENERATED . (3) C OHERENT S TATE P REPARED
H AVING A M EAN VALUE OF (aq , ap ). (4) p̂ OR q̂ D ETECTION Q UADRATURE R ANDOMLY S ELECTED . (5) R ECEIVED S TATES D ETECTED U SING THE
Q UADRATURES OF S TEP (4). (5) D ETECTED S TATES M APPED O NTO G AUSSIAN K EY. (6) A LICE R ETAINS aq OR ap D EPENDING ON B OB ’ S
D ETECTION Q UADRATURES . T HE R ETAINED K EY VALUES A RE M ARKED IN G REEN IN S TEPS (1) AND (2)

2) Alice also generates another set of random real numbers
ap , which are also chosen from an independent Gaussian
′ .
distribution of variance vm
3) Alice then prepares a coherent state, which is modulated (displaced) by the amounts of aq and ap generated
previously in Steps (1) and (2), so that the resulting coherent state has a mean value of (aq , ap ). For
example, aq = 0.9 and ap = 1.2 are chosen for the
first element of key in Steps (1) and (2), respectively.
Consequently, Alice prepares a coherent state having a
mean value of (0.9,1.2). The prepared coherent states
transmitted over an insecure quantum channel to Bob.
4) Bob generates a random variable u′ for each incoming
state and chooses either the q̂ or the p̂ quadrature for
detection depending on the value of u′ .
5) Finally, Bob measures either the q̂ or the p̂ quadrature
component using homodyne detection depending on the
chosen quadratures of Step (4), hence obtaining a real
variable bq or bp , respectively. For example, as can be
seen in Table V, p̂ quadrature is chosen in Step (4)
for detecting the first element of the key. Consequently,
when Bob measures the first received coherent state
using the p̂ quadrature, he obtains a value of 1.2.
6) When the quantum communication phase is completed
and all the incoming states have been measured by Bob,
classical post-processing over a public channel is commenced by applying sifting, where Bob reveals for each
Gaussian rv the specific value of u′ (i.e., whether he
measured the q̂ or the p̂ quadrature), and Alice retains
aq or ap depending on the value of u′ . Note that in this
protocol only one of the two real random variables generated by Alice is used for the key after the sifting stage.
For example, Alice only retains ap = 1.2 for the first
element of key, since Bob measured the received state
in the p̂ quadrature. The retained key values are marked
in green in Steps (1) and (2) of Table V.
Finally, we now consider the fourth variant of Fig. 11.
4) PM CV-QKD Relying on Coherent States & Heterodyne
Detection: Another coherent-state protocol was developed
in [117], where Bob uses heterodyne detection rather than
homodyne detection and measures both the q̂ and p̂ quadrature
components for obtaining (bq , bp ) at the cost of imposing

vacuum noise on the measurement. In this protocol, sifting
is no longer needed, since both of the real random variables
generated by Alice are used for the generation of the key,
hence potentially resulting in higher secret key rates.
All the four CV-QKD protocols discussed above in the context of Fig. 11 yield a correlated Gaussian key between Alice
and Bob. Please note that the Gaussian key generated in the
examples above is the same for both Alice and Bob. However,
when Eve is present or in the inevitable presence of noise,
Bob’s key will be a noisy version of Alice’s key. Hence, Bob
and Alice will possess correlated but unidentical Gaussian
keys. Analogous to the PM DV-QKD of Table III, parameter
estimation is then performed (in the classical post-processing
stage, following the sifting step), where the two parties reveal
a randomly chosen subset of their correlated but unidentical
Gaussian key. This allows them to estimate the parameters of
the channel, such as the channel’s transmissivity and the level
of channel noise, as well as to limit the maximum amount
of information Eve can infer about their values. This step is
followed by an information reconciliation procedure, which
involves quantizing Alice’s and Bob’s correlated Gaussian data
into binary keys as well as performing error correction, hence
resulting in a near-error-free binary key. As discussed further
later, this procedure normally relies on the employment of
low density parity check (LDPC) codes [20]. QKD can be
operated in two reconciliation scenarios, namely direct reconciliation [141] and reverse reconciliation [13], [14]. In the
direct reconciliation protocol Alice’s Gaussian data constitute
the reference and she sends classical correction information to
Bob which may be overheard by Eve. Then Bob corrects his
key elements to arrive at the same values as Alice. By contrast,
in the reverse reconciliation protocol Bob’s Gaussian data constitute the reference and must be estimated by Alice (also by
Eve) [13], [14]. Based on the upper bound on Eve’s information estimated during the parameter estimation stage, Alice and
Bob apply a privacy amplification protocol, which produces a
shorter binary key in the spirit of expurgating Eve’s information about the shared key, hence Eve’s information about the
key is substantially reduced.
Whilst in Fig. 11 we had four variants, now there are
eight protocol choices for characterising Gaussian CV-QKD
in a PM scheme. Explicitly, this is because we must consider
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Fig. 12.

Gaussian CV-QKD implementation parameters.

both the type of quantum state (squeezed states or coherent
states) which Alice prepares, and also the type of detection
(homodyne or heterodyne detection) which Bob applies to
the received states, as well as the specific type of reconciliation (direct reconciliation or reverse reconciliation). However,
recall that all PM schemes have an equivalent EB scheme.
Hence, different variants of CV-QKD may be implemented
using the parameters summarized in Fig. 12. Next we discuss
the entanglement-based approach for implementing CV-QKD
protocols.
B. Entanglement-Based Approach
All the Gaussian PM protocols can be described in an unified way using the EB scheme [87], [135] shown in Fig. 13.
Here Alice generates a TMSV state, which we refer to as
ρ̂AB . She keeps mode A, and sends mode B to Bob. At some
time later, Alice and Bob use an unbalanced beam splitter of
transmissivity (TA at Alice’s side and TB at Bob’s side), to
carry out generalized heterodyne detections. If Alice applies
homodyne detection (TA = 1), the prepared state should be
a squeezed state and if Alice makes a heterodyne detection
(TA = 1/2), the prepared state should be a coherent state. The
security of the CV-QKD protocols is mostly analysed using
their equivalent EB scheme, where a two-mode entangled state
is shared between Alice and Bob before their detection observations. Note, in the security analysis of CV-QKD discussed
next we will assume that the number of exchanges between
Alice and Bob is considered to be infinite (the asymptotic
regime). This assumption is adopted in most QKD security
analyses since the ability to estimate some quantities (e.g.,
average values) exactly in the infinite sample-limit, greatly
simplifies the analyses.
C. CV-QKD Security Analysis
The most powerful, and most general, attack that Eve
can implement against QKD is known as a coherent
attack [87], [135]. In this attack, Eve prepares her ancillary
system in a global quantum state, which means she prepares
an arbitrary joint (entangled) state of the ancillae. After the
interaction of the global ancillary system with the signals sent
by Alice, the output ancillary system is stored in a quantum memory. Once the classical post-processing relying on
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Fig. 13. The quantum communication stage of Gaussian CV-QKD protocol in an EB scheme. Alice generates a Gaussian two-mode entangled state
(TMSV state) ρ̂AB . She keeps mode A, and sends mode B through an insecure
quantum channel to Bob. If Alice applies homodyne detection, i.e., TA = 1
(heterodyne detection, i.e., TA = 1/2) to mode A, she remotely projects
the other mode of the entangled state onto a squeezed state (coherent state).
Similar to the PM scheme, Bob measures the received state using a Gaussian
measurement (homodyne detection, i.e., TB = 1 or heterodyne detection,
i.e., TB = 1/2). As a result of their measurements, Alice and Bob end up
with two sets of classical Gaussian-distributed random variables which are
correlated to each other.

the public channel is finished, Eve applies an optimal joint
measurement over the ancillary system stored in the quantum
memory to maximize her knowledge on the quantum information of the trusted parties. The security analysis of CV-QKD
in the face of coherent attacks is very complex. However,
under some trivial constraint imposed on the classical postprocessing protocol, collective attacks are just as detrimental
as coherent attacks [142]. In a collective attack against QKD
Eve prepares her ancillary system in a product state of identically prepared ancillae. After interaction of each ancilla with
a single signal sent by Alice, the output ancilla is stored in a
quantum memory. Once the classical post-processing is completed, Eve applies an optimal joint measurement over the
ensemble of ancillae in the quantum memory.
For a realistic reconciliation algorithm, the asymptotic CVQKD key rate (bits per pulse) against collective attacks is
given by [87] and [135] K = ξIAB − IE , where IAB is
the mutual information between Alice and Bob (i.e., between
Alice’s variable, a, as well as Bob’s variable, b), and 0< ξ <1
is the reconciliation efficiency. This efficiency reflects that in
a realistic reconciliation algorithm, Alice and Bob acquire not
all of the maximum attainable mutual information. Note that
for a perfect reconciliation algorithm we will have ξ = 1.
Furthermore, IE is the Holevo bound defined in [87] and [135]
as an upper bound on the quantum information stolen by Eve.
In the reconciliation step, if we assume that Alice’s data represents the reference, then IE = IAE is the Holevo bound
on the mutual information between Eve’s quantum memory
and Alice’s variable. By contrast, if we assume that Bob’s
data is the reference, then IE = IBE is the Holevo bound
on the mutual information between Eve’s quantum memory
and Bob’s variable. Note that IAB remains the same, regardless of whose data represents the reference of reconciliation.
It was also shown [143] that in the family of collective
attacks, Gaussian attacks based on Gaussian operations18 are

18 Gaussian operations are linear operations with respect to the quadrature amplitudes. Such operations maintain the Gaussian character of Gaussian
states.
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Fig. 14. Implementation of optimal collective Gaussian attack (entanglingcloner attack) by Eve, in which Eve prepares an entangled state, ρ̂E1 E2 ,
interacts mode E1 with the signal sent from Alice in a beam splitter (with the
same transmissivity as the channel transmissivity). The output mode, mode B′ ,
is transmitted to Bob through a perfect quantum channel. The other output,
mode E1′ , and the other arm of Eve’s entangled state, mode E2 , are stored in
Eve’s quantum memory, to be collectively measured at the end of the classical
post-processing.

the optimal attacks Eve can implement so as to minimize the
secret key rate K.19
Let us consider a Gaussian CV-QKD protocol in the EB
scheme, where Alice generates a TMSV state ρ̂AB , and keeps
mode A while sending mode B to Bob over an insecure
quantum channel. In the optimal collective Gaussian attack
(which is also referred to as the entangling-cloner attack [14])
shown in Fig. 14, Eve models the quantum channel (with
transmissivity of 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 and thermal noise variance of
ω ≥ 1) by a TMSV state ρ̂E1 E2 having a quadrature variance of ω and a beam splitter of transmissivity τ . In fact,
the quadrature variance of ρ̂E1 E2 and the transmissivity of
the beam splitter in Fig. 14 are tuned in order to inject the
same noise and to impose the same attenuation as in the
original channel, respectively. In this beam splitter Eve combines the signal mode gleaned from Alice (mode B) with
one mode (mode E1 ) of the TMSV state. The first output
of the beam splitter (mode B′ ) which
√ is the √quantum signal
received√by Bob √
is given by q̂B ′ = τ q̂B + 1 − τ q̂E1 , and
p̂B ′ = τ p̂B + 1 − τ p̂E1 . The second output of the beam
splitter (mode E1′ ) and mode E2 of the TMSV state ρ̂E1 E2
are stored by Eve in a quantum memory. Once the classical post-processing over the public channel is completed, this
quantum memory is detected by means of an optimal joint
measurement which estimates Alice’s data (in direct reconciliation) or Bob’s data (in reverse reconciliation). Note that in a
Gaussian CV-QKD protocol, the asymptotic key rate against
optimal collective Gaussian attacks can be calculated through
the equivalent EB scheme based on the covariance matrix of
the two-mode entangled state shared between Alice and Bob
before their detection observations [87], [135], [136].
V. F REE -S PACE C HANNELS TO AND F ROM S ATELLITES
A. Sources of Loss in FSO Channels
The main sources of loss in FSO communication are
diffraction, absorption, scattering and atmospheric turbulence [144]–[148], as encapsulated in Fig. 15. As will be discussed in this section, Diffraction-induced beam-spreading and
19 Gaussian collective attacks are as strong as coherent attacks in the limit
of an infinite number of quantum states exchanged, however, it is not known
this is the case for a realistic finite-length key protocols.

Fig. 15. Sources of losses in FSO channels and their effects on optical signal.
Diffraction-induced beam-spreading and turbulence-induced beam-wandering
as well beam-spreading dominate in good weather conditions.

turbulence-induced beam-wandering as well beam-spreading
are dominant in good weather conditions, while absorption,
scattering and scintillation are known to be relatively minor
issues in good weather conditions.
Diffraction: Diffraction is a ubiquitous form of the natural wave propagation phenomenon experienced by light
beams, and leads to beam-spreading (beam-broadening).
Consequently, a certain fraction of the transmitted beam may
not be collected by the receiver, since the diameter of the
received beam is longer than the receiver’s aperture, hence
resulting in divergence loss, which increases upon increasing
the length of the link. This loss may be mitigated by increasing
the receiver’s aperture as well as by reducing the transmission wavelength. However, a suitable compromise between the
divergence loss, receiver size and cost as well as other transmission losses must be struck. Furthermore, a narrow beam is
desirable to reduce diffraction losses, but this makes the link
more sensitive to any misalignment between the transmitter
and receiver.
Absorption and scattering: Absorption and scattering are
imposed by the constituent gases and particles of the atmosphere. Both absorption as well as scattering impose attenuation on an optical wave. Explicitly, absorption is the phenomenon where the energy of optical wave is absorbed by
the atmospheric particles, while scattering results in redistribution of the optical energy in arbitrary directions. Furthermore,
both effects are strongly wavelength-dependent and become
more pronounced when the transmission wavelength is comparable to the size of the atmospheric particles. Both scattering
and absorption can be neglected, since they can be substantially mitigated by an appropriate choice of the communication
wavelength. Explicitly, there is a negligible absorption at
the visible wavelengths spanning from 0.4 to 0.7 mm. For
these reasons, scattering and absorption was also neglected
in [18], [54], [100]–[102], [110], and [149]–[151]. However,
adverse weather conditions, for example fog, rain and snow,
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may severely limit the transmissivity of atmospheric channels,
as discussed below:
• Fog includes particles having dimensions comparable to
the transmission wavelength, hence it is the main source
of atmospheric absorption and scattering. More specifically, dense fog may ultimately make optical transmission
infeasible [152]. The impact of fog is generally quantified in terms of atmospheric visibility and the associated
attenuation per unit length in dB/km. Explicitly, visibility is defined as the distance traversed by a parallel
beam of light until its intensity drops to 2% of the original value [153], while the specific attenuation of fog in
dB/km, denoted as αfog , may be represented using the
popular empirical Mie scattering model [147]:


3.91 λ −p
αfog (λ) =
,
(29)
V
550
where V is the visibility range in km, λ is the operating
wavelength (550 nm is used as a reference wavelength
for visibility range) and p is the size distribution coefficient of scattering obtained from the Kim or Kruse
model [153]. Specifically, the Kim model gives [154]:
⎧
1.6
V > 50
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
6 < V < 50
⎨ 1.3
p = 0.6V + 0.34 1 < V < 6
(30)
⎪
⎪
V
−
0.5
0.5
<
V
<
1
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
V < 0.5,

•

while the Kruse model gives
⎧
⎨ 1.6
p = 1.3
1
⎩
0.585V 3

[155]:
V > 50
6 < V < 50
V < 0.6.

(31)

From the detrimental effects of fog, rain and snow, rain
has the least impact, because the size of rain droplets
is large as compared to the transmission wavelength.
The specific attenuation due to rain my be predicted
using [147]:
αrain = k1 R k2 ,

αsnow = aS b ,

(33)

where S is the snow rate in mm/hr, while the constants
a and b are set to:
b = 1.38

(34)

b = 0.72

(35)

in dry snowy conditions and to:
a = 1.02 × 10−4 + 3.78,
in wet snowy conditions.

Hence, adverse weather conditions may significantly attenuate
the optical signal, hence substantially degrading the availability of the FSO link. The transmission wavelength should
be judiciously chosen to minimize these losses. Furthermore,
sufficient link margin should be maintained for the sake of
enhancing the link’s availability.
Atmospheric turbulence: Atmospheric turbulence arises due
to random fluctuations in the refractive index caused by
stochastic variations of temperature. The atmosphere contains turbulent random inhomogeneities of various scales also referred to as turbulent eddies [145]. They range from
a large-scale (the outer scale of turbulence) to a small-scale
(the inner scale of turbulence). These eddies affect optical
wave-propagation through the atmosphere in different ways,
depending on their size. In general, large scale eddies produce
refractive effects and hence predominately distort the phase
of the propagating wave, while small scale eddies are mostly
diffractive in nature and therefore distort the amplitude of the
wave [144], [145]. The most important effects resulting from
the atmospheric eddies are beam-wandering, beam-spreading
and beam-scintillation [144]–[146], [148]. We describe each of
these three effects in more detail: (i) Random deviation of the
beam from its original path is referred to as beam-wandering,
which is caused by large-scale turbulent eddies, whose
size is large compared to the beam-width. Beam-wandering
causes time-varying power fades [54], [145], [146], [148].
(ii) Atmospheric turbulence results in a randomly fluctuating beam-width in the receiver’s aperture plane. The
broadening of the beam-width (when averaged over time)
beyond that due to diffraction is termed as turbulence-induced
beam-spreading [54], [57], [101], [145], [148], [156]. (iii) We
define scintillation by fluctuations in the received irradiance (intensity) within the beam’s cross section. Scintillation
includes the temporal variation in the received irradiance and spatial variation within the receiver’s aperture.
Scintillation is mainly caused by small-scale turbulent
eddies [144]–[146], [148].

(32)

where R is the rain rate in mm/hr, while k1 and k2 are
modeling parameters, whose value depends on both the
size of rain droplets and on the temperature.
• The attenuation due to snow is higher than that of rain,
but less than that of fog. However, heavy snow may
severely reduce the link’s availability, making it comparable to that of fog. The specific attenuation of snow is
given by [147]:

a = 5.42 × 10−5 + 5.49,
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B. Sources of Loss in FSO Channels to and From Satellites
In satellite-based quantum communications, the uplink and
downlink channels are very different, since the atmospheric
turbulence layer only occurs near the transmitter on an uplink,
and only near the terrestrial receiver on a downlink. In
the following, we briefly highlight how these two channels are affected by the above-mentioned turbulence-induced
effects.
Uplink channels: For typical dimensions of the aperture
size embedded in the ground station, the uplink optical beam
first propagates through the turbulent atmosphere and its
beam-width is much narrower than the size of the largescale turbulent eddies [54], [145], [146], [148]. This makes
beam-wandering the dominant effect in the uplink [54], [145],
[146], [148]. Turbulence-induced beam-spreading also occurs
to some extent in the uplink [54], [145]. As a result, the beam
received by the satellite (when averaged over time) is wider
than that associated with diffraction [54], [145]. Fig. 16 illustrates these two atmospheric effects, namely beam-wandering
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beam’s center position (xl , yl ) randomly fluctuates around
a fixed point, (xd , yd ), hence its two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution is given by [100]


1
(xl − xd )2 + (yl − yd )2
p(xl , yl ) =
, (36)
exp −
2πσb2
2σb2

Fig. 16. Illustration of beam-wandering (i.e., random deviation of the beam
from its original path) and beam-spreading (including spreading induced by
diffraction and spreading induced by turbulence) in uplink channels.

and beam-spreading in the uplink. Scintillation is not dominant
in the uplink [145], [148].
Downlink channels: In contrast to the uplink case, the downlink optical beam propagates through the turbulent atmosphere
only in the final part of its path. Considering the typical aperture size of the optical system embedded in the satellite, the
beam-width at its entry into the atmosphere is likely to be
larger than the scale of the turbulent eddies. As such, beamwandering in the downlink tends to be less important relative
to uplink channels [54], [145], [146], [148]. The photonic
losses in the downlink are likely to be dominated by diffraction
effects [54], [57]. Scintillation can occur to some extent in the
downlink [145], [148]. However, as a consequence of aperture averaging, the downlink scintillation effects imposed on
the detector tend to be negligible, when the receiver includes
a large-diameter (>0.5 m) telescope [144], [145], [148].
C. Atmospheric Fading Channels

where σb is the beam-wandering standard deviation. Thus,
the beam-deflection distance, l =
xl2 + yl2 , i.e., the distance between the beam-center and the aperture-center at (0, 0)
fluctuates according to the Ricean distribution [100]


 
l
l2 + d2
ld
p(l ) = 2 I0 2 exp −
,
(37)
σb
σb
2σb2
where d = xd2 + yd2 is the distance between the aperturecenter and the fluctuation-center (xd , yd ), while I0 [.] is the
modified Bessel function. Note that d = 0 means that the
beam-center fluctuates around the aperture-center. In beamwandering the channel transmission coefficient, η, is a function
of the beam-deflection distance, l, and is given by [100]
  γ 
l
2
2
η = η0 exp −
,
(38)
S
where γ is the shape parameter, S is the scale parameter and
η0 is the maximum value of η. The latter three parameters are
given by
 
−1
2
γ = 8h

exp(−4h)I1 [4h]
2η0
ln
1 − exp(−4h)I0 [4h]
1 − exp(−4h)I0 [4h]

 

S = β ln

2η02
1 − exp(−4h)I0 [4h]

η02 = 1 − exp(−2h),

−(1/γ)

,

,

(39)

In atmospheric channels the transmissivity, ηt , fluctuates
due to turbulence-induced effects. These fading channels
can be characterized by the probability distribution of the
√
ηt ), which is
transmission coefficients, η (where η =
denoted by p(η). For a fading channel associated with the
probability distribution
 p(η) the mean fading loss in dB is
given by −10log10 ( 0η0 η 2 p(η)d η), where η0 is the maximum
value of η.
As discussed in Section V-B, beam-wandering is the dominant turbulence-induced effect in the uplink. As an aside, we
note that beam-wandering is expected to dominate the fading
contributions in many terrestrial atmospheric communication
scenarios [100], [102], [110], [111], [150].

where I1 [.] is the modified Bessel function, and where h =
(β/W )2 , with β being the receiver’s aperture radius and W the
beam-spot radius at the receiver’s aperture. Note that both β
and W have the same units (meter). A schematic illustration of
beam-wandering is shown in Fig. 17. According to Eqs. (37)
and (38), the probability distribution p(η) can be described by
the log-negative Weibull distribution [100]

D. Beam-Wandering Model

for η ∈ [0, η0 ], with p(η) = 0, otherwise. In some of the
earlier literature, e.g., [157], the log-normal distribution was
used. However, at the time of writing we are aware that the
log-negative Weibull distribution more accurately describes
the operationally important distribution tail [100]. In Fig. 18
the log-negative Weibull distribution is shown for fixed values of the beam-wandering standard deviation σb and the
receiver’s aperture radius β, and for different values of the
beam-spot radius at the receiver’s aperture W (the mean fading
loss increases with increasing W). In Fig. 19 the log-negative

Here, we describe the probability distribution of the channel coefficients when the channel effects are dominated by
beam-wandering. In the first instance we will assume that the
beam-width at the receiver’s aperture is fixed. That is, initially
we will ignore any fluctuations in the beam-width caused by
atmospheric turbulence.
In practice, beam-wandering causes the beam-center to be
randomly displaced (along the x and y coordinates) from the
center of the receiver’s aperture plane. More explicitly, the




 2 −1  
1 
γ
η0
Sd
η0 γ
2S 2
2 ln
I0 2 2 ln
p(η) = 2
η
η
σb γη
σb

 

2
−1
η0 γ
+ d2
(40)
S 2 2 ln
× exp
2
η
2σb
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Fig. 19. The log-negative Weibull distribution for W = 1.1 and β = 1, and
d = 0 with different values of σb . For these parameters, σb = 1.5 leads to
a mean fading loss of 7.4 dB and σb = 5.5 leads to a mean fading loss of
17.8 dB.

Fig. 17. A schematic illustration of beam-wandering in the receiver’s aperture
plane, where the beam-center (xl , yl ) is randomly displaced (along the x and
y coordinates) from the center of the receiver’s aperture plane located at (0, 0).

beam-spot radius at the radiation source. This is useful since
Θ randomly changes according to a normal distribution with
the mean value Θ and standard deviation σΘ [101]. Hence
we have


1
(Θ − Θ)2
exp −
.
(41)
p(Θ) =
2
2σΘ
2πσ 2
Θ

Fig. 18. The log-negative Weibull distribution for σb = 0.7, β = 1, and
d = 0 with different values of W. For these parameters, W = 0.8 leads to a
mean fading loss of 2.7 dB and W = 2 leads to a mean fading loss of 5.5 dB.

Weibull distribution is shown for the fixed values of W and
β, with different values of σb (the mean fading loss increases
with increasing σb ).
Let us now we analyse the influence of beam-width fluctuations (caused by atmospheric turbulence) on the beamwandering model just given. We refer to this effect as
turbulence-induced beam-spreading. In doing this analysis, we
will assume beam deformation does not occur - meaning the
beam shape remains circular as it traverses the atmospheric
channel (beam-deformation has been analysed in [101]). In
turbulence-induced beam-spreading, the beam-spot radius W
randomly changes in the receiver’s aperture plane [101] with
the probability distribution p(W). Including this effect in our
beam wandering model, the transmission coefficient of the
channel, η, is now a function of the two random variables
l and W according to Eqs. (38) and (39). We define a new
variable Θ by setting Θ = 2 ln( W
w0 ), where w0 is the initial

With the inclusion of beam-width fluctuations in beam wandering, the calculation of a closed-form solution for p(η) is not
straightforward. However, given the knowledge of the probability distribution of p(l) of Eq. (37) and p(Θ) of Eq. (41),
we can calculate certain important quantities after averaging
over all values of the channel’s transmission coefficient. For
instance, the mean fading loss in dB of a fading channel
with the inclusion
of beam-width fluctuations is now given

by −10log10 ( η 2 (l , Θ)p(l , Θ)dld Θ). Assuming that atmospheric turbulence is isotropic [101] and d = 0, the mean
fading loss in dB of a fading channel (after the inclusion
of beam-width fluctuations
in the beam-wandering model) is

given by −10log10 ( η 2 (l , Θ)p(l )p(Θ)dld Θ). Note, with the
inclusion of beam-width fluctuations, the maximum value of
the channel’s transmission coefficient η0 is no longer fixed but
rather randomly changes.
Optical losses in the downlink are usually orders of magnitude lower relative to uplinks [40], [66]–[68]. This means
that if the “price” is paid in terms of placing the critical quantum technology on board the satellite (rather than the easier
case of maintaining the quantum technology in ground stations), then much better quantum communication channels can
be obtained. As alluded to earlier, the principal reason for
this improvement is that in the downlink, diffraction of the
beam is the main contributor to photon losses - not beamwandering as in the uplink (see Fig. 20). The important fact
is that by the time the downward-link beam hits the main
turbulence-inducing layers of the atmosphere (this layer commences at about 20 km from ground level) the beam is much
closer to its target and therefore any induced beam-wandering
is less effective. Clearly, as opposed to most communication
channels, there will be no directional reciprocity in channel
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Fig. 20.
Illustration of diffraction-induced beam-spreading as the main
contributor to photon losses in downlink channels.

throughput for quantum communications with satellites. The
recent experimental deployments of quantum communication
in space have mostly exploited the more favourable downlink channel conditions [66], [67]. The losses in the downlink
can then be modelled quite simply (to first order) through
diffraction-only effects with the beam divergence following a
λ/D scaling, where D is the diameter of the satellite telescope
and λ is the transmission wavelength [40].

E. Estimation of a FSO Channel
Note that the rate of atmospheric fluctuations we consider
are on the order of a few kHz, which is at least a thousand
times slower than the typical transmission rates [145]. This
means that the channel’s transmission coefficient can be measured at the cost of additional (classical) transmission and
receiver complexity [17], [149], [150], [158]. These channel measurements may be carried out using several schemes,
e.g., by transmitting coherent (classical) light pulses that
are intertwined with the quantum information [149], [150]
or by transmitting a local oscillator (i.e., a strong coherent laser pulse which is mixed with the signal field in the
homodyne detection and serves as a phase reference) [17].
In [17] measurement of the atmospheric channel’s transmission coefficients was carried out in real time at the receiver
by passing a local oscillator through the channel in a mode
orthogonally polarized to the signal. The technique of measuring the atmospheric channel’s transmission coefficient by an
auxiliary classical laser beam was introduced in 2012 [149],
and its practical employment was demonstrated for a one-way
communication link in 2015 [150]. The same technique based
on the intensity of the signal itself was realized in [158].

VI. E NTANGLEMENT D ISTRIBUTION AND CV-QKD
I MPLEMENTATION V IA S ATELLITE
A. Entanglement Distribution and Standard QKD Protocols
In the context of satellite-based quantum communication
we are faced with two different channels, namely, the uplink

Fig. 21. Illustration of various architectures for implementing satellite-based
quantum communication. In (a) ((b)) quantum states are transmitted from
the ground station (satellite) to the satellite (ground station) over an uplink
(a downlink) channel. In (c) quantum states are transmitted from one ground
station over an uplink channel to the satellite, and then reflected at the satellite to the second ground station over a downlink channel. In (d) quantum
states are generated on board the satellite, and then transmitted through different downlink channels to separate ground stations. In (e) quantum states are
transmitted from two separate ground stations over two different uplinks to
the satellite, at which quantum measurements are performed on the received
quantum states, and the classical measurement results are communicated back
to the ground stations.

(ground-to-satellite) channels and the downlink (satellite-toground) channels. In the uplink, the ground station transmits signals to the satellite receiver, and in the downlink,
the satellite transmits signals to the ground station receiver.
Correspondingly, there are several possible architectures for
implementing satellite-based quantum communication depending on the types of links utilized. Some of these configurations are illustrated in Fig. 21. Explicitly, the schemes
(a) and (b) illustrate the uplink and downlink channels,
respectively (both links have been demonstrated in the DV
domain [65], [66], [68]). In scheme (c) of Fig. 21, the deployment of quantum technology at the satellite is minimized, since
the satellite is utilized only in a reflector mode (i.e., a simple relay). As a proof of concept for the reflecting paradigm,
we note the recent experimental tests of [47]–[49], where
single photons (weak laser coherent pulses) emitted by the
ground station were reflected (and subsequently detected on
the ground) by a LEO satellite via the satellite’s cube retroreflectors. In scheme (c) the complex quantum engineering
components are limited to the ground stations, since the source
of quantum states is located in one of the ground stations and
the receiver of quantum states is located in the other ground
station. Although satellite reflection towards another station
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constitutes a sophisticated engineering task in its own right,
it does not require onboard generation of quantum communication information. There are many practical advantages in
deploying quantum communication technology at the ground
stations, such as lower-cost maintenance, and the ability to
rapidly upgrade as new quantum technology matures. The
other schemes, (d) and (e), in Fig. 21 can be considered as
space-based high-complexity schemes, since they involve the
deployment of quantum technology at the satellite. In scheme
(d) (again already demonstrated for DV states [67]) the source
of quantum states is located on board the satellite, with both
ground stations acting as receivers. In scheme (e) the two
ground stations transmit quantum states to the satellite. In the
satellite, quantum measurements are performed on the received
states and the classical measurement results are communicated
back to the ground stations. Scheme (e) can be utilized in
support of entanglement swapping and measurement-deviceindependent protocols so as to implement QKD between the
two ground stations.
Let us reconsider the quantum communication architectures
of Fig. 21 for CV entanglement distribution and for CV-QKD
implementation. We assume that the source of quantum communication in the transmitter(s) is a two-mode entangled state
associated with modes 1 and 2. In the scheme (a) (the scheme
(b)) of Fig. 21, a two-mode entangled state is generated by
Alice at the ground station (satellite) with one mode, mode 1,
kept by Alice, while the other mode, mode 2, is transmitted to Bob located at the satellite (ground station) over the
uplink (downlink). In the scheme (c) of Fig. 21, a two-mode
entangled state is generated by Alice at the ground station
transmitter with one mode, mode 1, held at the ground station transmitter and the other mode, mode 2, transmitted over
the uplink to the relay satellite. The received mode is then
reflected in the satellite and transmitted through the downlink
to Bob at the ground station receiver. In the scheme (d) of
Fig. 21, a two-mode entangled state is generated on board of
the satellite with both modes then sent over the separate downlinks to Alice and Bob located at the separate ground stations.
In the scheme (e) of Fig. 21, Alice and Bob are located in
the separate ground stations, both initially possessing a twomode entangled state. One mode of each entangled state is
kept by a ground station transmitter and the second mode of
each state is transmitted over the uplink to the relay satellite,
in which on-board entanglement swapping is performed on
the arriving modes. To elaborate a little further, entanglement
swapping [7] is a standard quantum protocol conceived for
establishing entanglement between distant quantum systems
that have never interacted [159]–[162]. It is the central mechanism of quantum repeaters [31], enabling the distribution
of entanglement over large distances. In the scheme (e) of
Fig. 21, the received modes are swapped at the satellite via a
CV Bell measurement [82], where the two modes are mixed
through a balanced beam splitter. Explicitly, the q̂ quadrature
of one of the output modes of the beam splitter and the p̂
quadrature of the output mode are separately measured by
two homodyne detectors. This process is sometimes described
by saying that the two output modes of the beam splitter are
conjugately homodyned [82]. The classical outcome of the
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Fig. 22. Entanglement swapping between two ground stations via satellite:
The two-mode entangled state of modes 1 and 2 (modes 3 and 4) is initially
owned by Alice (Bob). Mode 1 (mode 4) is kept by Alice (Bob) and mode 2
(mode 3) is then transmitted over the uplink to the relay satellite. The received
modes 2′′ and 3′′ (where the ′′ indicates that the modes have now incurred
losses) are mixed through a balanced beam splitter and the q̂ quadrature of
one of the output modes and the p̂ quadrature of the other one are measured
by two homodyne detectors. The classical outcome of the Bell measurement
is then communicated to Alice and Bob. As a result, there would exist an
entangled state shared between modes 1 and 4.

Bell measurement is then communicated to Alice and Bob
so that they can optimally displace their modes, according to
the measurement outcome, in order to maximize the resultant
entanglement shared between the ground stations. This entanglement swapping scheme between two ground stations via
satellite is shown more explicitly in Fig. 22.
As a result of the entanglement distribution in each quantum communication scheme of Fig. 21, there would exist an
entangled state shared between Alice and Bob. Once the entangled states have been shared between the stations, for each
scheme of Fig. 21, Alice and Bob are able to invoke CVQKD protocols in the EB scheme by applying homodyne or
heterodyne detection of their own modes. The level of entanglement produced by the quantum communication schemes
considered here as well as the quantum key rates of the EB CVQKD protocols in these schemes have recently been analyzed
in [105]–[109].
In the schemes (a), (b), and (c) of Fig. 21 the entangled source originates from one of the trusted parties (Alice).
However, in the scheme (d) of Fig. 21 the entangled source
originates from the satellite, which in some circumstances
may be controlled by the eavesdropper, Eve. In [136], it has
been shown that in the context of the EB CV-QKD protocols
Alice and Bob can still generate a secure key, even when Eve
controls the entanglement source.

B. Measurement-Device-Independent QKD Protocols
In the scheme (e) of Fig. 21 the entangled source originates from both trusted parties (Alice and Bob), however,
the Bell measurement at the satellite may be controlled by
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Eve. In [163], it has been demonstrated that in CV-QKD protocols the secret key to be shared between the two trusted
parties can be generated by the measurement of an untrusted
intermediate relay. In measurement-device-independent (MDI)
protocols of QKD [163]–[165], Alice and Bob are not connected by direct links, and an intermediate relay is used for
completing the communication link. In MDI protocols the
measurement device is the intermediate relay, whose operation may be controlled by an adversary. Fig. 22 is in fact one
example of a scenario over which a MDI protocol may be
implemented.
The security of CV-MDI protocols is usually analysed using
EB schemes that invoke CV entanglement swapping at the
relay similar to that shown in Fig. 22 Although CV-MDI
protocols are practically implemented in a PM scheme (see
below).
In the EB equivalent of the Gaussian MDI-QKD protocols, a
pair of TMSV states associated with the quadrature variance of
v = cosh (2r) (where r is the two-mode squeezing), is initially
owned by Alice and Bob. One mode of each entangled state is
held by Alice and Bob, while the second mode of each state is
transmitted to the intermediate relay over the insecure channel.
The received modes are swapped via a CV Bell measurement
at the intermediate relay. The swapping process continues by
the relay communicating the Bell measurement result through
a classical public channel to Alice and Bob. After receiving the Bell measurement outcome, Bob displaces his mode,
while Alice keeps her mode unchanged. Then Alice and Bob
measure their modes by homodyne (or heterodyne) detectors
to create correlated data. After the establishment of a sufficiently large amount of correlated data, Alice and Bob proceed
with the classical post-processing over an authenticated public
channel to create a secret key.
In the EB scheme of the Gaussian MDI-QKD protocols, if
Alice and Bob apply a homodyne detection of their modes, the
scheme becomes equivalent to the PM scheme, in which Alice
and Bob prepare squeezed states, and if Alice and Bob apply
a heterodyne detection of their modes, the scheme becomes
equivalent to the PM scheme in which Alice and Bob prepare
coherent states. We discus these PM schemes next.
The MDI implementation of Gaussian CV-QKD protocols
in the PM scheme depends on whether the Gaussian resource
is a squeezed or a coherent state. If a squeezed state, Alice
prepares her mode in a squeezed state with the quadrature
variance v = exp(2rs ), where rs is the single-mode squeezing. Which one of the two quadratures is to be squeezed is
based on a randomly generated bit. The chosen quadrature
is then modulated by a random Gaussian-distributed variable
with zero mean and variance vm conditioned on vm = v −1/v .
The same procedure is applied independently at Bob’s side.
If the Gaussian resource is a coherent state, Alice prepares
her coherent-state mode with each quadrature independently
modulated by a random Gaussian-distributed variable having
′ . Likewise Bob.
zero mean and variance of vm
Following transmission to the satellite of the modes belong
to Alice and Bob, and irrespective of the Gaussian resource
used, the satellite makes a CV Bell measurement on each mode
pair, announcing the results. Alice and Bob undertake some

modification of their data based on these results and undergo
some classical post-processing to end up with a shared key.
More details of this process can be found in [108].
′
(in the protocol
Note the modulation variance vm
using coherent states) can reach very high values, e.g.,
′ = 60 [163]. With the use of squeezed states, however,
vm
achieving high values of squeezing reamins experimentally
challenging. As such, quadrature variance v and of the modulation variance vm are limited in the range of values attained.
Note that v = 5.05 is equivalent to the two-mode squeezing
of 10 dB [166]. Note also that vacuum squeezing at 15 dB is
currently the highest obtainable in any experiment [167].
Previous contributions on MDI-QKD protocols have mainly
been focussed on fixed-attenuation channels [30], [163],
[168]–[177]. In [108], a MDI implementation has been investigated in order to establish Gaussian CV-QKD protocols
between two ground stations, where the communication occurs
between the ground stations via a LEO satellite over a pair
of independent atmospheric channels. In this CV-MDI protocol the measurement device is the satellite itself, which
can be controlled by an adversary. In [108], it has been
demonstrated that while the CV-MDI protocol is only feasible for low-loss fixed-attenuation channels, the protocol is
capable of achieving a beneficial secure key rate even for
transmission over high-loss atmospheric channels. Note that
in MDI-QKD the devices of Alice and Bob have to be
trusted [30], [163], [168]–[177]. Nonetheless, it has recently
been shown that QKD is possible even when the device of
one of the parties is untrusted [178]–[180]. The security of
this one-sided device-independent protocol using CV quantum states has recently been investigated both theoretically
and experimentally [181], [182].
We note that MDI protocols represent a step closer to full
device-independent protocols. These latter protocols are based
on Bell violation measurements at the receivers, and represent the most robust form of QKD (the form that requires
the least number of assumptions). Although some work has
been carried out in relation to CV states in device independent
QKD (e.g., [183]), practical progress is limited due to the very
low key rates expected. CV MDI-QKD protocols, with their
reduced assumptions on how the measurement device must
operate, currently represent the most robust form of QKD that
still lead to reasonable key rates. The MDI protocols remain
unconditionally secure in their generation of keys - the best
an adversary in charge of the measurement device can do is
drive the key rate to zero (e.g., by broadcasting false Bell
measurement results).
C. Entanglement Determination and Quantum Key Rate
Computation
The evolution of quantum states as they prorogate through
atmospheric fading channels can be considered in two different scenarios. In the first scenario, the transmission coefficient
η of the atmospheric fading channel is unknown, while in
the second scenario it is known. In this latter scenario, it is
assumed that the transmission coefficient can be measured in
real time at the receiver.
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1) Scenario 1 (The Transmission Coefficient of the Fading
Channel Is Unknown): Here, we consider the distribution of
a two-mode entangled state over satellite-based atmospheric
fading channels. In fact, we assume that the transmitter initially possesses a two-mode (mode 1 and mode 2) entangled
state ρ̂, with one (or more) of the modes transmitted to the
receiving station(s) through atmospheric fading channels. This
leads to two operational settings.
Single-mode transfer: In this setting we assume that mode 1
of ρ̂ remains at the ground station (satellite), while mode 2 of
ρ̂ is transmitted to the satellite (ground station) over the fading
uplink (downlink) characterized by the probability distribution
p(η) and the maximum transmission coefficient of η0 . The
density operator of the two-mode state at the ground station
and satellite for each realization of the transmission coefficient
η is given by ρ̂′ (η). Since η is a random variable, the elements
of the total density operator of the resultant mixed state ρ̂′t are
calculated by averaging the elements of the density operator
ρ̂′ (η) over all possible transmission coefficients of the fading
channel, giving the ensemble-averaged state of [107]
 η0
′
p(η)ρ̂′ (η) d η.
(42)
ρ̂t =
0

Now, let us consider the initial two-mode entangled state
ρ̂ at the transmitter being a Gaussian state [102], [103],
[105], [106], [184]. In this case the resultant ensembleaveraged state ρ̂′t is a non-Gaussian mixture of the Gaussian
states ρ′ (η) obtained for each realization of η. Since the
resultant ensemble-averaged state shared by the ground station and the satellite is a non-Gaussian state, it cannot
be completely described by its first and second moments.
Therefore, the final entanglement computed based on the
covariance matrix of the resultant ensemble-averaged state
will represent only the Gaussian entanglement between the
ground station and the satellite, but not the total distributed
entanglement [102], [103], [105], [184]. In order to calculate
the total shared entanglement between the stations, the entanglement has to be computed based on the density operator of
the resultant ensemble-averaged state [107].
Note that if we use the shared entanglement created for subsequent use in QKD, i.e., a EB CV-QKD protocols operating
over atmospheric fading channels,20 then the same concept
(use of ensemble averaged states) is invoked when the quantum key rate is calculated. Note that when the quantum key
rate is in fact calculated based on the covariance matrix of the
resultant ensemble-averaged state ρ̂′t , the key rate computed is
only related to the Gaussian component of ρ̂′t [106].
Two-mode transfer: In this setting we assume that the satellite initially possesses a two-mode entangled state ρ̂, with
mode 1 transmitted to ground station 1 over a fading downlink obeying the probability distribution of p1 (η1 ) and having
the maximum transmission coefficient of η01 , while mode 2 is
transmitted to ground station 2 over a different fading downlink characterized by the probability distribution p2 (η2 ) and
20 Note that in [185], a fast-fading channel has been considered where the
users are only able to estimate the probability distribution of the channel’s
transmission coefficient but not its instantaneous values, while the eavesdropper has full control of the fast-fading channel, so that she chooses the
instantaneous transmission coefficient of the channel.
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having the maximum transmission coefficient of η02 . Here,
the two fading downlinks are assumed to be independent.
The density operator of the two-mode state at the ground
stations for each realization of the transmission coefficients
η1 and η2 is given by ρ̂′ (η1 , η2 ). The elements of the total
density operator of the resultant mixed state ρ̂′t are calculated by averaging the elements of the density operator
ρ̂′ (η1 , η2 ) over all possible transmission coefficients of the
two separate fading channels, giving the ensemble-averaged
state of [107]
 η01  η02
′
p1 (η1 )p2 (η2 )ρ̂′ (η1 , η2 ) d η1 d η2 . (43)
ρ̂t =
0

0

2) Scenario 2 (The Transmission Coefficient of the Fading
Channel Can Be Measured): Let us now assume a modified
scenario, in which the variable transmission coefficient of the
atmospheric fading channel is measured with the aid of a separate coherent signal. For example, when a local oscillator
in a polarized mode orthogonal to the signal is sent through
the channel. Although this increases the complexity of the
system, the grade of entanglement (and hence the quantum
key rate of the EB CV-QKD protocols implemented based
on this entanglement) generated between the stations will be
increased.
When considering this scenario in the single-mode transfer
setting where the transmission coefficient η is measured at
the receiving station, the final entanglement can be calculated
as [107]
 η0


p(η) E ρ′ (η) d η,
(44)
E=
0

where E [ρ′ (η)] is the grade of entanglement of a state received
through the channel of transmission coefficient η.
In this scenario, when the initial two-mode entangled state
ρ̂ at the transmitter is a Gaussian state, the mixed states ρ′ (η)
collected at the receiver during each transmission coefficient
window remain Gaussian, because within each (small) fading bin we can assume that the transmission coefficient is
constant and therefore the states during that particular bin
remain Gaussian. In this case, the grade of entanglement of
the mixed Gaussian state ρ′ (η), i.e., E [ρ′ (η)] can be calculated
based on the covariance matrix of ρ′ (η), which results in E of
Eq. (44) representing the total entanglement shared between
the stations [107].
Considering this scenario in the EB CV-QKD protocols
communicating over atmospheric fading channels, which are
implemented based on the shared entangled states between
the stations, the same concept is true when the quantum
key rate is calculated. In fact, due to the relatively long
coherence time of the atmospheric channel, it may be possible to devise a scheme, in which quantum key rates
are derived for each realization of the fading (each fading bin realized), and summed [107]–[109], [186]. Indeed,
the quantum key rate K [ρ′ (η)] resulting from the mixed
Gaussian state ρ′ (η) can be calculated based on the covariance matrix of ρ′ (η), and then the total key rate shared
between the stations is calculated by K = 0η0 p(η) K [ρ′ (η)]
d η [107]–[109].
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Similarly, considering this scenario in the two-mode transfer setting, where the transmission coefficients η1 and η2 are
measured at the two receiving stations, the final grade of
entanglement can be calculated as [107]
 η01  η02
p1 (η1 )p2 (η2 )E [ρ̂′ (η1 , η2 )] d η1 d η2 , (45)
E=
0
E [ρ̂′ (η

0

where
1 , η2 )] is the entanglement of a state that has
traversed two channels having the transmission coefficients of
η1 and η2 [107]–[109].

D. Enhancement of Quantum Communication Performance
Satellite-based communication channels tend to suffer from
high uplink losses on the order of 25-30 dB (and beyond)
for a LEO satellite receiver [40], [52], [145], while single
downlink channels are anticipated to have losses of 5-10 dB
for a LEO satellite transmitter [40], [52], [145]. Under such
high losses, entanglement distribution and QKD via satellite
will remain a fruitless endeavor without the beneficial intervention of the post-selection strategy [102] and entanglement
distillation techniques [184] detailed below.
1) Post-Selection: Although atmospheric fading degrades
both the entanglement and the quantum key rate, its
effects may be mitigated. Post-selection of high transmissioncoefficient windows, as introduced in [102] for the case of a
single point-to-point fading channel, is capable of improving
both the entanglement and the quantum key rate. To elaborate a
little further, in the post-selection strategy, a subset of the channel transmittance distribution, namely that associated with the
high transmission coefficient, is selected to contribute to the
resultant post-selected state and to the post-selected key rate.
To elaborate on the post-selection strategy, in addition to
the quantum states, coherent (classical) light pulses are transmitted through the channel in order to estimate the channel’s
transmission coefficient η at the receiver. The received quantum state is either retained or discarded, conditioned on the
channel’s transmission coefficient being higher or lower than
the post-selection threshold ηth . Although this post-selection
strategy can be invoked for enhancing the grade of entanglement and the quantum key rate between the transmitter and
receiver, estimation of the channel’s transmission coefficient
will impose additional complexity on both the transmitter and
receiver. The operation of this form of post-selection in the
scheme (c) of Fig. 21 has been invoked in [105] for enhancing
the grade of Gaussian entanglement and in [106] for increasing
the quantum key rates between the ground stations.
2) Entanglement Distillation: The other strategy, which
can be used in order to enhance the grade of entanglement
between the transmitter and receiver is entanglement distillation that is based on quantum measurement techniques without
relying on channel estimation. Entanglement distillation represents the protocol of extracting a subset of states with a
higher degree of entanglement from an ensemble of entangled
states [187]. In fact, entanglement distillation may be viewed
as a purifying protocol that selects highly entangled pure states
from a set of entangled states that have become mixed as
a result of imperfect transmission [188]–[191]. It has been
shown that if the entangled states are Gaussian, entanglement

distillation cannot be performed using only Gaussian operations carried out by linear optical components, such as beam
splitters and phase shifters, homodyne detection and classical communication [192]–[194]. However, when the Gaussian
entangled states are transmitted through a fading channel,
the state at the output of the channel is a non-Gaussian
mixed state (a non-Gaussian mixture of Gaussian states), and
therefore the aforementioned no-go theorem does not apply.
In [184], a method has been proposed for distilling entanglement from (initially) Gaussian entangled states received over a
single point-to-point fading channel. This is achieved by carrying out a weak measurement (based on a beam splitter and
a homodyne detector) applied to the received non-Gaussian
mixed state. The entanglement distillation is implemented at
the receiver by extracting a small portion of the received
mixed state using a tap beam splitter. A single quadrature
(for instance, the q̂ quadrature) is then measured by applying
homodyne detection to the tapped beam. If the measurement
outcome is above the threshold value qth , then the remaining
state is retained, otherwise it is discarded. The operation of this
form of entanglement distillation in the scheme (c) of Fig. 21
has been invoked in [105] for enhancing the Gaussian entanglement between the ground stations (which consequently
leads to an improvement in the quantum key rates of the EB
CV-QKD protocols).
Note that when entangled states are conveyed over a fading
channel, both the above-mentioned post-selection and entanglement distillation strategies act as “Gaussification” methods
in the sense that the resultant conditioned states approach a
Gaussian form due to the enhanced concentration of low-loss
states in the final ensemble-averaged state. Note also that using
the above-mentioned post-selection and entanglement distillation strategies, the entanglement established between the
transmitter and receiver is only probabilistically increased.
Another entanglement distillation technique is based on
applying an initial non-Gaussian operation to the Gaussian
entangled states (that again increases the entanglement probabilistically), which is followed by a Gaussification step that
iteratively drives the output non-Gaussian state towards a
Gaussian state. Non-deterministic noiseless linear amplification has been identified as a method of distilling Gaussian
entanglement [196] and [195], [197]–[203]. It has been shown
that the non-deterministic noiseless linear amplification is
capable of distilling improved CV entanglement [196], [199],
[200] and enhancing CV-QKD performance [201]–[203], when
applied after the lossy channel to the quantum states received.
The non-Gaussian operations which result in the generation
of non-Gaussian entangled states will be discussed in detail in
the next section.
VII. N ON -G AUSSIAN CV Q UANTUM C OMMUNICATION
OVER ATMOSPHERIC C HANNELS
In the CV domain, previous efforts invested in entanglement distribution and QKD over atmospheric channels
have been predominately focussed on Gaussian states [16],
[98], [102], [103], [105], [106], [108], [110], [111].
Although Gaussian quantum states are well understood
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both from a theoretical and from an experimental
perspective [86], [87], [114], the employment of CV
non-Gaussian quantum states21 for quantum communication
has also garnered interest [204]–[224]. Non-Gaussian quantum
states are valuable resource for a range of protocols, including
teleportation [204]–[208], [212]–[214], cloning [222], [223]
and CV-QKD protocols [219]–[221], [224]. For two important reasons, entangled non-Gaussian states are particularly
interesting in the context of quantum communication via
satellite. The first of these reasons is that the distillation of
Gaussian entanglement is impossible using only Gaussian
operations [192]–[194]. However, mixed non-Gaussian states
can undergo entanglement distillation without any additional requirements. The second reason is that, relative to
Gaussian entanglement, non-Gaussian entanglement can be
shown in some circumstances to be more robust against
decoherence [212], [217], [218].
A. Non-Gaussian Entangled States
CV non-Gaussian states are mostly generated by applying
non-Gaussian operations, such as photon subtraction [204],
[205], [207]–[210], [213], [214], photon addition [206], [207],
[209], [211], [214] and photon replacement [212], [214] to
incoming Gaussian states. We discuss here non-Gaussian
entangled states which are created probabilistically by
applying non-Gaussian operations to (i.e., at the receiver)
Gaussian TMSV states. Note that a non-Gaussian operation
can be applied to either a single mode, or to both modes,
of the incoming Gaussian entangled state. Also note the
non-Gaussian operation can be applied to the incoming mode
at the sender (i.e., incoming from the local TMSV production
site), or at the receiver side (after propagation through the
atmosphere). Unless otherwise stated, we will consider the
former process in the following.
For the generation of an entangled photon-subtracted
squeezed (PSS) state [204], [205], [207]–[210], [213], [214],
each mode of an incoming TMSV state interacts with a vacuum mode in a beam splitter. One of the outputs of each
beam splitter feeds a photon number resolving detector. When
both detectors simultaneously register k photons, which are
considered to be non-Gaussian measurements, a pure nonGaussian state is heralded with a probability of 0 < Psb < 1.
This photon-subtraction operation is shown in Fig. 23(a) for
k = 1. A PSS state can also be generated by applying the photon subtraction technique described above to a single mode
of the TMSV state [214]. The generation of non-Gaussian
states via photon subtraction as described above has been
experimentally demonstrated in [225]–[227]. Note that in the
photon-subtraction operation, other types of photon detectors
such as on/off photon detectors (which only distinguish the
presence and absence of photons, and are considered a nonGaussian measurement) can also be used for generating a
PSS state from a TMSV state [205], [208]. In this case the
non-Gaussian output state is a mixed state.
21 Note that only pure states having a positive Wigner function are Gaussian
states. However, the Wigner function of non-Gaussian pure states takes on
negative values.
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An entangled photon-added squeezed (PAS) state [206],
[207], [209], [211], [214] is generated by adding a single photon to each mode of a TMSV state. This single-photon addition
is performed at a beam splitter, as shown in Fig. 23(b), with
one of the outputs of each beam splitter being detected by
an on/off photon detector. A pure non-Gaussian state is then
generated (with a probability of 0< Pab <1) when a vacuum
state is registered in both detectors simultaneously. Note that
the final creation probability of a PAS state is obtained by
multiplying Pab by the probability of creating the two additional photons required. A PAS state can also be generated by
applying the photon addition technique described above to a
single mode of the TMSV state [214]. Note that the addition
of single photons to coherent states and to thermal states of
light has been experimentally realized in [228] and [229].
By contrast, an entangled photon-replaced squeezed (PRS)
state [212], [214] is generated according to Fig. 23(c), where
each mode of a TMSV state interacts with a single photon
in a beam splitter, with one of the outputs of each beam
splitter being detected by a photon number resolving detector.
When both detectors register a single photon simultaneously,
a pure non-Gaussian state is heralded with a probability of
0< Prb <1. The final creation probability of a PRS state is
obtained by multiplying Prb by the probability of creating the
two additional photons required. A PRS state can also be generated by applying the photon replacement process described
above to a single mode of the TMSV state [214].
B. Evolution of Non-Gaussian Entangled States Over a
Lossy Channel
Unlike Gaussian states, the evolution of non-Gaussian
states cannot be analysed solely through the covariance
matrix. Previous contributions have analysed the evolution
of non-Gaussian states for transmission over fixed-attenuation
channels relying on the so-called Master equation approach
of [215], the characteristic function approach of [212] or
the Kraus operator approach of [217]. Here we discuss
the general approach of Kraus representation [230] of the
channel in order to directly analyze the evolution of the
entangled states (Gaussian or non-Gaussian) through the channel. Considering a quantum state associated with the density
operator ρ̂in as the input of a trace-preserving22 completely
positive channel, the output density operator of the channel
can be described
in an operator-sum representation of the form

G
ρ̂ G † , where the Kraus operators Gℓ satρ̂out = ∞
∞ ℓ=0 ℓ† in ℓ
isfy
ℓ=0 Gℓ Gℓ = I , with I being the identity operator.
In [230], the Kraus operators of a wide range of channels
including a fixed-attenuation channel subject to vacuum noise
(i.e., Vn = 1 in Fig. 10) are given. In [217], the Kraus operators of a fixed-attenuation channel subject to vacuum noise but
with additional Gaussian noise is given. The results of [230]
have been generalized to a fixed-attenuation channel subject
to thermal noise (i.e., Vn > 1 in Fig. 10) in [132].
22 In a trace-preserving channel, the trace of the density operator is
preserved, which means the trace of the output density operator of the channel
remains one.
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Fig. 23. Implementation of non-Gaussian operations on the Gaussian TMSV
state. (a) Photon subtraction: each mode of the input TMSV state interacts
with a vacuum mode in a beam splitter, with one output of the each beam
splitter feeding a photon detector. If the two detectors simultaneously detect
a single photon, a PSS state is heralded on the non-measured outputs. (b)
Photon addition: each mode of the input TMSV state interacts with a single
photon in a beam splitter, with one output of the each beam splitter feeding
a photon detector. If the two detectors simultaneously detect vacuum state, a
PAS state is heralded on the non-measured outputs. (c) Photon replacement:
each mode of the input TMSV state interacts with a single photon in a beam
splitter, with one output of the each beam splitter feeding a photon detector. If
the two detectors simultaneously detect single photons, a PRS state is heralded
on the non-measured outputs.

C. Entanglement Determination and Quantum Key Rate
Computation
Following the evolution of pure non-Gaussian states over
the lossy channel(s), the quantum state of the channel output

is a non-Gaussian mixed state. In general it is not possible
to analytically determine the total grade of entanglement of
the mixed non-Gaussian states after transmission over a lossy
channel. Since the grade of entanglement is determined by
the output density operator ρ̂out , which possesses an infinite number of elements, a numerical method is required for
approximating the matrix ρ̂out by its truncated-dimensional
version, as discussed in [107], [109], [132], and [205] whilst
ensuring that the trace of the truncated matrix is close to 1.
Given the non-deterministic nature of the non-Gaussian
operations, in the context of non-Gaussian entanglement distribution, there are two key performance indicators, namely the
grade of entanglement E between two stations following the
transmission of a pulse through the lossy channel(s), and the
entanglement-generation rate RE , where we have RE = Pc E ,
with Pc being the creation probability of the initial nonGaussian state. The evolution of a wide range of non-Gaussian
entangled states in both single-mode and two-mode transfer
over atmospheric fading channels has been investigated both
when the transmission coefficient of the atmospheric fading
channel is unknown and when it is estimated in real time [107].
The work of [107] considered operational scenarios where the
non-Gaussian entangled states transmitted through the atmospheric channel are created “just-in-time” via non-Gaussian
operations applied to the Gaussian entangled input states that
would otherwise be transmitted directly over the communication channel. In this scenario transmitting the incoming
Gaussian state directly over the atmospheric channel would
be the best option in terms of maximizing the entanglementgeneration rate. However, if the transmission rates of all the
states through the channel could be equalized for example with
the aid of quantum memory (see [107] for more details), some
non-Gaussian states lead to enhanced entanglement transfer
relative to that obtained by Gaussian state transfer.
The performance of CV-QKD protocols has been analysed
in [109] for transmission over atmospheric fading channels,
where the source is constituted by PSS states in the context of EB CV-QKD protocols. In [109], one mode of the
PSS state remains at the ground station (satellite), while the
other photon-subtracted mode is transmitted to the satellite
(ground station) over the fading uplink (downlink) channel
characterized by the probability distribution p(η) and maximum transmission coefficient of η0 . When the transmission
coefficient of the atmospheric channel can be measured in real
time, after acquiring each realization of η, the key rate K(η) is
calculated based on the covariance matrix of the mixed nonGaussian state at the output of
 the channel. The final key rate
is then computed as K = Pc 0η0 K (η)p(η) d η in units of bits
per pulse, with Pc being the creation probability of the initial
non-Gaussian entangled state. The resultant key rate represents a lower bound on the actual key rate of the CV-QKD
protocol. However, to determine the actual resultant key rates
(not just its lower bounds), K(η) must be computed based on
the density operator of the mixed non-Gaussian output state.
In [107] and [109] the non-Gaussian operations are first
applied to the initial Gaussian states, with the resultant nonGaussian states being transmitted through the atmospheric fading channel. An alternative approach would be to transmit the
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initial Gaussian states through the atmospheric channel, and
then apply the non-Gaussian operations after the atmospheric
channel to the quantum states received. In [212], the distillation of CV entanglement using a coherent superpositionbased non-Gaussian operation has been studied, where the
non-Gaussian operation is the superposition of the photon
subtraction and of the photon addition operations, and where
the non-Gaussian operation is applied either before or after a
fixed-attenuation channel.
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TABLE VI
C OMPARISON OF DV-QKD AND CV-QKD

VIII. C OMPARISON W ITH D ISCRETE -VARIABLE
T ECHNOLOGIES
The family of DV systems invoked for satellite-based quantum communications constitutes an alternative technology,
which has been deployed in Micius [66]–[68]. In space-based
deployment, a range of pragmatic issues comes into play when
considering the pros and cons of DV vs. CV implementations.
Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of DV systems in
the space-based context is that photon losses have a less grave
impact on quantum information processing in DV systems. In
CV systems the photon losses in the channel introduce vacuum
noise, leading to a reduction in the correlation between Alice
and Bob’s data. By contrast, in DV systems, photon losses
reduce the communication efficiency, but they do not trigger a
false single-photon detection event. A photon is either lost in
the channel, in which case Bob does not register anything, or
it is simply detected at Bob’s detector. In high-loss scenarios,
this effect can lead to advantages for DV systems. However,
this benefit may by outweighed by other considerations, as
discussed briefly below. More details on satellite-based DV
quantum communication can be found elsewhere, for example
in [40].
The performance of DV-QKD [231] is limited both by
the difficulty of single-photon generation, as well as by
the expense of single-photon detectors. It is a challenge to
construct a true single-photon source owing to implementation challenges. Alternatively, single-photon sources can be
approximated using an attenuated laser (weak coherent state
pulses) [232], [233]. By contrast, CV-QKD systems rely
on low-cost implementations and are potentially capable of
supporting higher key rates than DV-QKD systems. Recall
that CV-QKD can be implemented by modulating both the
amplitude and phase quadratures of a coherent laser and
can be subsequently measured in the receivers using homodyne detectors, which operate faster and more efficiently than
the single-photon detectors. Moreover, CV-QKD systems are
more compatible with standard telecommunication encoding,
transmission and detection techniques. All these advantages
potentially allow CV-QKD protocols to achieve higher secret
key rates than DV-QKD systems.
Furthermore, the single-photon detectors of DV systems
are very sensitive to background light sources. By contrast,
the homodyne detectors used for CV systems offer beneficial
robustness to background light. Indeed, an explicit advantage
of using a local oscillator is that it has an ‘automatic’ spectraldomain filtering effect. Consequently, homodyne detectors
remain to a large extent unimpaired in daylight conditions

without the extra filtering that are needed by the single-photon
detectors [16]. Furthermore, in CV systems, a tapped component of the local oscillator can be simply obtained and measured, thereby allowing for direct monitoring of atmospheric
fluctuations effects, such as beam wandering (which can then
be compensated for using adaptive optics [16], [98], [110]).
Both DV and CV-QKD systems have protocols which are
able to generate unconditional secure key [76]. However, the
performance of QKD systems can be evaluated in terms of the
generation “rate” of the final secure key. Due to the fact that
the impact of photon losses on QKD performance is different
for DV and CV systems (as discussed earlier), for low-loss
channels where CV-QKD is secure (i.e., generates positive key
rates), the key rate generated from CV-QKD can be higher
than the key rate from DV-QKD [163] (due to the use of
faster and more efficient transmission and detection technology in CV-QKD systems). However, for high-loss (and noisy)
channels where CV-QKD is not secure (i.e., not able to generate positive key rates), DV-QKD can be secure, and generate
positive key rates. Thus, the secure transmission range (or the
maximum transmission distance) of DV-QKD systems can be
higher than CV-QKD systems.
Table VI summarizes the pros and cons of DV-QKD and
CV-QKD. Nonetheless, the issue of whether DV or CV
systems should be deployed as the quantum information carrier
in space-based quantum communications remains very much
an open issue at the time of writing. Ultimately, it could
well be that hybrid DV+CV architectures, accommodating
time-variant atmospheric conditions, turn out to be the most
beneficial in many circumstances. The employment of such
hybrid architectures has been extensively studied for example
in [234].
IX. F UTURE D IRECTIONS
Quantum communication via satellite is in its infancy.
Building on the early work and verification studies (both
experimental and theoretical) of many researchers, e.g., [16],
[32]–[69], [78], [79], [93]–[112], [235], and [236] the pioneering experimental result of the Micius [66]–[68] collaboration
has now provided us with the first glimpse of what is truly
achievable via space-based platforms. However, there remains
much to do before quantum communications via satellites can
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be considered mainstream. This is especially so in the CV
quantum domain, where no space-based deployments have
yet been achieved, despite the numerous theoretical studies,
e.g., [16] and [98]–[111]. We briefly mention here some of
the research topics within space-based CV quantum communications that we consider of particular interest to any
multi-disciplinary engineering community.
A. Channel Transmissivity Measurements
The Micius [66]–[68] data provides us with our first real
insight into the channel conditions experienced by quantum
states, as they traverse through the turbulent atmosphere, to
and from Earth. The measured photonic losses in the downlink [66], [67] and in the uplink [68] are now available (the
losses in the latter case were a minimum of 41 dB). Leveraging
this data for better understanding the channel conditions experienced by CV states as they travel to and from Earth would
be an insightful, but costly endeavour. As discussed earlier
in Section VIII, the loss of photons in the CV context fundamentally affects any subsequent information processing, as
opposed to the DV case, where photons not received can be
simply ignored. Ultimately, the study of how the CV states are
affected by the atmosphere reduces to a determination of the
statistical distribution of the channel transmissivity. Detailed
knowledge of this distribution has wide ranging implications
for studies pertaining to non-classical signatures of CV states
traversing through atmospheric channels [104], as well as for a
host of CV-based applications. The latter outcome is due to the
fact that many applications are very sensitive to the channel’s
transmissivity [105]–[109]. As discussed previously, beyond
the dominant effects of beam wandering and beam broadening, other more subtle effects induced by the atmosphere can
play a non-negligible role. These effects include beam deformation, attenuation, absorption and scattering. Sophisticated
theoretical studies of these effects are now becoming available, and in general these models are found to be consistent
with terrestrial experiments carried out over a wide range
of turbulence conditions [101], [237], [238]. Experimental
confirmations of existing turbulence models in the realm of
Earth-to-satellite (and vice versa) channels would be very
important. Of particular importance would be a robust validation of the beam-wandering models used for the transmissivity
statistics in the Earth-to satellite channels [100]–[102], and
the validation of the beam-broadening models expected to
dominate the satellite-to-Earth channels [57].
B. Error Reconciliation
The reconciliation phase of any QKD protocol is perhaps
the area of quantum communications most closely associated with classical communications. In the DV scenario, long
LDPC codes can be used to correct transmission errors.
For scenarios, where DV quantum measurements are mapped
directly to binary outcomes, the transmission of bits via a
classical binary symmetric channel can be adopted as the
underlying model. A range of high-performance LDPC codes
which approach reconciliation factors close to 1 in the large
key length limit are known for such channels [239]–[241].

However, in the CV setting the extraction of binary information is substantially more involved. Currently, there are
two main techniques that are widely adopted in this regard,
namely, slice reconciliation [20], [242], and multi-dimensional
reconciliation [24], [243]. For the low signal to noise ratios
(SNRs) routinely anticipated for satellite communications, the
multi-dimensional reconciliation technique is likely to be more
appropriate. In this context, multi-dimensional reconciliation
via multi-edge LDPC codes is considered by many as the most
appropriate path due to the high performance of such codes
at low SNRs [24].
Nonetheless, numerous open research issues remain.
Perhaps the most important of these is constituted by the
finite key effects. Much of the work in formally determining the security of a key within QKD systems assumes having
an infinite key length. However, in reality, this assumption is
never satisfied and the consideration of the finite-length key
effects must be analysed. This is an issue that affects both
the DV [244] and CV security analyses [181], [245]–[248].
This problem is of particular concern for space-based QKD
due to the short transit times of LEO satellites. Hence, the
finite-length key processing invoked in the context of CV-QKD
conceived for satellites has to be considered. Naturally, this
analysis will be strongly dependent on the specific CV-QKD
protocol adopted. Finite-length key based analyses of standard
coherent state protocols [249], of MDI protocols [250], [251]
and of full device-independent protocols [252] follow quite
distinct paths.
Beyond the finite-length effects within the reconciliation
decoding phase, the construction of near-capacity adaptive-rate
LDPC codes for CV space-based implementations would be
useful. Again, these issues are particularly relevant to satellitebased communication due to the time-variant properties of the
channel. For LEO satellites we can expect the SNR to exhibit
quite rapid variations versus time, as the satellite appears above
the horizon and disappears again. Furthermore, for a given set
of orbital parameters, we could anticipate the SNR’s evolution versus time to be reasonably predictable. Adaptive-rate
LDPC codes well suited for counteracting the SNR vs time
evolution should be constructed. The employment of puncturing techniques [253] used for multi-edge LDPC codes appears
to be an appropriate pathway to achieving this [254]. These
studies are only in their early phases of development, hence
further research into the design of adaptive-rate codes as a
path to low-complexity CV-QKD via satellites is expected to
be fruitful. An important focus of such future studies should
be the maintenance of high reconciliation efficiencies over the
anticipated range of SNRs [255].
Finally, we note that in principle other codes beyond LDPC
codes could be used in the CV-QKD reconciliation phase.
Currently, however, limited work has been reported in this
area. Nonetheless, we do note some work on turbo codes [256]
applied to the CV domain, as reported in [257] (for use of such
codes in the DV domain see [258], [259]). Furthermore, polar
codes [260] have recently been invoked for CV-QKD in [261].
These contributions suggest that further performance comparisons using various error correction codes for the CV-QKD
reconciliation phase may become fruitful.
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C. CV Quantum Error Correction Codes
Of special importance for CV quantum communications
are the non-Gaussian operations that form the basis of quantum error correction. Such operations are required due to the
no-go theorem, stipulating that Gaussian errors cannot be corrected by purely Gaussian operations [262]. It is possible to
build a pathway from standard classical LDPC codes to qubit
error correction codes, and then to CV error correction codes.
Following on from the original CV error correction protocols
of [263]–[265], there are several examples of CV quantum
error correction codes appearing in [197] and [266]–[272].
However, in the context of space-based implementations there
is evidence to suggest that direct non-Gaussian measurement
at the receiver is likely to be the most fruitful pathway to CV
error correction - at least in the short term.
In Section VII-A we have discussed a host of non-Gaussian
operations in the form of photon subtraction and addition
techniques that were used to form our non-Gaussian states,
as seen in Fig. 23. Such operations can also be used for
producing CV entanglement distillation - a form of quantum error correction for CV variables. Photon subtraction
and addition techniques are becoming mainstream in laboratories throughout the world and the imminent integration of
such techniques directly into future satellite communications
is expected. In QKD implementations though, a balance must
be struck between the relatively low probabilities of success
for the subtraction/addition operations required and the resultant degradation of the key rates. More detailed studies of these
design options for space-based communications are warranted.

D. The Interface With Classical Terrestrial Networks
Although fundamentally a breakthrough, the birth of spacebased quantum communications can be seen from a more
pragmatic perspective - it will allow for the creation of the
global “Quantum Internet”. This new Internet will interconnect
a vast range of devices, from mobile devices all the way
through to the much anticipated quantum computers. These
devices will be able to transfer quantum information and
communicate with each other in an unconditionally secure
manner. Importantly, this new network will consist of not only
quantum communication channels but also of classical communication channels. As such, consideration of how best to
accommodate integration of the quantum information received
via satellites into a wider integrated network will be required.
Currently, very little detailed thought has been given to this
ambitious enterprise, and therefore there is much opportunity
for high-impact future research in the context of the integrated
system-oriented vision of Fig. 1.
In the CV setting, perhaps the integration of CV quantum
information into the microwave setting is the most important
example. The implementation of quantum communication protocols in the optical frequency domain is usually preferred,
which is an explicit benefit of the negligible background
thermal radiation at optical frequencies, hence all of our discussions have been in this domain. However, the advent of
super-conducting microwave quantum circuits have led to an
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increasing interest in the implementation of quantum communication protocols in the microwave regime [129]–[131],
[273]–[279]. These interests are further fuelled by advances
in macro electro-optomechanical resonators that are capable
of coupling quantum information with the microwave-optical
interface [276], [278], [279]. With the advent of this technology, quantum information created via super-conducting
circuits may be readily upconverted to the optical regime for
direct transfer to an overhead satellite. The satellite could then
communicate that information optically to a second terrestrial
receiver with subsequent conversion back to the microwave
regime for storage, error correction or further information
processing. Such a scenario could well represent how future
quantum computers will share information globally through
the quantum Internet. We also note that it is even possible to
directly transmit quantum information via microwave carriers
to nearby wireless receivers [132]. The development of such
integration techniques for the quantum Internet is still in its
infancy.
X. C ONCLUSION
We have discussed the recent research advances that are
most relevant to CV quantum communication via low-Earthorbit satellites. Recent experimental results gleaned from the
Micius satellite on a range of DV-based quantum communication protocols indicate that CV quantum communication
via large distances over the ether has become entirely plausible. We have outlined many of the technical advances in
the field of CV quantum communication encompasses and
highlighted a range of technical challenges it faces. As compared to the DV technology, CV systems bring with them the
compelling benefit of inherent compatibility with the state-ofthe-art optical technology. Explicitly, while DV sources and
detectors are difficult to implement and expensive, CV systems
can be easily implemented with the aid of off-the-shelf lasers
and homodyne (or heterodyne) detectors. Hence, the many
advantages of this intriguing technology warrant its experimental deployment to make the vision of the perfectly secure
future quantum-communications scenario portrayed in Fig. 1
a reality.
Our hope is valued Colleague that you would join this
community-effort...
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Abstract—Adaptive optics (AO) has the potential to mitigate
the effect of atmospheric turbulence and improve the performance of orbital angular momentum (OAM)-based optical
wireless communication (OAM-OWC) links. Here, we propose a
single-intensity-measurement phase retrieval algorithm (SPRA)based AO technique of compensating for the distortion of the
OAM beam. The only parameter required by the SPRA wavefront sensor is the intensity of the probe beam in the Fourier
domain, which substantially simplifies the AO system. We first
derive an analytical expression to characterize the expansion
of probe beam in OAM-OWC links and then determine the
diameter constraints as the apriori information of the SPRA
required for guaranteeing a certain compensation performance.
The simulation results illustrate that the SPRA-AO approach can
indeed correct a distorted OAM beam both in a single-channel
scenario and in multiplexed OAM-OWC systems. The bit error
rate can be improved by orders of magnitude with the aid of
SPRA-AO compensation. Furthermore, we establish noise models
of AO-based OAM-OWC systems and analyze the robustness of
the SPRA-AO technique. In a nutshell, this paper provides new
insights for the applications of AO and forms the theoretical basis
of employing probe beams in OAM-OWC systems.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
S the demand for data increases, there is keen interest
in increasing the transmission capacity in a range of
fields [1], [2]. High-capacity optical wireless communication
(OWC) is receiving increasing attention in various areas [3]–
[5] because of the substantial demands for data transmission.
Optical vortex beams carrying orbital angular momentum
(OAM) characterized by a particular helical phase structure of
exp(ilφ), have been introduced to meet the growing demand
for large-capacity OWC [1], [6], [7] where the OAM state
index l represents the number of 2π phase shifts across the
beam and φ is the azimuthal angle. The OAM beams having a
distinct l are orthogonal to each other, and the state index l is
an infinite integer [8]. Therefore, the OAM beams are capable
of substantially increasing the capacity of communication
systems by either encoding information as OAM beam states
or using OAM beams as information carriers for multiplexing
[9]–[11].
The atmospheric turbulence (AT) effects, which are caused
by random variations in temperature and convective motion
induced by the random variations of the air’s refractive index [12], constitute unavoidable impairments in OAM-aided
OWC systems. In practical scenarios the atmospheric turbulence gives rise to phase distortion, which induces intermodal crosstalk among different states and degrades the
performance of OAM-aided communication systems [13],
[14]. Both experiments and simulations have verified that
adaptive optics (AO) efficiently mitigates the distortion of
OAM-OWC systems [15]. However, for OAM beams having
helical phase fronts, one of the challenges is to directly
detect the phase front using typical wave-front sensors due
to the associated phase singularity [16]. To circumvent this,
the phase retrieval algorithm (PRA)-based AO has gained
increasing attention [17]. The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm
(GSA)-based phase correction method has been shown to
efficiently mitigate the turbulent aberration of OAM beams
both by simulations and experiments [18], [19]. Then, Fu
et al. [20] used a probing Gaussian beam and the GSA
for the pre-compensation of turbulence-infested OAM beams.
In 2018, Yin et al. [21] proposed the hybrid-input-outputalgorithm (HIOA) to compensate for the distortion of OAM
beams in OAM-OWC systems.
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Orbital Angular Momentum

X

Atmospheric Turbulence Simulation

X

Adaptive Optics

X

X

[4]-2019

[5]-2018

[20]-2017

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

[19]-2016

[13]-2015

[18]-2012

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Shack-Hartmann wave-front

[33]-2010

X

Sensing technique
Phase Retrieval Algorithm-based

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wave-front sensing technique
Probe Expansion

X

Experimental AO analysis
Simulation AO analysis

X

Noise Model

X

X

The phase retrieval algorithm (PRA) has been conceived
for reconstructing the phase from intensity information by
exploiting any partial constraints, such as those observed in
the object and Fourier domains. Explicitly, we have to infer
the intensity of the probing beam in both the object and
the Fourier domain as the input information of the algorithm
to reconstruct the wave-front of the probe beam, which can
be collectively termed as double-intensity measurements PRA
(DPRA)-based AO (DPRA-AO) approaches [22], for both the
HIOA and GSA [23]. These DPRA-AO systems require at
least one beam splitter (BS) and two charge-coupled devices
(CCDs). The BS halves the intensity of the probe beam, and
the two CCDs constitute two detector-noise sources. On the
other hand, compared to focused probe detection in the Fourier
domain, optical detection in the object domain requires a wide
field and imposes more detection noise.
We observe that in most cases of practical interest, the
atmospheric phase is uniquely related to the Fourier intensity
measurements [24]. Furthermore, AO in the communication
links should ideally be miniaturized at a low cost [25], [26].
It is possible to recover the wave-front of the probe beam
by solely relying on the intensity in the Fourier domain,
provided that sufficient prior information is available about
the probe beam [27]. Therefore, in this paper, we propose
a low-complexity single-intensity-measurement PRA (SPRA)based wave-front sensing technique for reconstructing the
wave-front information of the probe beam relying on a lowcomplexity SPRA-based AO (SPRA-AO) system. The primary
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We conceive a low-complexity and yet robust SPRAAO technique which only has to detect a single Fourier
intensity of the probe beam.
• An analytical expression is derived for characterizing
the expansion of the OAM probe beam in an AO-based
OAM-OWC system. Moreover, since there is a paucity
of literature on this subject, the models of both the

X

X

X
X
X

background noise and of the CCD detector noise of
DPRA-AO and SPRA-AO based OAM-OWC systems are
established.
• Extensive simulations have been conducted for evaluating
the performance of our proposed SPRA-AO, demonstrating that it improves the bit error rate (BER) by orders of
magnitude. Furthermore, we demonstrate that SPRA-AO
has better robustness than DPRA-AO in the face of both
background noise and detector noise.
Our new contributions are boldly and explicitly contrasted
to the literature at a glance in Table I.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II A
describes the OAM-OWC system relying on the SPRA-AO
technique. Section II B derives the analytical expression of
the probe beam expansion in OAM-OWC links. Furthermore,
the SPRA principle is introduced and its constraint setting
is detailed in Section II C. Then, the models of both the
background noise and of the detector noise of the PRAAO approach are established in Section II D. Finally, Section III evaluates the compensation performance attained by
the SPRA-AO technique, while Section IV concludes the
paper.
II. CONCEPT AND PRINCIPLE
A. Schematic of an OAM-OWC system relying on the SPRAAO technique
The schematic of our OAM-OWC system is shown in Fig. 1.
At the transmitter, the OAM beam used for the desired signal
and the probe beam are polarization-multiplexed by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and propagated collinearly through the
atmospheric turbulence channel, where the probe beam is used
for estimating the turbulence-induced distortions which can
then be exploited for decontaminating the OAM beams [12].
The probe beam used for sampling the AT is expanded to a
predetermined size as wide as that of the signal OAM beam
relying on a beam expander [19]. During the propagation, the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of our OAM-OWC system equipped with an SPRA-AO module. (PBS: polarizing beam splitter, AT: atmospheric turbulence, L1: Fourier
lens, f0 : back focal length of L1.)

atmospheric turbulence impairs the propagation modes and
spreads the emitted modes into adjacent modes. As shown in
Fig. 1, the OAM beams having clear doughnut-like intensity
distribution would become distorted [28], hence each particular OAM mode may become coupled with its neighbouring
modes, and therefore the communication performance may
be degraded [15]. The distorted multiplexed beams are then
partitioned into the OAM signalling beam and the probe beam
by using a PBS at the receiver. The probe beam is then entered
into the AO module, which consists of the wave-front sensor,
wave-front controller and wave-front corrector. The wave-front
sensor surrounded by a dashed line in Fig. 1 is composed
of the Fourier lens L1, a CCD camera and a data processor.
The Fourier lens L1 of Fig. 1 is used here to focus the beam
and to estimate the spatial spectral distribution of the probe
beam. The CCD camera of Fig. 1 in the focal plane of L1 is
used for capturing the Fourier intensity pattern of the probe
beam. Then, the data processor retrieves the phase of the
probe beam from the focal plane intensity information with
the aid of the SPRA and estimates the phase-change induced
by turbulence. Finally, the estimated phase-correction signal
is forwarded by the controller to the wave-front corrector of
Fig. 1 for decontaminating the signal beam.
The Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beam is a simple and widely
used vortex beam, which can be characterized by a pair of
indices, i.e. the azimuthal index l and the radial index p [29].
Hence, we consider it as an example in our analysis. The LG

Fig. 2. Intensity and phase distributions of LG beams with different azimuthal
state indexes.

modes having different l values or p values are orthogonal
to each other. In the classical domain, mode multiplexing
(i.e., each mode carries an independent data stream) and data
encoding (i.e., each pulse occupies a given LG mode state)
using different l or p values have the potential of substantially
increasing the capacity of communication systems [30]. The
intensity and phase distributions of LG beams associated with
different azimuthal state indices are shown in Fig. 2, where the
doughnut-shaped intensity profiles are clearly visible because
of the phase singularity at the beam center. The definition of
an LG mode [30] that gives the intensity distribution for the
lowest-order radial LG mode p = 0 can be formulated as:
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TABLE II
T HE EXPLANATION OF NOTATIONS IN THE FOLLOWING DERIVATION .

(1)

R ∞ R 2π
which is normalized as 0 0 I(r, φ, z)r dφ dr = 1. In (1), r
is the radial cylindrical coordinate, φ represents the azimuthal
angle and l is the azimuthal state index. Moreover, ω(z)
denotes the beam radius at the propagation distance z, which
can be expressed as
q
ω(z) = ω02 + (z/zR )2 ,
(2)
where λ is the optical wavelength, while zR = πω02 /λ is
the Rayleigh range and ω0 represents the 1\e radius of the
Gaussian term of the LG beam, which is also termed as the
beam waist [31]. In the AO-based OAM-OWC system of Fig.
1 we utilize the OAM beam as the probe beam, because the
OAM beam associated with hollow intensity and used as a
probe beam outperforms the Gaussian probe beam in AObased OAM systems [22].
B. The expansion scheme of the probe beam in OAM-OWC
systems
In an AO-based OAM-OWC system, the phase-change
imposed by atmospheric turbulence is estimated by the probe
beam and then used for the decontamination of the signal
beam. For achieving more accurate phase compensation, the
expanded probe beam should remain as wide as the signal
beam during their collinear propagation in order to satisfy
the assumption that the OAM signalling beam and probe
beam undergo similar wave-front aberrations because of turbulence [32]. However, if the probe beam is much wider
than the signal beam, the probe beam will experience more
severe turbulence-induced distortion than the signal beam. It
has been demonstrated that the degree of wave-front aberration
similarity between the signal and probe beam depends to some
extent on the intensity distribution similarity of these two
beams. In other words, the AO compensation performance
is also affected by the intensity distribution similarity of the
signal and the expanded probe beam. Fig. 3 shows the intensity
distributions of the OAM signalling beam and expanded probe
beam during their propagation. Therefore, in this section, we
conceive a beneficial scheme for ensuring that the intensity
distributions of the two beams remain similar.
For convenience, the notations used in the following derivation are summarized at a glance in Table II. We define the
intensity correlation coefficient [33] between the signal beam
and the expanded probe beam as follows:

Notation
Ip
lp
ωp (z)
ω0

p

Declarations
The intensity of the
probe beam
The state number of
the probe beam
The beam radius of
the probe beam
The beam waist of
the probe beam

Notation
Is
ls
ωs (z)
ω0

s

Declarations
The intensity of the
signal beam
The state number of
the signal beam
The beam radius of
the signal beam
The beam waist of
the signal beam

1+2|ls | 
−1−|ls |−|lp |
1
1
1
+
C=
ωs (z)
ωs2 (z) ωp2 (z)

1+2|lp |
1
·
· 21+|ls |+|lp |
ωp (z)
Γ (1 + |ls | + |lp |)
·p
,
Γ (1 + 2 |ls |) · Γ (1 + 2 |lp |)


(4)

where Γ(·) represents the classical gamma function.
We can derive the optimal beam waist ω0 p of the probe
beam for maximizing C by solving the following equation
∂ωp
∂C
∂C
·
=
= 0.
∂ω0 p
∂ωp ∂ω0 p

(5)

Upon combining (2) and (5), and solving (5), we can
determine the relationship between ωp (z) and ωs (z)
s
2 |ls | + 1
· ωs (z).
(6)
ωp (z) =
2 |lp | + 1
The mathematical expression of the probe beam broadening
in an OAM-OWC link is shown in (6). When the beam radii
of the probe and signal beam satisfy the relationship shown
in (6), the correlation coefficient C is maximized, as is the
intensity distribution similarity of the two beams.
Note that the optimal beam waist of the probe beam is
calculated by (2) and (6) based on the longest propagation
distance. The above derivation describes a single OAM channel associated with the transmission state index ls . By contrast,
for multiple links, |ls | represents the maximum absolute value
of the state index in the transmitted OAM beams [22].
C. Single-intensity-measurement based phase retrieval algorithm

In this section, we describe an SPRA that estimates the
wave-front of an OAM beam based on its Fourier intensity
R ∞ R 2π
and on the knowledge of the object constraints. The flow-chart
Ip (r, φ, z) · Is (r, φ, z)r dφ dr
C = qR R 0 0
,
of the SPRA is shown in Fig. 4.
R ∞ R 2π
∞ 2π 2
2 (r, φ, z)r dφ dr
I
I
(r,
φ,
z)r
dφ
dr
·
Let us denote the optical field of the received probe beam
s
p
0
0
0
0
(3) in the object domain as f (x, y) and in the Fourier domain
where Ip (r, φ, z) and Is (r, φ, z) are the intensities of the probe as F (u, v), where (x, y) are the associated spatial coordinates
beam and signal beam, respectively. Combined with (1) and and (u, v) are the spatial frequency coordinates. The object
domain represents here the distorted probe beam f (x, y) of
(3), C can be reformulated as
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Fig. 3. Stylized propagation of both the OAM signalling beam and expanded probe beam.

the OAM-OWC system, which corresponds to the optical
field distribution in the front focal plane of L1 in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, |F (u, v)| is the real-valued modulus obtained by
taking the square root of the Fourier intensity of the object,
which is measured by the CCD of Fig. 1.
Appropriate initialization assists in prompt and accurate
convergence. We setthe initial estimated object of the SPRA
to g0 (x, y) = F −1 |F (u, v)| · ejθ0 (u,v) , where θ0 is set to
the phase distribution of the no-turbulence probe beam in the
Fourier domain. As shown in Fig. 4, the SPRA consists of the
following four steps at the k-th iteration [24]:
(1) From gk to Gk : Fourier transform gk ;
′
(2) From Gk to Gk : Replace the modulus of the resultant
Fourier transform Gk with the aid of the measured
Fourier modulus |F (u, v)| in order to form an estimate
′
of the Fourier transform Gk ;
′
′
(3) From Gk to gk : Inverse Fourier transform the estimate
′
of the Fourier transform Gk in order to form an estimate
′
of the object gk ;
′
(4) From gk to gk+1 : Calculate the input of the next iteration
gk+1 that satisfies the object constraints [23]. The fourth
step is designed by referring to the negative feedback,
which can be expressed as

gk+1 (x, y) =



gk′ (x, y),
gk (x, y) − βgk′ (x, y),

(x, y) ∈ γ,
(x, y) ∈
/ γ,

(7)
where γ represents the object constraints and β is a constant
feedback parameter having typical values between 0.5 and 1.
The algorithm terminates when the iterations satisfy the
termination criterion or reach a given number.
In the proposed SPRA the only known information is the
modulus in the Fourier domain |F (u, v)|, hence we need sufficient prior information about the object in order to estimate
its phase accurately [34]. The OAM beam has the unique
characteristic that the beam width is related both to the state
index and to the beam waist [31]. In order to achieve accurate
compensation, we rely on the diameter constraints as the prior
information in the SPRA.
For considering the intensity distribution of the OAM beam,
we introduce the diameter constraints as partial constraints of

Fig. 4. The flow-chart of the SPRA. (FT: Fourier transformation; IFT: inverse
Fourier transformation.)

the object quantified by the centrosymmetric circular region
γ, which contains more than 99% of the transmitted intensity
of the probe beam. The radius of the circular region can be
expressed as
q
RC = 2ωp (z) |lp | + 1,
(8)

where ωp (z) and lp represent the beam radius and state index
of the probe beam, respectively [24]. An example of the object
constraint is given in Fig. 5 from the perspectives of the
intensity distribution and the line intensity profile 1 . As shown
in Fig. 5, for (x, y) ∈ γ of the distorted probe beam, the
next estimated object gk+1 is equal to gk′ . We assume that
the intensity of the probe beam in the absence of turbulence
in (x, y) ∈
/ γ is zero. Therefore, for (x, y) ∈
/ γ, the SPRA
provides negative feedback from the most recently estimated
object gk to drive the next estimated object gk+1 towards zero,
as shown in (7) [22].
D. Robustness analysis of PRA-AO techniques
Sensing light intensity is fundamental to any wave-front
sensor technique [27]. As mentioned above, both the DPRA1 Line intensity profile is defined as the teo-deminsional intensity distribution along the horizontal radial vortex centers of the OAM beam.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) The object constraints and the intensity distribution of the broadened probe beam. (b) Diagram of the constraints and the line intensity profile
along the center of the probe beam. (N: the number of grid points.)

TABLE III
T HE EXPLANATIONS OF THE NOISE TYPES USED IN THE NOISE MODEL
Noise type

Notation

Background noise
Detector noise
Shot noise
Readout noise

N0
Ni
Ns i
Nr i

Noise model
Complex Gaussian white
Shot noise and readout
Poisson
Gaussian white

noise
noise
noise
noise

p
|f (x, y)| = ICCD1 =

AO and SPRA-AO estimate the phase impairment from the
measured intensity information, and it is vitally important to
analyze the detector-noise resistance of PRAs. At the time
of writing there is a paucity of literature on the robustness
of the AO approach in OAM-OWC links. We commence
our evaluation of the robustness of SPRA-AO techniques by
establishing the noise model of the SPRA-AO and DPRA-AO.
The principle of GSA-AO has been detailed in [21], while
the schematic of the DPRA-AO and SPRA-AO techniques
and their noise models are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b),
respectively.
The noise components contaminating the detectors are assumed to be independently and identically distributed and their
features are shown at a glance in Table III. The background
noise, denoted as N0 , is modeled by a complex Gaussian white
noise process of mean 0 and variance σ02 [35], [36]. As for
the CCD detector noise, we consider the situation in which
the detector noise consists of a combination of shot noise
and readout noise. The shot noise is mainly a combination
of photon noise and dark noise, both exhibiting a Poisson
distribution, since they are based on the random arrival of
photos at the CCD of Fig. 6 [37]. The readout noise is imposed
on the signal during the process of measuring the signal and
it is also assumed to be Gaussian white noise of mean 0 and
variance σ12 [38]. The detector noise Nj is given by [39]
N j = N sj + N r j

i = (1, 2, 3),

At the receiver, the contaminated probe beam is denoted as
ur (r, φ, z), which contains the additive background noise N0
perturbing the multiplexed beam. For the DPRA-AO technique
associated with the noise model of Fig. 6(a), the two inputs
of the DPRA can be expressed as [21]

(9)

where j represents the CCD index of Fig. 6. Note that there
is no extra parameter associated with the Poisson noise, but
the noise magnitude depends on the intensity of the signal
entering the CCD [40].

|F (u, v)| =

p

ICCD2 =

s

s

2

|ur (r, φ, z)|
+ N1 ,
2

F



ur (r, φ, z)
√
2



(10)

2

+ N2 . (11)

For the SPRA-AO technique having the noise model of Fig.
6(b), one of the SPRA inputs is expressed as
|Fs (u, v)| =

p

ICCD3 =

q

2

|F [ur (r, φ, z)]| + N3 ,

(12)

where ICCD3 represents the intensity captured by the CCD3 of
Fig. 6(b) and N3 is the additive detector noise contaminating
the magnitude of the probe beam in the Fourier domain for
the SPRA.
III. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the following, we simulate the propagation of the
OAM beam in AT with random phase screens based on
Kolmogorov’s turbulence theory along the propagation path.
The random process of turbulence is typically characterized
in statistical theory, because the complexity of the atmosphere
does not lend itself to prediction and numerical analysis.
Kolmogorov’s turbulence theory describes the average effects
of total beam wander, beam spreading, and scintillation [41].
In our study, the propagation of the OAM beams through a
locally homogeneous and isotropic turbulent medium, which
exhibits modified Von-Karman atmospheric phase characteristics [42], is modeled relying on the simulation tool MATLAB.
The structure constant of the refractive index Cn2 is varied
in the range of 1 × 10−16 ∼ 1 × 10−14 m−2/3 . As for the
simulation parameters, the number of grid points per side is
756. The wavelength λ is set to 532nm. The number of random
phase screens is 11 along the propagation path. Furthermore,
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(a) The GSA-AO system and its noise model

(b) The SPRA-AO system and its noise model

Fig. 6. Schematic of the AO system and its noise model. (BS: beam splitter (50:50).)

the outer and inner scale of turbulence are 50m and 0.01m,
respectively. The receiver aperture size is set to 0.3m and
the β factor of the SPRA is set to 0.7 [31]. For a given
propagation
p distance, we set the waist of the signal beam to
ω0− s = λz/π at the transmitter [43]. As for the parameters
of the probe beam, the probe beam is an OAM beam associated
with lp = 1 and the waist of the expanded probe beam follows
(6). As an example, for z = 400m and ls = 3, the waist of
the signal beam ω0− s is 0.0082m and the waist of probe beam
ω0− p can be calculated as 0.017m.
A. Compensation performance analysis of the SPRA-AO technique
The OAM spectrum is calculated by relying on the so-called
modal decomposition method to characterize the ratio of the
power retained by the original transmit state and of the power
spread into the adjacent channels. The power associated with
the OAM spectrum characterizes the specific proportion of
each state [44]. We define the mode purity as the relative power
of the desired transmit state in the OAM spectrum, and define
the crosstalk as the relative power of the undesired state. The
values of mode purity and crosstalk are between 0 and 1,
where high mode purity and low crosstalk correspond to a
better quality of the OAM beam. Moreover, we define the
squared error (SE) function for quantifying the compensation
performance, which can be expressed as
X
2
|pw (i) − p0 (i)| ,
(13)
SE =
i

where the variable i represents the state index of the OAM
beam; pw (i) is the relative power of the OAM state index i
of the OAM beam with/without SPRA-AO compensation; and
p0 (i) is the relative power of the OAM state index i of the
desired OAM beam in the absence of turbulence. A smaller
SE value corresponds to a better correction performance.
We consider the OAM states l = 3 and l = {−1, +2}
as examples of single-channel and multiplexed-channel communication, respectively, for characterizing the compensation
performance of the SPRA-AO technique. Fig. 7 shows the

spectrum of the OAM signal beams both with and without
SPRA-AO compensation under different turbulence strengths.
The SE values are labeled in Fig. 7(a) - 7(f), where SE0
corresponds to the SE values before compensation, while SE1
corresponds to the values after SPRA-AO compensation. The
SPRA-AO technique has substantial advantages in terms of
accuracy by mitigating the impairments of both single-channel
and multiplexed OAM-OWC systems. After SPRA-AO compensation, the relative power of the desired state increases,
while the crosstalk between adjacent states is mitigated, hence
the SE values are significantly reduced. Explicitly, the mode
purity is improved from 0.52 to 0.74 after compensation, as
shown in Fig. 7(b). In Fig. 7(c), the crosstalk of l = 3 imposed
on the adjacent mode l = 2 is significantly reduced from 0.37
to 0.13 after compensation. Furthermore, the squared error is
reduced from 0.11 to 0.04 after compensation, as seen in Fig.
7(e).
To illustrate the improvement of system’s power penalty,
the bit error rate (BER) both with and without SPRA-AO
compensation is calculated based on [28], when an OAM beam
associated with l = 3 is transmitted under the atmospheric
structure constants of Cn2 = 1 × 10−15 m−2/3 and Cn2 =
1 × 10−14 m−2/3 . The traditional GSA-AO scheme is used
for benchmarking the BER improvement of the SPRA-AO
and DPRA-AO techniques. During the BER calculations, we
assume that on-off keying or binary pulse position modulation
is used [30]. Fig. 8 presents the BER curves as a function of
the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), when an OAM beam
with l = 3 is transmitted [11]. Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) show that
after SPRA-AO compensation, the BER performance improves
as a benefit of the corrected OAM beam, and the BER falls
below the forward error correction (FEC) limit of 3.8 × 10−3 .
Furthermore, the BER is considerably reduced from 0.275 to
1.2×10−4 and 3.1×10−4 relying on SPRA-AO and GSA-AO
compensation, when the OSNR is set to 17dB, as shown in
Fig. 8(b). It can be concluded from Fig. 8(a) and (b) that our
low-complexity SPRA-AO achieves a similar compensation
performance to that of GSA-AO.
The convergence performance is a critical performance
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Fig. 7. OAM spectrum of the OAM beam with or without SPRA-AO compensation. (a)-(c) In the case of a single-OAM link for l = 3. (d)-(f) In the case
of a multiplexed-channel link for l = {−1, +2}. The propagation distance is 400 m.

criterion of the algorithm. The traditional GSA-AO scheme
is used for benchmarking the convergence performance of the
SPRA and GSA. The OAM spectrum of the signal beam using
l = 3 before and after SPRA-AO and GSA-AO compensation
is shown in Fig. 9(a), while the corresponding convergence
curve is shown in Fig. 9(b). It can be concluded from Fig. 9(a)
and 9(b) that SPRA-AO and GSA-AO can achieve a similar
compensation performance and then the SPRA exhibits better
convergence speed than the GSA.

B. Discussion of the probe beam expansion
Recall from Section II B that for accurate phasecompensation the expanded probe beam has to remain wider
than the signal beam during their collinear propagation. Hence,
to reflect the benefits of the probe beam expansion, we now
carry out a detailed comparative analysis of three different
expansion schemes. The beam waist of the probe beam associated with the different expansion schemes is listed in Table
IV, where ω0 s is the beam waist of the signal beam and ω0 p
is that of the expanded probe beam calculated according to
(8). As shown in Table IV, the beam waist of the probe is
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TABLE IV
T HE BEAM WAIST OF THE PROBE BEAM WITH DIFFERENT EXPANSION
SCHEME
10

w/o Comp
w/ SPRA-AO
w/ GSA-AO

0

10

10

Expansion scheme

Without expansion

Beam waist of
probe beam

10-1

ω0

s

Expansion 1
ω0

p

Expansion 2
2ω0

p

-5

Bit Error Rate

Bit Error Rate

FEC Limit

w/o Comp
w/ SPRA-AO
w/ GSA-AO

0

10-10

10-2

FEC Limit

TABLE V
T HE DETAILED PARAMETERS OF THE DIFFERENT EXPANSION SCHEMES

10-3

Parameter Type
10-4

10-15

5

10

15

10-5

20

5
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OSNR

15

State index of signal beam
State index of probe beam
Beam waist of signal beam
Beam waist of probe beam without expansion
Beam waist of probe beam with Expansion 1
Beam waist of probe beam with Expansion 2

20

OSNR

2 = 1 × 10−15 m−2/3
(a) Cn

2 = 1 × 10−14 m−2/3
(b) Cn

Value
3
1
0.0082m
0.0082m
0.0173m
0.0346m

Fig. 8. BER as a function of the OSNR when an OAM beam using l = 3
is transmitted both with and without SPRA and GSA-AO compensation for
different atmospheric structure constant. The propagation distance is 400 m.
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Fig. 9. (a) The OAM spectrum of the signal beam associated with l = 3
both before and after SPRA-AO and GSA-AO compensation. (b) Mode purity
2 =
as a function of the number of iterations for the SPRA and GSA. (Cn
2 × 10−15 m−2/3 )

equal to that of the signal if there is no probe expansion. In
this context, Expansion 1 represents the scheme we proposed
in Section II B, while Expansion 2 represents an oversized
probe beam. The detailed parameters with different expansion
scheme are shown in Table V.
The curves of the mode purity and the OAM state index
recorded both before and after compensation are shown in
Fig. 10. The curve marked by stars represents the mode purity
after SPRA-AO compensation using Expansion 1, while the
curves marked by triangles and squares represent the mode
purity after compensation without probe expansion and with
Expansion 2, respectively. The results show that the SPRAAO relying on the proposed expansion scheme substantially
improves the mode purity of OAM beams having different
state indices and reduces the distortion of the OAM beam.
Furthermore, Fig. 10 shows that the mode purity recorded
either after compensation without expansion or by using
an inappropriate oversized expansion (Expansion 2) is even
lower than that without compensation, confirming that beam
expansion is necessary in a high-performance AO system.
This phenomenon of Fig. 10 can be explained as follows
by relying on a signal beam associated with l = 7 as an
example. Fig. 11 shows the line intensity profiles 2 along the
vortex centers of the signal beam and probe beam both with
and without expansion. Compared to the probe beam without
expansion or to that with oversized expansion, the probe beam
using the proposed expansion has a more similar cross section
of the intensity distribution to that of the signal beam and
undergoes more similar wave-front aberration, when propagating collinearly with the signal beam through atmospheric
turbulence.
The relationship between the propagation distance and mode
purity of the signal beam of l = 7 before and after compensation is shown in Fig. 12. Each value of mode purity represents
an average of 100 realizations. The curve marked with stars
in Fig. 12 shows that the SPRA-AO technique compensates
the distorted OAM beam quite effectively within 800 m. Fig.
2 How

these were generated was discussed in a footnote in Section II C.
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Fig. 10. Mode purity as a function of the transmission state index of signal
beams before/after the SPRA-AO operating both with and without probe beam
2 = 2 × 10−15 m−2/3 , z = 400m.)
expansion. (Cn
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Probe w/o Expansion
Probe w/ Expansion1
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Fig. 11. Line intensity profiles along the vortex centers of the signal
2 =
beam with l=7 and the probe beam with and without expansion. (Cn
2 × 10−15 m−2/3 , z = 400m.)

12 also indicates the importance of using the most appropriate
expansion of the probe beam in an AO system.

C. Robustness analysis of the SPRA-AO technique
Having verified the efficiency of the SPRA-AO technique
and the benefits of probe expansion, we now further analyze

Fig. 12. Mode purity of the signal beam versus the propagation distance
2 = 2 × 10−15 m−2/3 .)
with/without SPRA-AO compensation. (Cn

the robustness of the SPRA-AO against both the background
noise and the CCD detector noise.
We first qualify how the background noise affects the
compensation performance of the PRA-AO systems. Fig. 13(a)
shows the mode purity as a function of σ02 using the SPRA-AO
and DPRA-AO techniques when only the background noise
N0 exists. We run the tests 100 times under different σ02
values and take the average of the mode purity results. Fig.
13(a) shows that despite AO compensation, the mode purity is
reduced upon increasing σ02 , which means that the background
noise degrades the AO compensation performance regardless
of whether the SPRA-AO or the DPRA-AO technique is used.
In Fig. 13(a), the mode purity equals to 0.65, 0.72 and 0.77
before compensation as well as after SPRA-AO and DPRAAO compensation, respectively, when σ02 = 2. This trend
is indeed expected because the intensities in both the object
and the Fourier domain are exploited as prior information by
the DPRA, while the SPRA uses only the intensity in the
Fourier domain as its measured input. It can be concluded that
the SPRA-based AO technique exhibits eroded compensation
performance with less prior information in exchange for its
simplicity.
The curves of the mode purity vs σ02 are shown in Fig. 13(b),
when both the background noise and the shot noise of the
detector exist. Observe that the mode purity seen in Fig. 13(a)
and Fig. 13(b) both with and without shot noise are similar.
Therefore, the shot noise is not the dominant factor that affects
the compensation performance. It can be concluded that both
SPRA-AO and DPRA-AO are robust against shot noise.
Let us now introduce both background noise and detector
noise - including shot noise and readout noise - into the
AO module. The mode purity vs the readout Gaussian noise
variance σ12 is shown in Fig. 14, where we observe that upon
increasing σ12 , the mode purity of SPRA-AO compensation is
seen to be more stable than that having DPRA-AO compensation. We conclude that SPRA-AO exhibits unique robustness
than DPRA-AO in AO-based OAM-OWC systems.
This phenomenon can be explained as follows. Recall from
Fig. 6 that in the DPRA-AO system, the contaminated probe
beam is split by a BS into two copies for detecting the
intensities in the object and Fourier domain. The split input
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Fig. 13. Mode purity versus the background noise variance σ02 for the SPRA
and DPRA-AO techniques, when an OAM beam associated with l = 3 is
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In conclusion, we conceived and characterized a lowcomplexity and high-robustness SPRA-based AO technique
capable of compensating for the distortion of the OAM beam
in OWC links. Only the intensity of the probe beam in
the Fourier domain is required as the measured data of the
SPRA wave-front sensor. Moreover, a probe beam expansion
scheme was proposed for OAM-OWC links for enhancing the
performance of the SPRA. Our simulation results illustrate
that the SPRA-AO technique advocated is capable of decontaminating the OAM beam, ameliorating its mode purity and
reducing the crosstalk, hence improving the BER performance
of OAM-OWC links. Compared to GSA-AO, the SPRA-AO
achieves a similar compensation performance at a lower system complexity. Additionally, the results show that the SPRAAO relying on the proposed expansion scheme accurately
improves the mode purity of OAM beams associated with
different state indices. Finally, we mathematically analyzed
the robustness of the SPRA-AO. Our simulation results show
that the background noise degrades the AO compensation
performance, regardless whether the SPRA-AO or DPRA-AO
approach is used. Under the conditions that both background
noise and detector noise are experienced, SPRA-AO exhibits
better robustness than DPRA-AO in AO-based OAM-OWC
systems.
Our future research may focus on the improvement of
the SPRA-AO compensation to make miniaturized low-cost
implementations a reality. Moreover, the feasibility of the
transmission vector OAM mode will also be explored in our
further research. Our work paves the way toward the practical
application of PRA-based compensation in the AO field and
in OAM-OWC systems.
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Duality of Quantum and Classical Error Correction
Codes: Design Principles & Examples
Zunaira Babar, Hung Viet Nguyen, Panagiotis Botsinis, Dimitrios Alanis, Daryus Chandra, Soon Xin Ng and Lajos
Hanzo

Abstract—Quantum Error Correction Codes (QECCs) can
be constructed from the known classical coding paradigm by
exploiting the inherent isomorphism between the classical and
quantum regimes, while also addressing the challenges imposed
by the strange laws of quantum physics. In this spirit, this
paper provides deep insights into the duality of quantum and
classical coding theory, hence aiming for bridging the gap between
them. Explicitly, we survey the rich history of both classical
as well as quantum codes. We then provide a comprehensive
slow-paced tutorial for constructing stabilizer-based QECCs from
arbitrary binary as well as quaternary codes, as exemplified by
the dual-containing and non-dual-containing Calderbank-ShorSteane (CSS) codes, non-CSS codes and entanglement-assisted
codes. Finally, we apply our discussions to two popular code
families, namely to the family of Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
(BCH) as well as of convolutional codes and provide detailed
design examples for both their classical as well as their quantum
versions.
Keywords—Channel Coding, Quantum Error Correction, BCH
Codes, Convolutional Codes.
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BCJR
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BICM
BICM-ID
CNOT
CRC
CRSS
CSS
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EXIT
FPTD
FPQTD
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IRCC
LDPC
LUT
MAP
ML
MLSE
PCM
PGZ

Automatic-Repeat-reQuest
Additive White Gaussian Noise
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv
Bit Error Ratio
Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation
Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation with Iterative Decoding
Controlled-NOT
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Calderbank-Rains-Shor-Sloane
Calderbank-Shor-Steane
Entanglement-Assisted
EXtrinsic Information Transfer
Fully-Parallel Turbo Decoder
Fully-Parallel Quantum Turbo Decoder
Galois Field
IRregular Convolutional Code
Low Density Parity Check
Look-Up Table
Maximum A Posteriori
Maximum Likelihood
Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation
Parity Check Matrix
Peterso-Gorenstein-Zierler
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QBCH
QBER
QCC
QECC
QIRCC
QKD
QLDPC
QRS
QSC
QSDC
QTC
QURC
RM
RRNS
RS
RSC
SISO
SNR
SOVA
TCM
TTCM
URC
VA

Quantum Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
Quantum Bit Error Ratio
Quantum Convolutional Code
Quantum Error Correction Code
Quantum IRregular Convolutional Code
Quantum Key Distribution
Quantum Low Density Parity Check
Quantum Reed-Solomon
Quantum Stabilizer Code
Quantum Secure Direct Communication
Quantum Turbo Code
Quantum Unity Rate Code
Reed-Muller
Redundant Residue Number System
Reed-Solomon
Recursive Systematic Convolutional
Soft-In Soft-Out
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Soft-Output Viterbi Algorithm
Trellis-Coded Modulation
Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation
Unity Rate Code
Viterbi Algorithm
L IST OF S YMBOLS

General Notation
• The notation |.i is used to indicate a quantum state.
Therefore, |ψi represents a qubit having the state ψ.
• The notation |.| is used to indicate a magnitude operation. Therefore, |α| represents the magnitude of a
complex number α.
• The notation ⋆ is used to indicate the symplectic product.
• The notation ⊗ is used to indicate the tensor product.
• The notation ⊛ is used to indicate the discrete convolution operation.
P
• The notation
is used to indicate the sum operation.
• The notation h, i is used to represent the inner product.
• The GF(4) variables are represented with aˆon top, e.g.
x̂.
• The notation (n, k) is used for a classical code, while
the notation [n, k] is used for a quantum code.
• The superscript T is used to indicate the matrix transpose
operation. Therefore, xT represents the transpose of the
matrix x.
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Special Symbols
η
B
c
C
C
C
C
CQ (.)
E
Fq
G
Gn
gi
H
H
H2 (.)
H
I
k
n
N
p
P
Rc
RQ
S
Tr[.]
V
X
Y
Z

Spectral efficiency.
Classical channel bandwidth.
Number of pre-share entangled qubits (ebits).
Classical code space.
Quantum code space.
Set of complex numbers.
Classical channel channel.
Quantum channel capacity.
Entanglement consumption rate.
Galois field GF(q).
Generator matrix.
n-qubit Pauli group.
ith stabilizer generator.
Parity check matrix.
Stabilizer group.
Binary entropy function.
Hadamard gate.
Pauli-I operator.
Length of information word.
Length of codeword.
Classical noise power.
Channel error (or flip) rate, e.g. channel depolarizing probability.
Pauli error inflicted on the transmitted codeword.
Equivalent classical coding rate of a quantum
code.
Quantum coding rate.
Classical signal power.
Trace operator.
Clifford encoder.
Pauli-X operator.
Pauli-Y operator.
Pauli-Z operator.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

I

f computers that you build are quantum,
Then spies everywhere will all want ’em.
Our codes will all fail,
And they’ll read our email,
Till we get crypto that’s quantum, and daunt ’em.
Jennifer and Peter Shor
In the midst of the fast technological advances seen over
the last several decades, ‘Quantum Technology’ has emerged
as a promising candidate, which has the potential of radically
revolutionizing the way we compute as well as communicate.
Quantum technology derives its strengths from harnessing the
peculiar laws of quantum physics, namely the superposition
and entanglement. The fundamental postulates of quantum
physics are rather different from the widely known and wellunderstood laws of classical physics, as exemplified by Newton’s laws and Maxwell’s equations. Explicitly, a quantum bit

(qubit1 ), which is the integral constituent unit of a quantum
system, exists in ‘superposition’ of the states |0i and |1i until
it is ‘measured’ or ‘observed’. The superimposed state of a
qubit is expressed as |ψi = α|0i + β|1i, where | i is called
the Ket or Dirac notation [1], which is used for denoting a
quantum state. Furthermore, the complex coefficients α and
β may take any arbitrary value as long as |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.
Upon ‘measurement’ or ‘observation’ invoked for finding out
its value, the qubit |ψi either collapses to the state |0i or to
the state |1i, which may happen with a probability of |α|2 and
|β|2 , respectively. Hence, a qubit is basically a 2-dimensional
vector, while an N -qubit composite system may be represented
as a 2N -dimensional vector, which is formulated as:
α0 |00 . . . 0i + α1 |00 . . . 1i + · · · + α2N −1 |11 . . . 1i,
where αi ∈ C and

2N
−1
P
i=0

(1)

|αi |2 = 1. By contrast, ‘entan-

glement’, which Einstein termed as a ‘spooky action at a
distance’ [2], is the mysterious, correlation-like property of
two or more qubits, which implies that the entangled N -qubit
state cannot be expressed as tensor product of the individual
qubits. For example, consider a 2-qubit state |ψi given by:
|ψi = α|00i + β|11i,

(2)

and having non-zero coefficients α and β. It is impossible to
express |ψi as the tensor product of constituent qubits, because
we have [3]:
α|00i + β|11i 6= (α1 |0i + β1 |1i) ⊗ (α2 |0i + β2 |1i),

(3)

for any choice of αi and βi subject to normalization, where
⊗ denotes the tensor product2 . Consequently, a strange relationship exists between the two entangled qubits, which entails
that measuring one of them also reveals the value of the other,
even if they are geographically separated. Explicitly, if the first
qubit of Eq. (2) collapses to the state |0i upon measurement,
which may happen with a probability |α|2 , then the second
qubit is definitely |0i. Similarly, if the first qubit collapses to
the state |1i, which may occur with a probability |β|2 , then
the second qubit is also |1i.
The phenomenon of ‘superposition’ as well as ‘entanglement’ have no counterparts in the classical domain, but they
give rise to a new range of powerful computing and secure
communication paradigms. For example, quantum computing algorithms have the potential to solve problems often
deemed intractable at a substantially reduced complexity, as
exemplified by Shor’s pioneering factorization algorithm [4]
and Grover’s search algorithm [5]. This astounding processing
power is derived from the inherent quantum parallelism resulting from quantum-domain superposition. More specifically, in
1 A qubit can take different forms, for example two energy levels of an atom,
different alignments of a nuclear spin, two different photon polarizations, or
the charge/current/energy of a Josephson junction.
2 The right hand side of Eq. (3) can be expanded as follows:

α|00i + β|11i =
6 α1 α2 |00i + α1 β2 |01i + β1 α2 |10i + β1 β2 |11i.
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contrast to an N -bit classical register, which can only store one
of the 2N possible values, an N -qubit quantum register can
hold all the 2N possible values (or states) concurrently, hence
facilitating parallel processing, whose complexity is deemed
equivalent to a single classical evaluation. This massive parallel
processing potential may be beneficially exploited in largescale communication systems’ processes, for example in multiuser detection [6], [7] and in routing optimization [8], [9], as
well as in diverse other applications, such as data mining [10]
and Gait Recognition [11], [12], just to name a few.
It is anticipated that the enormous processing capability
of quantum computing algorithms may threaten the integrity
of the state-of-the-art trusted classical public key encryption,
which relies on the computational complexity of the underlying mathematical functions. While classical cryptography
is at risk of being deciphered due to quantum computing,
quantum communications support secure data dissemination,
since any ‘measurement’ or ‘observation’ by an eavesdropper perturbs the quantum superposition, hence intimating
the parties concerned [3], [13]. Some of the main applications of secure quantum communications are Quantum Key
Distribution (QKD) techniques [14], [15], Quantum Secure
Direct Communication (QSDC) [16]–[18], and unconditional
quantum location verification [19] for the future driverless
‘Quantum Car’ [20] and quantum geo encryption [21]. Deploying quantum communications further is also imperative
for making the future ‘Quantum Internet’ (Qinternet) [22]
a reality. Explicitly, the Qinternet is envisaged as a global
network of heterogeneous quantum systems, which may be interconnected through quantum channels in pursuit of building
larger quantum systems, for example ultra-powerful distributed
quantum computers [23], [24], long-haul secure QKD, QKD
and quantum based location verification aided secure banking
transactions, as well as ultra-precise quantum clocks for global
synchronization, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is pertinent to
mention here that the quantum backhaul, which is likely to
be a combination of free-space wireless channels and optical
fibers, is particularly suitable for the Qinternet owing to the
inherent quantum parallelism [22]. More specifically, an N qubit quantum state would require only N uses of the quantum
channel for transmitting the complete state information, while
2N channel uses would be required if classical transmission is
invoked. Similarly, if k N -qubit quantum nodes are entangled,
then their overall capacity will be that of a (kN )-qubit system
having a 2kN -dimensional state space. By contrast, if the k
N -qubit nodes are classically connected, they will have an
effective state space of k2n . Hence, quantum connectivity
guarantees an exponentially larger state space compared to
classical connectivity.
Unfortunately, the quantum channels as well as the quantum systems of Fig. 1 are not perfect, which is a major
impediment to the practical realization of a global Qinternet.
More specifically, qubits may experience both channel-induced
as well as quantum processing impairments [25]. Explicitly, the deleterious quantum channel attenuation measured in
dB per km severely limits the reliable transmission rate, or
equivalently the transmission range. For example, the secret

Distributed
Quantum Processors

Quantum Link
Classical Link
Quantum Repeater
Classical Repeater

Quantum Key
Distribution

Secure Banking
Transactions

Ultra✄Reliable
Quantum
Internet

Entangled
Quantum Clocks

Fig. 1: Stylized illustration of the global ‘Qinternet’ interconnecting heterogeneous quantum processing and communication nodes over large distances, for example for distributed
quantum computing, long-haul QKD, QKD and location verification aided secure banking transactions, as well as for quantum clock aided ultra-precise synchronization and navigation.

key transmission rate of a QKD system decays exponentially
with the distance [26]. By contrast, the quantum processing
impairments are inflicted by the imperfections in the quantum
hardware, such as the quantum gates.
Quantum-based communication systems support the transmission of both classical as well as of quantum information.
When the information to be transmitted is classical, we may
invoke the family of classical error correction techniques for
counteracting the impact of quantum impairments [27], [28].
More specifically, the classical information is first encoded
using a classical error correction code. The encoded bits are
then mapped onto the qubits, which are transmitted over a
quantum channel. The mapping of classical bits to qubits may
be carried out for example by the so-called superdense coding
protocol [27], [29]. Likewise, QKD also relies on classical
error correction codes [30], [31]. By contrast, for a more general communication system, which supports the transmission of
both classical as well as quantum information, and for reliable
quantum computation, we have to resort to Quantum Error
Correction Codes (QECCs), which exploit redundancy in the
quantum domain. More explicitly, similar to the classical error
correction codes, QECCs redress the perturbations resulting
from quantum impairments, hence enabling qubits to retain
their coherent quantum states for longer durations with a
high probability. This has been experimentally demonstrated
in [32]–[34].
QECCs relying on the quantum-domain redundancy are
indispensable for conceiving a quantum communication system
supporting the transmission of quantum information and also
for quantum computing. Therefore, in this paper, we survey the
intricate journey from the realm of classical channel coding
theory to that of the QECCs, while also providing a slow-
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paced tutorial on the duality of these two seemingly different
coding regimes. In particular, we provide deeper insights into
the subtle similarities and differences between them.

CLASSICAL

QUANTUM

Section II: Quantum Decoherence
Discrete Quaternary Channel

Depolarizing Channel

A. Outline
Fig. 2 provides overview of this paper at a glance. We
commence our discourse in Section II, where we detail the
various quantum channel models and highlight the duality
between the widely used quantum depolarizing channel and
the classical discrete quaternary channel. We then survey the
rich history of classical and quantum codes in Section III. In
Section IV, we detail the transition from the classical to the
quantum code designs with the help of simple design examples.
Specifically, we design the quantum counterpart of the simple
classical rate-1/3 repetition code. We then generalize our
discussions in Section V, where we present the quantum
version of classical linear block codes by relying on the socalled stabilizer formalism, which is a theoretical framework
conceived for constructing quantum codes from the existing
families of classical error correction codes. Continuing further
our discussions, we next detail the quantum to classical isomorphism in Section VI, which is a useful analysis technique
for mapping quantum codes onto the equivalent classical codes
and vice versa. The quantum-to-classical mapping allows us to
use the state-of-the-art classical syndrome decoding techniques
in the quantum realm, while the inverse mapping, i.e. the
classical-to-quantum mapping, helps in importing arbitrary
classical codes into the quantum domain. Furthermore, based
on this isomorphism, we present the taxonomy of stabilizer
codes in Section VII. We also detail the associated design
principles with examples. In Section VIII, we delve deeper
into a pair of popular code families, explicitly the BoseChaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes and the convolutional
codes, by providing tutorial insights into their classical as well
as quantum counterparts. Finally, we conclude our discourse
in Section IX.
II.

Q UANTUM D ECOHERENCE

Environmental decoherence generally constitutes a major
source of quantum impairments, which may occur for example
during quantum transmission or quantum processing as well as
in quantum memories. In this section, we review the quantum
channels of Fig. 3, which are widely used for modeling environmental decoherence. Explicitly, our intention is to help the
readers understand the duality between quantum and classical
channels.
A. Amplitude Damping Channel
In the simple terms, environmental decoherence may be
described as the undesired interaction, or more specifically
entanglement, of the qubit with the environment, which perturbs its coherent superposition of basis states. In one such
instance, the qubit (or quantum system) loses energy due to
its interaction with the environment, for example the excited
state of the qubit decays due to the spontaneous emission

Section III: Historical Overview
Classical Error Correction Codes

Quantum Error Correction Codes

Section IV: Classical-To-Quantum Transition
Classical Repetition Code

Quantum Repetition Code

Section VI: Quantum-To-Classical Isomorphism
Classical Binary Codes

Stabilizer Formalism
Section V

Classical Quaternary Codes

Taxonomy
Section VII

Section VIII: Design Examples
Classical BCH Codes

Quantum BCH Codes

Classical Convolutional Codes

Quantum Convolutional Codes

Conclusions
Section IX

Fig. 2: Paper Structure.

of a photon or the photon is lost (or absorbed) during its
transmission through optical fibers [35], [36]. This decoherence process can be conveniently modeled using an amplitude
damping channel. Let us consider a qubit realized using a twolevel atom having the ground state |0i and the excited state
|1i. Furthermore, let |0iE and |1iE be the basis states of the
environment initialized to the vacuum state |0iE . Then, the
amplitude damping channel characterizes the evolution of the
resultant system as follows [36]:
|0i|0iE → |0i|0iE ,
p
√
|1i|0iE → 1 − γ|1i|0iE + γ|0i|1iE ,

(4)

where γ is the damping probability, or more specifically the
probability of losing a photon. In physically tangible terms,
Eq. (4) implies that the state of the qubit remains the same if
it is in the ground state |0i, while it looses a photon with a
probability of γ, when in the excited state |1i. Explicitly, in
the event of a photon loss, the state of the qubit changes from
|1i to |0i, while that of the environment changes from |0iE
to |1iE ; hence resulting in the state |0i|1iE of Eq. (4), which
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where the error operators (also called Kraus operators4 ) E0
and E1 are given by [3]:


 √ 
1 √ 0
γ
0
E0 =
.
(7)
,
E1 =
0 0
0
1−γ

Environmental
Decoherence

Amplitude
Damping

Phase
Damping

E.g. photon emmission

E.g. photon scattering

The decohered state of a qubit may be readily described by
using the error operators of Eq. (7). Resuming our previous
example of |ψi = α|0i + β|1i, the error operator E0 corrupts
|ψi as follows:

 
1 √ 0
α
E0 |ψi =
β
0
1−γ


α
= √
1 − γβ
p
(8)
≡ α|0i + 1 − γβ|1i,

Approximation

Pauli Channel
Bit and phase flips

Asymmetric
Channel

Depolarizing
Channel

Biased errors

Equiprobable errors

which occurs with a probability of |E0 |ψi|2 = (1 − γβ 2 ).
Upon normalization, the corrupted state of Eq. (8) is reduced
to:
√
α
β 1−γ
p
p
E0 |ψi =
|0i +
|1i.
(9)
1 − γβ 2
1 − γβ 2

Fig. 3: Quantum channel models.

may occur with a probability of γ. Based on Eq. (4), a qubit
|ψi = α|0i + β|1i, which is in coherent superposition of the
basis states, entangles with the environment as:


p
√
|ψi|0iE → α|0i + β 1 − γ|1i |0iE + γβ|0i|1iE . (5)
It is pertinent to mention here that |ψi is generally not an
isolated qubit. It may be entangled with other qubits as part
of an N -qubit composite quantum system. Hence, slightly
‘abusing’ the usual notation, the coefficient α and β represent
the (N − 1)-qubit states orthogonal to the states |0i and |1i,
respectively, of the qubit undergoing decoherence. We furthermore assume that each qubit interacts independently with
the environment, hence the associated decoherence process is
temporally and spatially uncorrelated. We can readily infer
from Eq. (5) that if the environment√is found to be in state |0iE ,
then
+ β 1 − γ|1i), which reduces
 |ψi decoheres to (α|0i 
to

√

α
|0i
1−γβ 2

√

β
+√

1−γ
|1i
1−γβ 2

upon normalization, otherwise

|ψi collapses to |0i. Hence, the loss of energy may be modeled
using an amplitude damping channel NAD , which maps an
input state, having the density operator3 ρ, as follows:
NAD (ρ) = E0 ρE†0 + E1 ρE†1 ,

Similarly, the error operator E1 acts on |ψi as follows:
 √  
0
γ
α
E1 |ψi =
β
0 0
√ 
γβ
=
0
√
≡ γβ|0i,
(10)

which happens with a probability of |E1 |ψi|2 = γβ 2 and is
equivalent to the classical bit |0i. In realistic systems, γ at
time instant t is characterized by the qubit relaxation time T1
as follows [37]:
(11)
γ = 1 − e−t/T1 .
B. Phase Damping Channel
Another instantiation of environmental decoherence, known
as dephasing or phase damping, characterizes the loss of
quantum information without the loss of energy, which may
occur for example due to the scattering of photons, or the
perturbation of electronic states caused by stray electrical
charges. The error operators of the resultant phase damping
channel NPD are defined as follows [3]:




0 √0
1 √ 0
E0 =
,
E1 =
,
(12)
0
1−λ
0
λ

(6)

where λ is the scattering probability of a photon (without loss
of energy). We may observe that E0 of Eq. (12) is similar

3 If a quantum system is an ensemble of pure states |ψ i, then it may be
i
represented by the density operator (also called density matrix) ρ, which is
defined as:
X
pi |ψi ihψi |,
ρ≡

4 A quantum channel N is a completely positive, trace-preserving linear
mapping, which maps an input state having the density ρ as [3]:
X
Ek ρE†k ,
N (ρ) =

i

where pi denotes the probability of occurrence of the ith state |ψi i.

k

where the matrices Ek are known as P
the Kraus operators or error operators
of the channel. Furthermore, we have k E†k Ek = I, where I is an identity
matrix.
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to the E0 of the amplitude damping channel, while the error
operator E1 acts on |ψi as follows:
 

0 √0
α
E1 |ψi =
β
λ
0


0
= √
λβ
√
≡ λβ|1i,
(13)

which occurs with a probability of |E1 |ψi|2 = λβ 2 and it is
equivalent to the classical state |1i. The probability λ relies on
the relaxation time T1 as well as on the dephasing time T2 ,
i.e. we have [37]:
λ=1−e

t
T1

− T2t

2

.

(14)

Intuitively, Eq. (11) and Eq. (14) imply that the qubit is likely
to decohere if the operation time (transmission or processing
or storage) t is comparable to the relaxation time T1 and the
dephasing time T2 . Equivalently, T1 and T2 characterize the
life-time of a reliable qubit.
C. Pauli Channel
The environmental decoherence can be completely modeled
using a combined amplitude and phase damping channel.
However, it is not feasible to classically simulate such channels
for an N -qubit composite system, since the resultant system
has a 2N -dimensional Hilbert space. For the sake of facilitating
efficient classical simulations, the combined amplitude and
phase damping channel can be approximated using a so-called
Pauli channel NP , which maps an input state, having the
density operator ρ, as follows [38]:
NP (ρ) = (1 − pz − px − py )ρ + pz ZρZ + px XρX + py YρY,
(15)
where I, X, Y and Z are single-qubit Pauli operators (or gates)
of Fig. 4 defined as:




1 0
0 1
I=
, X=
,
0 1
1 0




0 −i
1 0
,
(16)
, Y=
Z=
i 0
0 −1

while pz , px and py are the probabilities of encountering Z,
X and Y Pauli errors, respectively, which rely on the qubit
relaxation and dephasing time as given below:

1
px = py =
1 − e−t/T1
4

1
(17)
pz =
1 + e−t/T1 − 2e−t/T2 .
4
Explicitly, I is an identity operator, or merely a repeat gate,
which leaves the state |ψi intact, as shown below:

 
1 0
α
I|ψi =
0 1
β
 
α
=
≡ α|0i + β|1i.
(18)
β

α|0i + β|1i

I

α|0i + β|1i

α|0i + β|1i

Z

α|0i − β|1i

α|0i + β|1i

X

β|0i + α|1i

α|0i + β|1i

Y

−iβ|0i + iα|1i

Fig. 4: Schematic of Pauli-I, Pauli-Z, Pauli-X and Pauli-Y
gates.

The operator Z is a phase-flip operator, which acts as:

 
1 0
α
Z|ψi =
0 −1
β
 
α
≡ α|0i − β|1i,
=
−β

(19)

while X is a bit-flip operator analogous to the classical NOT
gate, which yields:

 
0 1
α
X|ψi =
β
1 0
 
β
=
≡ β|0i + α|1i.
(20)
α
By contrast, Y is a combined bit-and-phase-flip operator (Y =
iXZ), which acts on |ψi as:

 
0 −i
α
Y|ψi =
i 0
β


−iβ
=
≡ −i(β|0i − α|1i).
(21)
iα
Hence, the Pauli channel of Eq. (15) maps the input state
|ψi onto a linear combination of the original state (Pauli-I
operation), phase-flipped state (Pauli-Z operation), bit-flipped
state (Pauli-X operation), as well as bit-and-phase-flipped state
(Pauli-Y operation) during the process of decoherence. In
essence, the resultant quantum error is continuous in nature.
We may observe in Eq. (17) furthermore that the time T1
affects bit-flips, phase-flips as well as bit-and-phase-flips. By
contrast, the time T2 is only related to the phase-flip errors.
This is because the bit-flip as well as bit-and-phase-flip errors
are associated with amplitude damping, while the phase-flip
errors result from phase damping. In most practical systems,
the value of T1 is several orders of magnitude higher than
that of T2 [39], [40]. Consequently, most practical quantum
systems behave as so-called asymmetric channels and they
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Amplitude Damping

α|0i + β|1i
1 − γβ 2

10

|0i

√ α 2 |0i
1−γβ

Pauli Channel
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√

β 1−γ
√
|1i
1−γβ 2

Phase Damping
λβ 2

α|0i + β|1i
1 − λβ

|1i

α
|0i
1−λβ 2
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6 px 6= py

2

√

α|0i + β|1i

√

β
+√

1−λ
|1i
1−λβ 2

Fig. 5: Mathematical interpretation of quantum channel models.
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experience more phase-flips than bit-flips as well as bit-andphase-flips. Furthermore, a special class of Pauli channels,
known as the ‘depolarizing channel’, models the worst-case
scenario by assuming that all three errors are equally likely, i.e.
(pz = px = py ). Explicitly, a depolarizing channel having the
probability p inflicts a phase-flip (Pauli-Z) or a bit-flip (PauliX) or bit-and-phase-flip (Pauli-Y) error with a probability of
p/3 each, which may be mathematically encapsulated as:
p
NDP (ρ) = (1 − p)ρ + (ZρZ + XρX + YρY) .
(22)
3
In this treatise, we will only consider the widely used depolarizing channel model.
The aforementioned quantum channel models are summarized in Fig. 5. We may observe in Fig. 5 that the Pauli
channel may be deemed to be the quantum analogue of
the classical discrete quaternary channel. However, while the
classical quaternary channel may inflict only one of the four
possible errors, the error inflicted by the Pauli channel may
be in superposition of the four possible errors, i.e. I, Z, X
and Y. The Pauli channel may further be simplified by using
two independent bit-flip and phase-flip channels, which are
analogous to classical binary symmetric channels having crossover probabilities of (px + py ) and (pz + py ), respectively.
III.

H ISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF C LASSICAL & Q UANTUM
E RROR C ORRECTION C ODES

In this section, we survey the major milestones both in the
realm of classical as well as in quantum coding theory, which
are chronologically arranged in Table .
A. Classical Coding Theory
1) Design Objectives: Shannon’s pioneering work [41] on
classical channel capacity marks the beginning of classical
coding theory. Explicitly, Shannon predicted that sophisticated
channel coding techniques, having coding rate R lower than
the Shannon limit (or channel capacity) C, may be invoked
for the sake of achieving reliable transmission over a noisy

Fig. 6: Shannon capacity limit for AWGN channel characterized by Eq. (24).

bandwidth-limited channel. Intuitively, this implies that it is
possible to transmit information virtually free from errors,
as long as the coding rate does not exceed the Shannon
limit,which is characterized by the channel bandwidth B (Hz),
the signal power S (Watts) and the uncorrelated Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) power N (Watts) as follows:


S
C = B log2 1 +
,
(23)
N
or equivalently in terms of the spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz)
as:


S
C
.
(24)
= log2 1 +
η=
B
N
Hence, the Shannon limit of Eq. (23) (and equivalently
Eq. (24)) quantifies the highest possible coding rates still
capable of ensuring error-free transmission, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. Furthermore, we may infer from Eq. (23) that the
resultant information transfer rate of a system is limited by
the channel bandwidth B as well as the system’s Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR) S/N . As demonstrated in Fig. 6, the
capacity limit increases upon increasing the SNR. Ultimately,
when the SNR approaches infinity in the noiseless scenario,
it is possible to achieve an infinite transmission rate even
for a very low bandwidth. Similarly, the capacity limit also
increases upon increasing the bandwidth. Hence, we may strike
a trade off between the bandwidth and the SNR, as detailed
and exemplified in Section 2.13.1 of [133]. However, an
infinite bandwidth does not guarantee an infinite transmission
rate, because the noise power also increases upon increasing
bandwidth, as shown mathematically in [133].
Shannon did not provide any explicit code constructions
in his seminal work [41]. However, his work inspired the
research community to design practical codes in line with
the achievable code design region of Fig. 6. This in turn
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Classical

Quantum
Shannon Limit [41]
Hamming Codes [42]

Reed-Muller (RM) Codes [43], [44], Wagner decoding [45]
Convolutional Codes [46]
Cyclic codes [47]
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) Codes [48],
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes
Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierler (PGZ) decoding algorithm
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes

[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]

Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [53]–[56]
Redundant Residue Number System (RRNS) codes [57], [58]
Viterbi algorithm [59]

Chase algorithm [60]
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) algorithm [61]

Trellis decoding of block codes [62]

Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) [63]–[65]

Soft-Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) [66]
Max-Log-MAP algorithm [67]
Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM)
Turbo Codes
Soft-In Soft-Out (SISO) Chase algorithm
Log-MAP algorithm [74], Rediscovery of LDPC codes
Turbo BCH

[68],
[70],
[72],
[75],
code

[69]
[71]
[73]
[76]
[78]

−
−
1950 −
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1960 −
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1970 −
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1980 −
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1990 −
−
−
−
−
−
−

Turbo Hamming code [86], BICM with Iterative Decoding (BICM)-ID [87]

−

Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation (TTCM) [97]
Punctured turbo codes [98]
Unity Rate Code (URC) [101]
EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart [102]
IRregular Convolutional Codes (IRCC) [104]

−
−
2000 −
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
2010 −
−
−
−

Reduced-complexity non-binary EXIT chart [107]
Near-capacity TTCM [111]
Polar codes [117], Near-capacity BICM-ID [118]

Fully-Parallel Turbo Decoder (FPTD) [128]

−
−
−

Shor’s code [77]
Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes [79]–[81], 5-qubit code [82], [83], Quantum
Stabilizer codes (QSC) [84], [85]
Hashing bound [88], Quantum BCH (QBCH) codes [89]–[94], Toric codes [95],
[96]
Quantum Reed-Muller codes [99], Quantum Reed-Solomon codes [100]
Quantum LDPC (QLDPC) codes [103]
Entanglement-Assisted Quantum Error Correction Codes (EA-QECC) [105]
Quantum Convolutional Codes (QCC) [106]

Entanglement-Assisted QSC (EA-QSC) [108]–[110]
Quantum Turbo Codes (QTC) [112], [113], Improved QLDPC decoder [114]–[116]
Entanglement-Assisted QLDPC (EA-QLDPC) codes [119]
Entanglement-Assisted QCC (EA-QCC) [120]
Entanglement-Assisted QTC (EA-QTC) [121], [122]
Entanglement-assisted polar codes [123]–[125]
Degenerate Viterbi decoding [126], Near-capacity codes for entanglement-assisted
classical communication [27]
EXIT chart [127]
Quantum IRCC (QIRCC) [129], Unassisted qauntum polar codes [130]
Quantum URC (QURC) [131], Fully-Parallel Quantum Turbo Decoder
(FPQTD) [132]

TABLE : Major achievements in the classical and quantum coding paradigms.
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Fig. 7: Stylized representation of conflicting design parameters
affecting the design of classical codes.

highlighted various other conflicting design trade-offs, which
are captured in Fig. 7. For example, given particular channel
conditions, a code may be optimized to achieve a lower
Bit Error Ratio (BER) or a higher coding gain5 . However,
this typically imposes an increased decoding complexity and
transmission delay, or reduced effective throughput, as detailed
in [133], [134].
2) Error Correction Codes: In 1950, Hamming conceived
the first practical family of classical error correction codes [42].
More specifically, Hamming proposed an infinite family of
binary linear block codes capable of encoding k = (2r −1−r)
information bits into n = (2r − 1) coded bits for r ≥ 2.
The resultant codewords had a minimum Hamming distance
of dmin = 3, hence correcting t = (dmin − 1)/2 = 1 errors. The
Hamming codes may be classified as being ‘perfect’ codes,
since the associated coding rate R = k/n = 1 − r/(2r − 1)
is the maximum coding rate achievable for dmin = 3 and for a
block length of n = (2r − 1). Following these developments,
in 1954, Reed [43] and Muller [44] independently conceived a
class of multiple error correcting block codes, known as ReedMuller (RM) codes. Reed also introduced a simple majoritylogic based hard-decision decoder for RM codes in [43]. The
same year, a soft-decision based decoding algorithm, known
as Wagner decoding [45], was developed for a special class of
RM codes.
The afore-mentioned linear block codes primarily relied on
maximizing the minimum distance for a given pair of (n, k)
codewords encoding k bits into n, or equivalently maximizing
the coding rate given the dmin and n. The resultant families
of Hamming and RM codes only support a limited range
of code parameters given by (n, k, dmin ). For the sake of
designing more codes capable of approaching the Shannon
5 Coding gain quantifies the reduction in bit-energy achieved at a certain
BER, when error correction is invoked.

limit for a wider range of code parameters at an affordable
implementation complexity, Elias discovered convolutional
codes in 1955 [46], which marks the commencement of
the so-called probabilistic coding era. Convolutional codes
are capable of supporting encoding and decoding procedures
operating in a sliding window, hence resulting in lower latencies than the above block codes. In this spirit, Viterbi
invented a Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE)
(or equivalently minimum Euclidean distance) algorithm for
convolutional codes [59]. Explicitly, the Viterbi Algorithm
(VA) aim for finding the most likely error sequence at an
affordable decoding complexity. Although the VA is an MLSE
algorithm, the resultant BER of the system is close to the
minimum possible BER, but the latter was only achievable by a
complex Maximum Likelihood (ML) decoder, which evaluates
all valid coded sequences. To circumvent the high complexity
of the latter ML decoder, Bahl et al. proposed the minimum
BER decoding algorithm in 1974 [61], which was named the
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) algorithm. It is also known as
BCJR after its inventors Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv.
Pursuing further the realm of block codes, Prange investigated cyclic codes in 1957 [47]. Since the cyclic shift of
codewords of cyclic codes are also legitimate codewords, the
associated encoding and decoding procedures can be efficiently
implemented using shift registers. Inspired by these developments, Hocquenghem [48] as well as Bose and Chaudhuri [49],
[135] independently discovered the family of Bose-ChaudhuriHocquenghem (BCH) codes in 1959 and 1960, respectively.
Specifically, BCH codes constitute the family of multiple-error
correcting cyclic block codes, which encode k ≥ (n − rt)
information bits into n = (2r − 1) coded bits, so that the
resultant codewords exhibit the maximum possible minimum
Hamming distance. In 1960, Reed and Solomon conceived a
non-binary version of BCH codes referred to as Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes [50], while the following year Gorenstein and Zierler developed the Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierler (PGZ) decoding
scheme for non-binary RS/BCH codes. Later, Berlekamp and
Massey developed the Berlekamp-Massey decoding algorithm
for cyclic RS/BCH codes in [53]–[56], while a soft-decision
aided Chase decoder was proposed in [60]. Both these decoding algorithms are widely adopted for decoding BCH as well
as RS codes. Unfortunately BCH codes did not find much
practical applications, except as Cyclic Redundancy Check
(CRC) codes in Automatic-Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) systems. By
contrast, RS codes have found several practical applications
owing to their inherent capability of correcting both random
as well as burst of errors. Explicitly, RS codes are widely employed in magnetic tape and disk storage, which are susceptible
to burst errors. Furthermore, they are also used as outer codes
in concatenated coding schemes, which have been integrated
in various standardized systems, such as the deep-space coding
standard [136]. Another major milestone in algebraic coding
was achieved with the development of non-binary Redundant
Residue Number System (RRNS) codes [57], [58], which are
are also maximum minimum-distance codes and hence exhibit
similar distance properties to RS codes.
By 1980, error correction codes were successfully deployed
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in various deep-space, satellite and mobile communications
systems in conjunction with modulation schemes. However,
the error correction and modulation modules were treated
independently and the redundancy of the codes extended the
bandwidth requirement, when the signal constellation size
was fixed. For the sake of circumventing this disadvantage
of coding, Ungerboeck invented a bandwidth-efficient trellisbased joint coding and modulation scheme called TrellisCoded Modulation (TCM) [63]–[65]. Explicitly, TCM is a
joint channel coding and modulation scheme, which absorbs
the redundant coding bits by expanding the constellation size
to accommodate more bits/symbols and hence maintains a
fixed bandwidth. TCM provides attractive performance gains
over convolutional codes, while incurring a similar decoding complexity. In 1992, another coded modulation scheme
termed as Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) [68],
[69] was conceived for transmission over fading channels,
which invoked bit-based interleavers in conjunction with Graycoded bit-to-symbol mapping. More specifically, parallel bit
interleavers are used at the output of a convolutional code
in this joint coding and modulation scheme for the sake of
increasing the resultant diversity gain by exploiting the fading
of the bits in a multi-bit symbol; hence enhancing the system’s
performance over fading channels. However, BICM does not
outperform TCM over AWGN channels, since it exhibits a
reduced minimum Euclidean distance.
Despite being into the fifth decade of coding theory, the
notion of operating near the Shannon limit was far from realization until Berrou et al. conceived turbo codes in 1993 [70],
[71]. More specifically, turbo code rely on a parallel concatenation of Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) codes with
an interleaver between them. At the decoder, soft iterative
decoding is invoked, which relies on the Soft-In Soft-Out
(SISO) MAP algorithm of [61]. It is pertinent to mention
here that the MAP algorithm only slightly outperforms the VA
in terms of the achievable BER for non-iteratively decoded
convolutional codes, while imposing a substantially higher
complexity. Consequently, MAP decoding was rarely used for
decoding convolutional codes, until turbo codes were invented.
But given that turbo decoders require bit-by-bit soft-metrics,
they required complex MAP decoding. Fortubately, the complexity of turbo decoders may be reduced by invoking less
complex SISO decoders, for example the Soft-Output Viterbi
Algorithm (SOVA) [66], the Max-Log-MAP algorithm [67]
and the Log-MAP algorithm [74].
Berrou’s turbo revolution triggered intensive research efforts
directed towards designing iterative ‘turbo-like’ codes. In particular, it led to the renaissance of Low Density Parity Check
(LDPC) codes in 1995 [75], [76]. LDPC codes were proposed
by Gallager as early as 1962 [52]. However, the associated
complexity was deemed enormous in that era. Consequently,
LDPC codes were abandoned for decades to come. However,
the invention of turbo codes revived the research interest
in LDPC codes. Turbo revolution also led to other iterative
coding schemes, which include for example Turbo BCH
codes [78], Turbo Hamming codes [86], BICM with Iterative
Decoding (BICM)-ID [87], Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation

(TTCM) [97], punctured turbo codes [98] and Unity Rate Code
(URC) assisted concatenated coding schemes [101]. The invention of EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts [102],
[107] by Ten Brink in 2001 marks another important milestone
in the realm of the afore-mentioned concatenated schemes
relying on iterative decoding. More specifically, EXIT charts
constitute a semi-analytical tool, which aids the design of nearcapacity iterative schemes [134], [137]. Quantitatively, the resultant systems may operate within 1 dB of the Shannon limit,
see for example the IRregular Convolutional Code (IRCC)
assisted concatenated schemes of [104], the TTCM of [111]
and the BICM-ID of [118].
With the help of intensive research efforts, turbo coding
was successfully commercialized within just a few years
and was incorporated into various standardized systems, such
as mobile communication systems and video broadcast systems [134]. In particular, turbo coding was incorporated in
the 3G UMTS [138] and 4G LTE [139] mobile standards.
However, the high latency associated with turbo codes is anticipated to be a major impediment in next-generation systems
supporting ‘tactile services’. Consequently, a Fully-Parallel
Turbo Decoder (FPTD) was recently conceived by Maunder
in [128], which significantly reduces the associated latency;
hence making turbo codes a promising candidate for nextgeneration systems. Over the years, the LDPC coding scheme
has proved to be a fierce competitor of turbo codes, which has
also been adopted by various standards, for example WiMax,
IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.3an, and DVB-S2.
Arikan’s polar code [117] conceived in 2009 sparked another
wave of excitement within the coding community, since it is
the first class of channel codes, which provably achieves the
capacity of symmetric memoryless channels, while imposing
only a modest encoding and decoding complexity. Polar codes
invoke a short and simple kernel code, so that the physical
channels are polarized into virtual channels, which are either
perfectly noiseless or completely random, provided that the
block length is sufficiently long. At practical block lengths,
the channels are polarized into a set of high-reliability and
low-reliability virtual channels. Finally, the information bits
are sent across the high-reliability channels, while dummy
bits, called ‘frozen bits’, are transmitted via the low-reliability
channels. If the block lengths are sufficiently long, then the
fraction of high reliability virtual channels is equivalent to
the achievable channel capacity. At the receiver, the polar
decoder invokes a low-complexity successive cancellation decoding algorithm, which processes the received bits serially.
Despite having a low encoding and decoding complexity, Polar
codes, relying on cyclic redundancy check-aided successive
cancellation list decoding, are capable of outperforming the
standardized LTE turbo and WiMax LDPC codes at moderate
block lengths, as demonstrated in [140]. Furthermore, the coding rate of polar codes can be varied almost continuously by
changing the number of frozen bits, hence making them ideal
for rate-compatible scenarios. However, a major limitation of
polar codes is the high latency associated with the polar decoder, since it sequentially processes the received information.
Nonetheless, polar codes have already found their way into the
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5G system for enhanced mobile broadband communications,
where polar codes and LDPC codes have been chosen for the
control and data channels, respectively.

1
0.9

B. Quantum Coding Theory
1) Design Objectives: With around seven decades of rich
history, classical coding theory is already quite mature. By
contrast, quantum coding theory is still in its infancy, since
the implementation of quantum technology has not been commercialized. Researchers have been actively working on discovering the quantum versions of the existing classical codes.
In duality to the classical coding theory, QECCs are designed
to achieve the quantum channel capacity [88], [141], [142],
or more precisely the hashing bound. Explicitly, the hashing
bound is only a lower bound, because the actual capacity of a
quantum channel may be higher due to the ‘degenerate’ nature
of quantum codes [143], [144]. To elaborate further, the notion
of degeneracy implies that different error patterns may yield
the same corrupted quantum state. For instance, let us consider
the state |ψi = |00i+|11i, which may experience the channelinduced error IZ or ZI. We may observe that both these error
patterns result in the same channel output, i.e. (|00i − |11i).
Consequently, the error patterns IZ and ZI are classified as
degenerate errors, as further discussed in Section V. Similarly,
the error pattern ZZ leaves the state |ψi intact analogous to
the error-free scenario; hence ZZ and II are also degenerate
errors.
In duality to the Shannon limit of Eq. (23), the hashing
bound is completely specified by the channel’s depolarizing
probability p as follows [82], [122]:
CQ (p) = 1 − H2 (p) − p log2 (3),
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(26)

where E denotes the ‘entanglement consumption’ rate, which is
equivalent to E = nc for a code having k information qubits, n
coded qubits and 0 ≤ c ≤ (n−k) pre-shared qubits. Explicitly,
when c = 0, Eq. (26) reduces to the unassisted hashing bound
of Eq. (25). By contrast, when c has the maximum value of
(n − k), we get the maximally-entangled quantum codes and
the associated maximally-entangled hashing bound is [122],
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Fig. 8: Hashing bounds for the unassisted (c = 0) and
maximally-entangled (c = n − k) quantum codes, characterized by Eq. (25) and Eq. (27), respectively. The enclosed
region, labeled the ‘hashing region’, quantifies the capacity for
0 < c < (n − k).
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(25)

where H2 (p) denotes the binary entropy function. Explicitly,
a random quantum code C may exhibit an arbitrarily low
Quantum Bit Error Ratio (QBER) at a depolarizing probability
of p, if its coding rate does not exceed the hashing limit CQ (p)
of Eq. (25) and the codeword has a sufficiently long length.
The Hashing bound of Eq. (25) is only valid for unassisted quantum codes. Explicitly, there exists a a family of
Entanglement-Assisted (EA) quantum codes [105], [108]–
[110], which does not exist in the classical domain. In contrast
to the unassisted quantum codes, the EA quantum codes
rely on pre-shared noiseless entangled qubits, which naturally
increases the achievable capacity. Given that c entangled qubits
are pre-shared with the receiver over a noiseless channel, the
associated EA hashing bound is given by [122], [145]:
CQ (p) = 1 − H2 (p) − p log2 (3) + E,

Achievable Coding Rate (C Q)

0.8

Entanglement
Consumption Rate
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Fig. 9: Stylized representation of conflicting design parameters
affecting the design of quantum codes.

[145]:

H2 (p) − p log2 (3)
.
(27)
2
Hence, as shown in Fig. 8, an EA quantum code can operate
anywhere in the hashing region, which is bounded by Eq. (25)
and Eq. (27). Furthermore, in duality to Fig. 7, the parameters
involved in the design of QECCs are illustrated in Fig. 9.
2) Error Correction Codes: The rate-1/3 repetition code
is the simplest single-error correcting code in the classical
coding paradigm, which relies on the cloning of information
CQ (p) = 1 −
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bits. Unfortunately, qubits cannot be cloned owing to the
existence of the no-cloning theorem. Hence, it was generally
believed that QECCs are infeasible, until Shor pioneered the
first quantum code in 1995 [77]. Shor’s code of [77] is a
rate-1/9 code capable of correcting a single bit-flip, phaseflip as well as bit-and-phase-flip error. Motivated by this
breakthrough, Calderbank and Shor [80] as well as Steane [79],
[81] independently conceived a generalized framework for
constructing quantum codes from classical binary linear codes,
which constitutes the popular family of Calderbank-ShorSteane (CSS) codes. Explicitly, the CSS construction relies
on a pair of classical binary linear block codes C1 and
C2 , which satisfy the criterion C2 ⊂ C1 . Furthermore, a
special class of CSS codes, called dual-containing CSS codes,
was also introduced, which was derived from dual-containing
binary codes. Explicitly, dual-containing CSS codes constitute
a special type of CSS codes having C2 = C1⊥ , where C1⊥ is
the dual code6 of C1 . Following these principles, Steane [81]
constructed a rate-1/7 single-error correcting code from the
classical [7, 4, 3] Hamming code. In the spirit of further improving the coding rate, Laflamme et al. [83] and Bennett et
al. [82] independently designed the rate-1/5 quantum code,
which is the optimal single-error correcting quantum code.
The CSS construction of [79]–[81] does not exploit the
redundant qubits efficiently, since the bit-flip and the phaseflip errors are corrected independently by concatenating a pair
of classical binary codes. For the sake of designing an optimal
code, similar to the rate-1/5 code of [82], [83], it is important
to jointly correct bit-flip and phase-flip errors. In pursuit of
designing such optimized codes, Gottesman established the
theory of Quantum Stabilizer Codes (QSCs) [84] during his
Ph.D [85]. Explicitly, Gottesman presented a more general
formalism, called stabilizer formalism, capable of facilitating
the design of quantum codes from the classical binary and
quaternary codes. As compared to the CSS codes, the stabilizer
formalism imposes a more relaxed constraint, generally called
the ‘symplectic product’ criterion, on the underlying classical
codes; hence, the resultant QECCs can have either a CSS or a
non-CSS (also called unrestricted) structure. In simple terms,
the symplectic product criterion is the constraint imposed on
the constituent classical code (or codes), which ensures that the
resultant quantum code is a valid stabilizer code7 . Furthermore,
while the CSS-type codes independently correct bit-flip and
phase-flip errors, the non-CSS codes jointly correct bit-flip and
phase-flip errors. The advent of stabilizer formalism sparked
a major revolution in the history of quantum coding, leading
to the development of various code families, which includes
Quantum Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (QBCH) codes [89]–
[94], toric codes [95], [96], Quantum Reed-Muller codes [99],
Quantum Reed-Solomon codes (QRS) [100], Quantum Low
Density Parity Check (QLDPC) codes [103], [146]–[148],
Quantum Convolutional Codes (QCC) [106], [149]–[151],
Quantum Turbo Codes (QTC) [112], [113], Quantum IRregular
6 Let C be a classical linear block code having the generator matrix G and
the PCM H, then the dual code C ⊥ is the code having the generator matrix
HT and the PCM GT .
7 Further details are given in Section VI.

Convolutional Codes (QIRCC) [129] as well Quantum Unity
Rate Codes (QURC) [131].
The Quantum research fraternity has invested the last three
decades in designing the quantum counterparts of the existing
families of classical codes. Except for the parallel concatenated
codes as well as for the joint coding and modulation schemes
of the classical regime, virtually all major families of classical
codes have a quantum counterpart. Amongst these, short
block codes are particularly important from an implementation
perspective, since the quantum technology is still in its infancy
and hence decoherence would prevent the implementation of
long codes. However, the desire to approach the hashing bound
of Fig. 9 motivated researchers to design QLDPC [103], [146]–
[148] codes and QTCs [112], [113], which exploit iterative
decoding. In particular, the sparse nature of LDPC matrix is
particularly important in the quantum domain for achieving
fault-tolerant decoding, since the qubits interact with only a
limited number of other qubits during the syndrome computation process. Furthermore, since the LDPC matrix is sparse, the
resultant QLDPC codes exhibit high degeneracy. However, the
strict symplectic product criterion associated with the design
of stabilizer codes severely limits the performance of QLDPC
codes. More specifically, owing to the symplectic criterion,
the QLDPC matrix consists of numerous short cycles, which
have a length of 4. This in turn degrades the performance of
the LDPC decoder relying on the message passing algorithm,
as detailed in [116]. Unfortunately, the LDPC decoder is
not capable of capturing the impact of degenerate errors. In
fact, the LDPC decoder suffers from the so-called ‘symmetric
degeneracy error’ [116], which results from the degenerate
errors. For the sake of improving the performance of the LDPC
decoder in the wake of length-4 cycles and the symmetric
degeneracy error, Poulin et al. conceived heuristic methods
in [114]. These methods primarily relied on introducing random perturbations for triggering decoding convergence. Then
the QLDPC decoding methods were further improved in [115],
[116]. Despite these developments, the performance of QLDPC
codes is still not comparable to that of classical LDPC codes.
In 2008, Poulin et al. constructed the quantum counterparts
of turbo codes in [112], [113]. While classical turbo codes generally rely on the parallel concatenation of convolutional codes,
the QTCs of [112], [113] rely on the serial concatenation of
QCCs. As compared to QLDPC codes, QTCs offer more flexible code parameters, for example the frame length, coding rate,
constraint length as well as the interleaver type. Furthermore,
the iterative decoding of QTCs takes into account the impact of
degenerate errors. However, the stabilizer-based QCCs cannot
be concurrently recursive as well as noncatastrophic8 [112],
[113], [152]. Both these properties are essential for constructing good turbo codes. Explicitly, a recursive inner code

8 An encoder is catastrophic if it outputs a finite-weight coded sequence
for an infinite-weight input sequence. Consequently, a catastrophic code may
result in catastrophic error propagation, since a finite number of errors on the
coded sequence may yield infinite number of errors on the decoded sequence.
This in turn implies that the constituent codes of a concatenated code must
be non-catastrophic for the sake of achieving decoding convergence.
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is required for achieving an unbounded minimum distance9 ,
while both component codes of a serially concatenated code
must be noncatastrophic for ensuring decoding convergence to
an infinitesimally low error rate. Hence, the QTCs of [112],
[113] exhibit a bounded minimum distance, since they rely on
non-recursive non-catastrophic QCCs. For the sake of designing near-capacity QTCs, Babar et al. [127] developed EXIT
charts for the quantum domain, while a Quantum IrRegular
Convolutional Code (QIRCC) structure and Quantum Unity
Rate Code (QURC) were proposed in [129] and [131], respectively. Recently, a Fully-Parallel Quantum Turbo Decoder
(FPQTD) was conceived in [132], which substantially reduces
the decoding latency, without degrading the performance.
Recall that stabilizer codes must satisfy the stringent symplectic product criterion. Consequently, not every classical
code can be ‘imported’ into the quantum realm. Furthermore,
the symplectic product criterion results in undesired code
characteristics, for example the unavoidable length-4 cycles of
QLDPC codes and the non-recursive nature of non-catastrophic
QCCs. For the sake of overcoming the issues associated with
the symplectic product criterion, the theory of EA quantum
codes was developed in [105], [108]–[110], which relies on
the pre-sharing of entanglement between the transmitter and
the receiver. The notion of EA codes was adopted for nearly
all coding families, including EA-QLDPC codes [119], EAQCCs [120] and EA-QTCs [121], [122], hence alleviating the
issues arising from the symplectic product criterion. Explicitly,
EA-QLDPC codes may be designed with no length-4 cycles in
the binary formalism. Consequently, the resultant performance
is comparable to that of the classical LDPC codes. Similarly,
EA-QCCs can be concurrently recursive as well as noncatastrophic [121], [122]. Consequently, EA-QTCs are capable
of having an unbounded minimum distance. Hence, the family
of EA quantum codes finally brought the performance of
quantum codes in line with that of their classical counterparts.
Polar codes have also attracted considerable attention within
the quantum research fraternity. Inspired by the provably
capacity achieving nature of Arikan’s polar codes as well as
their efficient encoding and decoding structures, Wilde and
Guha demonstrated the existence of the quantum channel
polarization phenomenon for classical and quantum information in [123] and [124], respectively. The quantum polar
codes of [123], [124] invoked a quantum-domain successive
cancellation decoder, which is based on the notion of quantum
hypothesis testing. The resultant decoder failed to match
the decoding complexity of Arikan’s successive cancellation
decoder. This issue was addressed by Renes et al. in [125],
where CSS-type quantum polar codes were constructed from
the classical polar codes, resulting in quantum codes having
efficient encoders as well as decoders. However, the quantum
polar codes of [123]–[125] rely on the sharing of noiseless
entanglement between the transmitter and the receiver. In this
context, the first unassisted quantum polar codes were recently
conceived in [130], which marks another major milestone in
9 A code exhibits an ‘unbounded minimum distance’, if its minimum
distance increases almost linearly with increasing the block (or equivalently
frame) length.

the development of quantum codes.
IV.

C LASSICAL - TO -Q UANTUM T RANSITION

The peculiar laws of quantum mechanics make quantum
coding intrinsically different from their classical counterparts.
Nevertheless, efficient quantum codes can be designed from the
existing families of classical codes by cautiously addressing
the following challenges, which do not exist in the classical
realm.
1)

2)

3)

No-Cloning Theorem: Most classical error correction
codes rely on cloning. Explicitly, multiple copies of
the information bits are transmitted for the sake of
providing redundancy. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to clone an arbitrary unknown qubit due to the nocloning theorem [153].
Measurement Operation: Classical codes rely on measuring (or observing) the values of the received bits for
hard-decision as well as soft-decision aided decoding.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure (or observe)
a qubit without perturbing it, which would result in the
superimposed quantum states collapsing to the classical
domain upon measurement.
Nature of Quantum Errors: Classical channels only
impose bit-flip errors. By contrast, quantum channels
inflict both bit-flips as well as phase-flip errors. Furthermore, quantum impairments are continuous in nature,
since the received qubit may assume any value on the
Bloch sphere.

In this Section, we elaborate on these challenges by designing
the quantum counterparts of the simple rate-1/3 classical
repetition code, which can only correct a single classical error.
The overall evolution is summarized in Fig. 10 at a glance.
1) No-Cloning Theorem: Quantum codes exploit quantumdomain redundancy without cloning the information qubits.
The encoder of a 3-bit classical repetition code copies each
information bit thrice. Explicitly, the information bits 0 and 1
are encoded as follows:
0 → (000)

1 → (111) .

(28)

The encoding process of Eq. (28) does not have a quantum
equivalent, because quantum information processing does not
permit cloning. Let U be a hypothetical cloning (or copying)
operation described as:
U |ψi = |ψi ⊗ |ψi.

(29)

Eq. (29) can be expanded as:
U |ψi = (α|0i + β|1i) ⊗ (α|0i + β|1i)
= α2 |00i + αβ|01i + αβ|10i + β 2 |11i.

(30)

Alternatively, Eq. (29) can also be evaluated by considering
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CLASSICAL

QUANTUM: Challenges

Cloning
ENCODER

x → xxx

QUANTUM: Solutions

No-Cloning

Entanglement

Theorem

α|0i + β|1i → α|000i + β|111i

Bit & Phase errors
Bit errors only
(1 − p)

0

0

p

α|0i + β|1i

p/3

CHANNEL

Hadamard Basis

p/3

p
1

(1 − p)

α|0i + β|1i

β|0i + α|1i

p/3

(1 − p)

α|0i + β|1i → α| + ++i + β| − −−i

1
α|0i − β|1i
−iβ|0i + iα|1i

Measurement

PCM-based

Qubits collapse
upon measurement

DECODER

syndrome decoding

Fig. 10: Transition of error correction codes from the classical to the quantum domain [129]. Encoder: Classical encoders copy the
information bits. Unfortunately, no quantum cloning operator exists. Consequently, quantum codes entangle the information qubits
with the auxiliary qubits, so that the information is cloned in the basis states. Channel: Classical information may experience
only bit-flip errors, while qubits may experience bit-flip as well as phase-flip errors. The additional phase-flip errors of the
quantum domain may be corrected by using the Hadamard basis {|+i, |−i}. Decoder: Classical decoders measure the received
bits for estimating the transmitted information. Unfortunately, qubits cannot be measured without perturbing their superimposed
quantum state. As an alternate, quantum codes rely on the PCM-based syndrome decoding, hence estimating the channel-induced
error patterns without measuring the received qubits.

the linearity of the cloning operator. Consequently, we have:
U |ψi = U (α|0i + β|1i)
= α U |0i + β U |0i
= α|00i + β|11i.

|ψi
(31)

|0i

(32)

|0i

|ψi

It can be readily seen in Eq. (30) and Eq. (31) that:
U (α|0i + β|1i) 6= α U |0i + β U |0i,

which violates the linearity of cloning operation. Hence, no
cloning operator U exists in the quantum domain. Consequently, |ψi cannot be encoded to (|ψi ⊗ |ψi ⊗ |ψi). The 3qubit bit-flip repetition code overcomes the cloning constraint
by cloning the basis states rather than the state |ψi, i.e. the
computational basis states |0i and |1i are encoded as follows:
|0i → |0i ≡ |000i,
|1i → |1i ≡ |111i.

(33)

Explicitly, two auxiliary qubits in state |0i are entangled with
the information qubit |ψi with the aid of Controlled-NOT
(CNOT) gates, as shown in the circuit of Fig. 11. CNOT
represents a two-qubit gate, which takes as its input a control
qubit and a target qubit. When the control qubit is in state |1i,
the target qubit is flipped; otherwise, the target qubit is left
unchanged. This can be mathematically expressed as:
CNOT (|ψ0 i, |ψ1 i) = |ψ0 i ⊗ |ψ0 ⊕ ψ1 i,

(34)

Fig. 11: Encoding circuit of 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code,
where the information qubit |ψi is encoded into |ψi with the
help of two auxiliary qubits.

where |ψ0 i is the control qubit, while |ψ1 i is the target
qubit. Consequently, the encoder of Fig. 11 replicates the
computational basis states |0i and |1i three times in the
encoded 3-qubit output |ψi, which is given by:
|ψi ⊗ |0i⊗2 → |ψi = α|0i + β|1i
≡ α|000i + β|111i.

(35)
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Syndrome
s
(00)
(11)
(10)
(01)

Error
e
(000)
(100)
(010)
(001)

˜
|ψi

|ψ̂i

TABLE I: Look-up table for the rate-1/3 classical repetition
code.

R
|0i

M

|0i
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LUT

P̃

|ψ̃i

Inverse
Encoder

Syndrome Processing

2) Measurement Operation: Quantum codes have to
estimate the channel errors imposed without measuring (or
observing) the received qubits.

Fig. 12: Decoding circuit of 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code.

At the receiver, the decoder of a 3-bit classical repetition
code reads the received bits and decodes on the basis of
majority voting. For example, the received codeword (011)
is decoded to 1, while (100) is decoded to 0. This requires
measuring (or observing) the received sequence, which is
unfortunately not possible in the quantum domain. Explicitly,
if the received qubit (α|0i + β|1i) is measured in the computational basis, it will collapse to the states |0i and |1i with a
probability of |α|2 and |β|2 , respectively.
Alternatively, an (n, k) classical linear block code can be
decoded using an (n − k) × n-element Parity Check Matrix
(PCM) H, so that all error-free legitimate codewords x yield:

the associated syndrome bit is 0, while if they are different,
then the syndrome bit is 1. Similarly, the second row of H
compares the first and third bit of y.
Working along similar lines, a 3-qubit bit-flip repetition
code can be decoded using a syndrome decoder, which simply
compares the qubits without actually knowing their specific
values. This is achieved by using two additional auxiliary
qubits and the CNOT gates of Eq. (34), as shown in the
‘Syndrome Processing’ block of Fig. 12. Explicitly, it may
be observed in Fig. 12 that the first auxiliary qubit is flipped,
if the first two qubits are different, while the second auxiliary
qubit is flipped, when the first and third qubits are different.
Explicitly, if |ψi is transmitted, then we may receive one of
the following four codewords |ψ̂i, assuming that only a single
bit-flip is incurred during transmission:

xHT = 0,

(36)

Given a received codeword y = x + e, where e is the channelinduced error vector, the associated (n − k)-bit syndrome
vector, which uniquely and unambiguously identifies the error
vector (if the number of channel-induced errors is within the
error correction capability of the code), is computed as:
T

T

T

T

T

s = yH = (x + e)H = xH + eH = eH .

(37)

Hence, the syndrome can be used for estimating the error
vector e using a pre-computed Look-Up Table (LUT). More
explicitly, since an (n, k) linear block code has (n − k) parity
bits, we have 2(n−k) unique syndromes. Consequently, we can
estimate 2(n−k) unique n-bit error patterns, which are precomputed and stored in an LUT. Similarly, a 3-bit classical
repetition code can also be decoded using the PCM-based
syndrome decoding10 . The associated PCM is given by:


1 1 0
,
(38)
H=
1 0 1
which yields a zero-valued syndrome vector for both valid
codewords (111) and (000), while at least one of the two syndrome elements is 1 when a single bit-flip error is experienced.
The resultant LUT is given in Table I, which records all the
single bit-flip errors that may be estimated with the help of a
3-bit classical repetition code. Intuitively, the first row of H
compares the first two received bits of y. If both bits are equal,
10 In contrast to the conventional codeword decoding, which finds the most
likely codeword, having the minimum Hamming distance, syndrome decoding
finds the most likely error, having the minimum Hamming weight.

α|000i + β|111i −−−
III
−−→ α|000i + β|111i,

α|000i + β|111i −−XII
−−−→ α|100i + β|011i,
α|000i + β|111i −−IXI
−−−→ α|010i + β|101i,

α|000i + β|111i −−IIX
−−−→ α|001i + β|110i.

(39)

The syndrome computation process operates on each of the
possible received codeword |ψ̂i as follows. Firstly, if both the
first and second qubits as well as the first and third qubits
remain identical, as in the case of error vector III, the auxiliary
qubits remain unaltered:
α|000i + β|111i ⊗ |0i⊗2 → α|00000i + β|11111i
= (α|000i + β|111i) |00i.

(40)

Secondly, when both the first and second qubits as well as the
first and third qubits are different, as in the case of error vector
XII, both auxiliary qubits are flipped:
α|100i + β|011i ⊗ |0i⊗2 → α|10011i + β|01111i
≡ (α|100i + β|011i) |11i.

(41)

Thirdly, when the first and second qubits are different, but the
first and third qubits are identical, as in the case of error vector
IXI, only the first auxiliary qubit is flipped.
α|010i + β|101i ⊗ |0i⊗2 → α|01010i + β|10110i
= (α|010i + β|101i) |10i.

(42)
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Finally, when the first and second qubits are identical, but the
first and third qubits are different, as in the case of error vector
IIX, only the second auxiliary qubit is flipped.
α|001i + β|110i ⊗ |0i

⊗2

→ α|00101i + β|11001i
= (α|001i + β|110i) |01i.

(43)

Then the auxiliary qubits of Eq. (40) Eq. (43) are measured
in the block M of Fig. 12 to yield the classical syndrome s,
which can take one of the four possible values, i.e. 00, 11,
10 and 01. The syndrome s can then be used for estimating
the error P̃ using the LUT of Fig. 12 seen in Table I.
Thereafter, the transmitted codeword is recovered by applying
the recovery operation R of Fig. 12, which aims for correcting
the channel-induced flips based on the estimated error P̃.
Explicitly, in the context of the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition
code, Pauli-X gates are applied during the recovery process
for counteracting the impact of the estimated channel error
patterns of Table I. Finally, the estimated information word
˜ to the
|ψ̃i is retrieved by feeding the recovered codeword |ψi
inverse encoder circuit, which is the same as that in Fig. 11,
but operates from right to left, hence mapping the recovered
encoded qubits onto the information qubits. It is pertinent to
mention here that a classical repetition code is systematic in
nature. Consequently, the information bit can be extracted from
the received codeword without invoking an inverse encoding
operation. By contrast, the information qubit of a quantum
repetition code is entangled with auxiliary qubits and hence
cannot be separated without an inverse encoder. For example,
˜ = α|000i + β|111i, then applying the two CNOT gates
if |ψi
of the inverse encoder of Fig. 11 yields:
α|000i + β|100i = (α|0i + β|1i)|00i
≡ |ψ̃i|00i,

(44)

|ψi

H

|0i

H

|0i

H

|ψi

Fig. 13: Encoding circuit of 3-qubit phase-flip repetition code,
where the information qubit |ψi is encoded into |ψi with the
help of two auxiliary qubits.

where H represents a Hadamard gate acting on a single qubit
and specified by the matrix [3]:


1 1 1
√
.
(46)
H=
2 1 −1
Therefore, a phase-flip (Pauli-Z) switches the Hadamard basis
states as follows:
Z|+i = |−i,
Z|−i = |+i,

(47)

while a bit-flip (Pauli-X) switches the computational basis, i.e.
we have:
X|0i = |1i,
X|1i = |0i.

(48)

hence separating the information qubit |ψ̃i from the auxiliary
qubits |00i.

Hence, a 3-qubit phase-flip repetition code protects against
single phase-flip errors by replicating the Hadamard basis
states rather than the information qubit as follows:

3) Nature of Quantum Errors: Quantum codes correct
quantum bit-flip, phase-flip as well as bit-and-phase-flip errors.

|0i → |0i ≡ | + ++i,
|1i → |1i ≡ | − −−i.

When the classical coded bits (000) or (111) are transmitted,
a 0 may be flipped to a 1 and a 1 may be flipped to a 0.
Consequently, only discrete bit-flip errors are imposed on the
transmitted codewords. By contrast, when a qubit is transmitted
over the depolarizing channel of Section II-C, it may experience bit-flip, phase-flip as well as bit-and-phase flip errors, as
discussed in Section II. A 3-qubit phase-flip repetition code
may be designed analogous to the bit-flip repetition code,
since phase-flips and bit-flips only differ in their basis of
operation. More specifically, bit-flips flip the computational
basis {|0i, |1i}, while phase-flips flip the Hadamard basis
{|+i, |−i} defined as:

This can be achieved by using the encoding circuit of Fig. 13,
which entangles two auxiliary qubits with the information
qubit |ψi using CNOT and Hadamard gates. The circuit of
Fig. 11 is similar to that of the bit-flip repetition code. However, it invokes additional Hadamard gates, which transform
the computational basis to the Hadamard basis. Consequently,
|ψi is encoded as:

|0i + |1i
√
,
2
|0i − |1i
√
,
|−i ≡ H|1i =
2
|+i ≡ H|0i =

(45)

|ψi ⊗ |0i⊗2 → |ψi = α|0i + β|1i
≡ α| + ++i + β| − −−i.

(49)

(50)

Analogous to the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition decoder, the decoder of a 3-qubit phase-flip repetition code also uses two
auxiliary qubits for computing the associated 2-bit syndromes.
The first syndrome compares the phase of the first and second
qubits, while the second syndrome compares the phase of
the first and third qubits. This may be achieved using the
decoding circuit of Fig. 14, which is the same as that of the
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|ψ̂i

˜
|ψi

|ψ̃i
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Fig. 14: Decoding circuit of 3-qubit phase-flip repetition code.

3-qubit bit-flip repetition code with the additional Hadamard
gates invoked for transforming the Hadamard basis back to
the computational basis. In other words, we may say that
Hadamard gates are used at the input and output of the channel
to transform the phase-flips to bit-flips. Hence, both bit-flip
and phase-flip errors can be corrected by concatenating the
3-qubit phase-flip and bit-flip repetition codes, which actually
constitutes the rate-1/9 Shor code [77] capable of correcting a
single bit-flip, or phase-flip or alternatively a bit-and-phase-flip
error. More specifically, the information qubit is first encoded
in Hadamard basis using the mapping of Eq. (50). The resultant
three coded qubits are then independently encoded using the
bit-flip repetition code of Eq. (35). Hence, the basis states are
mapped onto three 3-qubit blocks as follows:
1
|0i ≡ √ (|000i + |111i) ⊗
2
1
⊗ √ (|000i + |111i) ,
2
1
|1i ≡ √ (|000i − |111i) ⊗
2
1
⊗ √ (|000i − |111i) ,
2

1
√ (|000i + |111i)
2

1
√ (|000i − |111i)
2

Consequently, the encoded state |ψi is equivalent to:

1
α|0i + β|1i ≡ √ (α + β)(|000000000i + |000111111i
8
1
+ |111000111i + |111111000i) + √ (α − β)
8
(|000000111i + |000111000i + |111000000i
+ |111111111i),
(53)

which may be decoded by concatenating the decoding circuits
of Fig. 12 and Fig. 14. Explicitly, the three 3-qubit blocks of
Eq. (51) are first independently decoded using the 3-qubit bitflip repetition decoder of Fig. 12, resulting in three information
qubits, which constitute the received codeword for the 3qubit phase-flip repetition decoder. Consequently, the resultant
three qubits are decoded using the 3-qubit phase-flip repetition
decoder of Fig. 14.
Furthermore, as encapsulated in Eq. (22), the received qubit
may be in the superposition of all the possible errors. In
essence, an (n, k) classical code, designed to protect a kbit message by encoding it into an n-bit codeword, aims for
restoring one of the 2k valid codewords. By contrast, since
a k-qubit information word is completely described by 2k
continuous-valued complex coefficients, quantum codes have
to restore all the 2k complex coefficients [146]. Fortunately,
this continuous search space is reduced to a discrete one upon
the measurement of the auxiliary qubits used for computing
the syndrome. More specifically, although the 2k coefficients
are continuous-valued, some what serendipitously, the entire
continuum of errors can be rectified, if the code is capable of
correcting discrete bit-flip, phase-flip as well as bit-and-phaseflip errors acting on the constituent qubits. For example, let us
assume that only a single bit-flip error may be inflicted during
transmission. Then the received codeword of a 3-bit repetition
code can be expressed as:
|ψ̂i = p0 III|ψi + p1 XII|ψi + p2 IXI|ψi + p3 IIX|ψi, (54)

(51)

where the three qubits within a block are the codewords of a
bit-flip repetition code, while the three blocks are the result
of phase-flip repetition encoding. Taking the tensor product in
Eq. (51) yields:
1
|0i ≡ √ (|000000000i + |000000111i + |000111000i
8
+ |000111111i + |111000000i + |111000111i
+ |111111000i + |111111111i),
1
|1i ≡ √ (|000000000i − |000000111i − |000111000i
8
+ |000111111i − |111000000i + |111000111i
+ |111111000i − |111111111i).
(52)

where p0 is the probability of error-free transmission, while
pi is the probability of encountering a bit-flip error on the ith
qubit. The syndrome computation process of Fig. 12 entangles
two auxiliary qubits with |ψ̂i of Eq. (54) as:


|ψ̂i ⊗ |0i⊗2 →p0 III|ψi |00i + p1 XII|ψi |11i


+ p2 IXI|ψi |10i + p3 IIX|ψi |01i,
(55)
which collapses to one of the four superimposed states when
the auxiliary qubits are measured. The resultant state can then
be corrected based on the specific syndrome observed.
V.

S TABILIZER F ORMALISM

The family of Quantum Stabilizer Codes (QSCs) rely on
the same design principles as that of the repetition codes
of Section IV. In particular, QSCs rely on the PCM-based
syndrome decoding of classical linear block codes, hence,
finding the channel-induced error by measuring the auxiliary
syndrome qubits, rather than by observing the received qubits.
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Fig. 15: Schematic of a quantum communication system invoking a quantum stabilizer code for error correction [116].

Intuitively, the stabilizer formalism [84], [85] may be interpreted as the quantum-domain dual of the classical linear block
coding paradigm. Furthermore, most classical codes exploit
the same basic infrastructure as that of the classical linear
block codes. Consequently, the stabilizer formalism provides
a general theoretical framework for designing the quantum
versions of the known classical codes. In Section V-A, we
provide deeper insights into the duality of QSCs and classical
linear block codes, while in Section V-B, we discuss the
classification of error patterns for both the QSCs as well as
the classical linear block codes.
A. Stabilizer-based Code Design
Fig. 15 shows the system model of a quantum communication system relying on a QSC. A classical linear block
code C(n, k) encodes k-bit information word x into an n-bit
codeword x with the aid of (n−k) parity bits 0n−k (initialized
to zeros) as follows:


C = {x = x : 0n−k V},
(56)

where V is an invertible encoding matrix of size (n × n).
Similarly, a QSC C[n, k]11 encodes a k-qubit information word
(logical qubits) |ψi into an n-qubit codeword (physical qubits)
|ψi with the help of (n − k) auxiliary qubits (also known as
ancilla), as follows:
C = {|ψi = V(|ψi ⊗ |0n−k i)},

(57)

|ψ̂i = P|ψi.

(58)

where V is an n-qubit unitary encoder. Explicitly, the auxiliary
qubits of a QSC are analogous to the classical parity bits.
The encoded qubits |ψi are transmitted over the quantum
depolarizing channel of Section II-C, which imposes an nqubit channel error vector P. The erroneous channel output
|ψ̂i may then be expressed as:
Similar to the decoders of the 3-qubit bit-flip and phase-flip
repetition codes of Fig. 12 and Fig. 14, the decoder of a QSC
invokes a 3-step process for correcting the transmission errors,
which includes syndrome processing, error recovery (R) and
the inverse encoder.
Let us now revisit the ‘syndrome processing’ block of
3-qubit bit-flip repetition code from the perspective of the
11 We

consistently use round brackets (.) for classical codes, while the
square brackets [.] are used for quantum codes.

stabilizer formalism. Recall from Fig. 12 that we compute the
first syndrome bit by comparing the first and second qubits in
computational basis, while the second syndrome is obtained
by comparing the first and third qubits. This is equivalent to
measuring the eigenvalues12 corresponding to the 3-qubit Pauli
operators g1 = ZZI and g2 = ZIZ, which are known as
the stabilizer generators. Explicitly, Pauli-Z based stabilizer
generators are used for comparing qubits in computational
basis, because they are capable of detecting errors in the
computational basis, i.e. bit-flip errors. If the qubits, which
are being compared, are identical in computational basis, then
the Pauli-Z based stabilizer generators yield an eigenvalue of
+1, while if they are different, then the eigenvalue is −1. For
example, if the received codeword is a valid one, implying that
both the first and second qubits as well as the first and third
qubits are identical as in Eq. (40), then we have:
 
g1 |ψi = ZZI (α|000i + β|111i) = |ψi,
 
g2 |ψi = ZIZ (α|000i + β|111i) = |ψi.
(59)

Hence, the resultant eigenvalue is +1 for both g1 as well as
g2 , when a legitimate codeword is received. By contrast, if
the corrupted codeword of |ψ̂i = |100i + β|011i is received,
implying that both the first and second qubits as well as the
first and third qubits are different as in Eq. (41), then we have:
h i
g1 |ψ̂i = ZZI (α|100i + β|011i)
h

i

= −α|100i − β|011i = −|ψ̂i,

g2 |ψ̂i = ZIZ (α|100i + β|011i)
= −α|100i − β|011i = −|ψ̂i,

(60)

where both g1 as well as g2 yield an eigenvalue of −1. Recall
from Eq. (36) that the PCM of a classical linear block code
is designed so that it yields an all-zero syndrome vector for
legitimate codewords, while yielding a non-zero syndrome
vector for erroneous codewords, provided the number of
channel-induced errors is within the error correction capability
of the code. Similarly, the stabilizer generators of a QSC
have to be designed, so that they yield an eigenvalue of +1
for legitimate codewords, while resulting in an eigenvalue of
−1 for corrupted codewords. Hence, in duality to the PCM
H, which completely specifies the codes space of a classical
code C, the stabilizer generators define the code space a
QSC. Furthermore, the complete stabilizer group H of a QSC
consists of all the stabilizer generators and their products. For
example, the stabilizer group H of the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition
code consists of the independent generators g1 and g2 as well
as the product of g1 and g2 , i.e. IZZ.
The +1 and −1 eigenvalues of Eq. (60) are mapped onto the
classical syndromes 0 and 1, respectively, when the constituent
Z operators are realized using the quantum circuit of Fig. 16,
where the circuit on the left may be deemed more popular,
while the one on the right is the equivalent circuit more suitable
12 The eigenvector of a linear transformation T is a non-zero vector v,
which only changes by a scaling factor when T is applied, i.e. T(v) = λv.
The associated scaling factor λ is known as the eigenvalue.
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|0i
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M

≡
Z

applying the stabilizer generators of the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code to the three 3-qubit blocks, which is equivalent to
comparing the three qubits within each block. This results in
the following six stabilizer generators:
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6

Fig. 16: Quantum circuit of measuring the Z operator acting
on the bottom qubit [3] for bit-flip correction. The top qubit
is the auxiliary qubit used for computing the syndrome. The
circuit on the left is more popular, while the one on the right
is more suitable for implementation.

|ψ̂i = P|ψi
α|000i + β|111i
α|100i + β|011i
α|010i + β|101i
α|001i + β|110i

g1 |ψ̂i
+1
−1
−1
+1

g2 |ψ̂i
+1
−1
+1
−1

Syndrome (s)
(00)
(11)
(10)
(01)

P̂
III
XII
IXI
IIX

TABLE II: Single-qubit bit-flip errors together with the associated eigenvalues for the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code having
g1 = ZZI and g2 = ZIZ.

for implementation [3]. In both circuits of Fig. 16, the top qubit
is the auxiliary qubit used for computing the syndrome, while
the bottom qubit is the coded qubit subjected to the Z operator.
The resultant syndromes are listed in Table II together with
the associated single-qubit bit-flip errors, eigenvalues and the
estimated error pattern P̂, which may be estimated using the
syndrome decoding approach.
Analogous to the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code, the codeword of a 3-qubit phase-flip repetition code is stabilized by the
generators g1 = XXI and g2 = XIX. We may notice here that
while Pauli-Z based stabilizer generators are invoked for bitflip detection, Pauli-X based stabilizer generators are invoked
for comparing qubits in the Hadamard basis, because they are
capable of detecting errors in the Hadamard basis, i.e phaseflip errors. The associated X operators can be implemented
using the circuit of Fig. 17.
Recall from Section IV that Shor’s codewords consist of
three 3-qubit blocks, so that the three qubits within each
block constitute the codeword of a 3-qubit bit-flip repetition
code. Consequently, bit-flips may be detected by independently

|0i

H

H

|0i

M

M

≡
X

H

H

Fig. 17: Quantum circuit of measuring the X operator acting
on the bottom qubit [3] for phase-flip correction. The top qubit
is the auxiliary qubit used for computing the syndrome. The
circuit on the left is the more usual conceptual construction,
while the one on the right is more suitable for implementation.

= ZZIIIIIII,
= ZIZIIIIII,
= IIIZZIIII,
= IIIZIZIII,
= IIIIIIZZI,
= IIIIIIZIZ,

(61)

which helps in detecting single bit-flip errors occurring in each
3-qubit block. By contrast, phase-flip errors may be detected by
comparing the blocks using Pauli-X operators. Explicitly, the
phase information of a 3-qubit block is extracted by applying
the XXX operator to the three qubits. For the 9-qubit Shor’s
code, which consists of three 3-qubit blocks, this may be
implemented using the following two stabilizer generators:
g7 = XXXXXXIII,
g8 = XXXIIIXXX,

(62)

where g7 compares the phase of the first two blocks, while g8
compares the phase of the first and third blocks.
Based on the above discussions, the 3-step decoding process
of Fig. 15 may be generalized as follows:
1)

Syndrome Processing: While the code space C of a
classical linear block code is defined by a PCM H
having (n − k) independent rows, the associated code
space C of a QSC is described by (n − k) independent
n-qubit Pauli operators gi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − k), which
are generally termed as the stabilizer generators (or
stabilizers in short). Explicitly, stabilizers are unique
operators, which do not perturb the state of legitimate codewords, hence yielding an eigenvalue of +1.
Furthermore, stabilizers yield an eigenvalue of −1 for
corrupted codewords, provided the number of channelinduced errors is within the error correction capability
of the stabilizer code. This is equivalent to the classical
syndrome values of 0 and 1, respectively, which are
the elements of the syndrome vector of Eq. (37).
Alternatively, we may say that resulting eigenvalue
is +1, when the channel-induced error P commutes
with the stabilizer gi , while it is −1, when the error
anti-commutes with gi . This can be mathematically
encapsulated as:

|ψi,
gi P = Pgi
gi |ψ̂i =
(63)
−|ψi, gi P = −Pgi ,
where |ψ̂i = P|ψi. The resultant eigenvalues can be
mapped onto the classical error syndrome s by invoking
the quantum circuits of Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. Hence, the
set of stabilizers constitute the quantum counterpart of
the classical PCM. However, the stabilizers must exhibit
the additional commutativity property, which states that
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the stabilizers must be each other’s commutative pairs.
Explicitly, for a pair of stabilizers g1 and g2 , we have:
g1 g2 |ψi = g1 |ψi = |ψi,

(65)

Hence, the commutativity criterion naturally arises,
which does not exist in the classical realm. Furthermore,
the associated stabilizer group H, which contains the
(n − k) stabilizers gi as well as all the products of gi ,
forms an Abelian subgroup of Gn .
The decoder of Fig. 15 processes the syndrome of
the received sequence |ψ̂i with the aid of the associated stabilizers, which are implemented using auxiliary
qubits. Analogous to the decoders of the 3-qubit bitflip and phase-flip repetition codes seen in Fig. 12 and
Fig. 14, respectively, the auxiliary qubits collapse to
classical syndromes upon measurement, hence mapping
the eigenvalues of +1 and −1 onto the classical bits 0
and 1, respectively. The resultant classical syndrome
bits are then fed to an LUT or to a classical PCMbased syndrome decoder for estimating the channel
error vector P̃ (discussed further in Section VI).
Error Recovery (R): The error recovery block R of
˜
Fig. 15 recovers the potentially error-free codeword |ψi
using the estimated error pattern P̃. Naturally, if the
number of errors exceeds the codes’ error-correction
capability, the recovery process becomes flawed. Hence,
its flawed corrective action actually precipitates more
errors than we originally had.
Inverse Encoder: Finally, the inverse encoder of
˜ onto the estiFig. 15 maps the recovered codeword |ψi
mated transmitted information word |ψ̃i. More specifically, while an encoder maps the information words
onto the codewords, an inverse encoder works in the
reverse direction, hence mapping the codewords onto
the information words.

2)

3)

Recall from Eq. (64) and Eq. (65) that the (n − k) stabilizer
generators gi of a QSC always commute with each other.
This implies that the constituent X, Y and Z operations
must be selected so that all the resultant stabilizers commute.
Explicitly, the non-Identity X, Y and Z operators intrinsically
anti-commute with each other. For example, we have:

 


i 0
0 −i
0 1
= iZ,
(66)
=
XY =
0 −i
i 0
1 0
while:
YX =



0 −i
i 0



 
−i
0 1
=
0
1 0

0
i



= −iZ.

YZ = iX, ZY = −iX → YZ = −ZY
ZX = iY, XZ = −iY → ZX = −XZ.

(64)

and similarly:
g2 g1 |ψi = g2 |ψi = |ψi.

Similarly, we can readily show that:

(67)

This implies that the operators XY and YX anti-commute,
i.e. we have:
XY = −YX.
(68)

(69)

Owing to this anti-commutative nature of non-Identity Pauli
operators, the stabilizers have to be designed so that there are
only an even number of indices having different non-Identity
operators. For example, the 3-qubit Pauli operators ZZI and
XYZ commute, because they consist of two indices having
different non-Identity operators. By contrast, the operators
ZZI and YZI anti-commute, since there is a single index,
which has different non-identity operators.
B. Classification of Error Patterns
Based on the aforementioned discussions, we may conclude
that the stabilizer generators play the same role in quantum
error correction as the classical PCM H in classical error
correction. Explicitly, analogous to the classical PCM, stabilizers yield syndrome bits, which in turn help in estimating
the quantum channel errors. More specifically, the error set
of a classical linear block code C having a PCM H can be
classified as:
1)
2)

Detected Error Patterns: These error patterns yield
a non-trivial syndrome, i.e. eHT 6= 0, which may be
corrected by the code.
Undetected Error Patterns: This class of error patterns results in a trivial syndrome, i.e. eHT = 0, which
cannot be detected by the code. More specifically, an
undetected error maps the transmitted codeword onto
another valid codeword. Since the resultant codeword
still lies in the code space C, it does not trigger a nonzero syndrome. These undetected error patterns result
from the limited minimum distance of the code.

Analogous to the classical detected error patterns, quantumdomain detected error patterns anti-commute with at least
one of the stabilizer generators, which results in a non-trivial
syndrome. Similarly, the quantum undetected error patterns
commute with all the stabilizer generators, yielding an allzero syndrome. This commuting set of error patterns is also
known as the centralizer (or normalizer) of the stabilizer code
having the stabilizer group H, which is denoted as C(H) (or
N (H)). In particular, the centralizer of an [n, k] QSC is a
dual subspace consisting of n-tuple Pauli errors P ∈ Gn ,
which are orthogonal to all the stabilizers of the stabilizer
group H. Furthermore, since the H is itself an Abelian group
consisting of mutually orthogonal generators, it is contained
in the centralizer, i.e. we have H ⊂ N (H). Recall that
the stabilizer generators do not modify the state of valid
codewords. This in turn implies that errors which belong to
the stabilizer group, i.e. we have P ∈ H, do not corrupt
the transmitted codewords and therefore may be classified as
harmless undetected error patterns. This class of errors does
not have any classical counterpart. By contrast, those error
patterns, which lie in the subspace N (H) \ H, are the harmful
undetected errors, which map one valid codeword onto another.
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P ∈ Gn

Pauli
I
X
Y
Z
Multiplication
Commutativity

Detected Error Patterns
Harmful Undetected Error Patterns
Harmless Undetected Error Patterns

N (H)

H

(F2 )2
00
01
11
10
Bit-wise Addition
Symplectic Product

GF(4)
0
1
ω
ω
Addition
Trace Inner Product

TABLE III: Quantum-to-classical isomorphism.
Fig. 18: Error pattern classification for stabilizer codes.

Hence, as depicted in Fig. 18, quantum error patterns can be
classified as follows:
1)
2)
3)

Detected Errors Patterns: These error patterns fall
outside the normalizer subspace, i.e. they satisfy P ∈
Gn \ N (H).
Harmful Undetected Error Patterns: This class of
error patterns is defined as N (S) \ H.
Harmless Undetected Errors Patterns: These error
patterns fall in the stabilizer group H.

The class of harmless undetected error patterns makes
quantum codes ‘degenerate’ [126]. More specifically, error
patterns P and P ′ = gi P are said to be degenerate, because
they differ only by the elements of the stabilizer group, which
are harmless. Consequently, both P as well as P ′ yield the
same output, as shown below:
P ′ [|ψi] = gi P[|ψi] = Pgi [|ψi].

(70)

Since gi [|ψi] = |ψi, we get:

P ′ [|ψi] = P[|ψi].

(71)

This in turn implies that degenerate error patterns can be
rectified by the same recovery operation.
Let us consider the error patterns P = IIX and P ′ = g1 P =
ZZX, where g1 is the stabilizer of the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition
code defined in Eq. (59). When these error patterns are applied
to the legitimate codeword of Eq. (35), we get:
IIX[α|000i + β|111i] = α|001i + β|110i,
ZZX[α|000i + β|111i] = α|001i + β|110i.

(72)

Hence, P and P ′ are degenerate errors, since both error
patterns yield the same corrupted codeword. Furthermore,
degeneracy enhances the achievable capacity, because the
codewords are not corrupted by the harmless undetected error
patterns; hence, the impact of quantum impairments is reduced.
Equivalently, we may say that degeneracy enables a quantum
code to pack more information as compared to the underlying
classical design, because it can operate at a higher coding rate.
VI.

Q UANTUM - TO -C LASSICAL I SOMORPHISM

Based on the duality of QSCs and classical linear block
codes established in Section V, in this section we present
the isomorphism between these two regimes, which in turn
helps in constructing the quantum-domain versions of the
known classical codes. Explicitly, QSCs may be designed from

binary and quaternary classical codes using the quantum-toclassical mappings of Table III, as detailed in Sections VI-A
and VI-B, respectively. Furthermore, this quantum-to-classical
isomorphism also allows us to use the classical PCM-based
syndrome decoding procedures for decoding QSCs.

A. Pauli-to-Binary Isomorphism
Recall from Section V that stabilizers constitute the counterparts of the classical PCM. Based on this duality, QSCs can
be described using an equivalent binary PCM, which in turn
aids in designing quantum codes from the existing families
of classical codes. More specifically, QSCs can be completely
characterized in the binary formalism by an equivalent binary
PCM H derived from the associated stabilizer generators. The
rows of H correspond to the stabilizers, while the constituent
I, X, Y and Z Pauli operators of the stabilizers are mapped
onto a pair of binary digits as follows:
I → (00),

X → (01),

Z → (10),

Y → (11), (73)

where a binary 1 at the first index represents a Z operator,
while a binary 1 at the second index represents an X operator.
The PCM H resulting from the Pauli-to-binary mapping of
Eq. (73) can also be expressed as:
H = (Hz |Hx ) ,

(74)

where Hz and Hx are (n − k) × n binary matrices corresponding to the Z and X operators, respectively. Let us recall
that the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code relied on the stabilizers
g1 = ZZI and g2 = ZIZ. Consequently, the associated PCM
H is given by:


1 1 0 0 0 0
H=
,
(75)
1 0 1 0 0 0
where Hx is an all-zero matrix, since g1 and g2 do not contain
any Pauli-X operators. Furthermore, the Hz of Eq. (75) is
identical to the PCM H of the classical repetition code given
in Eq. (38), hence both yield identical syndrome patterns in
Table I and Table II. Similarly, the PCM of the 3-qubit phaseflip repetition code is:


0 0 0 1 1 0
H=
,
(76)
0 0 0 1 0 1
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Fig. 19: Effective error P corresponding to the n-qubit Pauli
error P.

where we have g1 = XXI and g2 = XIX, while that of
Shor’s code is given in Eq. (77).
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Z
n

TABLE IV: (F2 )2 Addition.
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(77)
Hence, an [n, k] QSC, having (n − k) stabilizers, can be characterized by a binary PCM of size (n − k) × 2n. Furthermore,
the equivalent classical coding rate Rc can be determined as
follows:
2n − (n − k)
2n
n+k
=
2n


k
1
1+
=
2
n
1
= (1 + RQ ) ,
2

Rc =

(78)

where RQ is its quantum coding rate. Based on Eq. (78),
the equivalent classical coding rate of the rate-1/3 quantum
repetition code is 2/3, while that of Shor’s rate-1/9 code is
5/9.
The binary formalism of Eq. (73) transforms the multiplication of Pauli operators into the bit-wise addition of the
corresponding binary representation. For example, multiplying
the set of Pauli operators {I, X, Z, Y} with Pauli-X is equivalent to the second column of Table IV, if the Pauli operators
are mapped onto (F2 )2 according to Eq. (73). Similarly, the
commutative property of stabilizers in the Pauli formalism
implies that the rows of the PCM H must be orthogonal to
each other with respect to symplectic product (also referred
to as a twisted product) in the binary formalism. Explicitly, if
the ith row of H is denoted as Hi = (Hzi |Hxi ) following the
notation of Eq. (74), then the commutativity of the stabilizers
gi and gi′ is transformed into the symplectic product of rows
Hi and Hi′ , which is computed as follows:
Hi ⋆ Hi′ = (Hzi · Hxi′ + Hzi′ · Hxi ) mod 2.

(79)

The resultant symplectic product yields a value of zero, if
the number of different non-Identity operators (X, Y or Z)
in the stabilizers gi and gi′ is even; hence, satisfying the
commutativity criterion. Furthermore, since all stabilizers must
be commutative, the symplectic product must be zero for all

rows of H, i.e. the PCM H should satisfy:
Hz HTx + Hx HTz = 0 mod 2.

(80)

This in turn implies that any pair of classical binary codes
having the PCMs Hz and Hx and satisfying the symplectic
product of Eq. (80) may be used for constructing a valid QSC.
The symplectic product of Eq. (80) may also be exploited
for computing the syndrome of a QSC in the binary domain,
for example during the PCM-based syndrome decoding. More
specifically, the Pauli-to-binary isomorphism of Eq. (73) transforms an n-qubit Pauli error P ∈ Gn into an effective error
vector P of length 2n. Explicitly, analogous to the H of
Eq. (74), the effective error vector P may be expressed as
P = (Pz |Px ), where Pz and Px denote the Pauli-Z and PauliX errors, respectively. More precisely, a 1 at the tth index of
Pz denotes a Pauli-Z (phase-flip) error on the tth qubit, while
a 1 at the tth index of Px represents the occurrence of the
Pauli-X (bit-flip) error on the tth qubit. Similarly, the Pauli-Y
(bit-and-phase-flip) error on the tth qubit yields a 1 at the tth
index of Pz as well as Px . Finally, the syndrome of a QSC
can be computed in the binary formalism using the symplectic
product and the effective error vector P as follows:

(81)
s = H ⋆ P T = Hz PxT + Hx PzT mod 2,
where the Hz and Hx are used for correcting bit-flip and
phase-flip errors, respectively, as previously discussed in the
context of 3-qubit bit-flip and phase-flip repetition codes. The
resultant syndrome has either a value of 0 or 1. Thus, the
quantum-domain syndrome processing may be carried out in
the binary domain using the PCM H and the effective error
P . This in turn implies that the quantum decoding process is
equivalent to the syndrome decoding of the equivalent classical
code relying on the PCM H [146]. However, since quantum
codes are degenerate, as discussed in Section V, quantum
decoding aims for estimating the most probable error coset,
while the classical syndrome decoding estimates the most
probable error.
B. Pauli-to-Quaternary Isomorphism
Analogous to the Pauli-to-binary isomorphism, the Paulito-quaternary isomorphism facilitates the design of quantum
codes from the existing classical quaternary codes. Explicitly,
the I, X, Y and Z Pauli operators may be transformed into
the elements of Galois Field GF(4) using the mapping given
below:
I → 0,

X → 1,

Z → ω,

Y → ω,

(82)
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ω
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ω
1
0

trh, i
0
1
ω
ω

TABLE V: GF(4) Addition.
×
0
1
ω
ω

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
ω
ω

ω
0
ω
ω
1

TABLE VI: GF(4) Multiplication.

where 0, 1, ω and ω are the elements of GF(4). Furthermore,
the multiplication operation in the Pauli domain is equivalent
to the addition operation in GF(4), while the commutativity
(symplectic product) criterion in the Pauli domain is equivalent
to the trace13 inner product [85] in GF(4). The associated
additive and multiplicative rules of GF(4) are listed in Table V
and Table VI14 , respectively. To elaborate further, multiplying
the Pauli operators {I, X, Z, Y} with Pauli-X is equivalent to
adding the GF(4) element 1 (corresponding to Pauli-X) to each
element of GF(4), as done in the second column of Table V.
On the other hand, the commutative relationship between two
GF(4) elements Â and B̂ may be established with the help of
the trace inner product as follows15 :
(83)

where h, i denotes the Hermitian inner product, while B̂ is
the conjugate16 of B̂. Moreover, Tr(0) = Tr(1) = 0, while
Tr(ω) = Tr(ω) = 1. Explicitly, both the Hermitian inner
product and the trace inner product between the elements of
GF(4) are tabulated in Table VII and Table VIII, respectively.
13 The

trace operator of GF(4) maps x onto (x + x), where x denotes the
conjugate of x [91].
14 The addition and multiplication rules for GF(p), having a prime p, are
the same as the modulo p addition and multiplication, while the rules for
GF(pm ), having m > 1, do not follow the conventional rules for modulo
pm addition and multiplication. For example, the addition of the elements of
GF(4) is equivalent to the bitwise modulo 2 addition of the equivalent 2-bit
patterns. Hence, Table V may be obtained by mapping the 2-bit patterns of
Table IV onto the corresponding GF(4) elements.
15 GF(4) variables are denoted with aˆon top, e.g. x̂.
16 The conjugate operation of GF(4) is defined as x = x2 [91]. Consequently, conjugation has no impact on the GF(4) elements 0 and 1, while the
elements ω and ω are swapped upon taking the conjugate.
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TABLE VII: GF(4) Hermitian inner product.
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ω
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1
0
1

ω
0
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1
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TABLE VIII: GF(4) trace inner product.

ω
0
ω
1
ω

TrhÂ, B̂i = Tr(Â × B̂) = 0,

0
0
0
0
0

If a QSC is characterized by the classical PCM Ĥ in the
quaternary domain, then the commutativity constraint of the
stabilizers gi and gi′ is transformed into the trace inner product
of the ith and i′ th row of Ĥ. Explicitly, this may be formulated
as:
!
n
X
Ĥi ⋆ Ĥi′ = TrhĤi , Ĥi′ i = Tr
Ĥit × Ĥi′ t = 0, (84)
t=1

where Ĥit is the element in the ith row and tth column of Ĥ.
Let us now prove the equivalence of Eq. (79) and Eq. (84),
since both these equations correspond to the commutativity
requirement. Given Hi = (Hzi , Hxi ) and the mapping of
Eq. (82), Ĥi may be expressed as:
Ĥi = ωHzi + Hxi .

(85)

Substituting Eq. (85) into Eq. (84) yields:
Ĥi ⋆ Ĥi′ = Trh(ωHzi + Hxi ), (ωHzi′ + Hxi′ )i

= Tr (ωHzi + Hxi ) (ωHzi′ + Hxi′ )

= Tr Hzi Hzi′ + ωHzi Hxi′ + ωHxi Hzi′ + Hxi Hxi′ .
(86)
Recall that Tr(1) = 0 and Tr(ω) = Tr(ω) = 1. Therefore,
Eq. (86) reduces to:
Ĥi ⋆ Ĥi′ = Hzi Hxi′ + Hxi Hzi′ ,

(87)

which is the same as Eq. (79). Consequently, analogous to
Eq. (81), the syndrome in the quaternary domain is computed
as:
!
n
X
si = Tr(ŝi ) = Tr
(88)
Ĥit × P̂ t ,
t=1

where si is the syndrome corresponding to the ith row of Ĥ
and P̂t is the tth element of P̂ , which represents the error
inflicted on the tth qubit.
Any arbitrary classical quaternary linear code, which is selforthogonal with respect to the trace inner product of Eq. (84),
can be used for constructing a QSC. Since a quaternary
linear code is closed under multiplication by the elements of
GF(4), this condition reduces to satisfying the Hermitian inner
product, rather than the trace inner product [91]. This can be
proved as follows.
Let C be a classical linear code in GF(4) having codewords
u and v. Furthermore, let us assume that:
hu, vi = α + βω.

(89)
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Fig. 20: Syndrome processing block of Fig. 15.

H′z 0
0 H′x
T

H′z H′x = 0

(90)

Dual−Containing


H′z = H′x

Non−Dual−
Containing

Stabilizer Codes

For the sake of satisfying the symplectic product, we must
have:
Trhu, vi = 0.



Non−CSS

H′z 6= H′x

H = (Hz |Hx )

Hz HTx + Hx HTz = 0

Since Tr(ω) = 1, Eq. (90) is only valid, when β is zero
in Eq. (89). Furthermore, since the code C is GF(4)-linear,
Eq. (90) leads to:
Trhu, ωvi = 0,

(91)

EA
T

which in turn implies that α should also be zero in Eq. (89).
Hence, for a classical GF(4)-linear code, the Hermitian inner
product of Eq. (89) must be zero, when the trace inner product
of Eq. (90) is zero.
To conclude, the stabilizers may be mapped onto the equivalent binary or quaternary representations, as summarized in
Table III. These mappings in turn help in designing quantum
codes from the existing classical codes, as discussed further in
the next section. Furthermore, since a QSC can be mapped onto
an equivalent classical binary or quaternary PCM, classical
PCM-based syndrome decoding may be invoked during the
quantum decoding process. More explicitly, the ‘syndrome
processing’ block of Fig. 15 may be expanded, as shown
in Fig. 20. The process begins with the computation of the
syndrome of the received sequence |ψ̂i using the stabilizer
generators, which collapse to a binary 0 or 1 upon measurement. The binary syndrome sequence s is then fed to a
classical PCM-based syndrome decoder, which operates over
the equivalent classical PCM associated with the QSC for
˜
estimating the equivalent channel error P̃ (or P̂ in quaternary domain). The classical PCM-based syndrome decoder of
Fig. 20 is exactly the same decoder, which we would use
for any conventional classical code, with the exception of the
following two differences:
1)

2)

In contrast to the syndrome of a classical code, which
is the product of the PCM and the transpose of the
channel error (HP T ), the syndrome of a quantum code
is computed using the symplectic product of Eq. (81)
(or the trace inner product of Eq. (88)).
The conventional classical decoding aims for estimating
the most probable error, given the observed syndrome,
while quantum decoding aims for estimating the most
probable error coset, which takes into account the degeneracy of quantum codes, as discussed in Section V.

Finally, the binary-to-Pauli mapping of Eq. (73) (or quaternaryto-Pauli mapping of Eq. (82)) is invoked for mapping the
estimated binary (or quaternary) error onto the equivalent Pauli
error P̃.

H′z H′x 6= 0 or

Hz HTx

+ Hx HTz 6= 0

Fig. 21: Taxonomy of Stabilizer Codes (CSS: CalderbankShor-Steane, EA: Entanglement-Assisted).

VII.

TAXONOMY OF S TABILIZER C ODES

The quantum-to-classical isomorphism of Section VI provides a solid theoretical framework for building quantum codes
from the known classical codes, which have already found their
way into commercial applications. Particularly, quantum codes
can be designed from a pair of arbitrary classical binary codes,
if they meet the symplectic criterion, or from arbitrary classical
quaternary codes, if they satisfy the Hermitian inner product.
Continuing further our discussions, in this section we present
the taxonomy of stabilizer codes with the aid of Fig. 21, which
is based on the structure of the underlying equivalent classical
PCM H.
A. Calderbank-Shor-Steane Codes
Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes [79]–[81] is a class
of stabilizer codes constructed from a pair of binary classical
codes. Specifically, the family of CSS codes may be defined
as:
An [n, k1 − k2 ] CSS code can be designed from the binary
linear block codes C1 (n, k1 ) and C2 (n, k2 ), if the code space
of C1 subsumes that of C2 (C2 ⊂ C1 ). Furthermore, if both C1
as well as the dual of C2 , i.e. C2⊥ , exhibit a minimum Hamming
distance of dmin , then the resultant CSS code also exhibits a
minimum distance of dmin ; hence, it is capable of concurrently
correcting (dmin − 1)/2 bit-flips as well as (dmin − 1)/2 phaseflips.
Explicitly, analogous to Shor’s code, a CSS code independently corrects bit-flip and phase-flip errors. More specifically,
the binary code C1 is invoked for correcting bit-flips, while
the code C2⊥ is used for phase-flip correction. Hence, if H′z
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and H′x are the PCMs of C1 and C2⊥ , respectively, then the
resultant CSS code has the following PCM:
 ′

Hz
0
H = [Hz |Hx ] =
,
(92)
0 H′x
 ′
 
Hz
0
where we have Hz =
, Hx =
, while H′z and
H′x
0
H′x are (n − k1 ) × n and k2 × n binary matrices, respectively.
Furthermore, since C2 ⊂ C1 , the symplectic condition of
Eq. (80) is reduced to:

TABLE IX: Unique cosets of C1⊥ in C1 .

(93)

Hence, the process of designing a QSC is reduced to finding a
pair of binary codes whose PCMs conform to the symplectic
criterion of Eq. (93). Since the resultant PCM of Eq. (92) has
(n − k1 + k2 ) rows, the quantum code encodes (k1 − k2 )
information qubits into n qubits. Moreover, if we have H′z =
H′x , then the resultant code is called a dual-containing (or selfT
orthogonal) code having Hz ′H′z = 0, which is equivalent to
C1⊥ ⊂ C1 . Explicitly, in case of dual-containing CSS codes,
C2 (n, k2 ) is the dual code of C1 (n, k1 ). Therefore, we have
k2 = (n − k1 ) and the resultant dual-containing CSS codes
encodes (k1 − k2 ) = (2k1 − n) qubits into n coded qubits. We
classify the remaining CSS constructions, having H′z 6= H′x ,
as non-dual-containing CSS codes.
An [n, k1 − k2 ] CSS code, relying on the binary codes C1
and C2⊥ , is implemented by finding the unique cosets17 of
C2 in C1 , so that each of the 2k1 −k2 superimposed state can
be mapped onto a unique coset of C2 in C1 . These unique
cosets are in turn derived by adding (bit-wise modulo-2) each
codeword of C1 to the code space of C2 . More specifically, if
x1 ∈ C1 and x2 ∈ C2 , then the normalized addition operation
can be formulated as:
X
1
|x1 + C2 i = p
|x1 + x2 i.
(94)
|C2 | x2 ∈C2
Since the cardinality of C1 is |C1 | = 2k1 , while that of C2
is |C2 | = 2k2 , we get |C1 |/|C2 | = 2k1 −k2 unique cosets of
C2 in C1 . Consequently, each of the 2k1 −k2 (k1 − k2 )-qubit
orthogonal quantum state can be mapped onto a superposition
of the codewords of the unique coset.
Let us now consider the construction of Steane’s [7, 1]
code, which is derived from the dual-containing classical (7, 4)

17 Assume C = (0, 1, 2, 3) with k = 2 and C = (0, 2) with k = 1,
1
1
2
2
modulo 4 addition yields following cosets:

0 + C2
1 + C2
2 + C2
3 + C2

Coset 2
1111111
1000110
0100101
0011100
0010011
0101010
1001001
1110000

Hamming code having the PCM:

T

H′z H′x = 0.

Coset 1
0000000
0111001
1011010
1100011
1101100
1010101
0110110
0001111

≡ (0, 2) = C2 ,
≡ (1, 3) = 1 + C2 ,
≡ (2, 0) = C2 ,
≡ (3, 1) = 1 + C2 .

Hence, resulting in two different cosets of C2 in C1 i.e. (0, 2) and (1, 3).
Equivalently, we may say that the two unique cosets (0, 2) and (1, 3) of C2
together constitute the code space of C1 .

H=

1 1
1 0
0 1

0 1
1 1
1 1

1 0
0 1
0 0

!
0
0 .
1

(95)

The PCM H of Eq. (95) yields HHT = 0, hence lending itself
to constructing a dual-containing CSS code. More specifically,
C1 is the (7, 4) Hamming code, while C2 is its dual code,
i.e. C2 = C1⊥ , having the parameters (7, 3). Since HHT = 0,
the code space of C2 is contained in that of C1 , i.e. we have
C2 ⊂ C1 . Furthermore, both C1 and C2⊥ = C1 can correct a
single error. Consequently, a single-error correcting CSS code
can be constructed by finding the unique cosets of C1⊥ in C1
using Eq. (94). This results in two unique cosets, which are
listed in Table IX. These two cosets together yield the code
space of the (7, 4) Hamming code. The two orthogonal states
|0i and |1i of the single qubit information word are hence
encoded as follows:
1
|0i ≡ √ (|0000000i + |0111001i + |1011010i + |1100011i
8
+ |1101100i + |1010101i + |0110110i + |0001111i),
1
|1i ≡ √ (|1111111i + |1000110i + |0100101i + |0011100i
8
+ |0010011i + |0101010i + |1001001i + |1110000i).
(96)
In other words, |0i and |1i are the equally weighted superpositions of all the codewords of the two cosets of Table IX.
Furthermore, H′z and H′x of the resultant quantum code
space are equivalent to the binary PCM of the Hamming
code (Eq. (95)). Hence, the associated bit-flip and phase-flip
detecting stabilizers of the [7, 1] Steane’s code are as follows:
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6

= ZZIZZII
= ZIZZIZI
= IZZZIIZ
= XXIXXII
= XIXXIXI
= IXXXIIX.

(97)

We may observe in Eq. (97) as well as in Eq. (92) that
the bit-flip and phase-flip detecting stabilizers (or equivalently
syndromes) of a CSS-type quantum code are independent.
Therefore, bit-flip and phase-flip estimation may be carried
out independently by two separate classical syndrome decoders
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using H′z and H′x , respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 22.
Furthermore, when the simplified decoder of Fig. 22 is in-

Pauli-Z
Syndromes

Syndrome
Decoder

P̃x

for H′z

Pauli-X
Syndromes

Syndrome
Decoder

where Ĥc is the PCM of the dual code C ⊥ (n, (n + k)/2). For
example, there exists a classical self-orthogonal GF(4)-linear
code C(5, 2), whose dual code C ⊥ (5, 3) is a Hamming code
having the PCM Ĥc given by [151]:


0 ω ω ω ω
Ĥc =
.
(100)
ω 0 ω ω ω

P̃z

for H′x

Fig. 22: Syndrome decoder for CSS-type Quantum Codes.
voked, the performance of CSS codes observed in the face
of the depolarizing channel of Eq. (22) is isomorphic to
their performance over two independent phase-flip and bitflip channels, where each has a marginalized depolarizing
probability of 2p/3. Hence, the QBER performance of CSS
codes may be approximated by adding together the BERs of
the constituent binary codes. More explicitly, given that pxe
and pze are the classical BERs for H′z and H′x , respectively,
the resultant CSS code exhibits a QBER of:
QBER = pxe + pze − pxe pze ≈ pxe + pze ,
which is equivalent to
having H′x = H′z .

2pze

the resultant non-CSS code also exhibits a minimum distance of dmin ; hence, it is capable of concurrently correcting
(dmin − 1)/2 bit-flips as well as (dmin − 1)/2 phase-flips.
Based on this formalism, the PCM of the resultant CRSS
code is characterized as:


Ĥc
,
(99)
Ĥ =
ω Ĥc

(98)

for a dual-containing CSS code

B. Non-CSS Codes
We observed in the previous section that CSS codes independently correct bit-flip and phase-flip errors. This in turn results
in a low coding rate. By contrast, non-CSS stabilizer codes
are capable of exploiting the redundancy more efficiently,
since they jointly correct bit-flip and phase-flip errors. The
PCM of a non-CSS code assumes the general structure of
Eq. (74). Consequently, a pair of binary PCMs conforming
to the symplectic product criterion of Eq. (80) or a classical
quaternary PCM satisfying the trace inner product of Eq. (84)
may be used for designing a non-CSS stabilizer code.
Calderbank, Rains, Shor and Sloane conceived a special
class of non-CSS codes, called Calderbank-Rains-Shor-Sloane
(CRSS) codes, which are constructed from the known classical
quaternary codes as follows [91]:
An [n,k] QSC can be designed in the quaternary domain
from a classical self-orthogonal (under the Hermitian inner
product) GF(4)-linear block code C(n, (n − k)/2). Furthermore, if the dual (also called orthogonal) code C ⊥ (n, (n +
k)/2) exhibits a minimum Hamming distance of dmin , then

Consequently, the (5, 1) quantum Hamming code can be
constructed as:


0 ω ω ω ω
ω 0 ω ω ω 
Ĥ = 
.
(101)
0 1 ω ω 1
1 0 1 ω ω

Using the Pauli-to-GF(4) mapping of Eq. (82), the PCM Ĥ
of Eq. (101) is mapped onto the stabilizer generators listed
below:
g1
g2
g3
g4

= IYZZY
= YIYZZ
= IXYYX
= XIXYY.

(102)

Hence, while a single-error correcting CSS-type code has a
coding rate of 1/7, a single-error correcting non-CSS code
exhibits an improved coding rate of 1/5. The resultant codes
may be decoded by invoking a classical non-binary syndrome
decoder or a binary syndrome decoder operating over the
binary PCM of Eq. (74), which exploit the correlation between
the bit-flip and phase-flip errors, hence facilitating the joint
decoding of bit-flip and phase-flip errors. This in turn provides
enhanced decoding performance, albeit at the cost of an
increased decoding complexity.
C. Entanglement-Assisted Codes
Let us recall that QSCs may be constructed from the
classical binary and quaternary codes only if the constituent
classical codes conform to the symplectic criterion of Eq. (80).
Consequently, while every QSC may have a classical counterpart, we cannot claim that every classical code has a
stabilizer-based quantum version. Furthermore, the stringent
symplectic criterion may result in various design issues, such
as the unavoidable short cycles in QLDPC codes and the
non-recursive nature of non-catastrophic QCCs. For the sake
of overcoming these limitations, the entanglement-assisted
stabilizer formalism of [105], [108] was conceived, which
relies on entangled qubits pre-shared with the receiver over
a noiseless channel. Explicitly, the EA formalism helps in
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transforming a set of non-commuting Pauli generators into a
set of commuting generators, which in turn constitute valid
stabilizer codes. Consequently, when the underlying classical
codes do not satisfy the symplectic criterion, the EA formalism
is invoked for making the resultant stabilizers commutative.
Fig. 23 shows the system model of a quantum communication system relying on an Entanglement-Assisted Quantum
Stabilizer Code (EA-QSC). Explicitly, an [n, k, c] EA-QSC
encodes a k-qubit information word |ψi into an n-qubit
codeword |ψi with the help of (n − k − c) auxiliary qubits in
state |0i and c pre-shared entangled qubits (ebits). Explicitly,
ebits may be created in the Bell state |φ+ i, expressed as:
|00iTX RX + |11iTX RX
√
,
|φ i =
2
+

(103)

so that the first qubit is retained at the transmitter, while the
associated entangled qubit is sent to the receiver before actual
transmission commences, for example during off-peak hours,
when the channels are under-utilized. The notations TX and
RX in Eq. (103) are used to identify the transmitter’s and
receiver’s half of the ebit, respectively. It is generally assumed
that the pre-sharing of ebits takes place over a noiseless
channel. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 23, the transmitter
only utilizes the transmitter’s half of the ebits for encoding
the information word |ψi into the codeword |ψi. Finally, the
encoded information is sent over a noisy quantum channel.
At the receiver, the received noisy codeword |ψ̂i is combined
with the receiver’s half of the c ebits during the decoding
process. Specifically, the stabilizers of an EA-QSC jointly act
on |ψ̂i and the receiver’s ebits for computing the syndrome
vector, which is then fed to a classical syndrome decoder for
estimating the error pattern P̃, as previously shown in Fig. 20.
The rest of the processing at the receiver is identical to that
of the unassisted QSC of Fig. 15.
The Bell state of Eq. (103) has unique properties, which
facilitate the mapping of a set of non-commuting generators
into a set of commuting generators. More explicitly, the 2-qubit
commuting generators XTX XRX and ZTX ZRX stabilize the
state |φ+ i, i.e. we have:
[XTX XRX , ZTX ZRX ] = 0.

(104)

However, the Pauli operators acting on the individual qubits
anti-commute with each other, i.e. we have:
[XTX , ZTX ] 6= 0,
[XRX , ZRX ] 6= 0.

(105)

Therefore, if we have a pair of non-commutative generators
XTX and ZTX , which only act on the transmitter’s ebit, then
these generators can be transformed into a pair of commuting
generators by appropriately augmenting them with an additional operator acting on the receiver’s ebit. Explicitly, the
operator acting on the receiver’s ebits is specifically chosen
for ensuring that the resultant 2-qubit generators have an even
number of indices, which have different non-identity operators;
hence, resolving the anti-commutativity of the initial single
qubit operators.

Let us now construct an EA-QSC from two binary codes
having the PCMs18 :


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
Hz = 
,
(106)
1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1
and:


1
1
Hx = 
1
1

The PCMs Hz and Hx may
a non-CSS code having:

0 1 0
 0 0 0
H=
1 1 1
0 1 1

0
1
0
1

1
0
0
1


0
1
.
1
0

(107)

be concatenated for constructing
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1

1
0
0
1


0
1 
.
1 
0

(108)

Unfortunately, the PCM of Eq. (108) does not meet the symplectic product criterion of Eq. (80). Furthermore, the PCM H
may be transformed into the following non-commutative Pauli
generators using the Pauli-to-binary mapping of Eq. (73):


X Z X I
 X X I X 
.
(109)
HQ = 
Y Z Z X 
X Y Y Z

Explicitly, the first two generators (or rows) of HQ anticommute, while all other generators (or rows) commute with
each other. This is because the first two generators have a
single index having different non-Identity operators. In other
words, only the operators acting on the second qubit anticommute, while the operators individually acting on all other
qubits commute. For the sake of making the generators of
Eq. (109) commutative, the first two rows of HQ may be
augmented with a pair of anti-commuting operators, as shown
below:


X Z X I Z
 X X I X X 
,
(110)
HQ = 
Y Z Z X I 
X Y Y Z I
where the operators to the left of the vertical bar (|) act on
the n-qubit transmitted codewords, while those on the right of
the vertical bar act on the receiver’s half of the ebits. Hence,
only a single ebit is required in this design example.
VIII.

D ESIGN E XAMPLES

We may conclude from the above discussions that the
stabilizer formalism is a useful framework for exploiting the
known classical coding families. In this section, we extend our
discussions to the two widely used channel coding families,
i.e. the BCH codes (Section VIII-A) and the convolutional
codes (Section VIII-B), emphasizing the duality between their
classical and quantum versions.
18 This is an arbitrary, random example only conceived for illustrating the
construction of EA codes from the known classical codes. The associated
classical/quantum code may not have good error correction capabilities.
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RX

Fig. 23: System Model: Quantum communication system relying on an entanglement-assisted quantum stabilizer code
.
Switch 1

A. Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem Codes
1) Classical Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem Codes [134]:
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes are classified as
maximum minimum-distance multiple-error correcting cyclic
block codes. A classical BCH code denoted as BCH(n, k, dmin )
encodes k ≥ (n − mt) information bits into n-bit codewords,
where n = 2m − 1, so that the resultant code space has
an odd minimum Hamming distance of dmin , hence it is
capable of correcting t = (dmin − 1)/2 errors. Furthermore,
BCH codes can be both systematic as well as non-systematic.
However, systematic BCH codes are known to outperform
their non-systematic counterparts [134]. This is because they
can exploit their error-detection capability for disabling the
decoding operations, when this would result in correcting
the wrong symbols owing to having more than t errors. In
such instances, the systematic BCH decoder simply retains
the systematic part of the codeword. Unfortunately, the nonsystematic decoder does not have separate information and
parity segments, hence it would correct the wrong symbols,
when it is overloaded by more than t errors. This causes even
more errors after decoding than we had at the channel’s output.
A systematic binary BCH code encodes k information bits
into n coded bits by appending (n − k) parity bits to the
block of k information bits. The parity bits are computed from
the information bits based on the generator polynomial g(x),
which is given by:
g(x) = g0 + g1 x + g2 x2 + · · · + gn−k xn−k .

(111)

As detailed in [134], [154], the systematic encoder operates by
first shifting the information polynomial d(x) to the highest
order position of the codeword c(x) by multiplying d(x)
with x(n−k) and then attaching the parity segment to it.
Explicitly, the parity symbols denoted by the polynomial p(x)
are defined according to the generator polynomial g(x), so that
the resulting codeword c(x) is a valid codeword. The overall
systematic encoding process may be summarized as:
c(x) = x(n−k) .d(x) + p(x),

g0
r0




x(n−k) .d(x)
,
g(x)

...

gn−k−1

rn−k−2

rn−k−1

gn−k

c(x)
d(x)

Fig. 24: Schematic of the systematic BCH(n, k, dmin ) encoder.

generator polynomial g(x), i.e. we have:

 (n−k)


x
.d(x) + p(x)
c(x)
= Rem
Rem
g(x)
g(x)
 (n−k)



x
.d(x)
p(x)
= Rem
+ Rem
= 0,
g(x)
g(x)
(114)
since,
Rem




p(x)
= p(x),
g(x)

(115)

according to Eq. (113). The corresponding polynomial multiplications and divisions of Eq. (112) and Eq. (113), respectively, may be carried out by low-complexity shift register
based operations, as exemplified below.
The encoder of a systematic BCH code may be implemented
using shift registers, as depicted in Fig. 24, where ⊗ denotes
the multiplication operation, while ⊕ is the modulo-2 addition.
Specifically, the information bits d(x) are encoded into the
coded bits c(x) as follows:
1)

(112)
2)
(113)

for the sake of ensuring that c(x) constitutes a valid codeword,
hence yielding a zero-valued remainder upon division by the

r1

gn−k−2

Switch 2

where p(x) is defined as:
p(x) = −Rem

g1

3)

Switch 1 is closed during the first k time instants (or
clock cycles), hence allowing the information bits d(x)
to flow into the (n − k) shift registers according to
the rules defined by the generator polynomial g(x).
Explicitly, the contents of the shift registers after the
kth time instant constitute the parity bits.
Concurrently, Switch 2 is in the down position, so that
the k information bits d(x) constitute the first k bits of
c(x).
After k time instants, Switch 1 is opened, while Switch
2 is moved to the upper position. This clears the shift
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Switch 1

r1

r0

r2

Previous State

Next State

(r0 r1 r2 r3 )

(r0 r1 r2 r3 )

0000

0000

0001

0001

0010

0010

0011

0011

0100

0100

0101

0101

0110

0110

0111

0111

1000

1000

1001

1001

1010

1010

1011

1011

1100

1100

1101

1101

1110

1110

1111

1111

r3
Switch 2

c(x)
d(x)

Fig. 25: Encoder of systematic BCH(15, 11, 3).

Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Input
Bit
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
-

State (r0 r1 r2 r3 )
Binary
Decimal
0000
0
1100
12
0110
6
0011
3
0001
1
1100
12
1010
10
1001
9
0100
4
0010
2
1101
13
1010
10
0101
5
0010
2
0001
1
0000
0

Output
Bit
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

TABLE X: BCH(15, 11, 3) encoding process for d =
11001110001 (d(x) = 1 + x + x4 + x5 + x6 + x10 ), which
yields the codeword c = 101011001110001 (c(x) = x2 + x4 +
x5 + x8 + x9 + x10 + x14 ).

registers by moving their contents to the output c(x).
Let us consider the BCH(15, 11, 3) code having the generator polynomial19 :
g = 23octal
= 10011bin ,
g(x) = x4 + x + 1.

(116)

The associated encoding circuit of Fig. 25 can be easily derived
from Fig. 24 based on the generator polynomial of Eq. (116).
We may observe in Eq. (116) that the coefficients can only have
a value of 1 or 0. Consequently, the multiplier is replaced by a
direct hard-wire connection, if the corresponding coefficient is
1, while no connection is made, when the coefficient is 0. Let
us assume an 11-bit input sequence d = 11001110001, which
may also be represented as d(x) = 1 + x + x4 + x5 + x6 + x10 .
The encoding process proceeds as follows:
1) The shift registers are initialized to the all-zero state.
During the first k = 11 time instances, when the Switch
1 is closed, the input bits flow into the shift registers
of Fig. 25. The resultant states are tabulated in Table X
at each time instant.
19 The generator polynomial g(x) is often represented by an octal number,
so that when it is converted to the binary notation, the right-most bit constitutes
the coefficient of x0 , i.e. the zero-degree coefficient.

Input Bit
0
1

Fig. 26: State transition diagram for BCH(15, 11, 3).

2)
3)

Furthermore, since Switch 2 is downward position for
the first k = 11 time instances, the coded bits of c(x)
are the same as the information bits d(x).
Thereafter, since Switch 1 is opened and Switch 2 is
moved to the upper position, the values within the shift
registers represent the coded bits, as demonstrated in
Table X. Eventually, the shift registers are returned to
the initial all-zero state.

Equivalently, the encoding process of Table X may also be
represented by using the state transition diagram of Fig. 26,
which shows all possible transitions for the BCH encoder of
Fig. 25. In its conceptually simplest form, the decoding relies
on a simple decoding table, which has a total of 215 = 32768
entries and 211 = 2048 legitimate codewords. Since this code
has dmin = 3, the received corrupted codeword is readily
corrected in case of a single error, but the wrong legitimate
codeword is selected in case of two errors. The state transition
diagram of Fig. 26 also facilitates trellis decoding [62] of
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′

(2k−n), maps each of the 2k superimposed states of a k ′ -qubit
information word onto a unique coset of the dual code C ⊥ in
the code space of C. The cosets of C ⊥ in C may be obtained
by adding a legitimate codeword of C to all the codewords
of C ⊥ , as previously shown in Eq. (94). However, only those
codewords of C generate a unique coset of C ⊥ , which do not
differ by an element of C ⊥ . Explicitly, the codewords x1 and
x′1 of C are said to differ by an element of C ⊥ , if their bit-wise
modulo-2 addition yields a codeword of C ⊥ , i.e. x1 +x′1 = x2 ,
where x2 ∈ C ⊥ . Consequently, such codewords of C yield the
same coset of C ⊥ .
Let us elaborate on this by constructing the single-error correcting QBCH[15, 7] code from the dual-containing classical
BCH(15, 11) code of Fig. 25, whose PCM is:

-6

Gain against rate at BER=10
4.5
4.0
3.5

Coding gain (dB)

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

BCH codes with n=15
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BCH codes with n=127
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0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2
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0.8

0.9 1.0

Code rate

H=

1
 0
 0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
1

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
0

0
1
1
1

1
0
1
0

0
1
0
1

1
0
1
1

1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0


0
0 
.
1 
1
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The encoder of QBCH[15, 7] may be derived using the method
conceived by Mackay et al. in [146], which proceeds as
follows:
1)

Fig. 27: Coding gain versus coding rate for various families
of BCH codes at a BER of 10−6 over AWGN channel [134].
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm was invoked for decoding.

2)
BCH codes. However, the number of trellis states increases
exponentially with (n−k), since the trellis has a total of 2(n−k)
states. As an alternative strategy, the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [53]–[56] and Chase algorithm [60] are widely used for
efficiently decoding BCH codes. Fig. 27 portrays the coding
gain versus coding rate trend at a BER of 10−6 for differentrate BCH codes relying on the same codeword length, i.e.
for n = (15, 31, 63, 127). We may observe in Fig. 27 that
the coding gain increases upon increasing the coding rate
(or equivalently increasing k) until it reaches the maximum
value. More specifically, the maximum coding gain is typically
achieved when the coding rate is between 0.5 and 0.6.
2) Quantum Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem Codes: Quantum BCH codes [89]–[94] can be derived from the classical
dual-containing binary BCH codes as well as self-orthogonal
quaternary BCH codes. In this section, we will detail the
construction of a dual-containing BCH code, based on our
discussions of Section VII-A.
Let us recall from Section VII-A that if C is the classical
code specified by the PCM H and having the dual code C ⊥ ,
whose code space is subsumed by that of C (C ⊥ ⊂ C), then
the resultant [n, k ′ ] dual-containing CSS code, having k ′ =

0
1
0
0

3)

The classical dual-containing PCM H is first transformed into the matrix H̃ = [I(n−k) |P] using elementary row operations as well as column permutations.
Explicitly, the elementary row operations include row
permutations and addition of one row to the other. Since
H is an (n − k) × n matrix, the resultant matrix I(n−k)
has dimensions (n − k) × (n − k), while P is an
(n−k)×k binary matrix. For the PCM H of Eq. (117),
we have H̃ = H.
As a next step, apply row operations to P so that it is
reduced to P̃ = [I(n−k) , Q], where Q is an (n − k) × k ′
binary matrix. Therefore, we get


1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
P̃ = 
.
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
(118)
The associated encoder may be implemented in two
steps, as shown in Fig. 28. In the first step, the matrix
Q acts on the second block of (n−k) = 4 auxiliary (or
parity) qubits controlled by the last k ′ = (2k − n) =
7 information qubits, which constitute the information
word. More explicitly, a Controlled NOT (CNOT) gate
acts on the ith qubit of the second block of (n − k)
qubits, which is controlled by the jth information qubit,
if Qij = 1. This may be formulated as follows
|0i⊗(n−k) |0i⊗(n−k) |qi → |0i⊗(n−k) |Qqi|qi.

(119)

The resultant states constitute the set of codewords in C,
which do not differ by any element of C ⊥ and therefore
are capable of generating unique cosets of C ⊥ .
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nature of BCH codes, both the encoder of Fig. 28 as well
as the stabilizer generators of Table XI can be implemented
using quantum shift registers20 , which in turn makes the
QBCH codes suitable for systems having cyclic symmetries,
for example circular ion traps [156]. The binary syndrome
values obtained by applying the stabilizers of Table XI are then
fed to a classical Berlekamp-Massey decoder, which estimates
the most likely error.

H
H
H
H

|0i
|0i
|0i
|0i
|0i
|0i
|0i

B. Convolutional Codes
|qi

|0i

|qi

Stage 1

Stage 2

Fig. 28: Encoder of QBCH[15, 7] [155].

TABLE XI: Stabilizers of the QBCH[15, 7].
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8

4)

Stabilizer
ZIIIZZZZIZIZZII
IZIIIZZZZIZIZZI
IIZIIIZZZZIZIZZ
IIIZZZZIZIZZIIZ
XIIIXXXXIXIXXII
IXIIIXXXXIXIXXI
IIXIIIXXXXIXIXX
IIIXXXXIXIXXIIX

The second stage adds the codewords of C ⊥ to the
codewords of C generated in the previous step. More
specifically, the second stage on its own generates the
code space of C ⊥ according to the PCM H̃. For a
classical code C ⊥ , the first (n−k) bits are the systematic
information bits, which can have either the value of
0 or 1. Consequently, the first (n − k) = 4 auxiliary
qubits undergo a Hadamard transformation for the sake
of generating the complete code space of the classical
code C ⊥ . Finally, the matrix P acts on the last k qubits
controlled by the first (n − k) qubits, hence generating
the code space of C ⊥ . More explicitly, a CNOT gate
acts on the jth qubit, which is controlled by the ith
qubit, if Pij = 1.

The stabilizers of the QBCH[15, 7] code are constructed
using the PCM of Eq. (117) by replacing the 1’s with Z (or
X), while the 0’s are replaced with I. The resultant stabilizer
generators are listed in Table XI. Furthermore, due to the cyclic

1) Classical Convolutional Codes: Recall that an (n, k)
block code encodes each block of k information bits independently into n coded bits. By contrast, an (n, k, m) convolutional code exemplified in Fig. 29 encodes the entire information sequence into a single coded sequence. More specifically,
each k-bit input is encoded into n bits, so that the encoded
output at each time instant also depends on the k information
bits received in the m previous time instances. The resultant
convolutional code has a memory of m, or equivalently a
constraint length of (m + 1), which is implemented using
linear shift registers. Furthermore, the code is specified by n
generator polynomials, which define the topology of modulo-2
gates for generating the required coded sequence. Explicitly,
generator polynomials define the connectivity between the
current and m previous input sequences, which in turn ensures
that the encoded sequence is a legitimate coded sequence.
Let us consider the systematic (2, 1, 2) convolutional code
of Fig. 29, which is specified by the following generator
polynomials:
g0 (x) = 1
g1 (x) = 1 + x + x2 .

(120)

The generator polynomials may also be expressed as a binary
vector, where each bit signifies the presence or absence of
a link. Consequently, the generator polynomials of Eq. (120)
may also be expressed as:
g0 = (100)
g1 = (111),

(121)

which are seen in Fig. 29. We may observe in Eq. (121) that g0
has a single non-zero entry. This is because of the systematic
nature of the code. By contrast, a non-systematic convolutional
code would have more than one non-zero term. Consequently,
the polynomial g0 of a non-systematic code would impose
more constraints on the encoded sequence, hence resulting in
a more powerful code.
Let us consider a 10-bit input sequence d = 0011011000,
which may also be represented as d(x) = x2 + x3 + x5 + x6 .
This input sequence is encoded into a 20-bit coded sequence
using the encoder of Fig. 29. The associated encoding process
is illustrated in Table XII. More explicitly, the shift register
is initialized to the all-zero state. With each clock cycle, the
state of register r0 is updated with the incoming information
20 Please note that implementation of quantum circuits is beyond the scope
of this paper.
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d(x)

c0(x)

(r0 r1 )

(r0 r1 )
00
11

00

r0

r1

c1(x)
Fig. 29: Schematic of the systematic (2, 1, 2) convolutional
encoder.

Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input
Bit
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

State (r0 r1 )
Binary
Decimal
00
0
00
0
00
0
00
0
10
0
11
2
01
3
10
1
11
2
01
3
00
1

Output
Bits
00
00
00
11
10
00
10
10
00
01

TABLE XII: Systematic (2, 1, 2) convolutional code encoding
process for d = 0011011000 (d(x) = x2 +x3 +x5 +x6 ), which
yields the codeword c = 01001010001011000000 (c(x) = x+
x4 + x6 + x10 + x12 + x13 ).

bit, while its previous value is shifted to the next register r1 .
Furthermore, the incoming information bit di constitutes the
systematic part of the coded bit c, while the output of the
modulo-2 adder of Fig. 29 constitutes the parity part.
Analogous to BCH codes, the encoding operation of a
convolution code may also be characterized using a state
transition diagram, as demonstrated in Fig. 30 for the (2, 1, 2)
convolutional code of Fig. 29. Consequently, convolutional
codes invoke trellis decoding techniques, for example the
Viterbi [59] or MAP [61] algorithm, whose decoding complexity is proportional to the number of trellis states 2m .
2) Quantum Convolutional Codes: Quantum Convolutional
Codes (QCCs) may be designed from the classical convolutional codes by exploiting their semi-infinite block nature. Explicitly, convolutional codes may be represented as linear block
codes having a semi-infinite length [157]. This equivalence in
turn helps in constructing the stabilizer based counterparts of
the known classical codes.
Let us first elaborate on the semi-infinite block structure of
convolutional codes using a (2, 1, m) classical convolutional

Next State

Previous State

00

01

01
10

01

10

01
11

10

11

00

11

Input Bit
0
1

11

Fig. 30: State transition diagram for systematic (2, 1, 2) convolutional code. Broken lines indicate legitimate transitions
due to a 0-valued input, while continuous lines represent a
1-valued input. Furthermore, transitions are labeled with the
coded bits (c0 c1 ).

code having the generators:
(0) (1)

(m)

g0 = (g0 g0 . . . g0
g1 =

(0) (1)
(g1 g1

)

(m)
. . . g1 ).

(122)

In essence, the generator polynomials g0 and g1 describe the
encoder’s impulse response functions, which are convolved
with the input sequence [d = (d0 d1 d2 . . . )] to yield the
(0) (1) (2)
encoded bit sequences [c0 = (c0 c0 c0 . . . )] and [c1 =
(0) (1) (2)
(c1 c1 c1 . . . )], respectively. This encoding process can be
mathematically encapsulated as:
c0 = d ⊛ g 0
c1 = d ⊛ g 1 ,

(123)

where ⊛ represents discrete convolution (modulo 2). The
convolution process of Eq. (123) may also be expressed as:
(l)

cj =

m
X

(i)

(0)

dl−i gj = dl gj

(1)

+ dl−1 gj

i=0

(m)

+ · · · + dl−m gj

,

(124)
where j = 0, 1, l ≥ 0 and ul−i , 0 for all l < i. Finally, the
pair of encoded sequences c0 and c1 are multiplexed, yielding
a single encoded sequence c as follows:
(0) (0) (1) (1) (2) (2)

c = (c0 c1 c0 c1 c0 c1 . . . ).

(125)

The encoding process of Eq. (124) can also be represented in
matrix notation as follows:
c = dG,

(126)
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(l)

gk,1

(l)

gk,2

...

(l)

gk,n−1

The PCM H of a convolutional code can also be expressed
as a semi-infinite matrix similar to the generator matrix G of
Eq. (128), as shown below:
 (0)

H
 H(1)

H(0)
 (2)

(1)
(0)
H

H
H


 ..

..
..

,
H= .
.
.

(0)
H(m) H(m−1) H(m−2)

...
H


(m)
(m−1)
(m−2)
(0) 

H
H
H
... H 

..
..
..
.
.
.
(130)
where H(l) is a submatrix of size an ((n − k) × n). The
PCM H of Eq. (130) exhibits a block-band structure, which
is also illustrated in Fig. 31. More specifically, if each row
of submatrices (H(m) H(m−1) H(m−2) . . . H(0) ) is viewed as
a single block, then H has a block-band structure, so that
each block is a time-shifted version of the previous block and
the successive blocks have m overlapping submatrices. This
block-band structure, which appears after the first m blocks,
may be expressed as:
hj,i = [0j×n , h0,i ], 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − k), 0 ≤ j,

(131)

where i denotes the row index within a block, while j is for
the block index. Furthermore, 0j×n is an all-zero row-vector
21 Zeros

indicate blank spaces in the matrix.

(m × n + n)
n−k

where the generator matrix G is constructed as follows21 :


(0)
(1)
(m)
g01 g01
. . . g01


(0)
(1)
(m)


g01 g01
. . . g01

(127)
G=
(0)
(1)
(m) 
,
g
g
.
.
.
g
01
01
01 

..
..
.
.
...


(i)
(i) (i)
and g01 , g0 g1 . The resultant matrix G of Eq. (127) has
a semi-infinite length, since the input sequence d may have an
arbitrary length. Furthermore, we may observe that the ith row
of G is obtained by shifting the (i − 1)th row to the right by
(n = 2) places. When d is truncated to have a finite length of
N , then the matrix G of Eq. (127) is of size (N × 2(m + N )).
For a more general convolutional code, having the parameters
(n, k, m), the generator matrix G can be expressed as:

 (0)
G
G(1) . . . G(m)


G(0) G(1)
...
G(m)


(0)
(1)
(m)  ,
G=
G
G
.
.
.
G


..
..
.
.
...
(128)
where G(l) is defined as:
 (l)

(l)
(l)
g1,1 g1,2 . . . g1,n−1
 (l)

(l)
(l)
g2,1 g2,2 . . . g2,n−1 
(l)

G = .
(129)
..
.. 
.
.
 .
.
. 

H(m) H(m−1)

H(m−2)

H(m) H(m−1)

...

H(m−2)

H(0)

...

H(0)

m×n

Fig. 31: Semi-infinite classical PCM H having a block-band
structure.

of size (j × n). In duality to Eq. (131), the stabilizer group H
of an [n, k, m] QCC may be formulated as [149]:
H = sp{gj,i = I ⊗jn ⊗ g0,i }, 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − k), 0 ≤ j, (132)
where sp denotes a symplectic group.
Let us now design a CSS-type rate-1/3 QCC [150], [151]
from a classical self-dual rate-2/3 binary convolution code
having the PCM:
!
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 ...
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 ... ,
H=
...
(133)
and a minimum distance of 3. The corresponding X and Z
stabilizers of a CSS-type QCC may be obtained by replacing
the 1’s of Eq. (133) with Pauli X and Z operators, respectively.
Hence, the stabilizers of the resultant [3, 1] QCC are:
g0,1 = [XXX, XII, XXI],
g0,2 = [ZZZ, ZII, ZZI],

(134)
(135)

which can correct a single error. The associated stabilizer
group H may be constructed using Eq. (132).
Next, we design a non-CSS, or more precisely CRSS, QCC
given by Forney in [150], [151]. It is constructed from the
classical rate-2/3 quaternary convolutional code having the
PCM:
!
1 1 1 1 w w̄ 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 w w̄ . . . , (136)
H=
...
which is self-orthogonal. The stabilizers of the corresponding
[3, 1] QCC may be constructed using Eq. (99). Explicitly, the
stabilizers g0,i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, are obtained by multiplying the
H of Eq. (136) with the GF(4) elements w and w̄, and mapping
the resultant GF(4) elements onto the Pauli operators. Hence,
the resultant stabilizers are:
g0,1 = (XXX, XZY) ,
g0,2 = (ZZZ, ZYX) .

(137)
(138)
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Analogous to other stabilizer codes, the binary syndrome
values obtained using the stabilizers of a QCC are fed to a
classical syndrome decoder. However, classical convolutional
codes generally employ either the Viterbi [59] or the MAP [61]
decoding algorithm operating over a code trellis for the sake of
estimating the most likely codeword. By contrast, QCCs invoke
the syndrome-based error trellis [158]–[162] for estimating the
most likely error pattern rather than the most likely codeword.
Explicitly, unlike the classic trellis of a convolutional code seen
in Fig. 30, which is constructed using the encoding circuit,
syndrome-based trellis is constructed using the PCM H of
Eq. (130). Furthermore, the conventional trellis, for example
the one obtained using the state transition diagram of Fig. 30,
is known as a code trellis, because each path of it is a valid
codeword. By contrast, each path of the error trellis is a legitimate error sequence for a given observed syndrome. Therefore,
a code trellis is used for codeword decoding, while an error
trellis is used for syndrome decoding. However, both trellis
representations are equivalent, since every path in the error
trellis corresponds to a path in the code trellis. Furthermore, a
degenerate Viterbi decoding algorithm was also conceived for
QCCs in [126], which takes into account degenerate quantum
errors, hence improving the decoding process.

domain counterpart of classical linear block codes. Since
most of the classical codes rely on the basic construction
of linear block codes, the stabilizer formalism has helped
researchers to build on most of the known families of classical
codes. In Section VI, we detailed the equivalence between
the quantum and classical parity check matrices, focusing
specifically on the Pauli-to-binary isomorphism as well as
on the Pauli-to-quaternary isomorphism. The Pauli-to-binary
isomorphism helps in designing quantum codes from arbitrary
classical binary codes, if they meet the symplectic product
criterion, while the Pauli-to-quaternary isomorphism allows
us to harness arbitrary classical quaternary codes, if they
satisfy the Hermitian inner product. Furthermore, based on
this isomorphism, we presented the taxonomy of stabilizer
codes in Section VII, namely the dual-containing and nondual-containing Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes nonCSS codes and entanglement-assisted codes, which are summarized in Table XIII. Finally, in Section VIII, we applied our
discussions to a pair of popular code families of the classical
world, namely the BCH codes and the convolutional codes, for
designing their quantum counterparts.
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ABSTRACT The tradeoff between the quantum coding rate and the associated error correction capability
is characterized by the quantum coding bounds. The unique solution for this tradeoff does not exist, but
the corresponding lower and the upper bounds can be found in the literature. In this treatise, we survey
the existing quantum coding bounds and provide new insights into the classical to quantum duality for the
sake of deriving new quantum coding bounds. Moreover, we propose an appealingly simple and invertible
analytical approximation, which describes the tradeoff between the quantum coding rate and the minimum
distance of quantum stabilizer codes. For example, for a half-rate quantum stabilizer code having a code
word length of n = 128, the minimum distance is bounded by 11 < d < 22, while our formulation yields a
minimum distance of d = 16 for the above-mentioned code. Ultimately, our contributions can be used for
the characterization of quantum stabilizer codes.
INDEX TERMS Quantum error correction codes, quantum stabilizer codes, quantum coding bound.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Moore’s Law has remained valid for five decades, but based
on its prediction at the time of writing the classical integrated
circuits are expected to enter the nano-scale domain, where
the laws of quantum mechanics prevail [1], [2]. Quantum
computers potentially offer substantial benefits over classical computers owing to their inherent parallel processing
capability [3]–[14]. However, quantum computers are susceptible to the deleterious effect of quantum decoherence.
Hence, quantum error correction codes (QECCs) have been
proposed for correcting the bit-flips and phase-flips imposed
by the decoherence effects. Furthermore, the employment of
QECC in quantum computers is also capable of extending
the coherence time of qubits [15]. The concept of protecting
quantum information is similar to that of its classical counterpart by attaching redundancy to the information, which is
then invoked later for error correction. The quest for finding
the ‘‘good’’ QECCs was inspired by Shor, who introduced
the 9-qubit code, which is often referred to as the Shor’s
code [16]. Shor’s code encodes a single information qubit,
which is also referred to as ’’logical qubit’’, into nine encoded
qubits or ‘‘physical qubits’’. The Shor’s code construction
is capable of protecting the nine physical qubits from any
type of single qubit error. Following the discovery of Shor’s
code, another QECC scheme, namely the Steane’s code, was
proposed [17]. The latter is capable of protecting any single
qubit error by encoding a single logical qubit into seven
physical qubits, instead of nine qubits. The question about
what the minimum number of physical qubits is required
in order to protect the physical qubits from any type of
single qubit error was answered when Laflamme et al. proposed the 5-qubit quantum code [18]. This 5-qubit code may
be referred to as Laflamme’s code or also shown as the
‘‘perfect code’’, since the code construction achieves the
quantum Hamming bound, which is the upper bound of quantum coding rate given the minimum diatance of any QECC
construction [19], [20].
The field of QECCs entered its golden age following the
invention of quantum stabilizer codes (QSCs) [21], [22].
The QSC paradigm allows us to transform the classical
error correction codes into their quantum counterparts. The
QSCs also circumvent the problem of estimating both the
number and the position of quantum-domain errors imposed
by quantum decoherence without observing the actual quantum states, since observing the quantum states would collapse the qubits into classical bits. This extremely beneficial
error estimation was achieved by introducing the syndromemeasurement based approach [21], [22]. In classical error
correction codes, the syndrome-measurement based approach
has been widely exploited for invoking the error detection and
correction procedure. Therefore, the formulation of QSCs
expanded the search space of good QECCs to a broader
horizon. This new paradigm of incorporating the classical to
quantum isomorphisms, led to the transformation of classical
codes to their quantum domain duals, such as Quantum
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (QBCH) codes [23], [24],
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Quantum Reed-Solomon (QRS) codes [25], Quantum
Reed-Muller (QRM) codes [26], Quantum Convolutional Codes (QCC) [27], [28], Quantum Low-Density
Parity-Check (QLDPC) codes [29], Quantum Turbo
Codes (QTC) [30] and Quantum Polar Codes (QPC) [31].
Apart from exploiting the above isomorphism, there are
also significant contributions on directly developing code
constructions solely based on the pure quantum topology and homology, as exemplified by the family of toric
codes [32]–[34], surface codes [35], [36], colour codes [37],
cubic codes [38], hyperbolic surface codes [39], [40], hyperbolic color codes [41], hypergraph product codes [42]–[44]
and homological product codes [45]. A timeline that portrays
the milestones of QSCs, at a glance is depicted in Fig. 1.
Although the QSC formulation creates an important class of
QECCs, we note that there are also other classes of QECCs
beside the QSCs, such as the class of decoherence-free
subspace (DFS) codes. DFS codes can be viewed as passive
QECCs, while the QSCs are a specific example of the active
ones. To elaborate a little further, DFS codes constitute a
highly degenerate class of QECCs, which rely on the fact that
the error patterns may preserve the state of physical qubits
and therefore they do not neccessarily require a recovery
procedure [46]. Due to their strong reliance on the degeneracy
property exhibited by QECCs without a classical counterpart,
the class of DFS codes bears no resemblance to any classical
error correction codes. Therefore, in this treatise we focus our
discussions purely on QSCs, which exhibit strong analogies
with classical error correction codes.
Even though intensive research efforts have been invested
in exploring the QSCs field, one of the mysteries still remains
unresolved. Since the development of the first QSC, one of
the open problems has been how to determine the realistically
achievable size of the codebook |C| = 2k , given the number
of physical qubits n, the minimum distance of d, and the
quantum coding rate of rQ = k/n, where k denotes
the number of logical qubits. The minimum distance d is the
parameter that defines the error correction capability of the
corresponding code. The complete formulation of the realistically achievable minimum distance d, given the number of
physical qubits n and the quantum coding rate rQ is unknown
at the time of writing, but several theoretical lower and upper
bounds can be found in the literature. Naturally, finding code
constructions associated with growing minimum distances
upon reducing the coding rate is desirable, since an increased
minimum distance improves the reliability of quantum
computation [60]–[64]. From the implementational perspective, the so-called quantum topological codes are popular in
the field of fault-tolerant quantum computing. Nonetheless,
one of the substantial drawbacks of quantum topological
codes is their potentially very low quantum coding rate, tends
towards zero for long codewords. Another class suitable for
fault-tolerant QSCs is constituted by the family of QLDPC
codes, which is a benefit of their sparse parity check matrices (PCMs), since the sparseness of the PCM guarantees
having a limited error propagation of the qubits within a
VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 1. Timeline of important milestones in QECC field, specifically in the development of QSCs. The code construction is highlighted with bold fonts,
while the associated code type is printed in italics.

codeword. Although the QLDPC codes are capable of achieving a good performance at an adequate coding rate, they
actually have a modest minimum distance [29]. The trade-off
VOLUME 5, 2017

between the quantum coding rate and the minimum distance
as well as the codeword length is widely recognized, but the
achievable minimum distance d of a quantum code given the
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quantum coding rate rQ and codeword length n still remained
unresolved. For example, for a given codeword length of
n = 128 and quantum coding rate of rQ = 1/2, the achievable
minimum distance is losely bounded by 11 < d < 22,
while for n = 1024 and rQ = 1/2, the achievable minimum
distance is bounded by 78 < d < 157. Naturally, having such
a wide range of minimum distance is undesirable. For binary
classical codes, this problem has been circumvented by the
closed-form approximation proposed by Akhtman et al. [65].
The challenge of creating the quantum counterpart of
error correction codes lies in the fact that QSC constructions
have to mitigate not only bit-flip errors, but also phaseflip errors or in fact both bit-flip and phase-flip errors.
Based on how we mitigate those different types of errors,
we can simply categorize QSCs as being in the class of
Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes [17], [66], [67] or as
being non-CSS codes [22]. The CSS codes handle the qubit
errors by treating the bit-flip errors and phase-flip errors as
separate entities. By contrast, the class of non-CSS codes
treat both bit-flip errors and phase-flip errors simultaneously.
Since the CSS codes treat the bit-flip and phase-flip error
correction procedures separately, in general, they exhibit a
lower coding rate than their non-CSS counterparts having
the same error correction capability. Furthermore, if we also
consider the presence of quantum entanglement, we may conceive more powerful quantum code constructions. To elaborate, the family of entanglement-assisted quantum stabilizer
codes (EA-QSCs) is capable of operating at a higher quantum coding rate than the unassisted QSC constructions
at a given error correction capability, provided that errorfree maximally-entangled qubits have already been preshared [48], [49].
Against this background, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We provide a survey of the existing quantum coding
bounds found in the literature, along with their relationship to the existing quantum stabilizer code constructions. Moreover, to bridge the gap between the classical
and quantum coding bounds, we provide further insights
into the classical to quantum isomorphism in the context
of the associated coding bound formulations.
• We formulate a simple invertible formulation of r(n, δ)
characterizing the relationship between the quantum
coding rate and the associated achievable minimum distance of quantum stabilizer codes. The resultant closedform approximation of quantum coding bound is suitable both for idealized infinite and practical finitelength codewords. More specifically, we show that using
our closed-form approximation, we become able to estimate the realistically achievable minimum distance of
quantum stabilizer codes.
• We then derive the bounds for maximally-entangled
quantum stabilizer codes in conjunction with arbitrary
entanglement ratios and relate them to those of unassisted quantum stabilizer codes. More explicitly, for
the entanglement ratio of θ = 0, we arrive at the
11560

FIGURE 2. The structure of the paper.

bounds of unassisted quantum stabilizer codes while for
θ = 1, we generate the quantum coding bounds for their
maximally-entangled counterparts.
The structure of the paper is described in Fig. 2 and the
rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we commence with a brief fundamentals background on
quantum states. A review of QSC constructions is presented
in Section III, followed by Section IV, where we illustrate the
Pauli-to-Binary isomorphism in the context of QSCs that are
capable of correcting single qubit errors. By incorporating the
classical to quantum duality, we show how to derive quantum
coding bounds from their classical counterparts and we also
contrast them in Section V. We then proceed with the study
of quantum coding bounds derived both for asymptotical infinite and practical finite-length codewords in Section VI and
Section VII, respectively. We then provide further insights
into the quantum coding bounds of entanglement-assisted
quantum stabilizer codes in Section VIII. Finally, we conclude in Section IX.
II. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM
INFORMATION PROCESSING

In classical computation, the information is conveyed by a
binary digit or ‘‘bit’’. Each bit has a value of either logical
‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’. Similarly, in a quantum computer, a single element of information is represented by a quantum bit (qubit).
Each of the qubits is in a superposition of the ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’.
The state of a single qubit can be represented mathematically
as
|ψi = α0 |0i + α1 |1i,

(1)
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where we have α0 , α1 ∈ C and |α0 |2 +|α1 |2 = 1. For a single
qubit in the state of Eq. (1), the probability of obtaining |0i
upon observation is P0 = |α0 |2 and for the state |1i, it is P1 =
|α1 |2 . Representing the state of a qubit as shown in Eq. (1) is
also known as the Dirac notation or ‘‘bra-ket’’ notation [68].
Apart from using the Dirac notation, we may represent the
state of a single qubit as a 2-component vector as follows:
|ψi = α0 |0i + α1 |1i
 
 
1
0
= α0
+ α1
0
1
 
α0
=
.
α1

(2)

Basically, a single qubit system may be viewed as a twocomponent vector in the two-dimensional Hilbert space
and correspondingly an N -qubit string lies within the
2N -dimensional Hilbert space. More specifically, for example, a two-qubit operand is in a superposition of four states
of 00, 01, 10, and 11 simultaneously, which can be written as
|ψi = α00 |00i + α01 |01i + α10 |10i + α11 |11i,

(3)

where the constraints of α00 , α01 , α10 , α11 ∈ C and |α00 |2 +
|α01 |2 + |α10 |2 + |α11 |2 = 1 still hold. If the binary representations of 00, 01, 10 and 11 are translated to their decimal
representations of 0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively, the resultant
N -qubit state can be encapsulated as
|ψi =

N −1
2X

i=0

αi |ii where αi ∈ C,

N −1
2X

i=0

|αi |2 = 1.

(4)

The Pauli group G1 defines the unitary transformation of a
single qubit, which is closed under multiplication. The Pauli
group G1 is defined as
G1 = {eP : P ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}, e ∈ {±1, ±i}},

(5)

where I, X, Y and Z are the Pauli matrices, which manipulate
the two-dimensional single qubit state and each of them is
defined as follows:




1 0
0 1
I=
, X=
,
0 1
1 0




0 −i
1
0
Y=
, Z=
.
(6)
i
0
0 −1
In the context of quantum information processing, each Pauli
matrix represents the discrete set of errors that may corrupt a single qubit state. Physically, they represent a bit-flip
error (X), a phase-flip error (Z), as well as a joint bit-flip and
phase-flip error (iXZ = Y), while Pauli-I represents the identity operator corresponding to the absence of errors. However,
it is always important to bear in mind that the nature of
quantum decoherence is continuous and it can be modeled as
a linear combination of X, Z, and Y type errors. Fortunately,
due to the effect of stabilizer measurement, we can model the
continuous nature of quantum decoherence with the aid of the
bit-flip (X), phase-flip (Z), as well as a simultaneous bit-flip
and phase flip (Y) errors.
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For an N -qubit operator, the general Pauli group Gn is
represented by an n-fold tensor product of G1 , as defined
below:
Gn = {P1 ⊗ P2 · · · ⊗ Pn |Pj ∈ G1 }.

(7)

The Pauli channel inflicts an error P ∈ Gn on an N -qubit
string, where each qubit may independently experience either
a bit-flip error (X), a phase-flip error (Z), or both bit-flip
and phase-flip error (iXZ = Y). For instance, let us assume
having a single qubit in the state of |ψi = α0 |0i + α1 |1i.
A Pauli matrix X transforms a single qubit in the state of |ψi
into the following state:
|ψ ′ i = X|ψi

  
0 1
α0
=
.
1 0
α1
 
α1
=
α0
≡ α1 |0i + α0 |1i.

(8)

The transformation by the Pauli matrix Z of a single qubit
state results in a phase-flip, which is defined by
|ψ ′ i = Z|ψi

  
1
0
α0
=
.
0 −1
α1


α0
=
−α1
≡ α0 |0i − α1 |1i.

(9)

By following the same method, we can readily determine the
manipulated state of a single qubit by the Pauli matrix Y
resulting both in a simultaneous bit-flip and phase-flip as
follows:
|ψ ′ i = Y|ψi

  
0 −i
α0
=
.
i
0
α1


iα1
=
−iα0
≡ iα1 |0i − iα0 |1i,

(10)

Let us now proceed by applying the unitary transformation
to a multi-qubit state of Eq. 7. For instance, let us assume
a two-qubit operand in the state of Eq. 3, which can be
represented as a 4-element vector as follows:


α00
 α01 

(11)
|ψi = 
 α10  .
α11

For example, the quantum decoherence inflicts the two-qubit
unitary transformation of (X ⊗ I)1 upon a two-qubit state,
1 For the sake of simplifying the notation, a set of Pauli matrices for
defining a multi-qubit unitary transformation usually does not include the
‘‘⊗’’ operator. For example, a unitary transformation (X ⊗ Z ⊗ X ⊗ I) acting upon a 4-qubit operand can simply be rewritten as XZXI. In the rest of
the paper, the latter representation is used.
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error pattern E1 is imposed to the two-qubit system can be
described as follows:

which can be described as follows:
′

|ψ i = (X ⊗ I) |ψi
=

=

=

=
≡




α00
 α01 
0 1
1 0

⊗
.
 α10 
1 0
0 1
α11
 



α00
1 0
0



0 1 
 .  α01 


  α10 
 1 0
0
α11
0 1

 

0 0 1 0
α00
 0 0 0 1   α01 

 

 1 0 0 0  .  α10 
0 1 0 0
α11


α10
 α11 


 α00 
α01
α10 |00i + α11 |01i + α00 |10i + α01 |11i. (12)









The final state of Eq. (12) can also be obtained without
expanding the tensor product of the unitary transformation
by flipping the state of the first qubit, since the unitary
transformation of XI means that a bit-flip error occurs on
the first qubit, while the second qubit does not experience
any impairment. More explicitly, due to the unitary transformation XI, the state of |00i is changed to state of |10i. The
same transformation is also applied to the states of |01i, |10i,
and |11i, where they are transformed to the states of |11i,
|00i, |10i, respectively. Hence, the magnitude associated with
the state of |00i is no longer α00 and now it becomes α10 .
Therefore, the magnitudes associated with the states of |01i,
|10i, and |11i are α11 , α00 , and α01 , respectively.
Since we focus our discussions on the family of QSCs,
the quantum coding bounds can be derived from their classical counterparts. Even though most of the well-known bounds
on quantum codes are derived on the basis of the classical-toquantum isomorphism, the pure quantum code constructions
not relying on the classical-to-quantum isomorphism, but
rather based on topological and homological orders still obey
to these quantum coding bounds, provided that they belong
to the family of non-degenerate quantum codes. To elaborate
a little further, degeneracy is one of the distinctive characteristics of quantum codes, which cannot be found in their
classical counterpart. More explicitly, quantum codes inherently exhibit a degeneracy property implying that different
error patterns of P ∈ Gn may yield an identical corrupted
state. For example, let us assume a two-qubit operand in the
following state:
1
(13)
|ψi = √ (|00i + |11i) ,
2
and consider two different error patterns, which can be
described as a pair of two-qubit unitary transformations given
by E1 = IZ and E2 = ZI. The resultant state after the
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|ψ1′ i = IZ|ψi


1
0
=
0
0

0
−1
0
0

0
0
1
0

 1   1 
√
√
0
 2 
2 




0 
0
0




.
=



0   0   0 



1
1 
−1
−√
√
2
2


1
≡ √ (|00i − |11i) ,
2

(14)

while the acts of E2 upon the state of |ψi will result in the
following state:
|ψ2′ i = ZI|ψi


1
0
=
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
−1
0

 1   1 
√
√
0
 2 
2 




0   0 
0 
.
=




0   0   0 



1
1 
−1
−√
√
2
2


1
≡ √ (|00i − |11i) .
2

(15)

Since the error patterns E1 = IZ and E2 = ZI yield
an identical corrupted states |ψ1′ i and |ψ2′ i, they undoubtly
require an identical recovery procedure. Indeed, exploiting
the degeneracy property may potentially increase the error
correction capability of quantum codes. However, the question as to whether there exist degenerate quantum codes
that are capable of operating beyond the quantum Hamming
bound remains unresolved at the time of writing. Therefore,
we limit our discussions in this treatise to the non-degenerate
QSCs, although some research on finding the bounds of
degenerate quantum codes can be found in [19], [69],
and [70].
III. A BRIEF REVIEW OF QUANTUM STABILIZER
CODE CONSTRUCTIONS

Let us recall the fact that qubits collapse to classical bits upon
measurement [71]. This prevents us from directly transplanting the classical error correction procedures to the quantum
domain. Inspired by the PCM-based syndrome decoding philosophy, the notion of QSCs was introduced in [21], where the
terminology of quantum stabilizer codes (QSCs) represents
the quantum domain counterpart of syndrome-based classical
error correction codes. Almost at the same time, an independent framework of transforming classical error correction
codes to QECCs was proposed in [47] and later the extended
version was presented in [22]. The aforementioned proposals
are similar in terms of their concept and the terminology
of quantum stabilizer codes (QSCs) is widely recognized,
unifying both framewoks. The QSCs formulation allows us
to transform every PCM-based classical error correction code
into its quantum counterpart. Considering that QSCs have
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to handle several different types of errors, namely bit-flip
errors (X), phase-flip errors (Z), as well as both bit-flip and
phase-flip errors (iXZ = Y), the PCM of C[n, k]2 of QSCs,
in general, can be formulated as
H = (Hz |Hx ) .

(16)

The stabilizer formalism given in Eq. (16), can be interpreted as a pair of binary PCMs Hz and Hx . However,
a pair of Hz and Hx only can be translated into quantum
stabilizer codes, if they satisfy the symplectic criterion given
by [21], [22]
Hz HTx

+ Hx HTz

= 0.

(17)

The CSS codes constitute a special class of QSCs. More
specifically, the construction of a C[n, k1 − k2 ] CSS code,
which is capable of correcting t qubit errors including the
bit-flip as well as phase-flip errors, can be derived from the
pair of classical linear block codes C1 (n1 , k1 ) and C2 (n2 , k2 )
if C2 ⊂ C1 , where both C1 and the dual pair of C2 ,3 denoted
by C2⊥ , are capable of correcting t bit errors. For the CSS code
constructions, the PCM Hz is obtained from the PCM of C1
invoked for handling bit-flip errors, while the the PCM Hx is
obtained from the dual C2⊥ is used for correcting the phase-flip
errors. Since the phase-flip and bit-flip errors are treated separately in quantum CSS code constructions, the corresponding
PCMsfor stabilizer
matrices


of Hz and Hx are given by
H′z
0
Hz =
and Hx =
, respectively. Consequently,
0
H′x
the binary PCM H is defined as
 ′

Hz 0
.
(18)
H=
0 H′x
Moreover, since we have C2 ⊂ C1 , the symplectic criterion of Eq. (17) can be reduced to H′z H′x T = 0. Furthermore, if the construction satisfies H′z = H′x , the resultant codes are defined as dual-containing quantum CSS
codes, or self-orthogonal quantum CSS codes because
H′z H′z T = 0, or equivalent to C1⊥ ⊂ C1 .
Again, the classical code constructions can be readily
transformed into their quantum version provided that they
satisfy the symplectic criterion of Eq. (17). The latter constraint prevents us from transplanting some well-known classical codes into the quantum domain. However, fortunately
this limitation can be relaxed by utilizing the family of
entanglement-assisted quantum stabilizer codes (EA-QSCs)
[48], [49]. The luxury of being able to transform every
type of classsical codes into quantum codes does not come
without cost. Invoking the EA-QSC construction requires
preshared maximally-entangled qubits before encoding
2 To avoid ambiguity concerning the classical and quantum coding nota-

tion, the notation C(n, k) will be used to address classical codes and C[n, k]
for quantum codes.
3 The dual pair of the linear binary code C ⊂ Fn is defined by a linear
1
2
binary code C2 = {c2 ∈ Fn2 |hc1 , c2 i = 0, ∀c1 ∈ C1 }, where hc1 , c2 i
represents the inner product between c1 and c2 .
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FIGURE 3. The classification and characterization of QSCs, where CSS
stands for Calderbank-Shor-Steane and EA for entanglement assisted.

procedure as detailed in [49]. However, the mechanism of
presharing the maximally-entangled qubits allows us to transform a set of non-symplectic QSCs into their symplectic
counterpart. For a crystal clear illustration, the classification
and characterization of the QSCs is summarized in Fig. 3.
For more a detailed history and important milestones of the
QSCs field, please refer to [55] and [58].
IV. PROTECTING A SINGLE QUBIT: DESIGN EXAMPLES

In Section I, we have already mentioned the three pioneering
contributions on QSCs, which are only capable of handling a
single qubit error, while in Section III, we briefly highlighted
the different types of QSC constructions. In this section,
we will link up both ideas in a more concrete context.
A. CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM 1/3-RATE
REPETITION CODES

Before we delve deeper into the aforementioned QSCs, let us
commence with a simple 1/3-rate classical repetition codes,
which maps a binary digit of ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’ into a vector that
contains three replicas of each binary digit as

G
0−
→ 0 0 0 ,

G
1−
→ 1 1 1 .
(19)
In classical codes, the mapping of information words into
codewords may be described using the generator matrix G
as encapsulated below:
y = x ∗ G,

(20)

where y denotes the vector of an n-bit codeword, x is the
k-bit original information word and ∗ represents the matrix
multiplication over modulo-2. Hence, the generator matrix G
is a (k × n)-element matrix, which may be decomposed into
a systematic form as
G = (Ik |P) ,

(21)

where Ik is a (k × k) identity matrix and P is a k × (n −
k)-element matrix. The form given in Eq. (21) represents
systematic linear block codes since, the codeword consists
of k-bit information word followed by (n−k) parity bits. Each
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generator matrix G corresponds to an (n − k) × n-element
PCM H, which is defined as


(22)
H = PT |In−k .

TABLE 1. Syndrome computation and the associated error pattern for a
1/3-rate classical repetition code.

The PCM of H is constructed for ensuring that y is a valid
codeword if and only if
y ∗ HT = 0.

(23)

A received word b
y may be contaminated by an error vector e
due to the channel impairments, so that b
y = y + e. The error
syndrome s is a vector of length (n − k) that is obtained by
following calculation:
s =b
y ∗ HT =
=
=
=

(y + e) ∗ HT
y ∗ HT + e ∗ HT
0 + e ∗ HT
e ∗ HT .

|0i → |000i,
|1i → |111i.
(24)

In simple terms, we have 2k legitimate codewords representing k information bits, 2n possible received bit patterns of b
y,
and 2(n−k) syndromes of s each unambiguously identifying
one of the 2(n−k) error patterns, including the error-free
scenario.
Hence, from this brief description of basic classical codes,
the mapping in Eq. (19) can be encapsulated into a generator
matrix G as given below:

G= 1 1 1 .
(25)

From the generator matrix G given in Eq. (25) and the PCM
formulation given in Eq. (21), we obtain the PCM H for a
1/3-rate classical repetition code encapsulated by


1 1 0
H=
,
(26)
1 0 1
where the first row returns the first bit of the two bits
syndrome value and acccordingly the second row evaluates
the second bit. Thus, it can be easily checked by using the
syndrome computation of Eq. (24) that the syndrome value
of (0 0) is obtained if the received wordb
y is equal to the valid
codeword, either (0 0 0) or (1 1 1). The syndrome computation yields a syndrome vector with (n − k)-element and in
this case for a 1/3-rate classical repetition code, it generates a
synfrome vector with two elements. Therefore, there are four
possible outcomes from the syndrome computation and one
of them indicates the error-free received word, which is the
(0 0) syndrome. Since a 1/3-rate classical repetition code is
considered as a short block code, the syndrome computation
and the associated error pattern is readily checked using a
look-up table, namely Table. 1.
Next, we proceed with with a simple 1/3-rate quantum
repetition code that capable of recovering a bit-flip error. Let
us assume that we have a quantum state |ψi = α0 |0i + α1 |1i.
As the consequence of the No Cloning Theorem of quantum
mechanics, there is no unitary transformation U capable
of mapping an arbitrary quantum state |ψi onto a state of
|ψi = |ψi⊗3 . Hence, the code mapping of quantum
11564

state |0i and |1i by a unitary transformation U is defined
by

(27)

In a more general scenario, the mapping of k logical qubits to
n physical qubits is encapsulated as follows:
U

|ψi ⊗ |0i⊗(n−k) −
→ |ψi = α0 |0iL + α1 |1iL ,

(28)

where |0iL denotes the encoded state of the logical qubit
|0i, |1iL denotes the encoded state of logical qubit |1i,
while |0i⊗n−k represents the auxiliary or the redundant
qubits (ancillas), and the superscript of ⊗ (n − k) represents (n − k)-fold of tensor products. Hence, for 1/3-rate
quantum repetition codes, the state of the logical qubit |ψi
corresponds to the state of the physical qubit |ψi as given
by
U

→ |ψi = α0 |000i + α1 |111i,
(α0 |0i + α1 |1i) ⊗ |0i⊗2 −
(29)
where the |000i defines the encoded logical qubit |0iL and
|111i defines the |1iL . Again, it is important to bear in mind
that the state of |ψi = α0 |000i + α1 |111i is not equal to
|ψi = |ψi⊗3 . More explicitly, this relationship can also be
expressed as |ψi = α0 |000i + α1 |111i 6= |ψi⊗3 . The state
of the physical qubits of the 1/3-rate quantum repetition code
is stabilized, or synonymously ’parity-checked’ by the pair
of stabilizer operators g1 = ZZI and g2 = ZIZ. A valid
codeword or a valid encoded state, which is not affected
by the stabilizer operators g1 and g2 , has an input state of
|ψi and returns the state of |ψi, hence it yields the socalled eigenvalues of +1, and more explicitly, it is described
below:
g1 |ψi = α0 |000i + α1 |111i ≡ |ψi,
g2 |ψi = α0 |000i + α1 |111i ≡ |ψi.

(30)

By contrast, if the stabilizer operators g1 and g2 are applied
bi, they both yield eigenvalues that
to the corrupted states |ψ
are not in the all one state. For instance, let us assume
that we received a corrupted state having a bit-flip error
bi = α0 |100i +
imposed on the first qubit of |ψi yielding |ψ
α1 |011i. Then, upon applying the stabilizer operators g1 =
bi, it may be readZZI and g2 = ZIZ to the state of |ψ
ily showed after few steps that we arrive at the following
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TABLE 2. Single qubit bit-flip errors along with the associated eigenvalues in 1/3-rate quantum repetition where the eigenvalues act similarly with the
syndrome values in classical linear block codes.

eigenvalues:
bi
g1 |ψ
= ZZI(α0 |100i + α1 |011i)
  

0
1 0
0
0
0
0
0 0
 0
0 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
  

0 0 −1
 
0
0
0
0 0
 0

 α1 
0 0
0
−1
0
0
0
0
. 
=
 
0 0
0
0
−1
0
0 0
 α0 

 0
0 0
0
0
0
−1
0
0
  

0 0
0
0
0
0
1 0  0 
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 1
0


0
 0 


 0 


−α1 

b
(31)
=
−α0  ≡ −α0 |100i − α1 |011i ≡ −|ψ i,


 0 


 0 
0
b
g2 |ψ i

= ZIZ(α0 |100i + α1 |011i)
  

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 
0 −1 0
0
0
0
0
0
 0

 
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
 0


0
α1 
0
0 −1
0
0
0
0 

.
=


0
0
0
0
−1 0
0
0 α0 


 
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
 0

0
0
0
0
0
0 −1 0  0 
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1


0
 0 


 0 


−α1 

 ≡ −α0 |100i − α1 |011i ≡ −|ψ
bi.
=
(32)

−α0 
 0 


 0 
0

The resultant eigenvalues of ±1 act similarly to the syndrome vector of classical codes, where the eigenvalue +1
is associated with the classical syndrome value 0 and the
eigenvalue −1 with the classical syndrome value 1. More
explicitly, the single qubit error patterns imposed on the
VOLUME 5, 2017

1/3-rate quantum repetition codes and the associated eigenvalues are portrayed in Table. 2. However, this specific
construcion is only capable of detecting and correcting a
single bit-flip error imposed by the Pauli channel on the
physical qubits, but no phase-flips.
Since the physical qubits may experience not only bitflip errors, but also phase-flip errors as well as both bit-flip
and phase-flip errors, different mapping is necessitated to
protect the physical qubits from phase-flip error. In order to
protect the physical qubits from a phase-flip error, we may
require a different basis but we can still invoke a similar
approach. To elaborate further, the Hadamard transformation (H) maps the computational basis of {|0i, |1i} onto the
Hadamard basis of {|+i, |−i}, where the state of |+i and |−i
are defined as
1
|+i ≡ H|0i = √ (|0i + |1i),
(33)
2
1
|−i ≡ H|1i = √ (|0i − |1i),
(34)
2
and the unitary Hadamard transformation H, which acts on a
single qubit state, is given by


1
1
1
H= √
.
(35)
2 1 −1
A phase-flip error defined over the Hadamard basis of
{|+i, |−i} acts similarly to the bit-flip error defined over the
computational basis of {|0i, |1i}. Hence, for handling of a
single phase-flip error, the code mapping of 1/3-rate quantum
repetition codes are given by
|0i → | + ++i,
|1i → | − −−i.

(36)

Hence, the logical qubit of |ψi corresponding to the physical
qubits |ψi is given by
U

|ψi ⊗ |0i⊗2 −
→ |ψi = α0 | + ++i + α1 | − −−i.

(37)

The state of physical qubits given in Eq. (37) can be stabilized
by the operators g1 = XXI and g2 = XIX. The detection and
correction of a phase flip error can be carried out in analogy
with the 1/3-rate quantum repetition code for handling the
bit-flip error.
As seen in Eq. (16), the stabilizer operators can be
derived from the classical PCM H by mapping the Pauli
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FIGURE 4. The circuit representation of the CNOT unitary transformation.

matrices I, X, Y and Z onto (F2 )2 as follows:

I→ 0 | 0 ,

X→ 0 | 1 ,

Y→ 1 | 1 ,

Z→ 1 | 0 .

FIGURE 5. The encoding circuit of the 1/3-rate quantum repetition code
protecting the physical qubits from a bit-flip error.

(38)

Each row of H is associated with a stabilizer operator gi ∈ H,
where the i-th column of both Hz and Hx corresponds to the
i-th qubit and the binary 1 locations represent the Z and X
positions in the PCMs Hz and Hx , respectively. For instance,
for the 1/3-rate quantum repetition code, which is stabilized
by the operators g1 = ZZI and g2 = ZIZ, the PCM H is
given as follows:


1 1 00 0 0
H=
.
(39)
1 0 10 0 0

Since the 1/3-rate quantum repetition code in this example
can only correct a bit-flip (X) error, which is stabilized by the
Z operators, the PCM Hx contains only zero elements. The
same goes for a 1/3-rate quantum repetition code conceived
for handling a phase-flip (Z) error, which is stabilized by
the operators g1 = XXI and g2 = XIX. The PCM H
corresponding to this particular QSC is defined as follows:


0 0 01 1 0
.
(40)
H=
0 0 01 0 1
It is clearly shown in Eq. (39) and (40) that the PCM of
a 1/3-rate quantum repetition code is similar to that of the
1/3-rate classical repetition code given in Eq. (26).
In order to encode the logical qubits into physical qubits,
we require the unitary transformation U acting as the quantum encoding circuit. To represent the quantum encoding
circuit, one of the essential components is the controlled-NOT
(CNOT) quantum gate. A CNOT quantum gate manipulates
the state of a two-qubit system and it can be represented by a
unitary transformation as follows:


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

CNOT = 
(41)
0 0 0 1.
0 0 1 0
The circuit representation of the CNOT quantum gate is
depicted in Fig 4, which manipulates the state of two qubits
and it can be formulated as follows:
CNOT(|a0 , a1 i) ≡ |a0 , (a0 ⊕ a1 )i,
11566

(42)

where the notation of ⊕ represents the modulo-2 addition.
For instance, by using the CNOT representation in Eq. (41),
a logical qubit in the superimposed state of |ψi = α0 |0i +
α1 |1i and a qubit in the pure state of |0i are manipulated by
the quantum CNOT gate into following state:
CNOT(|ψi, |0i) = CNOT(α0 |0i + α1 |1i, |0i)
= CNOT(α0 |00i + α1 |10i)
  

α00
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0  0 
  
=
0 0 0 1 . α10 
0
0 0 1 0
 
α0
0

=
 0  ≡ α0 |00i + α1 |11i. (43)
α1
Similarly, we may also use the CNOT definition given in
Eq. (42) to determine the resultant state as described below:
CNOT(|ψi, |0i) =
=
=
=

CNOT(α0 |0i + α1 |1i, |0i)
CNOT(α0 |00i + α1 |10i)
α0 |0, (0 ⊕ 0)i + α1 |1, (1 ⊕ 0)i
α0 |00i + α1 |11i.
(44)

In this configuration, the first qubit is referred to as the control
qubit, while the second one is referred to as the target qubit.
The value of the target qubit is flipped if the value of the
control qubit is equal to ‘‘1’’. We can observe that the CNOT
quantum gate behaves similarly to the exclusive OR (XOR)
gate of the classical computer.
For the sake of creating the encoded state of 1/3-rate
quantum repetition code, we require a single logical qubit and
two ancillas prepared in the pure state of |0i, as described in
Eq. (29). In the first step, the CNOT unitary transformation
is performed between the logical qubit and the first ancilla,
in which the logical qubit acts as the control qubit and the
ancilla as the target qubit. The same step is repeated during
the second stage between the logical qubit and the second
ancilla, where the second ancilla is also preserved as the target
qubit. Therefore, the encoding circuit of the 1/3-rate quantum
repetition code can be represented as in Fig 5, which was
VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 6. The encoding circuit of the 1/3-rate quantum repetition code
protecting the physical qubits from a phase-flip error.

designed for protecting the physical qubits from a single bitflip error, as also seen in the mapping given in Eq. (27). For
its 1/3-rate quantum repetition code counterpart protecting
the physical qubits from a phase-flip error, we require the
Hadamard transformation to obtain the mapping given in
Eq. (36). Hence, we can readily create the encoding circuit for
a 1/3-rate quantum repetition code for protecting the physical qubits from a phase-flip error by placing the Hadamard
transformations after the second stage as portrayed in Fig. 6.
B. SHOR’s 9-QUBIT CODE

Since, we have elaborated briefly on the construction of QSCs
along with the Pauli to binary isomorphism, we may now
proceed with the corresponding examples of different QSC
constructions conceived for protecting the physical qubits
from any type of a single qubit error. Firstly, we start with the
Shor’s code [16]. In order to protect the qubits from any type
of single qubit error, a logical qubit is mapped onto nine physical qubits. This code may also be viewed as a concatenated
version of two 1/3-rate quantum repetition codes, where the
first stage is dedicated to the protection of the physical qubits
from phase-flip errors, while the second stage is invoked for
handling the bit-flip errors. To elaborate further, at the first
stage of Shor’s code, the state of a logical qubit is encoded by
using the following mapping: |0i → |+++i, |1i → |−−−i.
At the second stage, we encode
each of the states of |+i to the
√
state of (|000i + |111i) / 2, while
√ the state of |−i is mapped
to the state of (|000i − |111i) / 2. Therefore, the final state
of the encoded logical qubits |0iL and |1iL are encapsulated
as follows:
1
1
|0iL = √ (|000i + |111i) ⊗ √ (|000i + |111i)
2
2
1
⊗ √ (|000i + |111i)
2
1
= √ (|000000000i + |000000111i + |000111000i
2 2
+ |000111111i + |111000000i + |111000111i
+ |111111000i + |111111111i),
(45)
1
1
|1iL = √ (|000i − |111i) ⊗ √ (|000i − |111i)
2
2
1
⊗ √ (|000i − |111i)
2
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FIGURE 7. The encoding circuit of Shor’s 9-qubit code.

TABLE 3. The eight stabilizer operators g1 to g8 of Shor’s 9-qubit code,
which stabilizes a single logical qubit with the aid of eight auxiliary
qubits.

1
= √ (|000000000i − |000000111i − |000111000i
2 2
+ |000111111i − |111000000i + |111000111i
+ |111111000i − |111111111i).
(46)
Based on the given description, the encoding circuit of Shor’s
code is portrayed in Fig. 7. The state determined by the nine
physical qubits of Shor’s code, where the latter defined in
Eq. (45) and (46), is stabilized by the eight stabilizer operators
which are listed in Table 3.
To elaborate a little further, Shor’s code is a member of the
class of non-dual-containing CSS codes. Explicitly, it belongs
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TABLE 4. The code space of C1 and C2 for determining the encoded state
of the Steane’s code.

to the class of CSS codes because the stabilizer formalism of
Shor’s code implies that the code handles the Z error and the
X error separately, whilst it is a non-dual-containing because
the PCMs Hz and Hx are not identical. Based on the list of
stabilizer operators given in Table 3, the PCM H of Shor’s
code is given in Eq. (47), as shown at the bottom of this
page, where each row of the PCM corresponds to each of the
stabilizer operators listed in Table 3.
The quantum coding rate (rQ ) of a quantum code C[n, k]
is defined by the ratio of the number of logical qubits k to
the number of physical qubits n, which can be formulated
as
k
rQ = .
(48)
n

Hence, the resultant CSS quantum code derived from these
codes, namely the C[n, k1 − k2 ] = C[7, 1], also capable of
correcting a single qubit error. For Steane’s code the states of
encoded logical qubit of |0iL and |1iL are defined as follows:

Hence again, for a Shor’s 9-qubit code the quantum coding
rate is rQ = 1/9.
C. STEANE’s 7-QUBIT CODE

X
1
|xi,
|0iL = √
|C2 |
x∈C1 ,C2
X
1
|xi.
|1iL = √
|C2 |

Steane’s code was proposed to protect a single qubit from any
type of error by mapping a logical qubit onto seven physical
qubits, instead of nine qubits. In contrast to Shor’s code,
Steane’s code is a dual-containing CSS code, since the PCMs
Hz and Hx are equal to that of clasical Hamming code HHam ,
which is given by


1 1 0 1 1 0 0
HHam =  1 0 1 1 0 1 0  .
(49)
0 1 1 1 0 0 1

HShor

1
0

0

0
=
0

0

0
0

HSteane =
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1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

HHam
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0


1
1
 
0
0
=
0
HHam

0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

Since C2 is the dual of C1 , by definition the PCM of C2 ,
denoted by H(C2 ) is the generator matrix of C1 , denoted by
G(C1 ). Hence, the parity-check matrix of C2 can be written
as


1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

H(C2 ) = G(C1 ) = 
 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . (53)
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Based on the PCM given in Eq. (49) and (53), we can define
the code space of C1 and C2 , which is described in Table 4.
Finally, using Eq. (51), (52), and also the code space given
in Table 4, the encoded states of the logical qubit |0iL
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
0

(52)

x∈C1 ,x ∈
/ C2

It can be confimed that the classical Hamming code is
a dual-containing code, because it satisfies the condition
HHam .HTHam = 0. Therefore, the PCM H of Steane’s code
is defined as shown in Eq. (50), as shown at the bottom of
this page.
Since Steane’s code is a member of the dual-containing
CSS codes, the encoded state of the logical qubit |0iL and
|1iL may be determined from its classical code counterpart.
Let C1 (7, 4) be the Hamming code and C2 (7, 3) be its dual.
Both of the codes are capable of corrrecting one bit error.


(51)

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
00
00
10
01
01
00

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0


0
0

0

0
.
0

0

0
1

0
0

0
.
0

0
1

(47)

(50)
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TABLE 5. The stabilizer formalism of the Steane’s 7-qubit code.

TABLE 7. List of valid stabilizer operators for determining the encoded
state of the 5-qubit code.

TABLE 6. The stabilizer formalism of the perfect 5-qubit code.

encoded logical qubit of QSCs are defined as follows:
X
gi |0i⊗N ,
(57)
|0iL =
gi ∈S

|1iL = X|0iL .
and |1iL of the Steane’s code are as follows:

1
|0iL = √ (|00000000i + |0111001i + |1011010i
2 2
+ |1100011i + |1101100i + |1010101i
+ |0110110i + |0001111i),
(54)
1
|1iL = √ (|1111111i + |1000110i + |0100101i
2 2
+ |0011100i + |0010011i + |0101010i
+ |1001001i + |1110000i).
(55)

It can be readily seen that the quantum coding rate of Steane’s
7-qubit code is 1/7. The encoding circuit of the Steane’s
1/7-rate code can be found in [72].
D. LAFLAMME’s 5-QUBIT CODE - THE PERFECT CODE

Laflamme’s code maps a single logical qubit onto a five
physical qubits. Laflamme’s code is also referred to as the
‘‘perfect code’’, because it has been proven that in order to
protect a logical qubit, the lowest number of physical qubits
required is five [19], [20]. The perfect 5-qubit code is a nonCSS code, since the stabilizer formalism is designed to handle
the Z errors and X errors simultaneously. There are several
existing designs related to the perfect 5-qubit code [18], [71]
and in this treatise, we use the PCM formulation given
in [71]. Explicitly, its non-CSS characteristics can be readily
observed from the PCM Hperfect of the 5-qubit perfect code,
which is specified as follows:


0 1 1 0 01 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

Hperfect = 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.
1 0 0 0 10 1 0 1 0
(56)
Hence, the stabilizer operators of the 5-qubit code may be
explicitly formulated as in Table 6. In general, the states of
VOLUME 5, 2017

(58)

The stabilizers gi ∈ S includes all the valid stabilizer
operators of the quantum code C, which covers not only the
stabilizer operators that are listed in Table 6. Because of the
commutative property of the stabilizer formalism, the product of any two stabilizer operators generates another valid
stabilizer operator. Table 7 provides a list of all the possible
combinations of the stabilizer operators, which includes the
stabilizer operator of g0 = IIIII, and also the respective
transformation upon the state of |0i⊗5 = |00000i. The
notation of X denotes the logical operator X. Explicitly, in this
case for the 5-qubit code the logical operator representing
the encoded state of the logical qubit is X = XXXXX. The
logical operator is represented by an N -fold application of
Pauli matrices that commutes with all stabilizer operators, but
it is not a part of the set of valid stabilizer operators S. The
resultant quantum coding rate of the 5-qubit code is rQ = 1/5.
The encoded state mapping for the 5-qubit quantum code
based on the Eq. (57), (58). Hence, the corresponding states,
which are described in Table 7, are defined below:
1
(|00000i + |10010i + |01001i + |10100i
4
+ |01010i − |11011i − |00110i − |11000i
− |11101i − |00011i − |11110i − |01111i
− |10001i − |01100i − |10111i + |00101i), (59)
1
|1iL = (|11111i + |01101i + |10110i + |01011i
4
+ |10101i − |00100i − |11001i − |00111i
− |00010i − |11100i − |00001i − |10000i
− |01110i − |10011i − |01000i + |11010i). (60)

|0iL =

The same method can be utilized for determining the
encoded state of logical qubit for Shor’s code and Steane’s
code. However, both Shor’s code and Steane’s code offer a
more simplistic approach for determining their corresponding encoded states. The description for the efficient encoding circuit of the 1/5-rate Laflamme’s code can be found
in [18], [73], and [74].
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we present the derivation of quantum coding bounds using the
classical to quantum isomorphism approach and demonstrate
that the final results agree with the coding bounds that are
derived from a purely quantum domain perspective.
A. SINGLETON BOUND

The Singleton bound of classical binary code constructions
C(n, k) is defined as
n − k ≥ d − 1,

FIGURE 8. QBER performance of the QSCs protecting a single qubit,
namely Shor’s 9-qubit code, Steane’s 7-qubit code, and the perfect
5-qubit code, recorded for the quantum depolarizing channel. The
similarity of performances is due to the fact that all of the QSCs rely on
hard-decision syndrome decoding and they all have the same error
correction capabilities.

Based on the aforementioned constructions, we evaluated
the performance of the QSCs by simulation, in the context of
quantum depolarizing channel. The performance of 9-qubit
Shor’s code, 7-qubit Steane’s code and 5-qubit Laflamme’s
code are portrayed in Fig. 8 in terms of the qubit error
rate (QBER) on given depolarizing probability (p). From the
simulation result, it can be observed clearly that the performance of all three QSCs are quite similar. The similarity in
performances are expected because all of the codes have the
same error correction capability of correcting single qubit
error. In addition, they utilize the hard decision decoding
based on syndrome measurement. From this result, we may
conclude that for different codes with the same error correction capability, where in classical coding theory it will be
translated into the minimum distance property, they are associated with similar performances eventhough all of the codes
have different codeword length. In this case, all of the QSCs
have a single qubit error correction capability (t = 1), and it
may be translated as the minimum distance of three (d = 3),
but having different codeword length, 9-qubit, 7-qubit and
5-qubit for Shor’s code, Steane’s code and Laflamme’s code,
respectively. Another fact that we should point out that the
three codes exhibit different code constructions. Shor’s code
belongs to non dual-containing CSS codes, while Steane’s
code is a member of dual-containing CSS codes, and finally,
Laflamme’s code or the perfect 5-qubit code has a construction of non-CSS codes.
V. ON CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM CODING BOUNDS

In this section, we present the classical to quantum transformation of the most well-known coding bounds, namely the
Singleton bound [75] and Hamming bound [76], which serve
as the upper bounds, as well as the Gilbert-Varshamov (GV)
bound [77], which acts as the lower bound. Although, there
are several ways of deriving the coding bounds in the quantum domain, we are interested exploring the duality of coding bounds in classical and quantum domain. Therefore,
11570

(61)

where the notation n denotes the codeword length, k for
the length of information bits, and d for minimum distance
amongst the codewords in codebook C. Singleton bound acts
as an upper bound in classical code constructions. The bound
implies that the number of rows in a PCM associated with
the length of syndrome vector, which is equal to (n − k), has
to be greater than (d − 1). For the QSC C[n, k], the rows of
PCM correspond to the number stabilizer operators. Since the
stabilizer formalism has to correct both the bit-flip errors and
the phase-flip errors, the classical Singleton bound of Eq. (61)
can be readily transformed into the quantum Singleton bound
as follows:
n − k ≥ 2(d − 1),

(62)

where n now may also be referred to as the number of physical
qubits and k as the number of logical qubits. In order to show
explicitly the trade-off between the minimum distance and the
quantum coding rate, Eq. (62) can be modified to


d −1
k
≤1−2
.
(63)
n
n
In the quantum domain, the Singleton bound is also known
as the Knill-Laflamme bound [78]. The QSCs achieving the
quantum Singleton bound by satisfying the equality are classified as the quantum Maximum Separable Distance (MDS)
codes. One of the well-known QSCs having a minimum
distance d = 3 that reaches the quantum Singleton bound
is the perfect 5-qubit code C[n, k, d] = C[5, 1, 3].
B. HAMMING BOUND

In classical binary coding, a codebook C(n, k) maps the information words containing k bits into a codeword of length n
bits. The maximal number of errors, which is denoted by t
that can be corrected by codebook C is given by
t=⌊

d −1
⌋.
2

(64)

Therefore the maximum size of a binary codebook |C| = 2k
is bounded by the sphere-packing bound which is defined as:
2k ≤

2n
t=⌊ d−1
2 ⌋

P

j=0

.

(65)

n
j

Since the QSCs have to correct three different types of error
namely the bit-flip errors (X), phase-flip errors (Z), as well
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as both bit-flip and phase-flip errors (Y), the size of the
codebook for a quantum code C[n, k] is now bounded by
2k ≤

2n

.

t=⌊ d−1
2 ⌋

n

P

j

j=0

(66)

3j

By modifying Eq. (66), we can express explicitly the bound
of the quantum coding rate as a function of the minimum
distance d and codeword length n, as shown below:


t=⌊ d−1
2 ⌋ 
X
n j
1
k

3 .
(67)
≤ 1 − log2 
j
n
n
j=0

If n tends to ∞, we obtain
 
 
k
d
d
≤1−
log2 3 − H
,
n
2n
2n

(68)

where H (x) is the binary entropy of x formulated as H (x) =
−x log2 x − (1 − x) log2 (1 − x). Equation (67) and (68) are
also known as the quantum Hamming bound [20], which also
constitutes the upper bound of quantum code constructions.
C. GILBERT-VARSHAMOV BOUND

The same analogy exploited to derive the quantum Hamming bound may also be used for transforming the classical
Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) bound, namely the lower bound for
classical code constructions, into its quantum counterpart.
In the classical domain, the GV bound is formulated as
2k ≥

2n
.
d−1
P n

(69)

j

j=0

Considering that the quantum codes have to tackle three
different types of errors, the size of the codebook C[n, k] is
bounded by
2k ≥

2n
d−1
P
j=0

n j
j 3

.

(70)

Hence, we can readily derive the quantum GV bound,
the lower bound of the quantum coding rate as a function of
the minimum distance d and codeword length n as follows:


 
d−1
X
1
n j
k
≥ 1 − log2 
3 .
(71)
n
n
j
j=0

Again, if n aprroaches ∞, we obtain
 
 
d
d
k
≥1−
log2 3 − H
,
n
n
n

(72)

where H (x) is the binary entropy of x. The quantum
GV bounds in Eq. (71) and (72) are valid for non-CSS
QSCs. However, a special case should be considered for
dual-containing quantum CSS codes. It will be shown in
Section VII that for some dual-containing CSS codes the
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code constructions violate the quantum GV bound. Hence,
a special bound has to be derived to accomodate the dualcontaining CSS codes. In the classical domain, a binary code
C(n, k) maps a k-bit information word into an n-bit encoded
codeword. The number of syndrome measurement operators
is determined by the number of rows in the parity-check
matrix C(n, k), which is equal to (n − k). With a simple modification of Eq. (69), the number of syndrome measurement
operators in C(n, k) is bounded by


d−1
X n
.
2(n−k) ≤ 
(73)
j
j=0

Recall that the dual-containing quantum CSS codes rely
on dual-containing classical binary codes, which satisfy the
symplectic criterion of Eq. (17) and also comply with the
constraint of Hz = Hx . Explicitly, half portion of the stabilizer operators of C[n, k] are mapped onto Hz , while the
other half are mapped onto Hx . Therefore, the number of the
stabilizer operators of a dual-containing quantum CSS code
are bounded by


d−1
X n
(n−k)
.
(74)
2 2 ≤
j
j=0

Based on Eq. (74), we may formulate the lower bound on the
quantum coding rate of a dual-containing quantum CSS code
as follows:


d−1
X n
2
k
.
(75)
≥ 1 − log2 
j
n
n
j=0

As n approaches ∞, we obtain the quantum GV bound for
CSS codes, as suggested in [66], which is formulated as
 
k
d
≥ 1 − 2H
,
(76)
n
n
where H (x) is the binary entropy of x. Based on the discussions above, we compare the asymptotic classical and
quantum coding bounds in Table. 8 as well as in Fig. 9. Since
the QSCs are designed to mitigate both bit-flip errors as well
as phase-flip errors, the bounds of QSCs are significantly
lower than those of their classical counterparts. Nevertheless,
the general conception still holds, the Singleton bound serves
as the loose upper bound, whilst the Hamming bound is the
tighter upper bound.
VI. QUANTUM CODING BOUNDS ON
ASYMPTOTICAL LIMIT

Although the classical to binary isomorphism assists us in
the development of QSCs from the well-known classical
code designs, the issue of determining the actual achieavable
minimum distance, given the coding rate and the codeword
length still remains unresolved. In the classical domain as
we described previously, finding the unique solution to the
realistically achievable minimum distance of binary classical codes is still an open problem, even though the upper
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TABLE 8. Comparison of various classical and quantum coding bounds.

TABLE 9. The coding bounds for classical code constructions, with a minor modification from [65].

FIGURE 9. The evolution from asymptotic classical binary coding bounds
to the asymptotic quantum coding bounds.

bound and lower bound of the quantum coding rate versus
the achievable minimum distance can be found in the literature [75]–[77], [79], [80]. The bounds for the classical code
constructions are listed in Table. 9, while the corresponding
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asymptotic bounds are also plotted in Fig. 10. In the classical
domain, the tightest lower bound was derived by Gilbert [77].
The Hamming bound [76] serves as a tight upper bound for
high coding rates, while the McEliece-Rodemich-RumseyWelch (MRRW) bound [79] serves as the tightest upper
bound for moderate and low coding rates. As seen in Fig. 10,
the gap between the tight upper bounds and the lower bound
is quite narrow. It was observed in [65] that a simple quadratic
expression r(δ) = (2δ − 1)2 , where δ denotes the normalized
minimum distance d/n, satisfies all the known asymptotic
bounds.
The well-known bounds for QSC constructions are listed
in Table. 10 and they are also portrayed in Fig. 11. The
quantum Singleton bound serves as the loose upper bound,
the quantum Hamming bound as a tighter upper bound, and
quantum GV bound as the tightest lower bound. However,
a wide discrepancy can be observed between the upper bound
and the lower bound. For the sake of narrowing this gap,
the quantum Rain bound was derived using quantum weight
enumerators [81]. To elaborate a little further, the quantum
Rain bound states that any quantum code of length n can
correct at most ⌊ n−1
6 ⌋ errors. The resultant bound is only a
function of codeword length n. Hence, under the asymptotic
VOLUME 5, 2017
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TABLE 10. The well-known quantum coding bounds found in the literature.

FIGURE 10. The trade-off between classical coding rate r and normalized
minimum distance δ as described by classical binary coding bounds.
A simple quadratic function r (δ) = (2δ − 1)2 , which satisfies all of the
bounds, acts as a closed-form approximation for classical binary error
correction codes as suggested in [65].

limit, the quantum Rain bound is a straigthline at δ = 1/3,
which does not exhibit any further trade-off between the
quantum coding rate and the minimum distance. In order to
enhance the accuracy of the quantum Rain bound, Sarvepalli
and Klappenecker derived a quantum version of Griesmer
bound [70]. By utilizing the quantum Griesmer bound and
also the quantum Rain bound, a stronger bound was created
for CSS type constructions. In this treatise we will refer to
this particular bound as the quantum Griesmer-Rain bound.
For the sake of tightening the upper bound, Ashikhmin and
Litsyn generalized the classical linear programming approach
to the quantum domain using the MacWilliams identities [82].
The resultant quantum linear programming bound was proven
to be tighter than the quantum Hamming bound in the low
coding rate domain. As the quantum coding rate approaches
zero, the achievable mormalized minimum distance returned
VOLUME 5, 2017

by the quantum Griesmer-Rain bound becomes δ = 0.3333
and that of quantum linear programming bound becomes
δ = 0.3152.
Recall from Section III that the QSCs may exhibit either
a CSS or non-CSS structure. For CSS codes, the minimum
distance is upper-bounded by the quantum Hamming bound
for moderate to high quantum coding rates and by the quantum Griesmer-Rain bound for low coding rates region, while
it is also lower-bounded by the quantum GV bound for CSS
codes. On the other hand, for non-CSS QSCs, the minimum
distance is upper-bounded by the quantum Hamming bound
for moderate to high coding rates and by the quantum linearprogramming bound for low coding rates. It is also lowerbounded by the quantum GV bound for general quantum
stabilizer codes. Even though substantial efforts have been
invested tightening the gap between the upper and lower
bounds, a significant amount of discrepancy persists. Hence,
creating a simple approximation may be beneficial for giving
us further insights into the realistic construction of QSCs.
Analogous to the classical closed-form approximation
of [65], we also found that there exists a simple closed-form
quadratic approximation, which satisfies all the well-known
quantum coding bounds. Explicitly for quantum stabilizer
codes, the following quadratic function was found to satisfy
all the quantum coding bounds:
32 2 16
δ − δ + 1 for 0 ≤ δ ≤ 0.2197. (77)
9
3
We will further elaborate on the selection of this function
in Section VIII. It is important to note that the closed-form
approximation is subject to the asymptotical bound for either
CSS type or non-CSS type quantum code constructions. The
closed-form approximation in Eq. (77) offers the benefit of
simplicity and it has the inverse function as given by
√

p
3
2 − rQ + 1
δ(rQ ) =
for 0 ≤ rQ ≤ 1.
(78)
√
4 2
rQ (δ) =
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be used to correct t = 1 error. This code construction
reaches the quantum Hamming bound. For arbitrary n,
it can be written as
3
1
2
rQ (n, δ) = r(n, ) = 1 − log2 (n) − .
(81)
n
n
n
• For a very low coding rate, we are using the quantum stabilizer code constructions derived from quadratic
residues [83], [84]. By using simple linear regression,
we arrive at
1
2 1
(82)
rQ (n, δ) = r(n, + ) = .
n 4
n
Using the three definitive points from the constructions
given in Eq. (80), (81) and (82), we arrive at a system of three
linear equations, which have a unique value of a, b and c for
an arbitrary value of n. More explicitly, we have
FIGURE 11. The trade-off between quantum coding rate rQ and
normalized minimum distance δ is characterized using quantum coding
δ 2 − 16
δ + 1 satisfies
bounds. A simple quadratic closed-form rQ (δ) = 32
9
3
all of the well-known quantum coding bounds, which is portrayed by
black solid lines. The blue dashed lines portrays the upper bounds, while
the red dashed lines denotes the lower bounds.

This closed-form approximation suggests that it is possible to
create a code construction whose minimum distance grows
linearly with the codeword length at the asymptotical limit
since for a given quantum coding rate rQ , it will correspond
to a unique constant value of δ.
VII. QUANTUM CODING BOUNDS ON
FINITE-LENGTH CODES

The asymptotic limits are only relevant for n → ∞. For
practical applications, we require code constructions with
shorter codeword length, which necessitates a different formulation for the quantum coding bounds. Finding a closedform approximation will be beneficial for determining the
realistically attainable minimum distance for the given code
parameters. The well-known quantum coding bounds are
listed in Table 10 and also portrayed in Fig. 11. It is clearly
seen that a simple quadratic approximation can satisfy all
the well-known bounds. For the finite-length quantum codes,
we propose the closed-form approximation of
rQ (n, δ) = aδ 2 + bδ + c.

(79)

To arrive at the closed-form approximation in Eq. (79),
we have to determine three definitive points corresponding to
realistic quantum code constructions. As an example in this
treatise, we use three QSC constructions from the literature
as listed below:
• For uncoded logical qubits and unity rate codewords,
we have
1
(80)
rQ (n, δ) = r(n, ) = 1.
n
• For a high coding rate, we will use the construction given
in [19]. For n = 2j , there is a quantum stabilizer code
construction [n, k, d] = [n, n − j − 2, 3], which can
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r1 = aδ12 + bδ1 + c,

(83)

r3 =

(85)

r2 =

aδ22
aδ32

+ bδ2 + c,
+ bδ3 + c.

(84)

The analytical solution of Eq. (83), (84), and (85) is based on
the following unique parameter values:
(r3 − r2 ) δ1 + (r1 − r3 ) δ2 + (r2 − r1 ) δ3
,
(86)
(δ2 − δ1 ) (δ3 − δ2 ) (δ1 − δ3 )
(r2 − r3 ) δ12 + (r3 − r1 ) δ22 + (r1 − r2 ) δ32
b=
,
(87)
(δ2 − δ1 ) (δ3 − δ2 ) (δ1 − δ3 )
(r3 δ2 − r2 δ3 ) δ12 + (r1 δ3 − r3 δ1 ) δ22 + (r2 δ1 − r1 δ2 ) δ32
.
c=
(δ2 − δ1 ) (δ3 − δ2 ) (δ1 − δ3 )
(88)
a=

Despite the cluttered appearance of the analytical solution,
it contains a simple closed-form approximation, because the
value of r1 , r2 , r3 , δ1 , δ2 and δ3 may be easily calculated
using Eq. (80), (81) and (82). Furthermore, the closed-form
approximation derived for finite-length codewords has an
inverse function of
p
−b − b2 − 4a(c − rQ )
δ(n, rQ ) =
.
(89)
2a
The accuracy of the proposed method is now tested for
QSCs having codeword length of n = {31, 32, 63, 64,
127, 128} as shown in Fig. 12. The list of practical QSC
constructions which are used in these plots can be seen
in Table. 11.4 The closed-form approximation lies entirely
between the upper and the lower quantum coding bounds.
The practical QSCs are also plotted in the same figure to
show the relative position with respect to the quantum coding
bounds. The QSCs based on [22], [26] lays perfectly on
approximation curves, but it has been observed in [85] that
as the codeword length increases and the quantum coding
rate is reduced, the exact value of the minimum distance
becomes unclear. As depicted in Fig. 12b and 12c, we can
4 A comprehensive list of practical quantum stabilizer codes can be found
online at [85]. In this treatise, we only consider quantum stabilizer codes with
definitive minimum distance in the list.
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TABLE 11. The list of QSC constructions that are used to plot practical code in Fig. 12.

hardly find definitive points associated with actual codes to
plot in the low quantum coding-rate region constructed from
quantum GF(4). Meanwhile, the QBCH code constructions
lie quite close to the GV lower bound for dual-containing
CSS codes. As predicted, since the constructions of QBCH
codes rely on dual-containing CSS type constructions, which
employ two separate PCMs for their stabilizer operators,
we expect a lower coding rate compared to their non-CSS
relatives.
The proposed closed-form approximation offers substantial benefits for the development of QSCs. We can readily find
a fairly precise approximation of the realistically achievable
minimum distance for given code parameters. For instance,
for half-rate quantum stabilizer codes of length 128, the minimum distance is bounded by 11 < d < 22. By using our
formulation, we obtain d(n = 128, rQ = 1/2) = 16 from our
finite-length approximation. Likewise, for half-rate quantum
stabilizer codes of length 1024, the minimum distance is
bounded by 78 < d < 157. Using our method, we can
obtain d(n = 1024, rQ = 1/2) = 103 from our asymptotic bound approximation. One of the logical questions that
may arise concerns the existence of the corresponding codes.
For example, does a half-rate QSCs relying on n = 128
physical qubits and a minimum distance of d = 16 exist?
The answer to this question is not definitive. Let us refer to
the code table given in [85], which is mainly based on the
QSC constructions of [22]. Due to space limitations, we are
unable to capture the entire table and the associated PCM
formulation. However, it is shown in [85] that a half-rate QSC
relying on n = 128 physical qubits indeed exists, although the
minimum distance is only loosely specified by the bounds
of 11 < d < 20. The bound is similar to the quantum GV
bound and to the quantum Hamming bound of the minimum
distance given by 11 < d < 22. By contrast, upon using
our approximation, we have a minimum distance of d = 16,
which is again only an approximation and it does not imply
the existence of a quantum code having a similar minimum
distance. Nonetheless, we believe that our approximation is
beneficial for approximating the attainable QBER performance of QSCs based on hard-decision syndrome decoding
for short to moderate codeword length as follows (without
VOLUME 5, 2017

considering degeneracy):
QBER(n, d, p) = 1 −

t=⌊ d−1
2 ⌋

X
i=0


n i
p (1 − p)n−i ,
i

(90)

where the realistically achievable value of d is obtained
from our approximation. In our view, the combination of
our closed-form approximation and the QBER of Eq. (90)
constitutes a useful benchmarker for the future development of QSCs, since it quantifies the realistically achievable
QBER performance based on hard-decision syndrome-based
decoding.
The evolution of our closed-form approximation as the
codeword length increases for n = {31, 32, 63, 64, 127,
128} can be seen in Fig. 13. By using our example, it can
be clearly observed that as the codeword length increases,
the derived approximation for finite-length codes slowly
approaches the closed-form approximation of the asymptotic bound. However, inaccuracies emerge as the codeword
length increases. This phenomenon is due to the fact that
we do not have a definitive QSC constructions to rely on in
the low coding rate region. In our approximation example,
we are using the QSCs from quadratic residues construction for low coding rate region and the number of QSC
constructions are very limited only for a handful codeword
lengths. Meanwhile in the classsical domain, in the low coding rate region, we have the simple repetition codes, with construction C(n, 1) having a normalized minimum distance of
δ(n, r) = δ(n, n1 ) = 1.
Albeit the finite and infinite-length-based approximation
curves start to deviate for a very long codeword n ≫
100, the minimum distance still grows as the codeword
length increases as portrayed in Fig. 14. Both the finitelength approximation and asymptotic approximation follow
the same trend. For n ≫ 100, we can simply utilize the
asymptotic formulation given in Eq. (77) for calculating the
quantum coding rate for a certain desired minimum distance, or the inverse of the asymptotic formulation in Eq. (78)
to determine the realistically achievable minimum distance
given the quantum coding rate. We can conclude from this
figure that it is indeed possible to have a QSC construction
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FIGURE 13. The evolution of our closed-form approximation for
finite-length codewords for various values of codeword length n.

FIGURE 14. The growth of achievable minimum distance for short block
QSCs as the codeword length increasing.

FIGURE 12. Quantum coding rate rQ versus normalized minimum
distance δ for finite-length QSCs. The points for portraying the practical
QSCs are taken from QBCH codes [23], QRM codes [26] and quantum
codes from GF (4) formulation [22]. (a) (n = 31) and (n = 32).
(b) (n = 63) and (n = 64). (c) (n = 127) and (n = 128).

with a growing minimum distance, as the codeword length
increases.
VIII. THE BOUNDS ON ENTANGLEMENT-ASSISTED
QUANTUM STABILIZER CODES

One of the distinctive characteristics of quantum systems,
which does not bear any resemblance with the classical
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domain is the ability of creating entanglement. This unique
property can be exploited for increasing the achievable minimum distance of quantum codes, hence increasing the error
correction capability of QSCs. The EA-QSC constructions
are denoted by C(n, k; c), where c denotes the number of
preshared entangled qubits. It is important to note that even
though the EA-QSCs expand the Pauli group operators from
G n into G n+c , we only consider the error operators in G n .
This is because the paradigm of EA-QSCs assumes that the
preshared entangled qubits are not subjected to transmission
error. Hence, for EA-QSCs, the quantum Hamming bound of
Eq. (66) can be modified to
2k ≤

2n+c
t=⌊ dea2−1 ⌋

P

j=0

,

(91)

n j
j 3
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TABLE 12. The entanglement-assisted quantum coding bounds found in the literature.

TABLE 13. The asymptotic quantum coding bounds for EA-QSCs given the arbitrary entanglement ratios of θ .

where the notation dea denotes the minimum distance of
EA-QSCs. Equation (91), can be rewritten to show explicitly
the trade-off between quantum coding rate rQ and minimum
distance dea on EA-QSCs as follows:


t=⌊ dea2−1 ⌋  
X
1
n j  c 
k

.
(92)
≤ 1 − log2 
3+
n
n
n
j
j=0

When n tends to ∞, we yield



  
dea
k
dea
c
.
≤1−
log2 3 − H
+
n
2n
2n
n

(93)

As encapsulated in Eq. (93), an additional conflicting parameter is involved in determining the quantum coding bounds,
namely the entanglement consumption rate. The entanglement consumption rate E is the ratio between the number
of preshared maximally entangled qubits c to the number of
physical qubits n as encapsulated below:
c
(94)
E= .
n
A maximally entangled5 QSCs requires c = n − k preshared qubit pairs. Hence, for a maximally entangled QSCs,
5 For a maximally-entangled QSCs, all of the auxiliary qubits required to
generate the encoded state are already preshared using maximally entangled
pair qubits. Hence, the maximal number of entangled pair qubits that can be
shared beforehand is equal to the total number of auxiliary qubits, which is
equal to (n − k).
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the quantum Hamming bound of Eq. (93) can be reformulated
as follows by substituting c = n − k into Eq. (93), yielding:




k
1
dea
dea
≤1−
log2 3 − H
.
(95)
n
2
2n
2n
Let us how consider the more general cases, where we may
have a range of different entanglement ratios 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
The entanglement ratio is defined as the ratio of preshared
qubits c to the maximally-entangled preshared qubits (n − k),
yielding:
θ=

c
.
n−k

(96)

The quantum Hamming bound for EA-QSCs with arbitrary
entanglement ratios of θ is given by




1
dea
dea
k
≤1−
log2 3 − H
. (97)
n
1+θ
2n
2n
The rest of the quantum coding bounds can readily be
derived using the same analogy. The resultant entanglementassisted quantum coding bounds are portrayed in Fig. 15
and 16. By substituting the entanglement ratio of θ = 0,
we arrive again at the quantum coding bounds derived for
unassisted QSCs. By contrast, upon substituting into Eq. (97)
the entanglement ratio θ = 1, we have the quantum coding
bounds for maximally-entangled QSCs. Figure 15 portrays
the bounds on maximally-entangled QSCs. It is observed
in Fig. 15 that at the point (δ = 0.75), the quantum
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FIGURE 15. The asymptotic quantum coding bounds on EA-QSCs for
maximally-entangled constructions. A simple quadratic function
δ 2 − 38 δ + 1 satisfies all of the quantum coding bounds.
r (δ) = 16
9

GV bound (lower bound) intersects the quantum linear programming bound (upper bound). Indeed, it is confirmed
by the quantum Plotkin bound for the maximally-entangled
QSC constructions shown in Table 13 that for asymptotical
maximally-entangled QSCs the highest normalized minimum
distance that can be achieved is δ = 0.75. Hence, based
on this observation, we propose a simple quadratic function
as the closed-form approximation of entanglement-assisted
quantum stabilizer codes that will satisfy all of the wellknown bounds. A quadratic function associated with a symmetry line at (δ = 0.75) and crossing the point of (δ, r) =
(0, 1) is given by
16 2 8
δ − δ + 1 for 0 ≤ δ ≤ 0.75.
(98)
9
3
The simple quadratic approximaton given in Eq. (98), can
also be inverted, yielding
rQ (δ) =

3
√
(99)
(1 − rQ ) for 0 ≤ rQ ≤ 1.
4
From the simple quadratic function in Eq. (98), we can also
derive a simple closed-form approximation for a given arbitrary entanglement ratio of 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, as shown below:


1
32 2 16
rQ (δ) =
δ − δ+1+θ ,
(100)
1+θ 9
3


q
1−θ
3
for 0 ≤ δ ≤ 4 1 −
and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. The expression
2
δ(rQ ) =

given in Eq. (100) may be inverted to arrive at the following
equation:
√
p
3( 2 − rQ (1 + θ ) + (1 − θ )
,
(101)
δ(rQ ) =
√
4 2
for 0 ≤ rQ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. The simple closedform approximation given in Eq. (100) and (101) satisfies all
entanglement-assisted quantum coding bounds for arbitrary
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FIGURE 16. The asymptotic quantum coding bounds on EA-QSCs for
different entanglement ratios. (a) θ = 0.25. (b) θ = 0.5. (c) θ = 0.75.

entanglement ratios, as confirmed by Fig. 16. We should
point out at this stage that as we substitute the value of
θ = 0 into Eq. (100) and (101), we comeback with the
closed-form approximation presented in the Eq. (77) and (78)
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for unassisted asymptotic quantum coding bounds. Hence,
we completed our closed-form approximations conceived for
all of different constructions of quantum stabilizer codes.
IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted a survey of quantum coding bounds,
which describe the trade-off between the quantum coding
rate and the error correction capability for a wide range of
QSC constructions. Furthermore, we provided insights on
their relationships with their classical counterparts. For the
family of unassisted QSCs, we have provided both lower and
upper bounds for both CSS and non-CSS code constructions.
For the EA-QSCs, we have presented the quantum coding
bounds for maximally-entangled constructions and also for
arbitrary entanglement ratios.
We also have proposed a closed-form approximation as a
beneficial tool for analyzing the performance of QSCs. The
resultant closed-form approximation may be indeed used as
a simple benchmark for developing QSCs, because the resultant minimum distance δ and quantum coding rate rQ values
from our approximations are unambiguous. For instance, for
a half-rate quantum stabilizer code having a given codeword
length of n = 128, the minimum distance is bounded by
11 < d < 22. By using our approximation, we arrive at
d(n = 128, rQ = 1/2) = 16 from our finite-length approximation. Likewise, for a half-rate quantum stabilizer code
having the codeword length of 1024, the minimum distance is
bounded by 78 < d < 157. By using our proposal, we have
an approximate minimum distance of d(n = 1024, rQ =
1/2) = 103 from our asymptotic bound approximation. Ultimately, the proposed method can be utilized as an efficient
tool for the characterization of quantum stabilizer codes.
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ABSTRACT We conceive and investigate the family of classical topological error correction codes (TECCs),
which have the bits of a codeword arranged in a lattice structure. We then present the classical-toquantum isomorphism to pave the way for constructing their quantum dual pairs, namely, the quantum
TECCs (QTECCs). Finally, we characterize the performance of QTECCs in the face of the quantum
depolarizing channel in terms of both the quantum-bit error rate (QBER) and fidelity. Specifically, from
our simulation results, the threshold probability of the QBER curves for the color codes, rotated-surface
codes, surface codes, and toric codes are given by 1.8 × 10−2 , 1.3 × 10−2 , 6.3 × 10−2 , and 6.8 × 10−2 ,
respectively. Furthermore, we also demonstrate that we can achieve the benefit of fidelity improvement at the
minimum fidelity of 0.94, 0.97, and 0.99 by employing the 1/7-rate color code, the 1/9-rate rotated-surface
code, and 1/13-rate surface code, respectively.
INDEX TERMS Quantum error correction codes, quantum stabilizer codes, quantum topological codes,
lattice code, LDPC.

NOMENCLATURE
A. LIST OF ACRONYMS

BCH
CNOT
CSS
GV
LDPC
ML
PCM
QBCH
QBER
QECC
QSC
QTECC
TECC

Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
Controlled-NOT
Calderbank-Shor-Steane
Gilbert-Varshamov
Low Density Parity Check
Maximum Likelihood
Parity Check Matrix
Quantum Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
QuBit Error Rate
Quantum Error Correction Code
Quantum Stabilizer Code
Quantum Topological Error Correction Code
Topological Error Correction Code

Fth
H (x)
H
k
n
p
pth
r
rQ
Si
S
t
δ
⊗
|ψi
C(n, k, d)

B. LIST OF SYMBOLS

d
F

Minimum Distance
Fidelity
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C[n, k, d]

Threshold Fidelity
Binary Entropy of x
Parity Check Matrix, Hadamard
Transformation
Information Bit Length, Number of Logical
Qubits
Codeword Length, Number of Physical Qubits
Depolarizing Probability
Threshold Probability
Classical Coding Rate
Quantum Coding Rate
Stabilizer Operator
Stabilizer Group
Error Correction Capability
Normalized Minimum Distance
Kronecker Tensor Product
Quantum State ψ
Classical Error Correction Codes Having
Parameter n, k and d
Quantum Stabilizer Codes Having
Parameter n, k and d
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the essential prerequisites to build quantum computers is the employment of quantum error correction
codes (QECCs) to ensure that the computers operate reliably
by mitigating the deleterious effects of quantum decoherence [1]–[3]. However, the law of quantum mechanics prevent us from transplanting classical error correction
codes directly into the quantum domain. In order to circumvent the constraints imposed by the nature of quantum physics, the notion of quantum stabilizer codes (QSCs)
emerged [4]–[6]. The invention of QECCs and specifically
the QSC formalism did not immediately eradicate all of
the obstacles of developing reliable quantum computers.
Employing the QSCs requires redundancy in the form of
auxiliary quantum bits (qubits) to encode the logical qubits
onto physical qubits. The redundant qubits are then utilized
to invoke the error correction. Hence, additional components
such as the quantum encoder and decoder circuits built from
quantum gates are required. Therefore, the employment of
a QSC itself has to be fault-tolerant to guarantee that the
QSC circuit does not introduce additional decoherence into
the quantum computers.
The notion of QSC trigerred numerous discoveries in the
domain of QECCs, which are inspired by classical error
corrrection codes. Essentially, QSCs represent the quantum
version of the classical syndrome decoding-based error correction codes. Since the concept of utilizing the syndrome
values for error correction is widely exploited in the classical domain, diverse classical error correction codes can
be conveniently ‘‘quantumized’’. Consequently, we can find
in the literature the quantum version of error correction
codes based on algebraic formalisms such as those of the
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes [7] and of
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [8], quantum codes based on a
coventional trellis structure such as convolutional codes [9]
and turbo codes [10], [11], as well as quantum codes based
on bipartite graphs, such as low density parity check (LDPC)
codes [12]–[16]. Another approach that can be exploited to
develop both classical and quantum error correction codes
hinges on code constructions based on lattice or topological
structures. Unfortunately, this concept has not been widely
explored in the classical domain. By contrast, in the quantum
domain, having a code construction relying on the physical configuration of qubits is highly desirable for the lowcomplexity high-reliability quantum computers.
The development of QECCs was inspired by Shor [17],
who proposed a 9-qubit code. The 9-qubit code, which
is also referred to as Shor’s code, can protect 9 physical
qubits from any type of quantum errors, namely bit-flips (X),
phase-flips (Z), as well as from simultaneous bit and phaseflips (Y). Not long after the discovery of the first QECCs,
Steane invented the 7-qubit code, which was followed by
Laflamme’s perfect 5-qubit code [18], [19]. However, the
construction of these codes does not naturally exhibit inherent fault-tolerance. The quantum circuit based implementation of these codes always involves a high number of qubit
13730

interactions within the codeword of physical qubits. As a
consequence, an error caused by a faulty gate within either
the encoder, or within the stabilizer measurement, and/or in
the inverse encoder potentially propagates to other qubits
and instead of being eliminated, the deleterious effects of
quantum decoherence are actually further aggravated.

FIGURE 1. The qubit arrangement of IBM’s superconducting quantum
computers. The circles represent the qubits, while the arrows represent
the possible qubit interactions within the computers [20]. (a) 5 qubits
(ibmqx2). (b) 5 qubits (ibmqx4). (c) 16 qubits (ibmqx5).

The quantum version of the classical topological error correction codes (TECCs) [21], namely the quantum topological
error correction codes (QTECCs), constitute beneficial faulttolerant QSCs for improving quantum computer implementations. Firstly, they are capable of supporting the physical
implementation of quantum memory. For instance, this strategy has been deployed for developing the IBM’s superconducting quantum computers, as shown in Fig. 1. From this
figure, we can see the qubit arrangement of the three prototypes of IBM’s quantum computer - which can be viewed
online - namely the ibmqx2, ibmqx4, and ibmqx5 configurations [20]. The first two of the quantum computers are the
5-qubit quantum computers, while the last one is a 16-qubit
quantum computer. The circles in Fig. 1 represent the qubits,
while the arrows represent all the possible two-qubit interactions. It can be clearly seen that the existing architectures impose a limitation, namely the two-qubit interactions
can be only performed between the neighbouring qubits.
Even though this particular limitation potentially imposes
additional challenges, when it comes to QSCs deployment,
the stabilizer effect can still be achieved by the corresponding qubit arrangement by invoking the QTECCs. Secondly, the locality of stabilizer measurements minimizes the
requirements imposed on the corresponding quantum gates.
The interdependence of the qubits within the codeword are
inevitable. However, the interaction between the most distant
qubits should be avoided, which imposes challenges on the
realization. Another property that makes the QTECCs faulttolerant is their growing minimum distance as a function
of codeword length. More explicitly, the growing minimum
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FIGURE 2. Timeline of important milestones in the area of QTECCs. The code construction is highlighted with bold while the associated code type is
marked in italics.

distance ensures having an increasing error correction capability per codeword for the QTECCs upon increasing the
codeword length, albeit this does not necessarily increase the
per-bit normalized error correction capability. To elaborate a
little further, increasing the number of physical qubits1 also
increases the number of qubit interactions within the block.
Thus, the per-codeword error correction capability of the code
should grow fast enough to compensate for the potential error
propagation, which may further aggravate the effect of quantum decoherence. The latter phenomenon is also related to
the problem experienced in the classical coding theory field,
associated with the trade-off between the coding rate and the
error correction capability of the error correction code. The
study of this particular trade-off in QSCs is a pivotal subject,
because we can simply decrease the coding rate further and
further to achieve a certain error correction capability without
considering the sheer amount of redundant resources wasted,
when aiming for achieving the target performance. Therefore, a comprehensive investigation related to this particular
trade-off has to be conducted for characterizing the performances versus code parameters. A timeline portraying the
1 The terms ‘number of physical qubits’ is usually used to refer the
‘codeword length’ in quantum codes.
VOLUME 6, 2018

important milestones of the QTECCs’ development is
depicted in Fig. 2.2
Based on the aforementioned background, our novel contributions are:
1) We conceive the construction of classical error correction codes based on topological or lattice structures.
Additionally, we demonstrate for a long codeword that
the resultant codes have a resemblance to the classical
LDPC codes exhibiting reasonable code parameters.
2) We present a tutorial on both classical and quantum topological error correction codes as well as the
classical-to-quantum isomorphism along with the comparative study of code parameters.
3) We derive the upper bound QBER performance of the
QTECCs in the face of quantum depolarizing channel
and the formula to determine the threshold fidelity.
The structure of the paper is described in Fig. 3 and the rest
of this treatise is organized as follows. In Section II, we commence with design examples of classical TECCs to pave the
2 Shor’s, Steane’s and Laflamme’s codes do not belong to the QTECCs
family. However, we believe that it is still important to include the three
pioneeering contributions on QECCs in the timeline for the sake of
completeness.
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FIGURE 3. The structure of the paper.

way for delving into the quantum domain. In Section III, we
provide a tutorial on the fundamentals of QSCs by exploiting
its isomorphism with the classical syndrome-based decoding,
while in Section IV we detail our QSC design examples for
QTECCs. We continue by characterizing the performance
of QTECCs over the popular quantum depolarizing channel
in terms of QBER and fidelity in Section V. Finally, we
conclude our discussion in Section VI.
II. CLASSICAL ERROR CORRECTION CODES FROM
TOPOLOGICAL ORDER: DESIGN EXAMPLES

As we mentioned earlier in Section I, the classical error
correction codes can be developed relying on diverse
approaches [34]. We can find in the literature various family
of codes based on algebraic formalisms (such as BCH codes
and RS codes), codes based on conventional trellis structures
(such as convolutional codes and turbo codes) and also codes
based on bipartite graphs (such as LDPC codes). Another
approach that can be adopted to formulate a classical error
correction code is by exploiting the topological or lattice
structure. By assuming that we can arrange the bits of a codeword on a lattice structure, it can inherently provide us with an
error correction scheme [21]. For instance, let us assume that
a codeword of classical bits is arranged on the square lattice
given in Fig. 4. The black circles laying on the edges of the
lattice define the encoded information bits or the codeword.
The red squares laying on the vertices of the lattice define the
parity check matrix (PCM) of the codes, which also directly
defines the syndrome values of the received codeword. The
number of black circles is associated with the codeword
length of n bits and the number of red squares is associated
with the length of the syndrome vector or the number of rows
of the PCM, which is equal to (n − k) bits. For the particular
square lattice seen in Fig. 4, the codeword length n is equal to
13 bits and the length (n − k) of the syndrome vector is equal
to 6 bits. Hence, the number of information bits k is equal to 7
bits. Therefore, this code has 27 = 128 legitimate codewords
out of the 213 = 8192 possible received words. Based on the
above-mentioned construction, for example in classical BCH
codes, we would be able to distinguish 2(13−7) = 26 = 64
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FIGURE 4. Example of a classical bit arrangement on a square lattice
structure. The black circles laying on the edges of the lattice denote the
bits of the codeword, while the vertices of the lattice denoted by red
squares define the parity check matrix and also the syndrome values.

distinct error patterns (including the error free scenario) and
correct a single bit error based on sphere packing bound.
The coding rate r is defined by the ratio between the number of information bits k to the codeword length n, yielding:
k
r=
(1)
n
Hence, the coding rate of the square lattice code of Fig. 4
is r = 7/13.
Now, let us delve deeper into how the error correction
works. Let us revisit the square lattice of Fig. 4. The k information bits are encoded to n-bit codewords, where n > k.
Noise or decoherence imposed by the channel corrupts the
legitimate codeword. The syndrome computation is invoked
to generate the (n−k)-bit syndrome vector, which tells us both
the predicted number and the position of the errors. In Fig. 4,
the i-th red square indicates a syndrome bit of si . Hence, the
syndrome vector s is a 6-bit vector, which is given by
s = [s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6 ].

(2)

In the case of an error-free received codeword, the resultant
syndrome vector is s = [0 0 0 0 0 0]. By contrast, if an
error is imposed on the codeword, it triggers a syndrome
bit value of 1 at the adjacent syndrome bit positions. For
example, if an error occurs at the bit index 4 of Fig. 4, it
triggers the syndrome values of s1 = 1 and s3 = 1. The
rest of the syndrome values remain equal to 0. Therefore, an
error corrupting the bit index 4 generates a syndrome vector
of s = [1 0 1 0 0 0]. Hence, the decoder flips the value of bit
index 4. Similarly, if an error occurs at bit number 3, it only
triggers the syndrome value of s2 = 1. Hence, it generates the
syndrome vector of s = [0 1 0 0 0 0] and the error recovery
procedure proceeds accordingly.
Now let us consider the ocurrence of two bit errors in the
codeword. For instance, let us assume that errors occur at
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bit indices of 6 and 7 of Fig. 4. Note that both these errors
affect s3 , therefore they cancel each other effect on s3 out,
hence generating a syndrome bit value of s3 = 0. However,
we still do not receive an all-zero syndrome vector, because
the bit index 7 results in a syndrome bit value of s4 = 1 of
Fig. 4. Therefore, the resultant syndrome vector due to a bit
error in both bit 6 and 7 is s = [0 0 0 1 0 0]. Since the
syndrome vector of s = [0 0 0 1 0 0] is also associated with the
error incident upon bit index 8, the error recovery procedure
decides to flip bit 8 instead, because a single error occurance
is more likely to happen than a double-error when the error
probability less than 1/2. This example is an illustration that
the occurence of two bit errors in the codeword is beyond
the error correction capability of the code given in Fig. 4. We
conclude that the code based on the square lattice illustrated
in Fig. 4 is capable of correcting only a single bit error.
The error correction capability of t bits for a given code
construction is defined by the minimum distance d of the code
as formulated by


d −1
.
(3)
t=
2
Hence, a code that is only capable of correcting a single error
has a minimum distance of d = 3, as exemplified by the
square lattice code given in Fig. 4. Moreover, the minimum
distance of a square lattice code is defined by the dimension of the lattice. Therefore, to increase the error correction
capability of the code, we can simply increase the dimension
of the lattice, which directly translates into the increase of
the minimum distance. The square lattice considered in our
example can be generalized to a rectangular lattice structure
having a dimension of (l × h), where l is the length of the
lattice and h is the height of the lattice. In the case of a
rectangular structure, the minimum distance is defined by
d = min(l, h).

(4)

The codeword length is also uniquely defined by the dimension of the lattice. More explicitly, for a rectangular lattice of
dimension (l ×h), the codeword length is equal to the number
of the lattice edges, which is given by
n-edges = nsquare = 2lh − l − h + 1.

(5)

The number of rows in the PCM of a square lattice code is
defined by the number of faces or plaquettes of the rectangular lattice, which is formulated as follows:
n-vertices = nsquare − ksquare = h(l − 1).

(6)

Hence, from Eq. (5) and (6), the number of information bits
k encoded by the rectangular lattice codes is
ksquare = nsquare − (nsquare − ksquare )
= lh − l + 1.

(7)

The most efficient code can be constructed by a square lattice,
where d = l = h. Therefore, the expression given in Eq. (5)
and (7) can be simplified to
nsquare = 2d 2 − 2d + 1
VOLUME 6, 2018

(8)

ksquare = d 2 − d + 1.

(9)

Hence, the coding rate of square lattice based codes can be
formulated as follows:
rsquare =

ksquare
d2 − d + 1
.
= 2
nsquare
2d − 2d + 1

(10)

TABLE 1. Constructing the PCM of the square lattice code of Fig. 4 with
minimum distance of d = 3. Each row is associated with the syndrome
operators denoted by red squares in Fig. 4.

The PCM can be readily constructed in a similar fashion.
Each red square of Fig. 4 represents the row of the PCM,
where the adjacent black circles denote the index of the
column containing a value of 1. For example, the first red
square is adjacent to the black circles numbered 1, 2, and 4.
Therefore, in the first row of the PCM, there are only three
elements containing a value of 1 and those are marked by
the index 1, 2, and 4. The remaining rows of the PCM are
generated using the same principle. Explicitly, each row of
the PCM of the square lattice code of Fig. 4 is portrayed in
Table 1. Finally, the PCM H of the square lattice code of Fig. 4
is given by
 
h1
 h2 
 
 h3 

(11)
H=
 h4 .
 
 h5 
h6

The code construction based on the general lattice structure
is not limited to a rectangular lattice. Let us consider, for
example the triangular lattice of Fig. 5. The black circles
laying on the vertex of the lattice define the codeword and
the red squares on the faces of the lattice define the syndrome
vector. The error correction principle of the triangular lattice
code is similar to that of its square counterpart. Hence, the
PCM of the triangular lattice code is readily derived using
the following equation:
 
h1
H =  h2 ,
(12)
h3

where h1 , h2 , and h3 correspond to the syndrome bits given in
Table 2. It is important to point out that the resultant triangular
lattice code is one of the possible construction for the classical
C(7, 4, 3) Hamming code. Specifically, both codes have a
codeword length of n = 7 and number of information bits
of k = 4. Hence, the length of syndrome vector is 3 bits.
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FIGURE 6. Extending the length of the triangular lattice code, which
directly increases the numbers of error corrected.

number of rows of the PCM and also to the syndrome vector
length, can be encapsulated as

FIGURE 5. Example of a classical bit arrangement constructed over a
triangular lattice structure. The black circles laying on the vertices of the
lattice represent the codeword bits, while the faces or the plaquettes of
the lattice denoted by red squares define the parity-check matrix and the
syndrome bits of the error correction code. This configuration is an
alternative representation for the C(7, 4, 3) classical Hamming code.

TABLE 2. Constructing the PCM of the triangular lattice code with
minimum distance of d = 3. Each row is associated with the
syndrome operators denoted by blue circles in Fig. 5.

1
(3d 2 − 3). (14)
8
Hence, the number of information bits can be expressed as
n-faces = ntriangular − ktriangular =

ktriangular = ntriangular − (n − k)triangular
1
(15)
= (3d 2 + 5).
8
Finally, the coding rate of the triangular lattice codes of Fig. 6
is formulated as follows:
rtriangular =

ktriangular
3d 2 + 5
=
.
ntriangular
2(3d 2 + 1)

(16)

Then, the normalized minimum distance, which directly corresponds to the error correction capability per-bit of a code
may be defined as:
Consequently, the codes have 24 legitimate codewords out of
the possile 27 received words. Based on the sphere packing
bound, the codes are capable of distinguishing 23 = 8 distinct
error patterns including the error-free scenario. Therefore,
both constructions are capable of correcting exactly a single
error with an identical coding rate of r = 4/7.
Similar to its rectangular counterpart, increasing the error
correction capability of a triangular lattice code is achieved
by expanding the underlying lattice configuration. However,
increasing the number of vertices of the triangular lattice
structure is not as straightforward as that of its rectangular
counterpart because it can be carried out in several differennt
ways. In this example, we use the construction proposed
in [25] and Fig. 6 illustrates how to increase the number of
encoded bits of the triangular lattice code of Fig. 5 by using
hexagonal tiles.
Following the pattern of Fig. 6, the codeword length, which
is also given by the number of vertices of the given lattices,
is explicitly formulated as follows:
n-vertices = ntriangular =

1
(3d 2 + 1),
4

(13)

where d is the minimum distance of the code. The number
of faces in the triangular lattice, which corresponds to the
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d
(17)
n
For square lattice and triangular lattice codes, the normalized
minimum distances are given by
δ=

d
2d 2 − 2d + 1
4d
δtriangular =
.
(18)
3d 2 + 1
In the rest of this treatise, we will consider the family of
error correction codes based on lattice structures as a prominent representative of classical topological error correction
codes (TECC). The lattice structures given in Fig. 4 and 5 can
be transformed to Tanner graphs [35]. The dual representation
of TECCs in the rectangular lattice domain and in the Tanner
graph domain is given in Fig. 7 as exemplified by the square
lattice code. We can observe that TECCs based on square
lattices have a maximum row weight of ρmax = 4 and a
maximum column weight of γmax = 2. By contrast, the codes
based on triangular lattices have ρmax = 6 and γmax = 3. For
a very long codeword, these properties lead to sparse PCMs.
Hence, classical TECCs can be viewed as a specific family
of LDPC codes. The asymptotical limit of the coding rate for
LDPC codes based on TECCs can be directly derived from
Eq. (10) and (16). As the codeword length tends to infinity
δsquare =
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TABLE 4. Code parameters of classical BCH codes having codeword
length of n = 255, which is used in Fig. 8 and 9. The coding rate r and
normalized minimum distance δ are calculated using Eq. (1) and (17),
respectively.

FIGURE 7. Example of how to represent the square lattice code. (a) The
representation in lattice structure. (b) The representation in Tanner or
bipartite graph.

(n → ∞), the minimum distance d is also expected to tend
to infinity. Hence, at the asymptotical limit we have
1
d2 − d + 1
= ,
2
d→∞ 2d − 2d + 1
2
1
3d 2 + 5
= .
= lim
d→∞ 2(3d 2 + 1)
2

∞
rsquare
= lim
∞
rtriangular

(19)
(20)

TABLE 3. Code parameters of classical Hamming code having a single
error correction capability, which is used in Fig. 8 and 9. The coding rate r
and normalized minimum distance δ are calculated using Eq. (1) and (17),
respectively.

Let us observe Fig. 8, where we plot the minimum distance (d) versus coding rate (r) of TECCs based on Eq. (10)
and (16). We also include the classical codes based on the
sphere packing concept, namely the Hamming codes and the
BCH codes, whose parameters are portrayed in Table 3 and 4,
respectively. We also include some labels for several codes
in the figure, in order to show how to convert the code
parameters into data points in the figure. More explicitly, let
us consider the specific triangular codes T1 and T2, where
T1 represents the triangular code having a minimum distance
of 3, which we have already used in the example in Fig. 5.
As it has been elaborated on earlier, the resultant code T1 is
C(7, 4, 3). Hence, the coding rate is r = 4/7 ≈ 0.57. Again,
the triangular code T1 has identical code parameters to the
Hamming code C(7, 4, 3), which is labeled H1. Hence, the
same point in Fig. 8 represents both T1 and H1. Next, the
code parameters of the triangular code T2 having a minimum
distance of d = 5 are obtained using Eq. (13) and (15)
for determining the codeword length n and the information
length k, respectively. Explicitly, by substituting d = 5 into
Eq. (13) and (15), we have n = 19 and k = 10. Finally, we
arrive at the coding rate of r = k/n = 10/19 ≈ 0.53 for the
triangular code T2. The rest of the code parameters for square
VOLUME 6, 2018

codes, triangular codes, Hamming codes and BCH codes are
protrayed in the same way in Fig. 8.
In general, increasing the minimum distance of the codes
while mantaining the codeword length can be achieved at
the expense of reducing the coding rate. This penomenon is
perfectly reflected by the behaviour of classical BCH codes
in Fig. 8. Explicitly, in Fig. 8 we portray BCH codes having
a constant codeword length of n = 255, which are described
in Table 4. As seen, upon increasing the minimum distance
of BCH codes, the coding rate is gradually reduced. Next,
increasing the coding rate while maintaining the minimum
distance of the code can indeed be achieved by increasing
the codeword length. In this case, the Hamming codes, whose
code parameters are described in Table 3, reflect perfectly this
phenomenon. Observe in Fig. 8, that for the Hamming codes
exhibiting a constant minimum distance of d = 3, we can
see the gradual increase of coding rate upon increasing the
codeword length. However, the behaviour of the BCH and
Hamming codes is not reflected by the TECCs. Let us elaborate on the TECCs behaviour in Fig. 8. The increase of minimum distance of TECCs upon increasing the codeword length
looks very impressive, since they do not seem to require
much sacrifice in terms of coding rate reduction. In fact,
the coding rate is saturated at approximately r = 1/2 for
long codewords. This is indeed a rather different behaviour
compared to that of the classical BCH codes. However, it is
of pivotal importance to mention again that the increasing
error correction capability per codeword does not necessarily
imply the improvement of error correction capability per
bit. Therefore, we have to normalize the performance to the
codeword length in order to portray a fair comparison.
Let us now observe Fig. 9, where we plot the normalized minimum distance (δ) versus the coding rate (r) of
TECCs based on Eq. (18). We include both the BCH codes
as well as the Hamming codes for the sake of comparison. We also plot the classical Hamming bound [36] and
Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) [37] bound in this figure to portray
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FIGURE 8. The coding rate versus minimum distance of TECCs. For asymptotical limit, the TECCs may be
categorized into LPDC codes and the coding rates converge to r = 21 . We also include the BCH codes and
Hamming codes for the sake of comparison. The coding rate for the square lattice based codes and the
triangular lattice based codes are defined in Eq. (10) and (16), respectively. The code parameters for classical
Hamming and BCH codes are described in Table 3 and 4, respectively. We put labels only for several codes as
examples on how to convert the given code parameters into the figure.

the upper bound and lower bound of the normalized minimum
distance, which correspond directly to the normalized error
correction capability, given the coding rate. The classical
Hamming bound is formulated as follows [36]:
 
d
k
≤1−H
,
(21)
n
2n
where H (x) is the binary entropy of x defined by H (x) =
−x log2 x − (1 − x) log2 (1 − x), while the classical GV bound
is expressed as [37]
 
d
k
≥1−H
.
(22)
n
n
The classical Hamming bound and GV bound defined
in Eq. (21) and (22) are valid for asymptotical limit
where n → ∞.
The classical Hamming codes constitute the so-called perfect codes for a finite-length, since they always achieve
the Hamming bound for finite-length codes.3 Therefore, the
Hamming codes also mark the upper bound of normalized
minimum distance, given the coding rate of finite-length
3 The Hamming bound for finite length codes has a different formulation
from that of asymptotical limit. Therefore, we refer to [38] for further
explanations.
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codewords. Secondly, the classical BCH codes having a codeword length of n = 255 lay perfectly - as expected - between
the Hamming and GV bound in the asymptotical limit, as
shown in Fig. 9. However, we observe an unusual behaviour
for the family of TECCs, since the normalized minimum
distance drops to zero upon increasing the codeword length,
while the coding rate saturates at r = 1/2. We hypothesize
that since these codes were not designed using the sphere
packing concept - which the Hamming and BCH codes are
based on - the Hamming distance radius of the associated
decoding sphere in the TECCs codespace is most likely to
be non-identical for the different codewords. In addition,
the√minimum distance of TECCs is only on the order of
O( n), which implies that the codeword length of TECCs is
proportional to the factor of O(d 2 ). By contrast, for clasical
BCH and Hamming codes the growth of the minimum distance is approximately linear, i.e. of order O(n). It is clearly
seen that even though the growth of minimum distance per
codeword of the TECCs appears to be impressive in Fig. 8,
it is not fast enough to compensate for the undesired effect
of the increasing codeword length. Hence, the TECC error
correction capability per bit tends to zero in the asymptotical
limit. Nevertheless, we leave the definitive answer for this
peculiar phenomenon open for future research, since our
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 9. The coding rate versus normalized minimum distance of TECCs. For asymptotical limit, the TECCs may
be categorized into LPDC codes and the coding rates converge to r = 21 , while the normalized minimum
distances (δ) vanish to zero. In addition, we also include the classical Hamming and BCH codes, which
constructed based on sphere packing bound, for the sake of comparison. The code parameters for classical
Hamming and BCH codes are portrayed in Table 3 and 4, respectively. We put labels only for several codes as
examples on how to convert the given code parameters into the figure.

focus in this treatise is on finding the classical-to-quantum
isomorphism of TECCs.
Since the TECC associated with the asymptotical limit
of n → ∞ belongs to the family of LDPC codes, an
efficient LDPC decoder such as the belief propagation (BP)
technique [39] can be invoked for these code constructions.
However, the normalized minimum distance of the LDPC
codes based on topological order tends to zero, as the codeword length increases. Nevertheless, TECC-based LDPC
codes exhibit several desirable code properties, such as an
attractive coding rate (r ≈ 1/2), structured construction
and unbounded minimum distance. However, another aspect
worth considering for TECC-based LDPC codes is the fact
that we can find numerous cycles of length 4 in triangular
constructions and cycles of length 6 in square constructions,
which potentially degrades the performances of the codes.
A brief summary of code parameters of TECC-based LDPC
codes is given in Table 5.
III. THE ROAD FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM ERROR
CORRECTION CODES

In this section, we provide a brief review of quantum information processing. This will be followed by a rudimentary
VOLUME 6, 2018

TABLE 5. The code parameters of TECC-based LDPC codes.

introduction of classical syndrome-based decoding and how
we can demonstrate the isomorphism towards quantum stabilizer codes.
A. A BRIEF REVIEW OF QUANTUM INFORMATION
PROCESSING

In the classical domain the information is represented by a
series of binary digits (bits), whilst in the quantum domain the
information is conveyed by quantum bits (qubits). A classical
bit can only hold a value of either ‘0’ or ‘1’ at a time, while
the qubit can hold the value of ‘0’, ‘1’ and the superposition
of both values. More specifically, the state of a single qubit
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can be expressed mathematically as follows:
|ψi = α0 |0i + α1 |1i,
|2

α0 , α1 ∈ C,

(23)

|2

where P0 = |α0 and P1 = |α1 are the probability of obtaining the value of 0 and 1 upon measurement,
respectively. Hence, the unitary constraint of having |α0 |2 +
|α1 |2 = 1 is applied. Representing the pure states of ‘0’ by
the notation |0i and the pure state of ‘1’ by the so-called
ket notation |1i,4 as shown in Eq. (23), is referred to as the
Dirac notation [40]. The pure state of |0i and |1i can also be
represented as a 2-element vector in the Hilbert space H as
follows:
 
 
1
0
|0i =
, |1i =
.
(24)
0
1
Hence, substituting the vectors given in Eq. (24) into Eq. (23)
yields:
 
α0
|ψi =
, α0 , α1 ∈ C.
(25)
α1

The state of a single qubit can be manipulated by using the
quantum unitary transformations. A unitary transformation
of U may be realized by a quantum gate, which is the elementary building block of quantum computers. All of the quantum
domain unitary transformations are represented by unitary
matrices to ensure that the final probability of quantum states
remains 1, which can be explicitly formulated as
U † U = I,

(26)

where I is an identity matrix. The Pauli gates or Pauli operators constitute a collection of unitary transformations representing the discrete set of errors that may be imposed on a
single qubit. The Pauli operators are defined using the Pauli
matrices, as follows:




1 0
0 1
I=
, X=
,
0 1
1 0




0 −i
1
0
.
(27)
Y=
, Z=
0 −1
i
0

The Pauli matrices can be physically interpreted as a bitflip error, phase-flip error as well as both bit-flip and phaseflip error for the Pauli matrix X, Z and Y, respectively. The
Pauli-I matrix is an identity matrix corresponding to the
absence of errors.
The error imposed on multi-qubit systems can be described
using the Kronecker tensor product. Explicitly, for the matrices P and Q having (a × b) elements and (x × y) elements,
respectively, the resultant Kronecker product is a matrix having (ax × by) elements formulated by


p11 Q
···
p1(b−1) Q
p1b Q
 p21 Q
···
p2(b−1) Q
p2b Q 




.
.
..
.
..
..
..
P⊗Q=
.
.


p(a−1)1 Q · · · p(a−1)(b−1) Q p(a−1)b Q
pa1 Q
···
pa(b−1) Q
pab Q
(28)
4 The terminology ket comes from the bra-ket notation. The bra notation
refers to the hψ| notation, while ket notation is used for |ψi notation.
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For instance, a two-qubit system is represented by the Kronecker product between a pair of two-element vectors given
in Eq. (24). More explicitly, let us consider the qubit having
the state of |ψ1 i = α0 |0i + α1 |1i and another one in the
state of |ψ2 i = β0 |0i + β1 |1i. The superimposed state can
be described as follows:


α 0 β0
   
α0 β1 
β
α0

⊗ 0 =
|ψi = |ψ1 i ⊗ |ψ2 i =
α1 β0 
β1
α1
α1 β1
≡ α0 β0 |00i + α0 β1 |01i + α1 β0 |10i + α1 β1 |11i, (29)
where α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 ∈ C. It can be observed that a two-qubit
state is a superposition of all four possible states that can be
generated by two bits i.e. 00, 01, 10 and 11. Moreover, the
unitary condition of |α0 β0 |2 +|α0 β1 |2 +|α1 β0 |2 +|α1 β1 |2 = 1
still holds. The Kronecker product of a pair of two-element
vectors yields a vector consisting of 22 elements. Hence, the
N -qubit systems yield all of the 2N possible states that can be
generated by an N -bit sequence. If i is the decimal representation of an N -bit sequence, the N -qubit superposition state
can be expressed by the Dirac notation as follows:
|ψi =

N −1
2X

i=0

αi |ii where αi ∈ C and

N −1
2X

i=0

|αi |2 = 1.

(30)

Since the N -qubit state is represented by a 2N -element column vector, the unitary transformation of the N -qubit system
is defined by a (2N ×2N ) elements unitary matrix. In quantum
communication, the quantum decoherence may impose a bitflip error, phase-flip error, as well as both bit-flip and phaseflip error. For the sake of modeling the behaviour of quantum
information in the presence of quantum impairments, the
Pauli channel model is widely used [41]. To elaborate a little
further, the Pauli channel inflicts an error P ∈ Gn on the state
of an N -qubit system, where each qubit may independently
experience either a bit-flip error (X), a phase-flip error (Z),
or both bit-flip and phase-flip error (iXZ = Y). For an
N -qubit system, the general Pauli group Gn is represented by
an N -fold tensor product of G1 , as described below:
Gn = {P1 ⊗ P2 · · · ⊗ Pn |Pj ∈ G1 },

(31)

where the Pauli group G1 is constituted by the unitary transformations applied to a single qubit state, which is closed
under multiplication and is explicitly defined as follows:
G1 = {eP : P ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}, e ∈ {±1, ±i}}.

(32)

The laws of quantum mechanics prevent us from directly
transplanting the classical error correction codes into the
quantum domain owing to the following obstacles:
1) No Cloning Theorem. In the classical domain, the
basic technique of protecting the information bits in
repetition coding is that of copying the same information several times. By contrast, in the quantum domain,
this simple approach cannot be implemented, since no
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FIGURE 10. The basic model of classical error correction codes invoking syndrome-based decoding. The
operation G denotes the generator matrix, which maps the k information bits x to the n coded bits y. The
channel E inflicts an error vector e ∈ {0, 1}n upon the codeword y, resulting in the corrupted received bits y.
The receiver calculates the syndrome vector s based on the PCM H and the received bits y to predict the
number and the position of errors contained in the received bits y. The error recovery R generates the error
recovery vector r, which is applied to the received bits y. This operation collapses the received bits y to one of
the legitimate codedword y, yielding the predicted codeword b
y. Finally, we can readily determine the
predicted information bits b
x from the predicted codeword b
y.

unitary quantum transformation is capable of performing this specific task.
2) The quantum bit collapses into the corresponding classical bit upon measurement. In the classical
domain, the error correction schemes are typically fed
by measuring the bits received at the output of the
demodulator. In the quantum domain, measuring the
qubits represented by the superposition of the classical states will collapse the superposition into a single
classical post-measurement state and consequently we
lose the original quantum information.
3) QECCs have to handle not only bit-flip errors, but
also phase-flip errors, as well as the simultaneous
bit-flip and phase-flip errors. By contrast, in the classical domain, we deal with a single type of error, which
is the bit-flip error. In quantum domain, the nature
of quantum decoherence is continuous and it can be
modeled as a linear combination of bit-flip errors (X),
phase-flip errors (Z), or both bit-flip and phase-flip
errors (iXZ = Y). However, thanks to the beneficial
effect of the stabilizer measurement, the continuous
nature of quantum decoherence can be treated as a discrete set of independent errors imposed on the physical
qubits.
Albeit all of the aforementioned obstacles hindering the
development of QECC schemes, the invention of QSC formulation succeeded in circumventing these problems.
B. A BRIEF REVIEW OF CLASSICAL SYNDROME-BASED
DECODING

As mentioned earlier, the problems revolving around the
QECCs are effectively circumvented by QSCs, which essentially constitute the syndrome-based decoding version of
VOLUME 6, 2018

QECCs. Hence, for the sake of sheding some light onto the
parallelism between the classical and quantum regime, we
proceed with the classical syndrome-based decoding first.
In the classical domain a C(n, k) code maps k information
bits into n coded bits, where k < n. The purpose of attaching
(n − k) redundant bits is to facilitate error detection or even
error correction. Let us refer to Fig. 10 and consider the classical C(7, 4) Hamming code, which maps 4 information bits
into 7 coded bits and hence becomes capable of correcting
a single error. In general, the mapping of the k information
bits is performed by multiplying the information row vector x
consisting of k elements by the generator matrix G having
(k ×n) elements. Explicitly, the mapping can be formulated as
y = x ∗ G,

(33)

where the resultant codeword y is a row vector having n
elements, while the notation of ∗ represents the matrix multiplication over modulo-2. For instance, the generator matrix
of the C(7, 4) Hamming code is defined by


1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

GHamming = 
 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . (34)
0 0 0 1 1 1 1

From Eq. (33) and (34) we can generate the code space
mapping shown in Table 6, where xi denotes all the possible
combination of information bits and yi represents the associated legitimate codeword bits.
The generator matrix G can be arranged into a systematic
form as
G = (Ik |P) ,

(35)

where Ik is a (k × k) identity matrix and P is a matrix having
k × (n − k) elements. The form given in Eq. (35) generates
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a systematic codeword y consisting of the k-bit information
word x followed by (n − k) parity bits. A generator matrix G
is associated with an (n − k) × n-element PCM H, which is
defined as


(36)
H = PT |In−k .

TABLE 6. The code space mapping of the C(7, 4) classical Hamming code.

As an example, the generator matrix of the classical C(7, 4)
Hamming code of Eq. (34) is associated with the following
PCM:


1 1 0 1 1 0 0
HHamming =  1 0 1 1 0 1 0 . (37)
0 1 1 1 0 0 1
The PCM of H is constructed for ensuring that a valid codeword y satisfies the following requirement:
y ∗ HT = 0.

(38)

A received word y may be contaminated by an error vector
e ∈ {0, 1}n due to channel impairments, which is denoted
by E in Fig. 10. More explicitly, the resultant received words
corrupted by the additive noise E can be formulated as
y = y + e.

(39)

TABLE 7. The look-up table to determine the most likely error pattern
ei ∈ E that corresponds to the syndrome value si , which is created based
on Eq. (37) and (40).

The error syndrome s is a row vector having (n − k) elements
obtained by the following calculation:
s = y ∗ HT = (y + e) ∗ HT
= y ∗ HT + e ∗ HT
= 0 + e ∗ HT
= e ∗ HT .

(40)

The syndrome vector s contains the information related to
the error pattern imposed by the channel. To elaborate, we
have 2k legitimate codewords generated by the all possible
combination of the k information bits, 2n possible received
bit patterns of b
y and 2(n−k) possible syndromes s, each
unambiguously identifying one of the 2(n−k) error patterns,
including the error-free scenario. Hence, for the classical
C(7, 4) Hamming code, the syndrome vector si can detect
and correct a single error pattern as specified in Table 7. The
error recovery ri is determined based on the most likely error
pattern. After obtaining the syndrome vector, the recovery
vector ri is applied to the received words to obtain the predicted codeword b
y = y + r, as depicted in Fig. 10. The
application of the recovery operator ri to the received word
always collapses it into one of the legitimate codewords y,
hence the predicted codeword b
y can be finally demapped in
order to obtain the predicted information bitsb
x using Table 6,
as illustrated in Fig. 10. For linear systematic codes, this
process can be simply performed by chopping the last (n − k)
bits, namely the redundant bits.
For more a detailed example, let us consider k information
bits of x = (1 1 0 1). The information bits are encoded
using the classical C(7, 4) Hamming code employing the
generator matrix of Eq. (33), yielding the coded bits of
y = (1 1 0 1 1 0 0). Let us assume that the channel corrupts
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the legitimate codeword y by imposing an error pattern of
e = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0) yielding the received word of y =
(0 1 0 1 1 0 0). Next, the received word is fed to the syndrome
calculation block, which contains the PCM of Eq. (37). Based
on Eq. (40), the received word y = (0 1 0 1 1 0 0) generates
the syndrome vector of s = (1 1 0). Utilizing the look-up
table of Table 7, the error recovery vector becomes r =
(1 0 0 0 0 0 0). Upon applying the error recovery vector, the
received word y is collapsed to one of the legitimate codey = (1 1 0 1 1 0 0). Assuming
words y in Table 6, which is b
that the predicted codeword b
y is valid, the demapper decides
to translate the predicted codeword b
y = (1 1 0 1 1 0 0) to
the predicted information bits as b
x = (1 1 0 1). Hence, the
original information is successfully recovered. The whole
process of syndrome calculation, error recovery and demapping jointly form the decoding process. It is important to note
that in practice, the syndrome calculation, recovery operator
and demapper are amalgamated into a single decoder block.
Let us now assume that the channel imposes an error
pattern beyond the error correction capability of the classical
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 11. The basic model of QSCs implementation over the quantum depolarizing channel. The k logical qubits are mapped into n physical
qubits with the aid of (n − k) redundant/auxiliarry qubits (ancillas) to provide protection from the quantum decoherence. This schematic is
similar to the classical error correction model where (n − k) redundant bits are added to k information bits in order to provide error
correction. The quantum encoder V serves the same purpose as G of the classical error correction codes in Fig. 10. The quantum encoder V
transforms the state of k logical qubits |ψi into the state of n physical qubits |ψi with the aid of (n − k) ancillas. The quantum depolarizing
channel imposes the error vector represented by the n-tupple Pauli operator P ∈ Gn . The syndrome operators Si ∈ S generate the
eigenvalues of ±1, which are analogous to the value 0 and 1 of the classical syndrome vector, which is provided by the PCM H in Fig. 10. The
error recovery R applies the correction according to the syndrome values provided by the syndrome measurements. Finally, the
quantum-domain inverse encoder V † transforms the predicted state of physical qubits |ψ ′ i back to the predicted state of logical qubits |ψ ′ i,
which carries out the same function as the demapper D in the classical syndrome-based decoding of Fig. 10.

C(7, 4) Hamming code. For example, assume that we send k
information bits of x = (1 1 0 1), similar to that of in the
previous example, while the channel inflicts an error pattern
of e = (1 1 0 0 0 0 0). As a result, we have the received
codeword bits of y = (0 0 0 1 1 0 0). Based on the received
codeword, we have the syndrome vector of s = (0 1 1).
Based on the syndrome vector, the error recovery of r =
(0 0 1 0 0 0 0) is chosen. Consequently, the error recovery
vector collapses the received word to the incorrect legitimate
codeword, which is b
y = (0 0 1 1 1 0 0), instead of the correct codeword of y = (1 1 0 1 1 0 0). Since the demapper
assumes that the error recovery completes the task perfectly,
the demapper decides that the predicted information bits are
x = (0 0 1 1). Compared to the original information bits, the
predicted information bits are considered as an error. This
example demonstrates that the classical C(7, 4) Hamming
code is unable to operate flawlessly beyond its error correction capability.
C. A BRIEF REVIEW OF QUANTUM STABILIZER CODES

The formulation of QSCs is capable of detecting both the
number and the position of errors without actually observing
the state of physical qubits, which is vitally important since
VOLUME 6, 2018

otherwise the quantum state will collapse to classical bits
upon measurement. This was achieved by amalgamating the
classical syndrome-based decoding with the QECCs. Similar
to classical error correction codes, QSCs also rely on attaching redundant qubits to the information qubits for invoking
error correction. The basic model of QSCs is depicted in
Fig. 11, which will be contrasted to its classical pair in
Fig. 10. In order to generate the codespace C, the redundancy
is constituted by (n − k) auxiliary qubits. Next, a unitary
transformation V transforms the k qubits in the state of |ψi
and the (n − k) auxiliary qubits into an n qubits in the state
of |ψi. The unitary transformation of V represents the action
of the quantum encoder. Explicitly, the mapping of the logical
k
qubits constituting the state of |ψi ∈ C2 to the physical
n
qubits forming the state of |ψi ∈ C2 by the encoder V of
Fig. 11 can be mathematically formulated as follows:
C = {|ψi = V(|ψi ⊗ |0i⊗(n−k) )}.

(41)

The QSCs rely on the stabilizer operators Si ∈ S for identifying the type, the number and also the position of the qubit
errors. A stabilizer operator Si is an n-tuple Pauli operator,
which preserves the state of physical qubits as defined below:
Si |ψi = |ψi.

(42)
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The quantum channel inflicts errors represented by n-tuple
Pauli operators P ∈ Gn , as given in Eq. (31), which transforms the encoded physical qubits that were originally in the
state of |ψi to the potentially corrupted physical qubits in the
bi, as seen in Fig. 11. More explicitly, this process
state of |ψ
can be described as follows:
bi = P|ψi.
|ψ

(43)

The stabilizer operators act similarly to the syndrome calculations routinely used in classical error correction codes. To
elaborate a little further, a stabilizer operator will return an
eigenvalue of +1, when an error operator P commutes with
the stabilizer operator, while we arrive at the eigenvalue of
−1, if it anti-commutes. The eigenvalues of +1 and −1 are
analogous to the classic syndrome bit of 0 and 1, respectively,
which can be defined as follows:
(
b
Si P = PSi
bi = |ψ i,
(44)
Si |ψ
bi, Si P = −PSi .
−|ψ
Therefore, the stabilizer operators naturally have to inherit the
commutative property. Consequently, the product between
the stabilizer operators Si yields another legitimate stabilizer
operator. Furthermore, the commutativity property implies
that
Si |ψi = Sj |ψi = Si Sj |ψi = |ψi,

∀Si,j ∈ S,

(45)

suggesting that the stabilizer group S is closed under multiplication.
Based on the syndrome measurement by the stabilizer
operators Si , a recovery operator constituted by the n-tupple
Pauli operator of R ∈ Gn seen in Fig. 11 is applied to
bi, yielding the predicted
the corrupted physical qubit state |ψ
state of the original encoded logical qubit |ψ ′ i, which is
formulated as
bi.
|ψ ′ i = R|ψ

(46)

Finally, the inverse encoder V † of Fig. 11 performs the following transformation5 :
bi
V † |ψ ′ i = V † R|ψ

= V † RP|ψi
= V † RPV(|ψi ⊗ |0i⊗(n−k) )
= (L|ψi) ⊗ (M|0i⊗(n−k) ),

(47)

where we have V † RPV

≡ L⊗M and L ∈ Gk represents the
error inflicted on the logical qubits according to |ψ ′ i = L|ψi,
while M ∈ Gn−k represents the residual error remained in the
(n − k) auxiliary qubits after the error correction procedure.
In the case of R = P, we arrive at RP = I⊗n , where
I⊗n denotes an n-fold tensor product Pauli-I matrix. Another
possibility is to arrive at RP = Si . In either of these cases,
the state of the physical qubits is not altered, since we have
5 The inverse encoder V † is the Hermitian transpose of encoder V. It
is referred to as the inverse, since it satisfies the unitary requirement of
V † V = I, as the inverse of the matrix does.
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RP|ψi = |ψi. Therefore, the decoding procedure of Fig. 11
successfully recovers the original quantum state constituted
by the logical qubits, yielding |ψ ′ i = |ψi.
The stabilizer operators can be translated into the classical PCM H by mapping the Pauli matrices I, X, Y and Z
onto (F2 )2 as follows:

I→ 0|0 ,

X→ 0|1 ,

Y→ 1|1 ,

Z→ 1|0 .

(48)

This concept is also known as the Pauli-to-binary isomorphism. By exploiting the Pauli-to-binary isomorphism, the
stabilizer operators of any QSC can be represented as a pair
of PCMs Hz and Hz , where Hz is invoked for handling the
phase-flip (Z) errors and Hx for handling the bit-flip (X)
errors. Explicitly, the classical PCM representation of the
QSC stabilizer operators may be written as follows:
H = (Hz |Hx ) .

(49)

The classical representation of the stabilizer operators gives
the advantage of predicting and evaluating the performances
of QSCs by treating them similarly to classical error correction codes. Additionally, it allows us to transform a pair of
classical PCMs into the correponding quantum counterpart.
However, to ensure that the commutative property is preserved in the quantum domain, a pair of classical PCMs have
to satisfy the so-called symplectic criterion [6] given by
Hz · HTx + Hx · HTz = 0.

(50)

A special class of QSCs, namely the family of CalderbankShor-Steane (CSS) codes, treats the phase-flip (Z) and bitflip (X) errors as two separate entities. More specifically,
this can be interpreted as having the 
PCMs of Hz and
 Hx
H′z
0
in Eq. (49) formulated as Hz =
,
and Hx =
0
H′x
respectively. Therefore, the binary PCM H can be expressed
as follows:
 ′

Hz 0
H=
.
(51)
0 H′x
Consequently, the symplectic criterion given in Eq. (50) can
be reduced to the following criterion:
T

H′z · H′x = 0.

(52)

Furthermore, we can formulate a CSS code by using a PCM
of H′z = H′x and the resultant quantum code may be referred
to as a dual-containing quantum CSS code or self-orthogonal
quantum CSS code. For dual-containing CSS codes, the symplectic criterion can be further simplified to H′z H′z T = 0. For
a more detailed example, please refer to [38].
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constrained within a code space C satisfying
C = {|ψi ∈ H|Av |ψi = |ψi, Bp |ψi = |ψi; ∀v, p}.

(54)

More specifically, let us revisit Fig. 12 for exemplifying the
construction of the stabilizer operators of a QTECC, namely
of the surface codes, which is one of the QTECC constructions whose stabilizer operators are defined by a rectangular
lattice structure [24]. For instance, the red square on the vertex number 3 of Fig. 12 represents the X stabilizer operator of
A3 = X4 X6 X7 X9 6 as seen in the row S3 of Table 8. Similarly,
the blue triangle on the plaquette number 5 of Fig. 12 defines
the Z stabilizer operator of B5 = Z7 Z9 Z10 Z12 as seen in the
line B5 of Table 8. By performing the same evaluation for all
of the red squares and blue triangles, we arrive at the stabilizer
operators for the quantum surface codes, as listed in Table 8.
FIGURE 12. Example of qubit arrangement on a rectangular lattice
structure. The black circle-based qubits on the edges of the lattice
represent the physical qubits or the encoded state, the red square-based
qubits lying on the vertices of the lattice act as the X stabilizer operators,
while the blue triangle-based qubits lying on the plaquettes (faces) of the
lattice constitute the Z stabilizer operators.

TABLE 8. The stabilizer operators (Si ) of the quantum surface code
having the lattice construction of Fig. 12. The code has a minimum
distance of 3 (d = 3), which means that it is only capable of
correcting a single qubit error.

IV. QUANTUM TOPOLOGICAL ERROR CORRECTION
CODES: DESIGN EXAMPLES

Let us now delve deeper into the TECC concept in the quantum domain. The quantum version of TECCs, namely the
QTECCs, constitute a member of the QSC family, whose
stabilizer operators are defined by the underlying lattice
structure. This formalism offers several benefits for the
implementation of quantum computers. Firstly, it explicitly accommodates the physical implementation of quantum
memory by mapping the qubits to the lattice arrangement
exemplified by Fig. 4 and 5. Secondly, the localized nature of
the stabilizer measurements confines the interaction amongst
qubits and also eliminates the interaction of qubits associated with a specific quantum gate that physically far from
each other. Thirdly, the number of errors corrected can be
increased simply by extending the size of the lattice. For
now, let us assume having a square lattice structure similiar
to Fig. 4 for defining the stabilizer operators of a surface code
illustrated in Fig. 12 [24]. Explicitly, surface codes represent
the quantum equivalent of classical TECCs on rectangular
lattice structures. The physical qubits are portrayed by the
black circles laying on the edge of the lattice, the X stabilizer
operators are defined by the red squares on the lattice vertices,
while the Z stabilizers are defined by the blue triangles on the
lattice plaquettes (faces). The stabilizer operators of QTECCs
are defined as follows:
Y
Y
Zi ,
(53)
Xi , Bp =
Av =
i∈vertex(v)

i∈plaquette(p)

where i indicates the index of stabilizer operators containing the Pauli matrix X as well as Z and the rest of the
stabilizer operators are given by the Pauli identity matrix I.
Hence, the encoded state of the physical qubits of QTECCs is
VOLUME 6, 2018

Let us now consider an example of how the error correction procedure works using the QTECCs, which is similar
to the classical TECCs, by revisiting Fig. 12. For instance,
let assume that the quantum decoherence imposes a bitflip (X) error on the physical qubit index 7. Since, the Xtype error commutes with the Z stabilizer operators, which
are represented by the blue triangles, the adjacent Z stabilizer
operators return the eigenstate values of −1 upon measurement. Consequently, the Z stabilizer measurements yield a
syndrome vector of sz = [0 1 0 0 1 0], where only the
vector elements of i = 2, 5 have the value of 1. For the
short block code considered in Fig. 12, the error recovery
operators R of Fig. 11 are determined based on hard-decision
maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding, which is translated into
a simple look-up table (LUT) decoder. Therefore, based on
the syndrome vector of sz , the error recovery operator R of
Fig. 11 is given by R = X7 . Likewise, let us now assume that
the qubit on index 7 also suffers from a Z-type error imposed
by the quantum channel. The associated syndrome vector
gleaned from the X stabilizer operators is sx = [0 0 1 1 0 0],
where only the vector elements of i = 3, 4 have the value
of 1. Thus, based on the syndrome vector of sx , the decoder
applies the error recovery operator of R = Z7 .
6 This representation is used for simplifying the original stabilizer operator
of A3 = I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ I3 ⊗ X4 ⊗ I5 ⊗ X6 ⊗ X7 ⊗ I8 ⊗ X9 ⊗ I10 ⊗ I11 ⊗ I12 ⊗ I13 .
For the rest of this paper, the simplified notation is used.
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in Table 9. We can observe that the colour code of Fig. 13
exhibits a strong resemblance to Steane’s 7-qubit code.
TABLE 9. The stabilizer operators (Si ) of the colour code seen in Fig. 13.
The code has a minimum distance of 3 (d = 3), which means that it is
only capable of correcting a single qubit error.

FIGURE 13. Example of a qubit arrangement for colour code, which is a
type of QTECCs whose stabilizer operators are defined by a triangular
lattice structure. The black circles-based qubits on the vertices of the
lattice represent the physical qubits, while the faces or the plaquettes of
the lattice denoted by red squares define stabilizer operators of the
colour code. The resultant code has a minimum distance of d = 3 and
hence becomes capable of correcting a single qubit error. This specific
configuration bears a resemblance to the C[7, 1, 3] Steane’s 7 qubit code.

Again, similar to the classical TECCs, the construction of
QTECCs is indeed not limited to the square lattice structure.
Let us now elaborate on another construction inspired by
the construction proposed in [25] using the triangular lattice
based on the classic example of Fig. 5. In the proposal of [25],
this specific code construction is often referred to as the (triangular) colour code, since the underlying triangular lattice
is composed by the tri-coloured hexagonal tiles. However,
constructing the stabilizer operators of colour codes slightly
differs from that of the surface codes. The colour codes use
the lattice plaquettes to define both the Z and X stabilizer
operators. Consequently, the resultant colour codes belong to
the family of dual-containing CSS codes, which is in contrast
to the surface codes that belong to the class of non-dualcontaining CSS codes. For colour codes, defining both the Z
and X stabilizer operators using the same plaquette always
guarantees satisfying the symplectic criterion of Eq. (50).
However, for surface codes, we cannot always satisfy the
symplectic criterion by using the same procedure. Therefore,
the dual of the lattice is used for defining half of the stabilizer
operators of the surface codes in order to satisfy the symplectic criterion.7
Let us consider Fig. 13 for constructing the stabilizer
operators of distance-3 colour codes, which are only capable
of correcting a single qubit error. The plaquette denoted by
red square at index 3 is used to define both the Z and X
stabilizer operators. Thus, the resultant X stabilizer operator
is A3 = X2 X4 X6 X7 and the resultant of Z stabilizer operator
is B3 = Z2 Z4 Z6 Z7 . The stabilizer operators for the colour
code having the minimum distance 3 in Fig. 13 are listed
7 The dual of a lattice or a graph G is the graph that has a vertex for each
plaquette of the graph.
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To draw on the parallelism between classical TECCs and
QTECCs, let us consider the stabilizer operators of the colour
code having a minimum distance of d = 3, as seen in Table 9.
Since the distance-3 colour code belongs to the family of
quantum CSS codes, the PCM H obtained by using Eq. (48)
and (51) is encapsulted as follows:
A CSS stabilizer code C[n, k, d] having (n − k) stabilizer
operators can be portrayed as a classical code having a PCM
H containing (n−k)×2n elements. Therefore, the coding rate
of the classical dual of a quantum CSS code can be expressed
as follows [11]:
2n − (n − k)
rC =
,
2n
n+k
=
,
2n


k
1
1+
,
=
2
n

1
=
1 + rQ ,
(56)
2
where rC is the coding rate of the classical dual of the stabilizer code C[n, k, d] exhibiting a quantum coding rate of rQ .
The relationship between the classical and quantum coding
rate in Eq. (56) can be rewritten as
rQ = 2rC − 1.

(57)

For instance, let us consider the distance-3 colour codes
C[n, k, d] = C[7, 1, 3], as exemplified in Fig. 13, and its
classsical dual C(n, k, d) = C(7, 4, 3),8 as seen in Fig. 5.
Explicitly, we have the classical coding rate of rC = 4/7
for the C(7, 4, 3) code. By substituting rC = 4/7 into
Eq. (57), we obtain the quantum coding rate for its quantum
counterpart as rQ = 1/7, which is the quantum coding rate
of distance-3 colour code C[7, 1, 3]. The same goes for the
classical square codes and their quantum counterpart, namely
for the surface codes. Let us consider the distance-5 classical
square code, which is labeled by S2 in Fig. 8 and its quantum
pair, which is labeled by S2 in Fig. 14. We can readily
determine the quantum coding rate of the surface code S2
C[41, 1, 5], which is rQ = 1/41. Therefore, by substituting
rQ = 1/41 into Eq. (56), we arrive at the coding rate of
its classical dual given by rC = 21/41, which is indeed the
coding rate of the classical square code S2 C(41, 21, 5).
8 To avoid ambiguity, we use the notation C(n, k, d) for classical error
correction codes and C[n, k, d] for quantum stabilizer codes.
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FIGURE 14. The minimum distance (d ) versus quantum coding rate (rQ ) of QTECCs based on the code
parameter given in Table 10. For QTECCs, the quantum coding rate tends to zero as we increase the
minimum distance. We also include quantum Hamming codes and the QBCH codes having n = 127 physical
qubits for the sake of comparing the QTECCs with the non-topological QSCs. The parameters of quantum
Hamming codes and QBCH codes are listed in Table 11 and 12, respectively.
TABLE 10. The code parameters for various QTECCs based on the minimum distance d of the code.

which is given in Table 10. We plot the minimum distance (d)
versus quantum coding rate (rQ ) of QTECCs in Fig. 14 for
colour codes [25], for rotated surface codes [31], for surface
codes [24] and for toric codes [22]. We also include the
non-topological QSCs, namely the QBCH codes [7] having n = 127 physical qubits and the quantum Hamming
codes, which constitute the quantum analogue of Hamming
bound-achieving code constructions [42]. Similarly to the

Similar to their classical counterparts, the code parameters
of QTECCs, such as the number of logical qubits k, the
number of physical qubits n, the minimum distance of the
code d, as well as the quantum coding rate rQ , depend on the
size of the lattices. Following the same line of investigation as
for the classical TECCs, we derive the complete formulation
for the number of logical qubits k and the number of physical
qubits n as a function of the minimum distance of the codes,


1
0

0
H=
0

0
0
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FIGURE 15. The normalized minimum distance versus quantum coding rate of QTECCs based on parameter
given in Table 10. For QTECCs, the normalized minimum distance and quantum coding rate tend to zero as
we increase the minimum distance. We also include the QBCH codes having the physical qubits of n = 127,
quantum Hamming codes, quantum Hamming bound and also quantum GV bound for CSS codes for the
sake of comparing the QTECCs with the non-topological QSCs.
TABLE 11. Code parameters of quantum Hamming codes having a single
error correction capability, which is used in Fig. 14 and 15. The quantum
coding rate rQ and normalized minimum distance δ are calculated using
Eq. (1) and (17), respectively.

classical domain, the behaviour of both the QBCH codes and
the quantum Hamming codes is as expected, exhibiting the
behaviour inherited from their classical analogues. However,
it is interesting to observe that the quantum coding rate of
QTECCs tends to zero for long codewords. Nevertheless,
this phenomenon is expected, if we consider the classical
to quantum isomorphism in the context of the coding rate
given in Eq. (56) and (57). For the classical TECCs, the
coding rate rC approaches the value of rC = 1/2 for long
codewords. Hence, by substituting rC = 1/2 into Eq. (57),
we arrive at rQ = 0, which is the phenomenon we observe
in Fig. 14.
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TABLE 12. Code parameters of QBCH codes having codeword length of
n = 127, which is used in Fig. 14 and 15. The quantum coding rate rQ and
normalized minimum distance δ are calculated using Eq. (1) and (17),
respectively.

Next, we plot the normalized minimum distance (δ) versus
the quantum coding rate (rQ ) in Fig. 15. Once again, for the
sake of comparison, we also include the quantum Hamming
bound [43] and the quantum GV bound derived for CSS
codes [44] in addition to the QBCH codes and the quantum
Hamming codes. The quantum Hamming bound is defined
by [43]
 
 
d
d
k
≤1−
log2 3 − H
,
(58)
n
2n
2n
while the quantum GV bound for CSS codes is given by [44]
 
d
k
≥ 1 − 2H
.
(59)
n
n
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Both the quantum Hamming bound and the quantum GV
bound of Fig. 15 serve the same purpose as the classical
Hamming bound and the GV bound seen in Fig. 9. Explicitly, they portray the upper bound and the lower bound of
normalized minimum distance versus quantum coding rate
trade-off. Once again, the puzzling behaviour of classical
TECCs resurfaces for the QTECCs, as observed in Fig. 15.
Since all the QBCH codes, quantum Hamming codes and
QTECCs inherit the properties of their classical counterparts,
their behaviour is reminiscent of that of their classical counterparts. As for the QTECCs, the definitive interpretation of
this unusual behaviour is left for future exploration in our
research. Nonetheless, for a relatively long codeword, the
QTECCs are reminiscent of QLDPC codes. Observe from
Fig. 15 that both the normalized minimum distance and the
quantum coding rate of QTECCs tend to zero upon increasing
the minimum distance by increasing the codeword length.
Therefore, the QTECCs are deemed to be more favourable
for short to medium codeword lengths.
V. PERFORMANCE OF QUANTUM TOPOLOGICAL ERROR
CORRECTION CODES

In this treatise, we consider the performance of QTECCs
under the popular quantum depolarizing channel. Explicitly,
the quantum depolarizing channel is characterized by the
quantum depolarizing probability p inflicting an error pattern
constituted by the Pauli operators P ∈ Gn upon the state of
physical qubits, where each qubit may independently experience a bit-flip error (X), a phase-flip error (Z), or both bitflip and phase-flip error (Y) with an equal probability of p/3.
In order to get a more precise insight into the performance
trends of QTECCs, we have to distinguish how the different
error patterns affect the state representing the physical qubits.
Explicitly, the n-tupple Pauli error pattern may be classified
as follows, which will be exemplified in Fig. 16 and 17 after
their definitions:
1) Harmful detected error pattern. This specific type
of error pattern has a similarity to the conventional bit
error in the classical domain. The error pattern of P
anti-commutes with the stabilizer operators Si ∈ S,
hence triggers non-trivial syndrome values.
2) Harmful undetected error pattern. The error pattern
commutes with all of the stabilizer operators, except
that it does not belong to the stabilizer group S. In the
classical domain, this is similar to the error pattern
that returns the all-zero syndrome. The error pattern is
harmful, since it does not trigger a non-trivial syndrome
value, yet it corrupts the legitimate state of the physical
qubits.
3) Harmless undetected error pattern. This particular
error pattern does not have any classical analogue. The
error pattern is harmless, because it belongs to the
stabilizer group S. This is also referred to as a degenerate error pattern. Consequently, the error patttern does
not alter the legitimate state of the physical qubits.
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By considering the degeneracy, the actual performances of QTECCs are potentially improved.
In order to illustrate both the harmless and harmful undetected error patterns, we refer to Fig. 16 and 17. First, we
commence with the harmless undetected error pattern, which
is illustrated in Fig. 16. In this example, we consider a surface
code having a minimum distance of 5, which implies that it
is only capable of correcting two qubit errors. Following the
stabilizer formulation of QTECCs discussed in Section IV,
the physical qubits are arranged along the edges of the square
lattice, while the X stabilizer operators are located in the vertices. Therefore, the X stabilizer operators on the vertices are
used for indicating the Z errors, which will trigger eigenvalues of −1 if they anticommute with the X stabilizer operators.
Let us assume that the quantum depolarizing channel inflicts
three Z errors on the physical qubits, which are denoted by the
filled black circles in Fig 16, while the hollow black circles
represent the error free physical qubits. All of the error patterns given in Fig 16 (a), (b), and (c) trigger the eigenvalues of
−1 for the stabilizer operators denoted by filled red squares,
while the rest of the stabilizer operators are represented by
hollow red squares, which return eigenvalues of +1. Since the
decoder relies on hard-decision ML decoding, all of the error
patterns given in Fig. 16 (a), (b), and (c) have the same probability of occurence. Let us assume that the decoder always
decides to apply the error recovery pattern of Fig. 16 (a)
for the specified values of stabilizer measurement. When the
actual error pattern is the one given in Fig. 16 (a), the states
of the physical qubits are fully recovered. By contrast, if the
actual error pattern is the one seen in Fig. 16 (b), but it is
corrected using the error recovery operator of Fig. 16 (a), we
arrive at the accumulated error pattern shown in Fig. 16 (d).
Lastly, when the actual error pattern is the one given by
Fig. 16 (c), but we attempt to correct it using the error recovery of Fig. 16 (a), we obtain the error pattern seen Fig. 16 (e).
However, if we observe closely the error pattern illustrated
in Fig. 16 (d), it is reminiscent of a plaquette Z stabilizer
operator denoted by the filled blue triangle. Therefore, based
on the definition of stabilizer operators, the error pattern given
in Fig. 16 (d) does not alter the legitimate state of physical
qubits. Similarly, the error pattern of Fig. 16 (e) resembles
the product of two adjacent plaquette stabilizer operators.
Since the product between a pair of stabilizer operators return
another valid stabilizer operator, the error pattern given in
Fig. 16 (e) belongs to the stabilizer group S. Once again,
by definition, the error pattern given in Fig. 16 (e) does not
corrupt the legitimate state of physical qubits. This is an
example of harmless undetectable error patterns.
To elaborate a little further, a harmless undetected error can
be directly generated by the quantum decoherence, where the
Pauli operator P ∈ Gn imposed by the quantum depolarizing
channel is identical to the stabilizer operator Si . Another
possibility is that it is generated by the associated error recovery procedure, when trying to recover an ambiguous error
pattern, where there are more than one possible error patterns
associated with a specific syndrome value, as illustrated in
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FIGURE 16. Illustration of how the error recovery operator R creates the degenerate error patterns and how the degeneracy nature of QECCs
may improve the performance of QTECCs. All of error patterns given in (a), (b) and (c) represent error patterns generating an identical
syndrome value. Without lose of generality, let us assume that based on the generated syndrome value, the decoder always decides to
perform error recovery operator R of (a) on the corrupted state of physical qubits. If the actual error pattern is (a), the corrupted state of
physical qubits will be fully recovered. By contrast, figure (d) shows the resultant error pattern if the actual error pattern is (b), but it is
corrected using the error pattern given in (a). Moreover, figure (e) represents the resultant error pattern if the actual error pattern is (c) and it
is corrected using the error recovery pattern of (a). As the result, the error pattern (d) represents a stabilizer operator of a plaquette, while the
error pattern (e) resembles the product of two adjacent stabilizer operators. Both error patterns of (d) and (e) constitute the harmless
undetecteable error patterns, since they belong to the stabilizer group S. Therefore, the state of physical qubits is not altered after the
recovery operator R of (a) is applied to all error patterns of (a), (b) and (c). In classical set up, both error patterns (d) and (e) are considered
as error events. However, in quantum domain, both error patterns (d) and (e) are considered as error-free cases. This specific error-type has
no similarity in quantum domain and hence potentially improves the performance of QTECCs.

Fig. 16. The degeneracy property, which is associated with the
harmless undetectable error patterns, does not have a classical
analogue, because in the classical setup, the resultant error
patterns illustrated in Fig. 16 (d) and (e) will always be considered as an error. Ultimately, considering the degeneracy
potentially improves the performance of QECCs.
Let us consider a range of different scenario for illustrating
the presence of harmful undetected error patterns, which is
portrayed in Fig. 17. Similar to the previous example of
Fig. 16, three Z errors are imposed on the state of logical
qubits by the quantum depolarizing channel. The error patterns given in Fig. 17 (a) and (b) trigger the eigenvalues of −1
for the stabilizer operators denoted by filled red squares in
Fig. 17, while the rest of the stabilizer operators represented
by hollow red squares return eigenvalues of +1. Given the
associated syndrome value, the decoder always decides to
apply the error recovery operator of Fig. 17 (a). In the specific
scenario, where the actual error pattern is the one given by
Fig. 17 (b), the resultant error pattern is given in Fig. 17 (c).
We can observe that the resultant error pattern of Fig. 17 (c)
commutes with all of the stabilizer operators in Fig. 17.
However, this specific error pattern does not belong to the stabilizer operator S, since we cannot represent a chain of errors
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by the product of stabilizer operators. Consequently, this
undetectable error pattern inevitably corrupts the legitimate
state representing the physical qubits. This is an example of
the harmful undetectable error patterns. This error pattern is
similar to that of its counterpart in the classical domain, where
the error pattern returns the all-zero syndrome.
Therefore, based on these conditions, by modifying the
probabilty of correct decoding in the classical domain [45],
we can readily formulate the worst-case upper-bound QBER
performance of QTECCs as
QBERupper (n, d, p) = 1 −

t=⌊ d−1
2 ⌋

X
i=0

−


n i
p (1 − p)n−i
i

|S |
X

i=1,∀Si ∈S

pw(Si ) (1 − p)n−w(Si ) ,
(60)

where w(Si ) is the weight of the stabilizer operator Si , which is
defined by the number of non-identity Pauli operators within
the stabilizer operators. The second term of Eq. (60) represents all the correctable error patterns of QTECCs, while the
last term of Eq. (60) represents the degenerate error patterns
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FIGURE 17. Illustration of the harmful undetectable error pattern in quantum domain. The actual error pattern
inflicts the state of physical qubits is given in (b), while the decoder always decides to perform a recovery
operator given in (a). Instead of recovering the legitimate state of the physical qubits, the specified error
recovery procedure generates a chain of error that commutes with all of the stabilizer operators, as shown
in (c). In quantum domain, it constitutes the harmful undetectable error patterns. In classical domain, it
resembles the error pattern that generates all-zero syndrome values.

that belong to the stabilizer operators. For example, let us
revisit the construction of the surface codes of Fig. 12. There
are 12 stabilizer generators for a distance-3 surface code,
as seen in Table 8. Hence, we can potentially generate in
total 212 unique stabilizer operators, since the product of the
stabilizer operators returns another valid stabilizer operator.
However, in order to further simplify the expression given
in Eq. (60), we only consider the error patterns resembling
the specified stabilizer operators given in Table 8, since they
exhibit a lower weight of non-identity Pauli matrices and
hence have a higher probability of occurance. Therefore, for
surface codes, the last term of Eq. (60) can be approximated
as (2d 2 − 2d)p4 (1 − p)n−4 . The term (2d 2 − 2d) represents
the number of stabilizer operators, which is given in Table 10,
and we assume that all the weight of the stabilizer operators
w(Si ) are equal to 4.
A. QBER VERSUS DEPOLARIZING PROBABILITY

In order to characterize the performance of QTECCs by
simulations, we exploit the fact that the QTECCs belong to
the family of quantum CSS codes, which handle the bitflips (X) and phase-flips (Z) separately. Hence, we invoke
VOLUME 6, 2018

two independent binary symmetric channels (BSC), one for
the X channel and one for the Z channel, where each channel
is characterized by the flip probability of 2p/3, where p is the
associated depolarizing probability of the quantum depolarizing channel [13], [16]. The decoder utilizes hard-decision ML
decoding relying on a simple LUT decoder, as exemplified in
Section III. However, this classical-domain simulation only
represents the performance of QTECCs without considering
the degenerate error patterns. To elaborate a little further,
we generate all-zero information bits at the input and send
them through the two independent BSC channels. Therefore,
we always consider all of non all-zero decoded bits at the
decoder output as an error. However, in order to additionally
consider several cases of degenerate error patterns, which is
exemplified in Fig. 16, we performed an additional evaluation
step. We evaluate the non all-zero corrected received words
and check for the degenerate error patterns. If it satisfies
the degenerate error pattern criterion that we have defined
above, we conclude that this is an error free case. However,
we are not capable of providing a complete list of all possible
degenerate error patterns and in this treatise we only consider
the error pattern resembling the stabilizer generators of Si ,
which is exemplified in Table 8 and 9 for surface codes and
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TABLE 13. Code parameters for distance-3 colour code, rotated surface
code and surface code.

FIGURE 18. QBER performance of the distance-3 surface code,
rotated-surface code and colour code over the quantum depolarizing
channel, which is capable of correcting a single qubit error. The code
parameters are given in Table 13. For this scenario, the decoder using
hard-input ML decoding approach for predicting the error pattern.
(a) Colour code. (b) Rotated surface code. (c) Surface code.

triangular codes, respectively. The QBER performance of
distance-3 QTECCs versus the quantum depolarizing probability is portrayed in Fig. 18, where the code parameters
are given in Table 13. We also include the upper bound
of the QTECCs performance of Eq. (60) in Fig. 18. It can
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be clearly observed that the upper bounds match with the
QTECCs performance without considering the degenerate
error patterns.
As we mentioned earlier, there are two sources of the
degenerate error pattern at the output of the decoder. First,
the degenerate error patterns that imposed ubiquitous directly
by the quantum channel, where the error exhibits an identical
pattern to the stabilizer operator Si . Second, the degenerate
error pattern generated by the recovery operator R, when it
tries to recover the legitimate physical qubits, as illustrated
in Fig. 16. The second case is more dominant than the first
one. The reason can be explained as follows. Let us assume
the Z stabilizer operators of distance-3 surface code given
in Table 8. There are six Z stabilizer operators correspond
to the 26 = 64 possible syndrome vector, including the
error-free scenario. Remember that the distance-3 surface
code can only flawlessly correct a single error qubit within
the block of 13 physical qubits, where each of the single
qubit error pattern is associated with only one syndrome
vector. In other words, amongst all of 64 possible syndrome
vectors, there are only 13 syndrome vectors used to uniquely
distinguish the correctable error patterns, while the rest of
the syndrome vectors are associated with the error pattern
ambiguity, as exemplified in Fig. 16 and 17. Due to this
reason, the QTECCs are considered as the highly degenerate
QSCs. Hence, the upper bound of the QBER performance
matches the simulation-based performance recorded without
considering the degeneracy, since it considers only the first
source of the degeneracy, where only a portion of all valid stabilizer operators Si ∈ S in Eq. (60) is included in calculation.
However, by accommodating both of the degeneracy cases,
the QBER performance of QTECCs is indeed improved, as
displayed in Fig. 18.
Increasing the minimum distance of a given QSC construction, which directly improves its per-codeword error corrrection capability (t), is achieved by increasing the number
of physical qubits (n) or by decreasing the quantum coding
rate. Specifically for QTECCs, increasing the minimum distance means simultaneously increasing the number of physical qubits (n) and decreasing the quantum coding rate (rQ ).
Naturally, the goal of increasing the minimum distance of the
QSCs is to achieve a better QBER performance. However, the
improvement of QBER the performance can only be observed
below a certain value of depolarizing probability (p), which
may be referred to as the threshold probability (pth ). Using
the upper bound QBER performance of Eq. (60), we plot
the QBER curves for colour, rotated-surface, surface and
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 19. Upper bound QBER performance of QTECCs for the minimum distance of d = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11} based on Eq. (60) and the code
parameters given in Table 10. The crossover amongst the QBER curves represents the threshold probability (pth ), which are portrayed in
dashed line. (a) Upper bound QBER performance of colour codes. (b) Upper bound QBER performance of rotated-surface codes.
(c) Upper bound QBER performance of surface codes. (d) Upper bound QBER performance of toric codes.

toric codes in Fig. 19. For each of the QTECC constructions, we portray the upper bound QBER performance for
the minimum distances of d = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11}. The threshold
probability of each code is denoted by the crossover QBER
curves, which we portray in dashed line. The threshold probability of colour, rotated-surface, surface and toric codes are
1.83 × 10−2 , 1.34 × 10−2 , 6.28 × 10−3 and 6.77 × 10−3 ,
respectively.
B. QBER VERSUS DISTANCE FROM HASHING BOUND

Presenting the performance of QTECCs over quantum depolarizing channel by portraying the QBER curves versus the
depolarizing probability (p) does not take the quantum coding
rate (rQ ) into consideration. As we mentioned earlier, we
can simply decrease the quantum coding rate further and
further in order to increase the error correction capability
of the QTECCs. Nonetheless, for the sake of depicting a
fair comparison upon reducing the quantum coding rate, we
have to scrutinize how much performance improvement we
obtain upon decreasing the quantum coding rate. Therefore,
in order to demonstrate how much performance improvement
we attain compared to the how much we decrease the quanVOLUME 6, 2018

tum coding rate, we normalize the QBER performance by
incorporating the quantum hashing bound. More explicitly,
the quantum hashing bound can be expressed as follows [46]:
CQ (p) = 1 − H (p) − p. log2 (3),

(61)

where H (p) is the binary entropy of p. More specifically, the
quantum hashing bound of Eq. (61) dictates that a random
quantum code C having a sufficiently long codeword and a
quantum coding rate rQ ≤ CQ (p) may yield an infinitesimally
low QBER for a given depolarizing probability p. Alternatively, we can refer to CQ (p) as the hashing limit for the
quantum coding rate rQ associated with a given depolarizing
probability p. In terms of its classical dual pair, the value
of CQ is similar to the capacity limit. Similarly, for a given
coding rate rQ , we can find a value of p∗ satisfying rQ =
CQ (p∗ ), where p∗ denotes the maximum value of depolarizing
probability p so that a quantum code C having quantum
coding rate of rQ can operate at an infinitesimally low QBER.
The value of p∗ may be referred to as the hashing limit for
depolarizing probability of p associated with a given quantum
coding rate rQ . In classical domain the value of p∗ is similar to
the noise limit. Therefore, in general, the aim is that of finding
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FIGURE 20. Upper bound performance of QTECCs in term of the QBER versus the distance D from the hashing bound. The code
parameters are given in Table 10. The dashed lines portray the ultimate distance to the quantum hashing bound of D0 = 0.1893.
(a) Upper bound performance of colour codes. (b) Upper bound performance of rotated surface codes. (c) Upper bound performance of
surface codes. (d) Upper bound performance of toric codes.

a QSC that is capable of performing as close as possible to the
quantum hashing bound.
For example, let us consider the distance-3 and distance-5
rotated surface codes having quantum coding rate of rQ =
1/9 and rQ = 1/25, respectively. By substituting CQ = 1/9
and CQ = 1/25 into the Eq. (61), we obtain the noise limit
of p∗ = 0.160 and p∗ = 0.179, respectively. It is clearly seen
that the noise limit is higher for the quantum code exhibiting
a lower quantum coding rate. To incorporate the quantum
hashing bound into the QBER performances of QTECC, we
define the distance from hashing bound as follows:
D , p(rQ ) − p,

(62)

where p(rQ ) is the hashing limit for depolarizing probability
of p associated with a given quantum coding rate rQ . In other
words, by changing the horizontal axis from the depolarizing
probability p to the distance D from hashing bound, we shift
all the QBER curves according to their hashing bounds, so
that all the hashing bounds are at the reference point of D = 0.
Several pertinent questions arise from the quantum hashing
bound formulation. Firstly, is there a noise limit, where no
QSC constructions are capable of achieving a satisfactorily
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low QBER? Indeed, the answer is yes. By substituting the
CQ = 0 into Eq. (61), which is the lowest possible value
of achievable quantum coding rate, we arrive at the ultimate
hashing bound of p(0) ≈ 0.1893. Secondly, what is the
farthest possible distance from the quantum hashing bound
for any QSC construction. To answer this question, we have
to consider the worst-case scenario, where a QSC exhibiting
a near zero quantum coding rate (rQ ≈ 0) achieves an
infinitesimally low QBER at near zero quantum depolarizing
probability (p ≈ 0). By substituting the value of rQ = 0
and p = 0 into Eq. (62), we define the ultimate distance of
hashing bound D0 as
D0 = p(0) − p

= 0.1893 − 0
= 0.1893.

(63)

Therefore, the desirable performance of any QSCs quantified
in terms of the QBER versus distance from the quantum
hashing bound is represented by the curves exhibiting a reasonably low QBER as close as possible to the reference point
of D = 0. Naturally, this implies having a low QBER as
VOLUME 6, 2018
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fidelity, which represents the closeness of a pure quantum state of |ψi compared to the mixed states having
the quantum density operator of ρ. More explicitly, since
the quantum channel imposes the quantum decoherence
on our legitimate quantum state representing the physical
qubits |ψi, there is a probability that decoder does not successfully recover the legitimate state. Therefore, the ensemble of all the possible predicted legitimate state of physical
bi can be represented using the state of |ψi i havqubits |ψ
ing a probability of pi . The fidelity can be formulated as
follows [47]–[49]:
F = hψ|ρ|ψi.

(64)

while ρ, which portrays the statistical characteristics of a the
mixed states, is defined by
ρ=
FIGURE 21. The performance of QTECCs having a minimum distance of 3
in terms of fidelity of Eq. (64). The colour code reaches the fidelity
threshold earlier than the rotated-surface and surface code, since the
colour code has the lowest number of physical qubits compared to the
rotated surface code and the surface code. The code parameters are given
in Table 13.

far as possible from the ultimate distance from the hashing
bound of D0 = 0.1893. In simpler terms, any QSCs can
only operate at a reasonably low QBER within the hashing
bound range of 0 ≤ D ≤ D0 . Consequently, we should
consider the reduction of the quantum coding rate rQ as
beneficial only if the associated QBER performance curve
moves closer to the reference point of D = 0. Otherwise, it is
more advisable to find a better code construction exhibiting
an identical quantum coding rate, to increase the number of
physical qubits, while maintaining the quantum coding rate,
or to invoke more powerful decoding scheme, for example
by utilizing a soft-decision-aided decoder. The QBER performance of QTECCs versus their distances from the quantum
hashing bound are portrayed in Fig. 20. It can be observed that
even though increasing the minimum distance of the QTECCs
yields a performance improvement in terms of their QBER
versus depolarizing probability p shown in Fig. 19, in terms
of their distance from the hasing bound D, at low QBER, the
curves are crowded in the vicinity of the ultimate hashing
bound distance of D0 . Moreover, the results show an agreement with the quantum coding rate versus minimum distance
evolution of QTECCs seen in Fig. 15. The improvement of
the minimum distance, which is directly linked to the error
correction capability, upon reducing the quantum coding rate
is not fast enough to compensate the increasing number of
physical qubits. Therefore, we believe that QTECCs are most
suitable for short to moderate codeword lengths.
C. FIDELITY

From an implementational perspective, a quantum gate or
quantum channel is often characterized by the so-called
VOLUME 6, 2018

N
X
i=1

pi |ψi ihψi |,

(65)

where the |ψi i represents all of the possible state in
the ensemble and pi is the probability of having state
|ψiP
i in the ensemble, which is subject to unity constraint
of N
i=1 pi = 1.
In order to demonstrate the benefit of QTECCs in the
context of quantum depolarizing channel, we compare the
so-called initial fidelity Fin and final fidelity Fout . The initial
fidelity is the fidelity of the pure quantum state of |ψi over the
quantum depolarizing channel P unprotected by any QSCs
scheme. Therefore, the initial fidelity Fin can be expressed as
follows:
Fin = 1 − p.

(66)

The final fidelity is that of the pure state of the desired
output |ψ ′ i protected by the a QSC scheme after the recovery
procedure R and inverse encoder V † of Fig. 11. Therefore,
the final fidelity Fout of the quantum system can be readily
formulated as
Fout = 1 − QBER.

(67)

The fidelity performance for the distance-3 QTECCs are
depicted in Fig. 21. The black solid line represents the condition of Fin = Fout . The crossover point between the line of
Fin = Fout and fidelity performance curve of QTECCs is the
break-even point, which we may referred to as the threshold
fidelity Fth . The break-even point denotes the minimal initial fidelity required to ensure that we do acquire a fidelity
improvement upon the applicaton of the QSC scheme, which
is invoked for protecting the state of the physical qubits. The
upper bound of threshold fidelity Fth for the different types
of QTECCs having code parameters listed in Table 10 is
depicted in Fig. 22. It can be observed that different code families having various minimum distances d result in different
threshold fidelity Fth . For the QSCs utilizing hard-decision
syndrome decoding, we derive the upper-bound approximation formula for determining the value of Fth . First, from
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FIGURE 22. Upper bound fidelity performance of QTECCs. (a) Upper bound fidelity performance of colour codes.
(b) Upper bound fidelity performance of rotated surface codes. (c) Upper bound fidelity performance of surface codes.
(d) Upper bound fidelity performance of toric codes.

Eq. (60) and Eq. (67), we arrive at

Since the threshold fidelity satisfies the relationship of Fth =
Fin = Fout , we can substitute Fout = Fth and p = 1 − Fth
into Eq. (69). Finally, the upper bound for the threshold
probability can be encapsulated as

Fout = 1 − QBERupper


⌋ 
t=⌊ d−1
2
X
n i


= 1 − 1 −
p (1 − p)n−i 
i

Fth (n, d) = 1 −

i=0

 
n
X
n i
p (1 − p)n−i .
= 1−
i
d−1
⌊

2

(68)

⌋+1

For a low depolarizing probability p, the expression given in
Eq. (68) can be approximated in order to determine the upper
bound of the output fidelity as follows:


n
d−1
p⌊ 2 ⌋+1 .
(69)
Fout ≈ 1 − d − 1
⌋+1
⌊
2
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n
d −1
⌋+1
⌊
2

−1/⌊ d−1 ⌋
2

.

(70)

For example, the threshold for a distance-3 colour code
having a quantum coding rate rQ = 1/7 based on Fig. 22
is Fth = 0.942, while using the upper bound approximation
of the fidelity threshold in Eq. (70) we have Fth = 0.952.
For the distance-3 of rotated surface code, surface code and
toric code, the threshold fidelity values based on Fig. 22 are
Fth = 0.968, Fth = 0.986 and Fth = 0.993, respectively.
By using the approximation of Eq. (70), the upper bound
fidelity thresholds are given by Fth = 0.972, Fth = 0.987
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and Fth = 0.994, respectively for the distance-3 rotated
surface code, surface code and toric code. Here, we use the
family of QTECCs as our representative examples, while the
threshold fidelity of Eq. (70) is generically applicable for any
QSCs using hard-decision syndrome decoding. Ultimately,
the implementation of QTECCs are capable of reducing
the effect of quantum decoherence, which is demonstrated
by the QBER reduction and also improving the reliability
of quantum channel, which is demonstrated by the fidelity
improvement.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We portrayed the evolution of the topological error correction codes designed in the classical domain to their
quantum-domain dual pairs. We showed that by arranging
the bits of the codeword on a lattice structure in classical domain provides a benificial inherent error correction
capability. Furthermore, for a long codeword, the classical
topological error correction codes (TECCs) correspond to
the family of LDPC codes exhibiting attractive properties,
such as unbounded minimum distance as a function of the
codeword length, structured construction and a coding rate
of r = 1/2. By contrast, the quantum topological error
correction codes (QTECCs) are more suitable for applications requiring short to moderate codeword lengths, since the
quantum coding rate of QTECCs tends to zero for a long
codeword. We characterized the performance of QTECCs in
the face of the quantum depolarizing channel in terms of the
QBER attained. First, we showed that QTECCs are highly
degenerate quantum codes, therefore the classical simulation
is only capable of portraying the performance of QTECCs
without considering the degeneracy property. Secondly, we
demonstrated that increasing the minimum distance of the
QTECCs improves the QBER performance. Additionally, we
normalized the performance by taking the coding rate into
consideration by introducing the distance from the hashing
bound. Explicitly, we have shown that the growth of minimum distance of QTECCs upon increasing the codeword
length is not fast enough to compensate for the increased
codeword length. Consequently, the QBER performance of
QTECCs gradually tends to the ultimate distance from the
hashing bound. Finally, we determined the fidelity threshold
for QSCs based on hard-decision syndrome decoding, which
represents the minimum fidelity value required for a quantum
system in order to glean benefits from QSCs. Ultimately, the
employment of QSCs will improve the reliability of quantum
computers.
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Abstract—Quantum key distribution (QKD) constitutes a
symmetric secret key negotiation protocol capable of maintaining
information-theoretic security. Given the recent advances in QKD
networks, they have evolved from academic research to some
preliminary applications. A QKD network consists of two or more
QKD nodes interconnected by optical fiber or free space links.
The secret keys are negotiated between any pair of QKD nodes,
and then they can be delivered to multiple users in various areas
for ensuring long-term protection and forward secrecy. We
commence by introducing the QKD basics, followed by reviewing
the development of QKD networks and their implementation in
practice. Subsequently, we describe the general QKD network
architecture, its elements, as well as its interfaces and protocols.
Next, we provide an in-depth overview of the associated physical
layer and network layer solutions, followed by the standardization
efforts as well as the application scenarios associated with QKD
networks. Finally, we discuss the potential future research
directions and provide design guidelines for QKD networks.
Index Terms—Quantum key distribution networks, quantum
cryptography, quantum communication, security, communication
networks, next generation networking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

NFORMATION systems are widely used in all aspects of
our daily lives, where a variety of information security issues
arise and security threats are becoming more and more
extensive and anabatic. How to ensure the security of
confidential information transmitted through the Internet has
become a significant issue that has raised increasingly more
attention from both academia and industry. Meanwhile, with
the development of quantum computers [1]–[7], their increased
computational power threatens conventional cryptosystems. To
motivate the need for this survey, Table I compares the threats
imposed on different cryptosystems in the presence of quantum
computers [8]. Most of the public-key cryptosystems such as
those proposed by Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) [9],
Diffie-Hellman [10], and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
[11], [12] will become insecure once quantum computing
reached maturity, since their security relying on the integer
factorization and discrete logarithmic problems can be
compromised by using Shor’s algorithm [13] in a quantum
computer. Consequently, there is an urgent need for conceiving
powerful information security solutions to guard against

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CRYPTOSYSTEMS IN THE PRESENCE OF
QUANTUM COMPUTERS
Cryptosystem

Type

Impact

RSA

Public-key

Insecure

Diffie-Hellman

Public-key

Insecure

ECC

Public-key

Insecure

AES

Symmetric-key

Larger key sizes required

OTP

Symmetric-key

Proven secure

Code-based

Post-quantum

Not yet broken

Hash-based

Post-quantum

Not yet broken

Lattice-based

Post-quantum

Not yet broken

Multivariate

Post-quantum

Not yet broken

QKD

Quantum

Proven secure

quantum attacks. Such solutions are referred to as
quantum-safe methods [8].
At the time of writing, two quantum-safe candidate methods
have been proposed, namely post-quantum cryptography and
quantum cryptography. The family of post-quantum
cryptography [14]–[16] consists of code-based [17],
hash-based [18], lattice-based [19], and multivariate [20]
cryptosystems that have been proven safe against the known
quantum attacks. They have the advantage of being compatible
with existing cryptographic infrastructures and can reach high
secret-key rates over relatively long distances. However, their
security might be broken by hitherto unknown algorithms in the
future, since they can only be resilient against known quantum
attacks. By contrast, quantum cryptography [21]–[24] is
capable of achieving the information-theoretic security 1 by
exploiting the principles of quantum physics, as exemplified by
the quantum no-cloning theorem [25] and the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle [26]. Its security remains indestructible
even in the face of future advances in computational power or
algorithms. Despite the above advances, quantum cryptography
is unable to replicate all the functions of conventional
cryptosystems at the time of writing. It is expected to be
combined with post-quantum cryptography to jointly build the
infrastructure for future quantum-safe cryptosystems [27].
As one of the most successful applications of quantum
cryptography, quantum key distribution (QKD) [28]–[31]
promises information-theoretic security [32], [33] based on the
laws of quantum physics for distributing symmetric secret keys
between a pair of legitimate parties. These secret keys can then
be used by symmetric-key cryptosystems for encrypting
confidential messages to be transferred over a public channel.
An example of the symmetric-key cryptosystem is the so-called
one-time pad (OTP) [34], which has been proven by Shannon
[35] to facilitate information-theoretically secure message
encryption. Its disadvantage is however that the key has to be at
1
Information-theoretic security is often referred to as unconditional security.
It refers to a cryptosystem that derives its security solely from information
theory. The cryptosystem is uncrackable even if an adversary has unlimited
computing power.
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least as long as the message, which can be encrypted by taking
their modulo-two addition. By using larger key sizes, other
symmetric-key cryptosystems such as the advanced encryption
standard (AES) [36] are also considered to be quantum-safe [8].
A pivotal challenge of symmetric-key cryptosystems is that of
securely sharing the secret key, which can be circumvented by
QKD. In particular, although quantum computers are in their
infancy, QKD is still required at the time of writing, because it
can provide long-term security. For instance, eavesdroppers
may intercept and store the encrypted messages that they are
not able to decrypt at the time of capturing them and wait for
mature quantum computers or algorithms to decrypt these
messages. Some important information such as government
secrets that have to be kept confidential for decades will
substantially benefit from QKD. Thus, QKD technology has
the promise of becoming the cornerstone of ultimate
information security.
A. Motivation
QKD is also a salient quantum communication technique
[37]. The basic element of QKD is the QKD transmitter and
receiver connected via a QKD link, allowing two legitimate
parties to share the secret keys in a point-to-point manner. In
recent years, point-to-point QKD has made significant progress
in terms of its protocols, devices, systems, and so on. For
example, a variety of QKD protocols and devices have been
developed for improving the QKD performance quantified in
terms of its secret-key rate, distance, and security. As a result,
QKD systems are already commercially available on the market
[38]–[40].
However, point-to-point QKD links can only support a few
pairs of users, which has restricted the popularity of QKD.
Extending QKD to network settings beyond point-to-point
allows them to evolve from academic research into a range of
preliminary applications [41] to offer security for networked
users instead of point-to-point scenarios, which has the
potential of protecting industrial and governmental networks
from security threats.
Given this motivation, a number of fiber-based QKD
networks have been deployed in the field, such as the DARPA
[42], SECOQC [43], Tokyo [44], SwissQuantum [45],
Beijing-Shanghai [46], and Cambridge [47] QKD networks.
Furthermore, a satellite-based intercontinental QKD network
demonstration [48] and an integrated space-to-ground QKD
network [49] have been reported. More broadly, the QKD
network can also be used to secure numerous other applications
in the areas of finance and banking, government and defense,
cloud and data center, critical infrastructure, healthcare, etc.
B. Comparison to Existing Surveys
The QKD network has been regarded as the stepping stone
for the development of the quantum Internet (Qinternet)2 [50],
2
The quantum Internet [50] is a network that interconnects quantum devices
through quantum channels, which can provide new Internet technologies by
using quantum communication to enable applications that are out of reach for
the classical Internet. Qinternet is defined as the abbreviation for Quantum
Internet in this paper.

as detailed below and summarized in Table II:
 Gisin et al. [22] provided an early review of the progress
in both the theory and experimental investigations of
QKD.
 Kimble [51] described several basic principles associated
with the physical implementation of a Qinternet, such as
the quantum memories and repeaters required for the
reliable transportation of quantum states across networks.
 Scarani et al. [28] focused on the practical aspects of QKD
and summarized the theoretical tools used for assessing
the security of experimental platforms.
 Lo et al. [33] reviewed QKD techniques in terms of their
security model, experimental progress and challenges, as
well as quantum hacking and countermeasures. Several
QKD network implementation examples were also
described.
 Alléaume et al. [52] compared QKD to classical key
distribution techniques and described the generic
scenarios of using QKD in cryptographic infrastructures,
where the QKD networks are discussed in a generic
scenario.
 Diamanti et al. [53] outlined the principle, security, and
implementation of distributing secret keys relying on
continuous valued variables.
 Diamanti et al. [29] surveyed several practical challenges
in terms of the attainable secret-key rate, distance, size,
cost, and practical security in QKD. They also discussed
the practicalities of building a QKD network.
 Sasaki [54] discussed how QKD networks could be used
in existing fiber-based as well as wireless networks.
 Dür et al. [55] elaborated both on the potential
applications as well as on the theoretical and experimental
challenges of implementing the Qinternet.
 Shenoy-Hejamadi et al. [56] covered the progress of QKD
and other applications of quantum cryptography, such as
quantum random number generation and quantum secret
sharing.
 Zhang et al. [30] provided a survey of both the challenges
and solutions conceived for large scale QKD, including
the security of practical QKD, QKD metropolitan as well
as backbone networks, and satellite-based QKD.
 Wehner et al. [50] categorized the different stages of
developing the Qinternet and outlined the technological
advances required for reaching these stages.
 Laudenbach et al. [57] detailed the theoretical foundations
to be laid down for the practical implementation of
continuous-variable QKD (CV-QKD) relying on
idealized Gaussian modulation.
 Gyongyosi et al. [58] provided a review of QKD protocols
and their applications in the classical Internet and the
Qinternet.
 Kozlowski et al. [59] surveyed the state-of-the-art of
quantum networks from the perspective of computer
science and discussed the major challenges to be
overcome in order to make the Qinternet a reality.
 Hosseinidehaj et al. [60] outlined the technical advances
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THIS SURVEY TO EXISTING SURVEYS
Advances
in QKD
networks

QKD
networking
architecture

Enabling techniques
for QKD networks

Reference

Year

QKD
basics

[22]

2002



[51]

2008

[28]

2009



[33]

2014





[52]

2014





[53]

2015



[29]

2016



[54]

2017

[55]

2017

[56]

2017



[30]

2018







[50]

2018







[57]

2018



[58]

2019



[59]

2019

[60]

2019



[61]

2020



[31]

2020



[24]

2020



[62]

2020

This survey

Physical
layer

Network
layer

QKD network
standardization

QKD
network
applications



Design
guidelines
for QKD
networks

































































Open
topics of
QKD
networks



related to satellite-based continuous-variable quantum
communications.
 Cavaliere et al. [61] reviewed quantum communication
with particular attention to evolving QKD technologies
from labs to the markets following an industrial
perspective.
 Xu et al. [31] reviewed both the theoretical and
experimental progress in secure QKD relying on realistic
devices, and they prophesized that numerous QKD
networks would be deployed in many countries to achieve
the ultimate goal of a global QKD network.
 Pirandola et al. [24] provided an overview of research
advances in the domain of both theoretical and
experimental QKD.
 Mehic et al. [62] surveyed several typical QKD networks
and the challenges of QKD networking in terms of the
quality of service (QoS), as well as their simulation
techniques, and software defined networking (SDN)
approaches.
These valuable surveys have provided insights into diverse
perspectives on the family of QKD technologies and the
Qinternet, but none of them paid attention to the details of QKD
networks. For example, many of them focused on the enabling
technologies in the physical layer of QKD networks, with little
attention paid to the network layer. Thus there is a paucity of
literature on the details of QKD networks. Again, Table II















boldly and explicitly compares this survey against the existing
surveys. More concretely, we cover the details of QKD
networks, including their current advances and networking
architecture, their physical and network layer solutions, as well
as their standardization and applications. To the best of our
knowledge, this survey is the first one to provide a
comprehensive up-to-date review of QKD networks.
C. Contributions
More specifically, the major contributions of this survey are
summarized as follows:
1) We survey the development of practical QKD network
implementations conceived both for covering short-range
as well as metropolitan communications, and long-haul
QKD networks, with special emphasis on the associated
engineering perspectives. (Section III)
2) We describe the general QKD network architecture, its
elements, as well as its interfaces and protocols. (Section
IV)
3) We provide an in-depth survey of the QKD network’s
enabling techniques, highlighting the interactions of the
physical and network layers. Specifically, the issues of
physical layer co-fiber transmission, relaying,
satellite-based QKD, and chip-based QKD technologies
are discussed. In the network layer we critically appraise
SDN, key pooling, resource allocation, routing, protection
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and restoration, as well as practical security solutions, cost
optimization, and multi-user QKD solutions. (Sections V
and VI)
4) We outline the standardization efforts related to QKD
networks and proposals emerging from multiple bodies,
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Fig. 1. Outline of this survey paper.

including the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) Telecommunication Standardization Sector
(ITU-T), the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI), the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC), the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), and the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA).
(Section VII)
5) We identify a range of detailed application scenarios and
areas to illustrate how QKD networks can be used for
securing numerous real-life applications. (Section VIII)
6) We discuss the open topics of QKD networks for future
research. (Section IX)
7) Finally, we conclude by providing tangible design
guidelines for QKD networks. (Section X)
D. Paper Organization
A detailed outline of this survey paper is depicted in Fig. 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces the QKD basics, while Section III reviews
the practical development of QKD networks, followed by
Section IV elaborating on their general architecture. Various
emerging physical and network layer solutions are surveyed in
Sections V and VI, respectively, complemented by the QKD
network standardization efforts outlined in Section VII.
Beneficial QKD network application scenarios are identified in
Section VIII, while Section IX provides a range of future
research directions. Finally, we summarize the design
guidelines of QKD networks and conclude in Section X.
II. QKD BASICS
In this section, we provide a rudimentary introduction to the
essential basics of the QKD mechanism, transmission media,
implementation options and protocols for making this treatise
self-contained. A much more detailed review of QKD progress
can be found in [24], [28]–[31], [33].
A. QKD Mechanism
Let us continue by illustrating a pair of conventional
techniques conceived for achieving information security, as
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). A classic cryptographic scheme is
depicted in Fig. 2(a), in which a pair of legitimate parties
(called Alice and Bob) use the public-key cryptosystem for key
distribution and the symmetric-key cryptosystem for message
encryption. The process of message encryption will transform
the plaintext into ciphertext. By contrast, as depicted in Fig.
2(b), Alice and Bob can generate the secret keys directly from
their common classical channel, and then the secret keys
generated can be used by the symmetric-key cryptosystem to
encrypt messages. The scheme in Fig. 2(b) is referred to as a
physical layer security (PLS)-based cryptographic scheme [63],
[64].
A QKD-based cryptographic scheme is illustrated in Fig.
2(c). Compared to the conventional approaches, the difference
is that QKD exploits the laws of quantum physics to distribute
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Fig. 2. Illustration of (a) a classic cryptographic scheme; (b) a PLS-based
cryptographic scheme; (c) a QKD-based cryptographic scheme.

unconditionally secure symmetric secret keys between Alice
and Bob, whereas the similarity is that the secret keys generated
can also be used by a symmetric-key cryptosystem for message
encryption. Generally, the basic elements of a QKD system are
a transmitter and a receiver as well as a QKD link connecting
the transmitter and receiver. The combination of the transmitter
and receiver is commonly referred to as the QKD transceiver.
The QKD transmitter/receiver encapsulates a set of hardware
and software components used for QKD within a defined
secure boundary. The QKD link relies on both a quantum
channel and a classical channel. The quantum channel is used
for transmitting quantum signals in which information is
conveyed by quantum states, such as the polarization of a single
photon. The classical channel is used to exchange classical
information for synchronization and key distillation3 between
Alice and Bob [65], [66]. The unique features of the quantum
channel as well as the fundamental differences between the
3
Key distillation [65], [66] is a bidirectional communication process used to
send classical information from Alice to Bob or Bob to Alice, which typically
performs sifting and post-processing. Sifting is used for Alice and Bob to agree
on a subset of the raw data for subsequent post-processing. Post-processing
usually includes error correction, verification, and privacy amplification for
Alice and Bob to agree on a secret key.

quantum and classical channels have been discussed in [67],
[68]. If an eavesdropper (called Eve) captures some of the
quantum states during the passage of single photons through
the quantum channel, those quantum states will not be used to
distill secret keys, since they are not received by Bob. Eve can
then potentially measure those quantum states, but the laws of
quantum physics guarantee that following measurement or
observation by Eve the quantum state collapses back into the
classical domain. Hence, any potential eavesdropping on QKD
can be detected.
Once the secret keys have been shared between Alice and
Bob based on QKD or the conventional approaches shown in
Fig. 2, they can be used for message encryption. More
specifically, the secret keys generated can be fed into the
symmetric-key encryptor and decryptor owned by Alice and
Bob, respectively. Alice will encrypt the plaintext using the
secret keys by the symmetric-key cryptosystem, and then
transmits the ciphertext to Bob through a classical channel.
Then Bob decrypts the ciphertext and obtains the plaintext.
Consequently, QKD provides an information-theoretically
secure way of distributing the symmetric secret keys, whereas
message encryption can be carried out by the symmetric-key
cryptosystem in just the same way as before.
B. QKD Transmission Media
The QKD links are constituted by the classical and quantum
channels, both of which can be public, but they must be
authenticated. The classical channel employed for transmitting
classical signals can use the same medium as classical data
communications, which is not detailed here. Compared to
classical signals, quantum signals are much more vulnerable to
propagation impairments such as the scattering and loss over
optical fibers as well as the atmospheric turbulence
encountered by free-space optical links. Unfortunately they
cannot be readily amplified, because amplifying the quantum
signals would require measuring and cloning the quantum
states, which is contrary to the quantum no-cloning theorem
[25]. Table III compares the features of current fiber-based
QKD and free-space QKD schemes.
1) Optical Fiber: Optical fiber has a low loss and a high
stability, hence it is more suitable for transmitting quantum
signals. In recent years, substantial theoretical and
experimental efforts have been invested into the design of QKD
TABLE III
OPTICAL FIBER VS. FREE SPACE FOR QKD
Optical fiber

Free space

Stability

High

Low

Flexibility

Low

High

Maturity

High

Low

Cost

Low

High

Commercialization

Available

Unavailable

Achievable distance
without relaying

605 km
(104.8 dB) [73]

1,200 km
(<33 dB) [75]

Future direction

Complement each other towards a global network
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over optical fibers, substantially improving both the attainable
distance and the secret-key rate. Experimentally, QKD was
shown to achieve secret-key rates of 1.2 Mbps over 50.5 km
using a fiber link [69] and of 6.5 bps over a 405 km fiber link
[70]. Indeed, in recent demonstrations, the achievable distance
of the fiber-based QKD scheme has reached ~500 km in [71],
[72] and ~600 km in [73]. Clearly, QKD systems relying on
optical fiber are available on the market at the time of writing
[38]–[40]. In the field, QKD can be implemented based on the
existing pervasive fiber infrastructure to realize its practical
deployment at a low cost. However, a grave limitation of
fiber-based QKD is that it cannot readily pass through certain
challenging terrains, rivers, etc. Furthermore, the achievable
point-to-point distance remains limited to a few hundred
kilometers owing to the absorption and noise of the quantum
signals during long-distance transmission in optical fibers.
2) Free Space: Free-space optical links have the advantages
of wide coverage and high flexibility, since they can be readily
redirected on demand. Recently, there has been substantial
progress on the experimental side of QKD over free-space
optical links. Air-to-ground QKD has been demonstrated
between an aeroplane and a ground station over a distance of 20
km in free space [74]. The first quantum satellite, named after
Micius, has been launched in August 2016, demonstrating the
feasibility of satellite-to-ground QKD at night between a low
Earth orbit (LEO) satellite and the ground station over a
distance of 1,200 km in free space [75]. Furthermore,
free-space QKD has also been demonstrated over 53 km at
daylight [76], and the feasibility of an underwater quantum
channel has been verified in [77]–[80]. In 2020, the first
experiment of free-space measurement-device-independent
QKD (MDI-QKD) over a 19.2 km urban atmospheric channel
was reported in [81]. In [82], the feasibility of air-water QKD
was experimentally demonstrated. The theoretical upper limit
for the achievable distance of QKD is influenced by diverse
factors such as the relay type, the QKD protocol, and
propagation loss. The relays and QKD protocols will be
detailed in Sections V-B and II-D, respectively. The
propagation loss scales exponentially in fibers, while only
quadratically in free space and it becomes even negligible in
vacuum above the Earth’s atmosphere [83]. Hence, provided
that the quantum signals can survive after penetrating the
Earth’s atmosphere, free-space QKD holds the promise of
achieving longer distances than fiber-based QKD. However,
free-space QKD is not as mature as fiber-based QKD, hence
further studies are needed for advancing free-space QKD from
experiments to practical environments. It is anticipated that
QKD over optical fiber and free space will be integrated [49]
for developing a global QKD network and the Qinternet.
C. QKD Implementation Options
QKD implementations rely either on discrete-variable QKD
(DV-QKD) or on CV-QKD. A number of experiments have
been performed both in the context of DV-QKD [69]–[76],
[84]–[87] and CV-QKD [88]–[91], demonstrating the
feasibility of these two options in practice. Both options tend to

TABLE IV
DV-QKD VS. CV-QKD
DV-QKD

CV-QKD

Quantum
state

Polarization, phase, or
time bin of a single photon

Quadrature components of
quantized electromagnetic field

Source

Single-photon source

Coherent-state or
squeezed-state source

Detector

Single-photon detector

Homodyne or heterodyne
detector

Channel
model

Lossy qubit channel

Lossy bosonic channel

Distance
limitation

Performance of
single-photon detectors

Efficiency of post-processing
techniques

rely on the so-called prepare-and-measure approach [21],
[92]–[98] for practical QKD implementations, where the
quantum states are prepared by Alice and sent to Bob for
measurement. Another attractive technique is the
entanglement-based approach [99], [100], where the entangled
states are prepared externally to Alice and Bob, which is more
robust to environmental impairments. However, it is
technologically less mature than the prepare-and-measure
approach, hence we focus our attention on the
prepare-and-measure approach in this survey. In this regard,
the differences between DV-QKD and CV-QKD are briefly
summarized in Table IV and elaborated on as follows.
1) DV-QKD: In DV-QKD systems, the information is
mapped to discrete quantum states, such as the polarization,
phase, or time bin of a single photon. At the transmitter side, a
single-photon source is preferred. However, significant
technological challenges have to be tackled to realize a perfect
single-photon source. At the current state-of-the-art hence
weak pulses of laser light are used for approximating the
single-photon sources. On the receiver side, single-photon
detectors are utilized. As for the channel model, typically a
lossy quantum bit (qubit) channel is considered. The achievable
point-to-point distance of DV-QKD is mainly limited by the
performance (e.g., detection efficiency) of single-photon
detectors [101].
2) CV-QKD: In CV-QKD systems [60], the information is
mapped to continuous-valued quantum states, such as the
quadrature components of the quantized electromagnetic field
(including coherent states and squeezed states). At the
transmitter side, a coherent-state source or a squeezed-state
source is widely used. At the receiver side, homodyne or
heterodyne detectors are employed. With respect to the channel
model, a lossy bosonic channel is considered. The achievable
point-to-point distance of CV-QKD is mainly limited by the
efficiency of the post-processing techniques used.
A more detailed description and comparison of DV-QKD
and CV-QKD can be found in [24], [31], [60]. At the time of
writing, DV-QKD systems are technologically more mature
than CV-QKD systems. Hence CV-QKD systems have recently
attracted more intense research attention and achieved technical
advances owing to their high grade of compatibility with the
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TABLE V
SUMMARY OF TYPICAL QKD PROTOCOLS

Authentication
Post-processing

Protocol

Type

Approach

Year

Ref.

BB84

DV

Prepare-and-measure

1984

[21]

E91

DV

Entanglement-based

1991

[99]

BBM92

DV

Entanglement-based

1992

[100]

GG02

CV

Prepare-and-measure

2002

[92]

DPS

DV

Prepare-and-measure

2002

[93]

Decoy-state

DV

Prepare-and-measure

2003–2005

[94]–[96]

SARG04

DV

Prepare-and-measure

2004

[97]

COW

DV

Prepare-and-measure

2005

[98]

MDI

DV/CV

Prepare-and-measure

2012

[106]

TF

DV

Prepare-and-measure

2018

[107]

PM

DV

Prepare-and-measure

2018

[108]

Parameter estimation

Sifting

existing telecommunication devices [102], [103]. Ultimately,
hybrid DV-QKD and CV-QKD systems [104], [105] constitute
flexible design alternatives for further research.
D. QKD Protocols
Based on the different QKD implementation options, several
QKD protocols have been invented. Table V summarizes a
number of typical QKD protocols, including the seminal
Bennett-Brassard-1984
(BB84)
[21],
Grosshans-Grangier-2002
(GG02)
[92],
differential-phase-shift (DPS) [93], decoy-state [94]–[96],
Scarani-Acín-Ribordy-Gisin-2004
(SARG04)
[97],
coherent-one-way (COW) [98], Ekert-91 (E91) [99],
Bennett-Brassard-Mermin-1992
(BBM92)
[100],
measurement-device-independent (MDI) [106], twin-field (TF)
[107], and the phase-matching (PM) [108] protocols. A
comprehensive overview of QKD protocols can be found in
[24], [28], [31], [33], [53]. Here we briefly introduce three
typical QKD protocols.
1) BB84 Protocol: The BB84 protocol is the seminal QKD
protocol invented by Bennett and Brassard in 1984 [21], which
may be readily used for DV-QKD. It is still widely used at the
time of writing, and it is the starting point for developing more
sophisticated QKD protocols. In the BB84 protocol, five stages
are performed, as illustrated in Fig. 3 and explained as follows.
1) Qubit preparation, transmission, and measurement: Alice
generates a sequence of classical bits (called raw keys) and
encodes them into a stream of single photons to generate
qubits. Each single photon possesses one of the four
polarization states, namely, horizontal (0°), vertical (90°),
diagonal (+45°), and antidiagonal (−45°) corresponding to
the classical bits 0, 1, 1, and 0, respectively. The qubits are
then sent to Bob through a quantum channel. Bob receives
the incoming qubits and carries out measurement of each
qubit relying on one of the two conjugate bases, namely
the rectilinear (+) and diagonal (×) bases. Bob also records
the measurement bases and results.
2) Sifting: Alice and Bob, respectively, share their encoding
and measurement bases through a classical channel, which

Alice
QKD Transmitter
(BB84)

Bob
Classical Channel

QKD Receiver
(BB84)

Quantum Channel
Qubit preparation

Qubit measurement

Qubit transmission

or

Fig. 3. Illustration of five stages in the BB84 protocol.

may however be accommodated within a single fiber
using wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). The
specific qubits associated with mismatched polarization
states and measurement bases are discarded, while the
remaining qubits corresponding to the matching bases are
decoded into a stream of bits (called sifted keys).
3) Parameter estimation: At this stage, the quantum bit error
rate (QBER) is estimated by sacrificing a portion of the
sifted keys to verify that it is below a predetermined
threshold value. Notably, this is not the only option for
QBER estimation. For example, Alice and Bob can first
correct the errors, based on which they can more
accurately specify the QBER without losing part of the
data. If the estimated QBER is above the threshold value,
the QKD process will be aborted and restarted from the
first stage due to potential eavesdropping on the quantum
channel, which contaminates the quantum states.
4) Post-processing: Alice and Bob perform error correction,
verification, and privacy amplification through a classical
channel to distill the final string of secure bits (called
secret keys).
5) Authentication: The first QKD session is authenticated
using the full pre-shared secret key between Alice and
Bob. Subsequent QKD sessions can be authenticated
using a small part of the agreed secret keys to avoid the
man-in-the-middle attack4 [109].
A perfect single-photon source is required by the BB84
protocol, but this is still unavailable in practice. Instead, a
highly attenuated laser source that can generate weak coherent
pulses is commonly adopted by the BB84-protocol-based QKD
systems. Such a laser source may emit multiple photons in a
pulse, making the QKD system vulnerable to a photon number
splitting attack 5 [110], [111]. Fortunately, the so-called
4
The man-in-the-middle attack [109] is a cyberattack where an attacker in
the middle of Alice and Bob intercepts the message from Alice and sends his
message to Bob, while both Alice and Bob believe that they are directly
communicating with each other.
5
The photon number splitting attack [110] is a physical attack in which an
eavesdropper splits a pulse comprising two or more photons through a physical
interaction [111] to keep one photon, such that the eavesdropper can then obtain
the secret-key information relying on the intercepted photons.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of five stages in the GG02 protocol.

decoy-state method [94]–[96] has been proposed for
overcoming the photon number splitting attack by adding
decoy states in the BB84 protocol. To elaborate a little further,
in a decoy-state QKD system, Alice generates some decoy
states in which the number of photons is different from that in
the original signal state. Hence there is only one genuine signal
state and several decoy states represented by multiple intensity
levels. Alice and Bob can monitor and analyze the statistical
characteristics of both types of states, where the decoy states
are used for detecting photon number splitting attacks and the
genuine signal state is used for producing the secret keys.
Thanks to the discovery of the decoy-state method, QKD
becomes practical even with the aid of weak coherent pulses, in
the absence of perfect single-photon sources at the time of
writing.
2) GG02 Protocol: The GG02 protocol was developed by
Grosshans and Grangier in 2002 [92], which can implement
Gaussian-modulated CV-QKD relying on coherent states. It is
one of the most widely used CV-QKD protocols and has been
adopted in commercial CV-QKD systems [112]. Similar to the
BB84 protocol, the GG02 protocol also consists of five stages,
as illustrated in Fig. 4 and described below.
1) State preparation, transmission, and measurement: Alice
prepares the coherent state |x + ip, in which x and p are the
real and imaginary components of the electromagnetic
field corresponding to the two quadratures of a coherent
state. The coherent state is sent to Bob through a quantum
channel. Bob randomly measures one of the two
quadratures of the coherent state and records which
measurement he made.
2) Sifting: Bob informs Alice through a classical channel
about which quadrature he measured, based on which
Alice discards the irrelevant data. At this stage, Alice and
Bob share a set of correlated Gaussian variables (called
key elements).
3) Parameter estimation: Alice and Bob reveal a random
portion of their key elements through the classical channel
to estimate the transmission efficiency and excess noise of
the quantum channel.
4) Post-processing: Even with no eavesdropper present and

with perfect state preparation as well as measurement,
errors are typically unavoidable owing to the intrinsic
quantum noise. The first task in post-processing is the
discretization of the analogue (continuous) data, which is
usually performed in conjunction with error reconciliation
to maximize the efficiency. Error reconciliation is invoked
for transmission over the classical channel, and then Alice
and Bob share a string of bits that might be partially
captured by Eve. Next, a verification step is performed for
ascertaining that Alice and Bob have identical secret keys.
Finally, Alice and Bob perform privacy amplification to
eliminate the information that Eve can obtain, and distill
the final secret keys.
5) Authentication: An authentication step (as in the BB84
protocol) can be implemented to authenticate the QKD
sessions in order to prevent the man-in-the-middle attack
[109].
3) MDI 6 Protocol: The MDI-QKD protocol was first
proposed by Lo et al. [106] in 2012 to fill the detection
loophole (i.e., all detector side channels [31]) in practical QKD
systems, which allows Alice and Bob to share the secret keys
via an untrusted relay (called Charlie) located in the middle. As
shown in Fig. 5, both Alice as well as Bob have a transmitter,
and they generate as well as transmit quantum signals to
Charlie. The positions of Alice and Bob are symmetric in
general. Charlie then performs a Bell state measurement to
project the incoming quantum signals into a Bell state, and
publicly announces the measurement results to correlate the
key information of Alice and Bob. Inspired by this idea, several
discrete-variable
MDI-QKD
[113]–[115]
and
continuous-variable MDI-QKD [116]–[118] schemes have
been invented. Remarkably, novel variants of MDI-QKD
protocols, such as the TF-QKD [107] and PM-QKD [108]
protocols, were shown to be capable of overcoming the
rate-distance limit of conventional MDI-QKD. Meanwhile,
asymmetric protocols have also been proposed to overcome the
symmetric channel limitation (i.e., Alice and Bob have
symmetric distances with similar losses to the untrusted relay)
of MDI-QKD [119], [120]. The only assumption in MDI-QKD
is that Alice and Bob trust their sources. Even this assumption
can be relaxed with the aid of the device-independent QKD
(DI-QKD) philosophy [121]–[123]. In contrast to the
MDI-QKD protocol that is feasible to implement in practical
6
MDI implies that the security of QKD does not depend on the measurement
device at the receiver side, that is, the MDI-QKD process remains secure even if
the measurement device is controlled by an eavesdropper.
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Fig. 6. Overview of QKD network testbeds and field trials around the world.

QKD systems, the DI-QKD implementation remains a
challenge and further advances are needed to make DI-QKD
more practical [124].
At the time of writing, already numerous QKD systems have
been commercialized by using various protocols (e.g., BB84
and COW) belonging to the prepare-and-measure approach and
in a pattern in which the QKD transmitter and receiver have a
one-to-one relationship [38]–[40]. A realistic QKD system is
constrained by many impairments, such as the fiber type and
length, wavelength-dependent attenuation, temperature, and
hacking attacks. Furthermore, the critical parameters are the
clock rate, secret-key rate, QBER, and key failure probability
(i.e., the probability that at least one bit of the key is leaked to
an eavesdropper). These parameters are typically dependent on
the type of systems based on dissimilar QKD protocols in
real-world environments. As a new parameter example, a QKD
system with 1 GHz clock rate implemented by Toshiba can
achieve a secret-key rate over 1 Mbps at 1550 nm wavelength
for 10 dB loss (equivalent to 50 km of standard fiber) using an
efficient BB84 protocol with decoy states, where the QBER is
less than 5% and the key failure probability is less than 10−10
[125]. It has been reported to support coexistence with >32×10
Gb/s data channels, single/dual fiber channel and room
temperature operation, as well as protection against several
hacking attacks [40]. As a result, the practicability of QKD
systems provides a solid foundation for QKD networking in the
real world. Some of the practical QKD systems are: the
Cambridge QKD metro network [47] using Toshiba’s QKD
systems; the Madrid QKD metro network [126] based on
Huawei’s QKD systems; the Bristol QKD metro network [127]
and the Cambridge-Ipswich QKD backbone network [128]
relying on ID Quantique QKD systems; the Hefei QKD metro

network [129] relying on QuantumCTek QKD systems. These
networks will be detailed in the next section.
III. ADVANCES IN QKD NETWORKS
The penetration of QKD networks is growing rapidly around
the world, evolving from testbeds to the field, as depicted in Fig.
6. In this section, we first give a brief introduction to the
popular QKD network implementation options. Then, we
continue with the critical appraisal of QKD networks spanning
from short-range to metropolitan-coverage and long-haul QKD
scenarios.
A. QKD Network Implementation Options
Based on the specific node functionalities, QKD network
implementations tend to rely on either optical switching or on
trusted relays, untrusted relays or alternatively, on quantum
repeater based solutions. Table VI compares the basic features

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT QKD NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS
Optical
switching

Trusted
relay-based

Untrusted
relay-based

Quantum
repeater

Achievable
distance

Relatively
short

Arbitrary

Relatively
long

Arbitrary

Scalability

Relatively
low

High

Relatively
low

High

Applicability

Limited

Wide

Limited

Wide

Security

High

Relatively
low

High

High

Maturity

High

High

Relatively
low

Low

Field trial

Available

Available

Available

Unavailable
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Fig. 7. Illustration of a QKD network incorporating the four relaying options.

of these options. At the time of writing, the optical switching
and trusted relay schemes are more mature than the untrusted
relay and quantum repeater based schemes.
1) Optical Switching Based QKD Networks: In an optical
switching based QKD network, several classical optical
functions such as beam splitting and switching can be applied
to the quantum signals transmitted over a quantum channel for
connecting a pair of QKD nodes, which can be readily
implemented using commercial technologies. The quantum
signals can be transmitted through short quantum links without
any interaction with untrusted nodes. Hence these short links
are less prone to eavesdropping than their long-haul
counterparts. However, they are only suitable for small-scale
access networks [130] and for relatively small metropolitan
networks [131], because the attenuation of quantum signals
cannot be eliminated by amplification.
2) Trusted Relay Based QKD Networks: In contrast to the
above short-range scenario, in a trusted relay based QKD
network (commonly referred to as a trusted-node QKD
network), local secret keys are produced for each QKD link and
then stored in the nodes that are located at both ends of each
QKD link. Long-distance QKD between two end nodes can be
realized along a chain of concatenated QKD links relying on a
one-dimensional chain of trusted relays connected by the QKD
links. The secret keys are forwarded from the source node to
the destination node in a hop-by-hop manner along the QKD
path, where the one-time pad technique is used for encryption
to ensure end-to-end information-theoretic security of the
secret keys. This QKD network implementation option is
practical and eminently scalable, hence it has been widely
adopted for the deployment of QKD networks in the field. It
should be noted that each trusted relay is assumed to be
protected against any intrusion or attack. In this paper, the
commercial feasibility of trusted relays will be discussed in
Section V-B. However, we have to note in closing that all

networking protocols, which exploit the idealized simplifying
assumption that the relays are trusted are inherently less secure
than their counterparts, which assume that the relays cannot be
trusted. Hence more robust security protocols must be
conceived for realistic untrusted relays.
3) Untrusted Relay Based QKD Networks: In contrast to the
trusted relay scheme of Table VI that can be used in
conjunction with any QKD protocols, an untrusted relay based
QKD network has to rely on more secure QKD protocols such
as MDI and the family of entanglement-based protocols. An
untrusted relay relying on the MDI protocol typically has better
security than a trusted relay based protocol, because it can
remove all security loopholes at the measurement side. It even
allows the untrusted relay to be controlled by an eavesdropper
without affecting the security of QKD. An untrusted relay
based protocol is also capable of extending the secure distance
of QKD quite considerably. For example, the attainable
distance of a stand-alone untrusted relay is limited to ~500 km
in [72] and ~600 km in [73] using TF-QKD protocols. However,
the untrusted relay cannot extend QKD to an arbitrary distance,
since the QKD protocol does not allow the direct connection of
two untrusted relays. Hence, this QKD network is more
suitable for limited-range access and metropolitan networks
[132], while its large-scale extension requires its integration
with trusted relays. However, this reduces its security level.
4) Quantum Repeater Based QKD Networks: In the
quantum repeater based QKD network of Table VI, quantum
repeaters [51], [133]–[135] are adopted for mitigating the
distance-dependent impairments imposed on quantum signals.
A quantum repeater at an intermediate node can create
long-distance entanglement between the source and destination
nodes relying on a physical process known as entanglement
swapping7 [51], [133]–[135]. Explicitly, a quantum repeater is
expected to decontaminate and forward the quantum signals
without directly measuring or cloning them. However, such an
idealized quantum repeater is still unavailable at the time of
writing, hence long-haul quantum repeater based QKD
networks are yet to be rolled out in the field. In this paper, the
progress on quantum repeaters will be outlined in Section V-B.
To elaborate a little further, a QKD network incorporating
the above four relaying options is shown in Fig. 7. In addition
to the QKD transmitter/receiver, a QKD node may incorporate
the functionality of the optical switch/splitter, and the
trusted/untrusted relay or the quantum repeater. The secret keys
are generated between any pair of QKD nodes or trusted relays.
The position of the trusted relay may be referred to as a
secret-key relay point. By contrast, the position of the optical
switch/splitter, and of the untrusted relay or the quantum
repeater may be referred to as a quantum-signal relay point,
where no secret keys are generated or relayed. Hence the
quantum-signal relay point does not have to be trusted.
7
Entanglement swapping can extend entanglement distances by splicing two
Bell pairs spanning short distances between adjacent nodes into one pair over
the longer distance [51], [133]–[135]. For example, if nodes A and B share a
Bell pair as well as nodes B and C share another Bell pair, then node B can
perform entanglement swapping to create a Bell pair between nodes A and C.
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B. Short-Range QKD Networks
The short-range QKD networks allow multiple users to
communicate securely, but only in access/local networks.
1) QKD Access Networks: A QKD access network may
serve a multitude of end users as a last mile solution by relying
on point-to-multipoint connections, where the downstream and
upstream QKD access networks [130] are illustrated in Figs.
8(a) and 8(b), respectively, which employ optical switching
based solutions. Observe in Fig. 8(a) that a transmitter is placed
at the network node and each user has a receiver in the
downstream QKD access network. By contrast, a receiver is
located at the network node and each user has a transmitter in
the upstream QKD access network. A passive optical splitter is
adopted for directing the quantum signals from a transmitter to
a receiver based on the unidirectional nature of the QKD
process. In 1997, Townsend [136] was the first author, who
reported the implementation of a downstream QKD access
network relying on a single transmitter and three receivers in
the lab. In 2013, an upstream QKD access network was
successfully demonstrated in the lab [130], allowing up to 64
users to share a single-photon detector at a network node. In
2011, the futuristic quantum-to-the-home concept has been
proposed for providing perfect end-to-end security to users
[137], which may be offered in the near future by the
Eindhoven QKD network testbed [138]. In this paper, the
progress on the design of multi-user QKD over access networks
will be presented in Section VI-H.
2) QKD Local Networks: In addition to the
above-mentioned passive optical splitter, other optical
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QKD Receiver

(a)
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QKD Transmitter
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...
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QKD Receiver
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Splitter
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(b)
Fig. 8. Illustration of (a) downstream and (b) upstream QKD access networks.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of a local QKD network.

components such as optical switches can also be used by local
QKD networks. Tang et al. [139] and Ma et al. [140] reported
on the demonstration of a local QKD network at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2006 and
2007, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9, this network contained
a transmitter and two receivers, where an optical switch was
used for dynamically switching the QKD connections.
Specifically, the application of QKD-secured video
surveillance was demonstrated. In 2019, Ma et al. reported in
[141] on their plan of building a field testbed on the NIST
campus, in which the feasibility and compatibility of QKD
integration with optical fiber networks will be tested.
C. Metropolitan-Coverage QKD Networks
Again, a growing number of QKD networks have been
deployed in the metropolitan-coverage field. They serve as the
bridge between the access/local network and the backbone/core
network. Tables VII and VIII chronologically list and
summarize the basic features of QKD networks and links
deployed in various metropolitan areas, respectively. Some
details of typical QKD metropolitan networks are exemplified
below.
1) Boston Metropolitan Network: The DARPA QKD
network [42], [142] is the world’s first QKD metropolitan
network deployed in Boston, USA. This network was first
operated in the Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN) lab in
October 2003, and then it was extended to six nodes spanning
BBN, Harvard University and Boston University in June 2004.
In 2005, four more nodes were planned to be added in this
network. Finally, this network evolved to ten nodes and relied
on optical switches and trusted relays.
2) Beijing Metropolitan Network: In 2007, Chen et al. [143]
reported on a wavelength-routing based star-type QKD
metropolitan network in Beijing, China. The BB84 and the
decoy-state BB84 [94]–[96] protocols were utilized. This
network relied on the commercial telecommunication network
infrastructure, demonstrating the feasibility of integrating QKD
into existing networks. Based on a four-port QKD router [177]
designed for this four-node network, passive routing was
implemented with the aid of WDM techniques.
3) Vienna Metropolitan Network: The European project
termed as the secure communication based on quantum
cryptography (SECOQC) based QKD network [43],
[144]–[146] is a trusted relay based QKD metropolitan network
installed in Vienna, Austria. This network contained six nodes
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connected by eight QKD links (including seven optical fiber
links and a free space link), which was put into operation in
2008. Multiple QKD protocols were adopted in this network,
including several DV-QKD protocols (e.g., BB84, SARG04,
decoy-state BB84, COW, and BBM92) and a CV-QKD
protocol. Diverse applications, including OTP-encrypted
telephone conversations, AES-encrypted video conferencing,
and traffic rerouting required by heavy tele-traffic have been
demonstrated in this network.
4) Geneva Metropolitan Network: The SwissQuantum
QKD network [45] was installed in Geneva, Switzerland and
operated over the period spanning from March 2009 to January
2011. This network consisted of three nodes and three QKD
fiber links relying on trusted relays. Only the SARG04 protocol
was used for QKD and commercial devices were applied in this
network. The reliability and robustness of this network have
been tested and verified in a realistic environment,
demonstrating that QKD can be integrated into complex
network infrastructures.

5) Tokyo Metropolitan Network: The Tokyo QKD network
[44] was operated in 2010, which was composed of six trusted
QKD nodes connected by six optical fiber links. Four different
QKD protocols were utilized in this network, namely the
decoy-state BB84, BBM92, DPS, and SARG04. A common
application interface was developed for supporting the
interoperability of the different QKD systems. The applications
supported by this network included secure video conferencing
and a secure mobile phone.
6) Hefei Metropolitan Network: In 2008, Chen et al. [147]
portrayed a three-node trusted relay based QKD network in
Hefei, China, in which the decoy-state BB84 protocol and a
commercial optical fiber link were utilized. OTP-encrypted
real-time audio communication was realized. In 2016, Tang et
al. [132] reported on the field trial of a MDI-QKD metropolitan
network in Hefei city, as shown in Fig. 10. This network has a
star-type topology with four nodes, including an untrusted relay
and three QKD nodes, which are connected by optical fiber
links, demonstrating that the MDI-QKD scheme is eminently

TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF THE BASIC FEATURES OF DIFFERENT QKD NETWORKS DEPLOYED IN VARIOUS METROPOLITAN AREAS

Length

Loss

Maximum
secret-key
rate

Optical fiber
Free space

29.8 km

16.6 dB

10 kbps

DV

2004

[42], [142]

4

Optical fiber

42.6 km

16.4 dB

N/A

DV

2007

[143]



6

Optical fiber
Free space

85 km

20.4 dB

17 kbps

DV
CV

2008

[43], [144]–[146]





3

Optical fiber

20 km

5.6 dB

1.6 kbps

DV

2008

[147]





3

Optical fiber

17.1 km

–5.3 dB

2.4 kbps

DV

2009

[45]

Durban





4

Optical fiber

27 km

N/A

891 bps

DV

2009

[148]

Wuhu





7

Optical fiber

10 km

6.23 dB

2.53 kbps

DV

2009

[149]

Hefei





5

Optical fiber

60 km

17 dB

4.5 kbps

DV

2009

[150]

Madrid





3

Optical fiber

N/A

N/A

N/A

DV

2009

[151]

Wuhu





5

Optical fiber

N/A

14.77 dB

4.91 kbps

DV

2010

[152]

Tokyo





6

Optical fiber

90 km

27 dB

304 kbps

DV

2010

[44]

Hefei





46

Optical fiber

N/A

N/A

N/A

DV

2012

[46], [153]

Columbus





4

Optical fiber

N/A

N/A

N/A

DV

2013

[154], [155]

Jinan





56

Optical fiber

N/A

N/A

N/A

DV

2013

[30], [46], [153]

Madrid





3

Optical fiber

16 km

5.12 dB

N/A

DV

2014

[156]

Hefei





4

Optical fiber

55 km

17.3 dB

38.8 bps

DV

2016

[132]

Shanghai





4

Optical fiber

19.92 km

15.1 dB

10 kbps

CV

2016

[157]

Kazan





4

Optical fiber

12.4 km

6.8 dB

19.6 kbps

DV

2016

[158]

South Korea





5

Optical fiber

107 km

N/A

N/A

DV

2016

[159], [160]

Moscow





3

Optical fiber

30 km

13 dB

0.1 kbps

DV

2017

[161]

Wuhan





>60

Optical fiber

N/A

N/A

N/A

DV

2017

[162]

Madrid





3

Optical fiber

26.4 km

11 dB

70 kbps

CV

2018

[126], [163]

Bristol





4

Optical fiber

2.7 km

N/A

3.17 kbps

DV

2019

[127]

Cambridge





3

Optical fiber

10.6 km

3.9 dB

2.58 Mbps

DV

2019

[47]

Madrid





11

Optical fiber

55 km

12 dB

N/A

CV

2020

[164]

Bristol





8

Optical fiber

16.9 km

29 dB

83.9 kbps

DV

2020

[165]

Hefei





46

Optical fiber

18 km

N/A

60.5 kbps

DV

2021

[129]

Longest link

Metropolitan
area

Optical
switching

Trusted
relay

Number
of nodes

Link type

Boston





10

Beijing





Vienna



Hefei
Geneva

QKD
type

Year

Reference
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TABLE VIII
SUMMARY OF THE BASIC FEATURES OF DIFFERENT QKD LINKS DEPLOYED IN VARIOUS METROPOLITAN AREAS
Metropolitan
area

Node location

Number
of nodes

Link type

Link length

Link loss

Secret-key
rate

QKD
type

Year

Reference

Intercity

Beijing, Tianjin

2

Optical fiber

125 km

26 dB

N/A

DV

2005

[166]

Washington

Two sites in Washington

2

Optical fiber

25 km

9 dB

1.09 kbps

DV

2006

[167], [168]

Durban

Two sites in Durban

2

Optical fiber

2.8 km

2.1 dB

N/A

DV

2010

[169]

Paris

Massy, Palaiseau

2

Optical fiber

17.7 km

5.6 dB

600 bps

CV

2010

[170]

Calgary

Three sites in Calgary

3

Optical fiber

18.6 km

9 dB

N/A

DV

2013

[171]

Tokyo

Koganei, Otemachi

2

Optical fiber

90 km

30 dB

1.1 kbps

DV

2013

[172]

Hefei

Three sites in Hefei

3

Optical fiber

30 km

9.2 dB

16.9 bps

DV

2014

[173]

Tokyo

Otemachi, Koganei

2

Optical fiber

45 km

14.5 dB

301 kbps

DV

2015

[174]

South Korea

Seongsu, Bundang

2

Optical fiber

35 km

N/A

N/A

DV

2016

[159], [160]

Intercity

Cambridge, Lexington

2

Optical fiber

43 km

16.4 dB

157 kbps

DV

2018

[175]

Xi’an

Two sites in Xi’an

2

Optical fiber

30.02 km

12.48 dB

7.57 kbps

CV

2019

[91]

Guangzhou

Two sites in Guangzhou

2

Optical fiber

49.85 km

11.62 dB

7.43 kbps

CV

2019

[91]

Florence

Two sites in Florence

2

Optical fiber

40 km

21 dB

4.53 kbps

DV

2019

[176]

suitable for the construction of a QKD network using untrusted
relays. In reality, MDI-QKD networks still need extensive
development before they are mature enough to be widely
deployed.
7) Madrid Metropolitan Network: In 2018, Martin et al.
[126] reported on the field trial of a SDN-enabled QKD
network in the metropolitan area of Madrid, which is shown in
Fig. 11. This network connected three different sites using
CV-QKD. The flexibility of this network was enhanced with
the aid of an SDN technique [163], and the co-propagation of
quantum and classical signals in the same optical fiber was
demonstrated in [178]. In this paper, the issues of co-fiber
transmission and SDN aided QKD networking will be
discussed in Sections V-A and VI-A, respectively.
8) Shanghai Metropolitan Network: In 2016, Huang et al.
[157] described the field trial of a full-mesh CV-QKD
metropolitan network in Shanghai, China. A CV-QKD protocol

based on Gaussian-modulated coherent states [179] was
applied. This network is composed of four nodes connected by
six QKD links using commercial optical fibers, which can
provide all-to-all interconnections without the use of optical
switching or trusted relays. In this network, classical and
quantum signals coexist in the same fiber using the WDM
technique, demonstrating the feasibility of deploying CV-QKD
in a practical telecommunication environment.
9) Cambridge Metropolitan Network: In 2019, Dynes et al.
[47] reported on the field trial of a three-node ring-type QKD
metropolitan network in Cambridge, UK, as illustrated in Fig.
12. This network relied on DV-QKD and on an efficient
version of the BB84 protocol using decoy states [125]. The
quantum and classical channels were multiplexed in the same
fiber with the aid of dense wavelength-division multiplexing
(DWDM). Based on a long period of testing, the secret keys
were shown to be produced at high rates of 2–3 Mbps on each
QKD link, which can be used for AES-encrypted data
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QKD Node 2
(AIP)

Untrusted Relay
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QKD Node 3
(CONCEPCION)

QKD Node 1
(AC)

Fig. 10. Illustration of a MDI-QKD metropolitan network in Hefei [132].

QKD Node 2
(ALMAGRO)

Fig. 11. Illustration of a SDN-enabled CV-QKD metropolitan network in
Madrid [126], [163].
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Fig. 12. Illustration of a DV-QKD metropolitan network in Cambridge [47].

transmission.
10) Bristol Metropolitan Network: In 2019, Tessinari et al.
[127] reported on the field trial of a fully meshed metropolitan
network relying on dynamic QKD networking capabilities
across four nodes in Bristol, UK. Again, the coexistence of
quantum and classical channels in the same fiber was
demonstrated. In particular, the SDN technique was utilized for
supporting dynamic quantum/classical switching and for
providing QKD-secured connectivity. In 2020, Joshi et al. [165]
demonstrated a fully connected QKD network without trusted
nodes in Bristol. Specifically, an entanglement-based QKD
protocol, namely the BBM92 protocol, was utilized to support
secure connections between the 28 different pairs of eight users.
Hence, the feasibility of entanglement-based QKD networking
was demonstrated.
11) Xi’an/Guangzhou Metropolitan Link: In 2019, Zhang
et al. [91] reported two different field tests of their metropolitan
CV-QKD fiber link in Xi’an and Guangzhou, China, as
illustrated in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), respectively. The fiber
lengths of these field tests in Xi’an and Guangzhou were 30.02
km and 49.85 km, respectively, where the maximum secret-key
107

Secret-key rate (bps)

10

[42]
[132]
[167]

6

[43]
[157]
[170]

Fig. 13. Illustration of two different CV-QKD metropolitan links in (a) Xi’an
and (b) Guangzhou [91].

rates of 7.57 kbps and 7.43 kbps were achieved.
Finally, the secret-key rate versus distance (link length) for
the above-mentioned QKD networks/links deployed in various
metropolitan areas is briefly summarized in Fig. 14. The
distance (link length) is not representative of the fiber loss,
since the fiber loss is not only affected by the fiber length, but
also relies on the fiber type. It can be seen in Fig. 14 that the
secret-key rate of QKD networks is typically at the kbps level
within ~100 km of realistic metropolitan areas at the time of
writing. Furthermore, it is anticipated that metropolitan QKD
would evolve towards high-speed, long-distance, low-cost and
multi-protocol networking.
D. Long-Haul QKD Networks
With the advent of trusted relays, long-haul QKD networks
have been implemented in practice, which tend to rely on
backbone/core networks. The basic features of long-haul QKD
networks demonstrated in different locations across the globe
are summarized in Table IX and described as follows.
1) Hefei-Chaohu-Wuhu QKD Network: Wang et al. [180]
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Fig. 14. Secret-key rate versus distance (link length) for different QKD networks/links deployed in various metropolitan areas.
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TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF THE BASIC FEATURES OF LONG-HAUL QKD NETWORKS DEMONSTRATED IN DIFFERENT LOCATIONS
Long-haul network

Trusted
relay

Number
of nodes

Number
of links

Link type

Link span

QKD
type

Year

Reference

Remark

Hefei-Chaohu-Wuhu



9

8

Optical fiber

199 km

DV

2011

[180]

Long-term demonstration

Beijing-Shanghai



32

31

Optical fiber

2,000 km

DV

2017

[46], [181]

Ultra-long QKD network
Real-world applications

Zhucheng-Huangshan



2

1

Optical fiber

66 km

DV

2018

[182]

QKD integration with a
commercial backbone network

Wuhan-Hefei



11

10

Optical fiber

609 km

DV

2018

[183]

Real-world applications

China-Austria



3

2

Free space

7,600 km

DV

2018

[48]

First satellite-relayed
intercontinental QKD network

Cambridge-Ipswich



5

4

Optical fiber

121 km

DV

2019

[128]

Co-fiber transmission of
quantum and classical traffic

Integrated Space-toGround (China)



Multiple

>702

Optical fiber
Free space

4,600 km

DV

2021

[49]

Large-scale integrated
space-to-ground QKD network

Jinan-Qingdao



3

2

Optical fiber

511 km

DV

2021

[184]

Field deployment of TF-QKD

reported on the deployment of the Hefei-Chaohu-Wuhu QKD
network across these three cities in China. This wide area
network was operational from December 2011 to July 2012,
which contained nine nodes connecting two metropolitan QKD
networks in Hefei and Wuhu cities with the total fiber length of
199 km. The decoy-state BB84 protocol was implemented for
QKD. The applications of OTP-encrypted public switch
telephone conversations and AES-encrypted virtual private
network (VPN) functions were demonstrated over this
network.
2) Beijing-Shanghai QKD Network: This QKD network
[46], [181] is a trusted relay based backbone network, which is
illustrated in Fig. 15. This network consists of 32 nodes
connected by 31 fiber links, which connects four QKD
metropolitan networks in the cities of Beijing, Jinan, Hefei, and
Shanghai with its total length exceeding 2,000 km. The
deployment of this network was initiated in June 2013 and it

QKD Backbone
Node 1 (Beijing)

Beijing QKD
Metropolitan
Network

Trusted Relays

Hefei QKD
Metropolitan
Network

was completed in December 2016. After long-term
performance tests and evaluation, this network has been in
operation since August 2017. Numerous real-world
applications in the fields of finance and government have been
secured by using this network.
3) China-Austria QKD Network: In 2018, Liao et al. [48]
reported on the experimental demonstration of a satellite-based
intercontinental QKD network. As shown in Fig. 16, this
network used the Micius satellite [75] as a trusted relay
connecting the ground station in Xinglong, China and that in
Graz, Austria spanning a total distance of 7,600 km. Again, the
decoy-state BB84 protocol was utilized in the QKD system.
Specifically, this network was combined with metropolitan
QKD networks to support an AES-encrypted intercontinental
video conference. The demonstration of this network clearly
indicates the feasibility of a global QKD network. In this paper,
a detailed overview of satellite-based QKD will be provided in
Section V-C.
4) Cambridge-Ipswich QKD Network: In 2019, a trusted
relay based QKD backbone network was launched between

Quantum Satellite
(Micius)

Jinan QKD
Metropolitan
Network

QKD Backbone
Node 2 (Jinan)

Trusted Relays

QKD Backbone
Node 3 (Hefei)

Shanghai QKD
Metropolitan
Network

Trusted Relays

QKD Backbone
Node 4 (Shanghai)

Fig. 15. Illustration of the Beijing-Shanghai QKD backbone network [46].

Trusted Relay

Graz Ground
Station (Austria)

Xinglong Ground
Station (China)

Fig. 16. Illustration of the satellite-based intercontinental QKD network
between China and Austria [48].
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Cambridge and Ipswich, UK [128], which is composed of five
nodes and four links, where the quantum and classical signals
are transmitted over the same fiber with the total length of 121
km.
5) Integrated Space-to-Ground QKD Network: In 2021,
Chen et al. [49] reported on the construction of an integrated
space-to-ground QKD network in China, covering more than
700 QKD fiber links and two satellite-to-ground free-space
links. This network contains the Beijing-Shanghai QKD
network, four metropolitan QKD networks deployed in Beijing,
Jinan, Hefei and Shanghai, as well as two satellite-ground QKD
links connecting the ground stations in Xinglong and Nanshan.
Long-term stability and security tests of this network have been
carried out, where its applications in diverse fields such as
governments, finance and energy have been demonstrated.
6) Nationwide QKD Network Construction Initiatives:
Nationwide QKD networks are currently being deployed or
planned in many countries. In China, five-horizontal and
six-vertical QKD trunk lines were planned to be constructed
during 2017 to 2025, along with more quantum communication
satellites to be launched to constitute a global satellite-based
QKD network [181], [185]. In the USA, a QKD backbone
network is being deployed relying on 800 km optical fiber
spanning from Boston to Washington, DC [186], while a
nationwide QKD network was planned to stretch from Boston
to Georgia, and eventually reaching California [187]. In the UK,

a QKD network spanning Cambridge-London-Bristol was
planned and has been tested in the laboratory [188], [189]. In
Europe, a quantum communication infrastructure based on
integrated terrestrial-satellite QKD networks launched by the
OpenQKD project [190] is being explored for employment
across the European Union. In Russia, a 7,000-km quantum
network has been scheduled to be constructed by 2024, with
one of the first pilot projects exploring a QKD backbone
network connecting Moscow and St. Petersburg with a total
length of 700 km [191], [192]. In South Korea, the different
phases of building a nationwide QKD network have been
discussed in [193]. In Japan, a large-scale network that can
accommodate over 100 quantum cryptographic devices and
10,000 users is projected to be developed by 2024 [194], [195].
Moreover, a number of satellite-based quantum initiatives [196]
have been announced around the world. In June 2021, seven
countries, including UK, USA, Japan, Canada, Italy, Belgium
and Austria, announced their collaborations for developing a
satellite-based quantum encryption network [197].
IV. QKD NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE
Let us now continue by surveying the QKD network
architectures, elements, as well as interfaces and protocols.
Given that the untrusted relay and quantum repeater based
QKD networks are still immature for practical use, the focus of
this section is on networks based on optical switching and

TABLE X
SUMMARY OF BENEFICIAL LAYERED NETWORK ARCHITECTURES SUPPORTING QKD
Architecture

Three-layer
architecture

Four-layer
architecture

Five-layer
architecture
Six-layer
architecture

Feature (from bottom to top layers)

Manner

Year

Ref.

Remark

Quantum layer, Secret’s layer, Data layer

Field trial

2008

[43]

SECOQC QKD network

Quantum layer, Key management layer, Application layer

Field trial

2009

[45]

SwissQuantum QKD network

Quantum layer, Key management layer, Communication layer

Field trial

2010

[44]

Tokyo QKD network

Quantum layer, Key management layer, Application layer

Field trial

2010

[170]

Paris QKD link

Physical layer, Quantum key management layer, Application
layer

Experiment

2013

[198]

Network-centric quantum
communication

Infrastructure layer, Control and management layer,
Application layer

Theory

2016

[199]

Quantum-aware SDN

Quantum layer, Network key delivery layer, Application layer

Field trial

2019

[47]

Cambridge QKD network

QKD layer, Control layer, Application layer

Theory

2019

[200]

SDN-based QKD network

Infrastructure layer, Control layer, Application layer

Experiment

2019

[201]

SDN-based QKD network

QKD layer, Control layer, Application layer

Experiment

2019

[202]

SDN-based QKD network

Data layer, Key generation layer, Connection layer, Key
management layer

Experiment

2009

[203]

QKD integrated optical network

Optical layer, QKD layer, Control layer, Application layer

Theory

2017

[204]

QKD integrated optical network

Data layer, QKD layer, Control layer, Application layer

Theory

2017

[205]

QKD integrated optical network

Quantum layer, Key management layer, Key supply layer,
Application layer

Experiment

2017

[206]

QKD network

Data layer, QKD layer, Control layer, Application layer

Theory

2018

[207]

QKD integrated optical network

Optical layer, QKD layer, Control layer, Application layer

Theory

2019

[208]

QKD integrated optical network

Field trial

2021

[49]

Integrated space-to-ground
QKD network

Recommendation

2019

[65]

QKD network and user network

Quantum physical layer, Quantum logical layer, Classical
physical layer, Classical logical layer, Application layer
Quantum layer, Key management layer, QKD network control
layer, QKD network management layer, Service layer, User
network management layer
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Application Layer

A. General Architecture of QKD Networks
A QKD network is inseparable from the classical network,
since it also requires an authenticated classical network (e.g., an
optical network) and multiple secure cryptographic
applications in a classical network. As seen in Section III, QKD
networks have now found preliminary applications in the
existing communication and secure infrastructures.
Furthermore, beneficial layered network architectures
supporting QKD have also been proposed, which are
summarized in Table X. The proposed architectures have
different number of layers depending on their specific
definitions and applications, such as the three-layer architecture
of [43]–[45], [47], [170], [198]–[202], the four-layer
architecture of [203]–[208], the five-layer architecture of [49]
and the six-layer architecture of [65].
To elaborate a little further, the conceptual structures of a
QKD network and a user network have been illustrated in the
ITU-T Y.3800 recommendation [65]. Given the diversity of the
proposed network architectures supporting QKD, we illustrate
a general three-layer architecture of QKD networks from a
holistic view based on the six-layer network architecture
illustrated in [65]. As depicted in Fig. 17, this architecture
consists of three logical layers: 1) the infrastructure layer; 2) the
control and management layer; 3) the application layer. The
three logical layers of this architecture are detailed next, along
with the QKD network elements and devices as well as
interfaces depicted in Fig. 17.
1) Infrastructure Layer: This layer of Fig. 17 is constituted
by the QKD network infrastructure, which consists of various
physical devices [65] conceived for QKD networking. The
physical devices found in the same location are installed in a
secure and reliable node for protecting them against physical
attacks. Such a node is referred to as a QKD node. Based on the
diverse QKD network implementation options described in
Section III-A, the specific physical devices can be different, as

Application Link

Cryptographic Application
Management
Interface
Application
Interface

QKD Network
Controller
Control
Interface

QKD Node

QKD Network
Manager
Management
Interface

QKD Link

Fig. 17. General architecture of QKD networks.
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Secret-key query
Instruct QKD
network controller
Handshake
Configure QKD nodes

Secret-key supply

Secret-key replenishment when
real-time secret keys are unavailable

trusted relaying techniques.

Data encryption
and transmission

Fig. 18. Illustration of a simple workflow of service provision for
cryptographic applications.

it will be detailed in the next sub-section. The pairs of QKD
nodes may be interconnected either by optical fiber or by
free-space links, where each pair of QKD nodes can generate
symmetric random bit strings as secret keys. Hence the QKD
protocols or physical devices developed independently by
different vendors may be adopted [43], [44]. The secret keys
generated will then be readily stored in the QKD nodes [65],
since the secret keys are composed of classical bit strings. Each
QKD node holds its detailed secret-key parameters, such as the
so-called identifier, size, rate, and type of secret keys, as well as
the physical device identifier and time stamp of generating and
storing secret keys [206]. Each QKD node also stores the link
parameters, such as the length and type of links, and the error
rate of quantum channels.
2) Control and Management Layer: This layer of Fig. 17 is
constituted by the QKD network controller and manager [65],
where all the QKD nodes are controlled by the QKD network
controller, which activates, de-activates, and calibrates the
QKD nodes. By contrast, the QKD network manager monitors
and manages the QKD network as a whole. It monitors the
status of all the QKD nodes and links (e.g., obtaining the
real-time secret-key parameters and link parameters from the
QKD nodes), and supervises the QKD network controller. The
statistical data obtained through monitoring and management
can be collected at a certain relative frequency, and then be
registered and updated in a database. In particular, the real
secret keys stored in the QKD nodes will not be delivered
across different physical locations and cannot be accessed by
the QKD network controller or manager [200], [201], thereby
the security of secret keys is still guaranteed after the addition
of the control and management layer.
3) Application Layer: This layer of Fig. 17 is constituted by
the cryptographic applications required by the users. The
simple workflow of service provision for cryptographic
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Fig. 19. Illustration of a QKD node structure.
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B. QKD Network Elements
Based on the general architecture of QKD networks shown
in Fig. 17, the associated QKD network elements are elaborated
on next.
1) QKD Node: In a heterogeneous QKD network
constituted by diverse network segments of different sizes, the
QKD nodes may be classified as backbone node and access
node [144], [146], [149], [156], [180]. By contrast, for a QKD
network based on trusted relays or untrusted relays, the QKD
nodes may be constituted by user nodes and relay nodes [132],
[150], [201]. Each QKD node of Fig. 17 consists of various
physical devices, depending on the specific networking
requirements. As illustrated in Fig. 19, some of the pivotal
physical devices are described as follows.
 QKD transmitter/receiver (transceiver): A pair of QKD
devices such as a transmitter and a receiver can generate
the local secret keys, which are forwarded to their
respectively connected key managers [65]. Some of the
QKD transceivers commercially available on the market
at the time of writing are mentioned in [38]–[40].
Generally, a QKD node contains one or more QKD
transceivers.
 Key manager: The key manager is a distributed server
used for managing the secret keys generated by QKD
transceivers and for providing the secret keys to
cryptographic applications [44], [45], [65], [209]. A QKD
node usually contains a single key manager, which is
connected to all QKD transceivers in the same QKD node,

and receives as well as stores secret keys generated by the
QKD transceivers. It can perform secret-key relaying to
enable the generation of global secret keys between any
pair of QKD nodes in an end-to-end manner, and it is
capable of supplying secret keys for diverse cryptographic
applications. The key manager looks after the secret keys
from the instant of their generation by QKD transceivers
to their employment by cryptographic applications.
 Optical switch: The optical switch is a device facilitating
the connection of a quantum channel from a transmitter to
any receiver or from a receiver to any transmitter within a
limited distance. It can realize the time-division
multiplexing (TDM) of quantum channels and the
time-sharing of QKD devices [131], [139], [140], [210],
as well as facilitate the node bypass [211]. Naturally, the
frequency band of an optical switch has to cover the entire
frequency band of quantum channels.
 Multiplexer/demultiplexer: The multiplexer/demultiplexer
is used for bundling and separating multiple channels such
as quantum and classical channels. There are multiple
types of multiplexers/demultiplexers for different
multiplexing techniques such as WDM and TDM.
Additionally, M wavelength-division multiplexers can be
used to form an M-port QKD router [143], [177].
 Secure infrastructure: The secure infrastructure is utilized
for providing effective safeguards for QKD nodes to
guarantee that they can operate reliably.
2) QKD Link: The QKD link of Fig. 17 is used for
connecting a transmitter and receiver pair, which usually
consists of a quantum channel for quantum state transmission,
and a classical channel for synchronization and key distillation
[65], [66]. The quantum and classical channels do not have to
be physically bundled. The QKD link can be implemented over
optical fiber or as a free space optical link.
3) Key Manager Link: The key manager link of Fig. 17
involves a classical channel connecting several key managers
to perform secret-key management such as secret-key relaying,
which can be implemented either over optical fiber or free
space.
4) QKD Network Controller: The QKD network controller
of Fig. 17 is generally a centralized server used for
orchestrating the operation of all the QKD nodes in a QKD
network infrastructure, which includes the activation,
de-activation, and calibration of the QKD nodes. It performs

Demultiplexer

applications in a QKD network is illustrated in Fig. 18. First,
cryptographic applications inform the QKD network manager
of their security requests, such as secret-key request, including
the secret-key size, rate, updating period, and so on. According
to these requests, the QKD network manager queries the
availability of secret keys required from the corresponding
QKD nodes. If the real-time secret keys are available for
supporting the cryptographic applications, the QKD network
manager instructs the QKD network controller to notify the
corresponding QKD nodes to supply secret keys for the
cryptographic applications in an appropriate format. Otherwise,
the cryptographic applications should wait for secret-key
replenishment. Finally, the transmission of data over the
application link can be encrypted using the secret keys. In
particular, each cryptographic application uses the secret keys
at its own responsibility, once the secret keys have been
supplied to it, while the QKD nodes and QKD network
manager have no responsibility concerning those secret keys
afterward. The number of users that each QKD network/system
can accommodate is determined by the available secret-key
resources in the QKD network/system and the secret-key
requirements of the users. Hence, there is a trade-off between
the secret-key resources and user requirements. As an example,
the Cambridge QKD metro network [47] with 2.5 Mbps of
secret-key resources on each QKD link can support tens of
thousands of users with a secret-key requirement of >1 kbps per
user.
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several network control functions, such as QKD connection
control (including node access control and node authentication),
routing control (including routing for secret-key relaying and
rerouting for failure recovery), and QoS control (including
QoS-differentiated customization and end-to-end QoS
assurance) [212].
5) QKD Network Manager: The QKD network manager
seen in Fig. 17 is a centralized server used for monitoring and
managing the QKD network, including all the QKD nodes and
QKD links as well as key manager links, which also supervises
the QKD network controller. It performs fault, configuration,
accounting, performance and security management of the QKD
network. The QKD network manager differs from the QKD
network controller mainly in that it performs typical network
management functions and instructs the QKD network
controller based on the secret-key requests received. This is
arranged without directly providing specific control policies
and functions, such that diverse network environments and
requirements cannot be seamlessly accommodated by a
separate QKD network manager.
6) Cryptographic
Application:
The
cryptographic
application seen at the top layer of Fig. 17 is a user that has a
specific security request, such as secret-key request (including
secret-key size, rate, and updating period). A cryptographic
application usually has to be in the same physical location as a
QKD node to receive the secret keys.
7) Application Link: The application link seen at the top
layer of Fig. 17 is a classical channel used for exchanging the
encrypted data between two cryptographic applications.
C. QKD Network Interfaces and Protocols
As shown in Fig. 17, there are several interfaces (including
management, control, and application interfaces) connecting
the different layers in the general architecture of QKD
networks. Here we describe the QKD network interfaces and
discuss several typical protocols supporting these interfaces.
The internal interfaces within each QKD network element or
device are beyond the scope of this paper, some of which can be
found in [213]. Table XI briefly summarizes the QKD network
interfaces and protocols. Given the wide diversity of QKD
network protocols, they do not necessarily comply with those

TABLE XI
SUMMARY OF QKD NETWORK INTERFACES AND PROTOCOLS
Interface

Management
interface

Location
Between QKD network
manager and QKD nodes
Between QKD network
manager and controller

Protocol

Use case

SNMP,
CORBA

[38], [39]

Between QKD network
manager and applications
Control
interface

Between QKD network
controller and QKD nodes

Application
interface

Between QKD nodes and
applications

OpenFlow,
NETCONF
REST API
(HTTPS,
JSON)

[201], [202]
[47], [222]

discussed below.
1) Management Interface and Protocol: The management
interfaces of Fig. 17 in a QKD network involve those related to
the QKD nodes, to the QKD network controller, and to the
cryptographic applications. By using the management interface
conceived for QKD nodes, the QKD network manager
communicates with all QKD nodes in the infrastructure layer.
The QKD nodes can report their detailed information to the
QKD network manager, which involves all the relevant
information concerning the status of devices, boards, ports,
modules, software, resources, links, and so on. Furthermore,
the QKD network manager may request information related to
the secret keys, to the relaying process, and to the routing from
the QKD nodes. By using the management interface dedicated
to the QKD network controller, the QKD network manager
supervises the QKD network controller. By employing the
management interface provided for cryptographic applications,
the QKD network manager communicates with the associated
cryptographic applications in the application layer, which can
collect multiple security requests from the cryptographic
applications.
A management interface can be implemented by the simple
network management protocol (SNMP) of [214], [215], which
has been widely used for network management as well as
monitoring, and can be used for collecting information about
the managed network elements and devices of a QKD network.
For example, the information concerning the devices, boards,
ports, modules, software, resources, and links from QKD nodes
as well as the information related to multiple security requests
arriving from cryptographic applications can be collected via
the SNMP. The reporting of alarms and notification of events
as well as any queries concerning secret-key information can
also be implemented using the SNMP. Furthermore, in order to
support the interoperability of the QKD network elements and
devices developed by different companies, the common object
request broker architecture (CORBA) of [216] can be utilized
for harmonizing the heterogeneous network elements and
devices of a multi-vendor or multi-domain QKD network. The
SNMP and CORBA have been utilized in commercial systems
for QKD networking [38], [39].
2) Control Interface and Protocol: The QKD network
controller communicates with all QKD nodes in the
infrastructure layer via the control interface of Fig. 17. By
using this interface, the QKD network controller exchanges
control and configuration messages with the QKD nodes in
order to implement several control functions, such as QKD
connection control, routing control, and QoS control.
The SDN controller may serve as the QKD network
controller, as it has been demonstrated in practical QKD
networks [126], [127], [163]. In particular, the QKD control
interface provided via SDN is specified in the ETSI GS QKD
015 [217] and the recommendation ITU-T Y.3805 [218]. The
OpenFlow of [219] and NETCONF of [220] constitute a pair of
protocols that can implement the control interface provided for
a SDN controller. The control and configuration
request/response messages can be transmitted by using these
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V. ENABLING TECHNIQUES IN THE PHYSICAL LAYER FOR QKD
NETWORKS
In recent years, sophisticated technologies have been
developed for supporting the QKD network infrastructure at a
moderate cost, while aiming for wide coverage and high
robustness. In this section, we conduct an in-depth survey of
the enabling technologies in the physical layer domain,
covering the techniques of co-fiber transmission, relaying,
satellite-based QKD and chip-based QKD.

Optical
Communication
Device

Data
Channel

Classical
Channel
QKD Transmitter Quantum
Channel

Data
Channel

WDM

A. Co-Fiber Transmission
The co-fiber transmission terminology is introduced as a
compact expression to indicate that the QKD and classical
channels are travelling on the same fiber. The pivotal challenge
of co-fiber transmission arises from the extreme contrast in the
intensities of quantum and classical signals, since each
quantum signal typically contains less than one photon per
pulse on average, while a classical pulse may contain 106
photons or more for a Gb/s link. Another challenge is that the
nonlinear noise generated by impairments such as Raman
scattering and four-wave mixing (FWM) will cause severe
contamination of the quantum signals.
In order to protect the vulnerable quantum signals from the
deleterious impact of high-power classical signals, many
practical QKD networks have been rolled out by relying on
dark fibers. Nevertheless, given the difficulty of installing new

fibers and the shortage of dark fiber resources in existing
optical networks, the dark fiber has become a scarce and costly
resource that may no longer be available for the widespread
deployment of QKD networks. Hence the option of rolling out
the QKD network infrastructure by sharing the established
fiber infrastructure has attracted much attention, paving the
way for the coexistence of quantum signals with classical
signals in the same fiber. In 1997, Townsend [223] reported the
first co-fiber transmission experiment by using the WDM
technique for multiplexing the quantum and classical channels
in a SMF, which provided a blueprint for the co-fiber
transmission investigations that followed. Hence, a variety of
theoretical, experimental, and in-field studies using the WDM
technique for supporting the coexistence of quantum and
classical signals in the same fiber have been reported
[224]–[261]. Moreover, several new multiplexing techniques
have been conceived for co-fiber transmission [262]–[281]. In
the following paragraphs, we review the research efforts
dedicated to the co-fiber transmission of quantum and classical
signals from the perspective of WDM theories, WDM
experiments, WDM field trials, and new multiplexing
techniques.
1) Theoretical WDM Investigation: WDM is one of the
most widely used techniques in commercial optical networks,
which is beneficial for increasing the throughput of optical
fibers used in the transmission line. Hence, it is natural to
combine QKD transmissions with the existing optical networks
using the WDM technique, which can accelerate the
commercialization of QKD networks. A schematic diagram of
multiplexing quantum and classical (data) channels in a SMF
using WDM is shown in Fig. 20. The quantum channel is
launched into a SMF accompanied by classical channels such
as the classical channel used both for QKD and for high-speed
data channels. Inevitably, various physical-layer impairments
are inflicted during co-fiber transmission, such as Raman
scattering, FWM, and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
[224]. The performance of the quantum channel and the QKD
system may be severely deteriorated by these impairments.
The potential impact and their mitigation strategies suitable
for various physical-layer impairments imposed by classical
channels on the performance of QKD have been theoretically
analyzed in [225]–[228]. Specifically, the effects of Raman
noise, and of spontaneous Raman scattering inflicted by a
classical channel on a quantum channel have been

SMF

WDM

two protocols. OpenFlow can define a protocol through which
a SDN-enabled QKD network controller can control the
OpenFlow-enabled QKD nodes [201], [202]. The NETCONF
protocol is a transaction-based entity and its data encoding
usually relies on the Extensible Markup Language, which
provides mechanisms for installing, manipulating, and deleting
the configuration of QKD nodes. A detailed overview of SDN
designed for QKD networks is provided in Section VI-A.
3) Application Interface and Protocol: The application
interface of Fig. 17 in a QKD network is between the
infrastructure layer and the application layer. The local key
manager in a QKD node communicates with the local
cryptographic applications via the application interface. The
secret keys are delivered from the local key manager to the
local cryptographic applications by using this interface.
Moreover, the application interface has been specified in the
group specification ETSI GS QKD 004 [221].
The application interface is used for secret-key delivery,
which can be implemented by the Representational State
Transfer (REST) application programming interface (API).
The REST API can use the HyperText Transfer Protocol
Secure (HTTPS) version and the JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) data format for delivering secret keys to cryptographic
applications. The REST API is regarded as a simple,
lightweight, and widely used technique in many application
domains, which has been adopted in the Cambridge QKD
network [47]. Recently, the REST API specification
formulated for secret-key delivery in a QKD network has been
described in the group specification ETSI GS QKD 014 [222].
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Classical
Channel
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QKD Receiver

Fig. 20. Illustration of multiplexing quantum and classical (data) channels in a
SMF using WDM.
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quantitatively evaluated in [229]. On a similar note, the impact
of spontaneous Raman scattering on a quantum channel
coexisting with multiple classical channels in a SMF has been
analyzed in [230]. To overcome the limitations engendered by
Raman noise, Fröhlich et al. [231] designed a dual feeder
architecture for integrating multi-user QKD transmissions into
a Gigabit passive optical network (GPON). To reduce the
FWM noise, Sun et al. [232] developed a user-specific
channel-interleaving aided WDM approach combined with
unequal frequency spacing. For jointly suppressing the Raman
noise and FWM noise, Niu et al. [233] proposed an optimized
channel allocation scheme, allowing QKD to tolerate the
presence of high-power classical signals conveying many
classical channels within a SMF. Based on WDM, a prototype
of the quantum metropolitan optical network [156] has been
described and characterized, allowing the deployment of a
technologically realistic and cost-effective QKD network over
commercial telecommunication networks.
2) WDM System Experiment: Both the C-band (1530–1565
nm) and O-band (1260–1360 nm) within a SMF can be used for
the joint transmission of quantum and classical signals. Hence,

different WDM layouts can be considered for quantum and
classical channels within a SMF for their co-fiber transmission.
Table XII summarizes the system experiments dedicated to the
co-fiber transmission of quantum and classical channels using
WDM, which are detailed in the following paragraphs
according to their different WDM layouts.
By choosing the O-band as the quantum band and C-band as
the classical band, the sufficient isolation of the quantum and
classical channels can be ensured. In his seminal work,
Townsend [223] first used WDM to multiplex a quantum
channel accommodated at 1300 nm with a 1.2 Gb/s data
channel near 1550 nm over a 28 km length of installed fiber.
Toliver et al. [234] demonstrated the coexistence of 1310 nm
quantum signals with amplified DWDM signals over a 10 km
SMF. In [235], the minimum required wavelength difference
between a quantum channel at 1310 nm and a classical channel
near 1550 nm over a 10 km fiber link was experimentally
analyzed. Runser et al. [236] presented an experimental
demonstration of the co-fiber transmission of quantum signals
at 1310 nm and classical signals around 1550 nm over a 25 km
SMF. In [237], an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) bypass

TABLE XII
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS FOR CO-FIBER TRANSMISSION OF QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL CHANNELS USING WDM
Quantum band
(wavelength)

Classical band

Number of
classical
channels

Classical
signal launch
power

Multiplexed
data bandwidth

Achievable
distance

Maximum
secret-key
rate

QKD
type

Year

Reference

O-band (1300 nm)

C-band

1

Tunable

1.2 Gbps

28 km

N/A

DV

1997

[223]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

4

Tunable

N/A

10 km

100 bps

DV

2004

[234]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

1

6 dBm

N/A

10 km

70 bps

DV

2005

[235]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

4

Tunable

17.5 Gbps

25 km

9 bps

DV

2005

[236]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

4

–21 dBm

40 Gbps

15 km

8 bps

DV

2006

[237]

C-band (1549.3 nm)

C-band

4

–2 dBm

10 Gbps

50 km

N/A

DV

2006

[240]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

4

Tunable

N/A

10 km

100 bps

DV

2009

[168]

C-band (1549.32 nm)

C-band

2

–5 dBm

N/A

25 km

6 bps

DV

2009

[241]

C-band (1551.72 nm)

C-band

4

Tunable

1 Gbps

50 km

11 bps

DV

2010

[242]

C-band (1550 nm)

L-band

3

Tunable

1.25 Gbps

90 km

7.6 kbps

DV

2012

[253]

C-band (1548.52 nm)

C-band

2

Tunable

20 Gbps

70 km

52 kbps

DV

2014

[244]

C-band (1531.12 nm)

C-band

1

−3 dBm

N/A

75 km

490 bps

CV

2015

[245]

C-band (1550 nm)

L-band

3

Tunable

1.25 Gbps

25 km

1 Mbps

CV

2015

[254]

C-band (1550.12 nm)

O- and C-band

2

−5 dBm

100 Mbps

45 km

4 kbps

DV

2015

[255]

C-band (1547.72 nm)

C-band

2

Tunable

200 Gbps

101 km

10 kbps

DV

2016

[69]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

32

10 dBm

7.168 Tbps

80 km

1 kbps

DV

2017

[239]

C-band (1548.51 nm)

C-band

1

−5 dBm

100 Gbps

150 km

1 kbps

DV

2017

[87]

C-band (1550 nm)

C-band

20

18 dBm

560 Gbps

5 km

N/A

CV

2017

[246]

C-band (1549.2 nm)

C-band

7

4 dBm

87.5 Gbps

10 km

50 kbps

CV

2018

[247]

C-band (1549.6 nm)

C-band

18

14 dBm

3.5 Tbps

10 km

75 kbps

CV

2018

[248]

C-band (1550 nm)

C-band

10

3 dBm

100 Gbps

20 km

90 kbps

CV

2018

[249]

C-band (1549.5 nm)

C-band

100

12.9 dBm

18.3 Tbps

10 km

28.9 kbps

CV

2019

[250]

S-band (1504.98 nm)

C-band

56

13.6 dBm

5.6 Tbps

25 km

N/A

CV

2019

[256]

C-band (1532.68 nm)

C-band

5

−14 dBm

50 Gbps

40 km

N/A

DV

2019

[251]

C-band (1550 nm)

C-band

1

6 dBm

N/A

13 km

300 kbps

CV

2020

[103]

C-band (1531.9 nm)

C-band

11

15.6 dBm

N/A

13.2 km

12 Mbps

CV

2020

[252]
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and filtering architecture was proposed, allowing a quantum
channel at 1310 nm to coexist with four classical channels
operating around 1550 nm and amplified in mid-span over a 15
km fiber link. Chapuran et al. [168] experimentally
characterized the coexistence of a quantum channel at 1310 nm
and four classical data channels near 1550 nm in the same fiber,
where the impact of Raman noise on the quantum signals was
measured. Aleksic et al. [238] experimentally characterized the
feasibility of QKD integration into metropolitan area networks,
where the effect of Raman noise was analyzed. Furthermore,
amplifier and node bypass solutions were also presented. In
[239], the co-propagation of quantum signals and Terabit
classical signals over a distance of 80 km was realized in an
experiment, where a quantum channel was supported at 1310
nm and 32 classical data channels were conveyed within the
C-band.
The lower attenuation and the resultant excellent
transmission performance of the C-band is eminently suitable
for conveying both the vulnerable quantum and the more robust
classical signals. Xia et al. [240] conducted an experiment by
multiplexing a quantum channel accommodated at 1549.3 nm
and four classical channels in the C-band over a 50 km long
optical fiber. Peters et al. [241] demonstrated the co-fiber
transmission of a 1549.32 nm quantum channel and two
classical channels using a reconfigurable optical add drop
multiplexer (ROADM), where the impact of spontaneous
Raman scattering and FWM on the quantum signals were
measured and analyzed. Eraerds et al. [242] performed an
experiment relying on multiplexing four classical channels with
a quantum channel over a single fiber of 50 km length, in which
both the quantum and classical channels were accommodated
in the C-band. In [243], an experiment of simultaneous QKD
transmission and bidirectional 10 Gb/s classical transmission
was described within a single fiber, where a dual feeder fiber
technique and a filtering scheme were used for reducing the
Raman noise. In [244], the coexistence of QKD with
bidirectional 10 Gb/s classical data signals was demonstrated
within the same fiber, achieving secret-key rates of 2.38 Mbps
over a 35 km fiber link and of 52 kbps over a 70 km fiber link.
Kumar et al. [245] conducted several experimental tests for
characterizing the coexistence of CV-QKD with a classical

channel in the same fiber, where a secret-key rate of 490 bps
was achieved over a 75 km fiber. Dynes et al. [69]
experimentally multiplexed a quantum channel accommodated
at 1547.72 nm along with two 100 Gb/s classical data channels
around 1530 nm over a 101 km fiber link. Fröhlich et al. [87]
demonstrated the coexistence of quantum signals at 1548.51
nm with 100 Gb/s data signals within the C-band in a 150 km
optical fiber. In [246], the coexistence of a quantum channel
hosted at 1550 nm along with 20 classical channels (including
4×100 Gb/s and 16×10 Gb/s) in the C-band of a SMF was
experimentally investigated. In [247], the co-propagation of a
quantum channel centred at 1549.2 nm and seven 12.5 Gb/s
classical channels hosted in the C-band over a 10 km single
fiber was investigated, achieving a secret-key rate in the range
of 20 to 50 kbps. In [248], the coexistence of CV-QKD and 3.5
Tbps classical channels was demonstrated in a 10 km SMF,
where the influence of in-band ASE noise on CV-QKD was
analyzed. Karinou et al. [249] experimentally realized the
co-fiber transmission of a quantum channel and 10 classical
channels within the C-band, supporting a secret-key rate of 90
kbps over a 20-km fiber link in a CV-QKD system. Eriksson et
al. [250] demonstrated the joint propagation of a quantum
channel located at 1549.5 nm and 100 classical data channels
associated with an aggregate transmission rate of 18.3 Tb/s in
the C-band, achieving a secret-key rate of 28.9 kbps over a 10
km SMF. Valivarthi et al. [251] characterized the simultaneous
operation of MDI-QKD with five 10 Gb/s bidirectional
classical channels in the vicinity of the 1550 nm wavelength
over the same fiber of 40 km length. In [103], the coexistence
of a CV-QKD system with a classical channel operating in the
C-band was demonstrated, and a secret-key rate of 300 kbps
was attained for a link length of 13 km. In [252], the
co-propagation of a quantum channel accommodated at 1531.9
nm and 11 classical DWDM channels conveyed within the
C-band was accomplished over a 13.2 km fiber link, while
supporting a secret-key rate of 12 Mbps.
In addition to the aforementioned pair of typical WDM
layouts, some studies have also considered other WDM layouts
for the co-fiber transmission of quantum and classical channels.
In [253], the coexistence of quantum signals at 1550 nm and
Gigabit classical data signals within the L-band (1565–1625

TABLE XIII
SUMMARY OF FIELD TRIALS FOR CO-FIBER TRANSMISSION OF QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL CHANNELS USING WDM
Quantum band
(wavelength)

Classical band

Number of
classical
channels

Classical
signal launch
power

Multiplexed
data bandwidth

Achievable
distance

Maximum
secret-key
rate

QKD
type

Year

Reference

C-band (1550 nm)

L-band

1

−33.3 dBm

N/A

97 km

820 bps

DV

2008

[260]

C-band (1547.72 nm)

C-band

4

–10 dBm

40 Gbps

26 km

160 kbps

DV

2014

[261]

C-band (1550.12 nm)

L-band

3

Tunable

1 Gbps

2.08 km

10 kbps

CV

2016

[157]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

20

21 dBm

3.6 Tbps

66 km

5.1 kbps

DV

2018

[182]

C-band (1550 nm)

C-band

2

Tunable

200 Gbps

10.6 km

2.58 Mbps

DV

2019

[47]

C-band (1550 nm)

C-band

17

N/A

N/A

3.9 km

70 kbps

CV

2019

[163]

C-band (1551.7 nm)

C-band

4

Tunable

400 Gbps

1.9 km

1.28 kbps

DV

2019

[127]

O-band (1310 nm)

C-band

5

Tunable

500 Gbps

14.2 km

1.95 kbps

DV

2019

[128]
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TABLE XIV
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS FOR CO-FIBER TRANSMISSION OF QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL CHANNELS USING SDM

Fiber type

7-core MCF
7-core MCF
7-core MCF
19-core MCF
7-core MCF
37-core MCF
7-core MCF
Weaklycoupled FMF

Quantum
channel location
(wavelength)

Classical channel
location (band)

Central core
(1547.72 nm)
Central core
(1550 nm)
Central core
(1551.7 nm)
One outer core
(1550.35 nm)
One outer core
(1549.32 nm)
All cores
(1550 nm)
Central core
(1551.7 nm)
LP01 mode
(1550.12 nm)

Outer cores
(C-band)
Outer cores
(C-band)
Outer cores
(C-band)
Neighboring cores
(C-band)
Neighboring cores
(C-band)
All cores
(C-band)
All cores
(C-band)
LP02 mode
(C-band)

Classical
signal launch
power

Multiplexed
data bandwidth

Achievable
distance

Maximum
secret-key
rate

QKD
type

Year

Reference

0 dBm

20 Gbps

53 km

605 kbps

DV

2016

[273]

Tunable

112 Gbps

2.5 km

N/A

DV

2018

[274]

Tunable

9.6 Tbps

1 km

191 bps

DV

2018

[275]

Tunable

N/A

10.1 km

47 Mbps

CV

2019

[276]

0 dBm

N/A

1 km

10.9 kbps

DV

2019

[277]

N/A

370 Gbps

7.9 km

62.8 Mbps

DV

2019

[278]

Tunable

11.2 Tbps

1 km

920 bps

DV

2020

[280]

–2.6 dBm

100 Gbps

86 km

1.3 kbps

DV

2020

[281]

nm) over a 90 km fiber link was reported, in which the Raman
noise was mitigated by a sophisticated filtering technique.
Huang et al. [254] multiplexed a quantum channel hosted at
1550 nm along with three classical channels accommodated in
the L-band of a 25 km SMF, achieving a secret-key rate of 1
Mbps for a CV-QKD system. Wang et al. [255] transmitted
quantum signals at 1550.12 nm along with a pair of classical
signals near 1310 nm and 1550 nm in a 45 km fiber. In [256],
the coexistence of a quantum channel at 1504.98 nm in the
S-band (1460–1530 nm) with 56 classical channels located in
the C-band in a 25 km SMF was realized. Moreover, multiple
quantum channels can be multiplexed onto a single fiber by
using the WDM technique in order to achieve high secret-key
rates in a QKD system [257]–[259].
3) WDM Field Trials: Several field trials have investigated
the coexistence of quantum and classical signals in a
field-installed fiber [47], [127], [128], [157], [163], [182],
[260], [261]. Table XIII summarizes the field trials studying the
co-fiber transmission of quantum and classical channels using
WDM. Tanaka et al. [260] transmitted quantum signals at 1550
nm coexisting with clock signals in the L-band over a 97-km
installed SMF. Choi et al. [261] reported on their field trial of
simultaneous transmission of a quantum channel multiplexed
with four 10 Gb/s classical data channels through a 26 km
field-installed fiber. In [157], the field trials of a four-node
CV-QKD network were reported on, in which a quantum
channel located at 1550.12 nm and three classical channels
hosted in the L-band were transmitted through the same fiber.
In this CV-QKD network, the maximum secret-key rate has
reached 10 kbps on one of the links having a length of 2.08 km.
In [182], a field trial of integrating QKD with a commercial
optical network conveying 3.6 Tb/s classical data signals in a
66 km commercial fiber was reported, where both the
co-direction propagation and opposite-direction propagation of
the quantum and classical signals were tested. In a three-node
QKD metropolitan network deployed in the field [47], a

quantum channel coexisting with 200 Gb/s classical data
channels within the C-band was characterized, and the
maximum secret-key rate of 2.58 Mbps was achieved on a 10.6
km fiber link. In [163], a field trial of a quantum channel
combined with 17 classical channels on a 3.9 km fiber link of a
QKD metropolitan network was demonstrated, achieving a
secret-key rate of 70 kbps. As a further development, in [127], a
field demonstration of a four-node DV-QKD network was
reported, where the coexistence of quantum signals with 400
Gb/s classical data signals was accommodated in the C-band
over a 1.9 km fiber link. Wonfor et al. [128] reported on a field
trial of transmitting quantum signals at 1310 nm integrated with
500 Gb/s classical data signals in the C-band in a single fiber,
achieving the maximum secret-key rate of 1.95 kbps on a 14.2
km fiber link.
4) New Multiplexing Techniques: In order to optimize the
co-fiber transmission performance of quantum and classical
signals, several novel multiplexing techniques have also been
explored. Some of these investigations have harnessed
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [262],
TDM [137], [263], and other subcarrier multiplexing
[264]–[267] techniques into co-fiber transmission, but these
still tend to be less mature.
Inspired by the idea of using space-division multiplexing
(SDM) for further increasing the throughput of optical
networks, SDM has recently attracted much interest also in the
context of quantum and classical channels in the same fiber. In
contrast to the WDM technique that uses a SMF for signal
transmission, SDM techniques usually employ a multi-core
fiber (MCF) or a few-mode fiber (FMF). Specifically, a SMF
has to rely on multiple wavelengths, whereas the MCF and
FMF add the extra resource dimensions of additional cores and
modes in a single fiber, respectively. However, MCFs and
FMFs suffer from a new physical-layer impairment, namely
inter-core and inter-mode crosstalk. With respect to the
theoretical investigations on quantum-classical coexistence
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based on SDM, a system model of integrating QKD into SDM
transmission over MCFs and FMFs has been presented in [268],
while the theoretical characterization of inter-core spontaneous
Raman scattering on QKD in MCFs has been established in
[269]. Additionally, Xavier et al. [270] provided an overview
of quantum information processing in the context of SDM
optical fibers. As a further advance, the theoretical models for
characterizing the Raman noise and FWM noise impacts of
classical signals on QKD transmissions over MCFs have been
proposed in [271], [272].
In recent years, an increased number of system-level
experiments has been performed for characterizing the co-fiber
transmission of quantum and classical channels using SDM,
which are summarized in Table XIV. Most of these
experiments use MCFs. Dynes et al. [273] performed an
experiment transmitting quantum signals in the central core and
bi-directional 10 Gb/s classical signals in two of the six outer
cores over a 53 km 7-core MCF. Lin et al. [274] experimentally
characterized QKD coexisting with 112 Gb/s data transmission
in two different types of 7-core MCFs. In [275], the
simultaneous transmission of quantum signals and 9.6 Tb/s
classical signals over a 1 km 7-core MCF was demonstrated,
where the central core was used for a quantum channel located
at 1551.7 nm and each of the six outer cores was used for 1.6
Tb/s classical data transmission. Eriksson et al. [276]
experimentally characterized the impact of crosstalk on
CV-QKD in an outer core inflicted by classical channels in
three neighboring cores of a 19-core MCF, verifying that the
in-band crosstalk from neighboring cores may prohibit the
high-integrity generation of secret keys. In [277], a
quantum-classical interleaving scheme (i.e., interleaving the
wavelengths in a quantum-signal core and a classical-signal
core, with no wavelength overlap between these two types of
cores) was proposed to alleviate the inter-core crosstalk
imposed on quantum signals transmitted in an outer core by the
classical signals propagating in three neighboring cores of a
7-core MCF. Bacco et al. [278] demonstrated the
co-propagation of classical and quantum channels over a
37-core MCF and achieved a total secret-key rate of 62.8 Mbps,
where each core consisted of a 10 Gb/s classical channel and a
quantum channel using different wavelengths. In [279], the
QKD coexistence with classical signals was evaluated over two
types of MCFs, where the impacts of inter-core crosstalk and
intra-core spontaneous Raman scattering on the quantum
signals engendered by high-speed classical data signals were
characterized. Hugues-Salas et al. [280] characterized the
coexistence of 11.2 Tb/s classical channels in all cores with a
quantum channel in the central core over a 1 km 7-core MCF.
In addition to the experiments associated with MCF, Wang et al.
[281] characterized the co-propagation of QKD with a 100
Gb/s classical data channel in a weakly-coupled FMF,
achieving a secret-key rate of 1.3 kbps over 86 km FMF.
B. Relaying
The distance and secret-key rate of QKD systems are limited
by several physical-layer impairments, such as the scattering

and loss of faint quantum signals transmitted in quantum
channels. In particular, amplifying a quantum signal would
require measuring and cloning its related quantum states, which
is against the quantum no-cloning theorem. Consequently, the
realization of long-distance QKD networks has to rely on
repeaters/relays.
A quantum repeater facilitates the restoration of quantum
information without directly measuring the quantum states,
which was first proposed in 1998 [133]. Initially, it was
believed that the implementation of quantum repeaters requires
matter quantum memories [282], [283] or matter qubits [284].
However, this hypothesis was later disproved by a proposal of
all-photonic quantum repeaters [285] purely relying on optical
devices. Given the compelling security benefits of QKD
networks, quantum repeaters have attracted increasing research
efforts [50], [286]–[289], as also indicated by the detailed
overviews found in [51], [134]. Nonetheless, the design of
quantum repeater networks is still in its infancy [59], [135],
[290], and a practical quantum repeater that can be deployed in
real-world QKD networks has yet to be implemented.
A viable solution to increase both the secret-key rate and the
range of QKD without quantum repeaters is by inventing
repeaterless schemes to overcome the fundamental
rate-distance limit of QKD defined in [291]. The maximum
achievable secret-key rate for a given distance was quantified
by the secret-key capacity of the quantum channel in [292],
hence QKD schemes presented before 2018 can never surpass
the secret-key capacity bound. However, in 2018, Lucamarini
et al. [107] proposed a TF-QKD protocol, which was capable
of exceeding the point-to-point secret-key capacity of a
quantum channel without using a quantum repeater.
Subsequently, Minder et al. [293] experimentally characterized
the TF-QKD protocol in a high channel loss regime, providing
the experimental evidence that it is indeed possible to exceed
the repeaterless secret-key capacity of [292], which has also
been further validated by several additional experiments
[293]–[296]. However, the TF-QKD technique is unable to
extend the QKD range to an arbitrary distance and its distance
record in experiments at the time of writing is 605 km [73].
Similarly, Ma et al. [108] presented a PM-QKD protocol,
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Fig. 21. Illustration of the QKD distance extension via a trusted relay between
Alice and Bob.
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which was also capable of surpassing the linear
rate-transmittance bound of [292], since it achieved a distance
of 502 km in the experiments [71].
A compromise solution that allows for an arbitrary extension
of the QKD distance is that of using trusted relays, which have
been widely adopted in real-world QKD networks [42]–[49].
An example of extending the distance of QKD via a trusted
relay between Alice and Bob is depicted in Fig. 21. The trusted
relay establishes a QKD link to both Alice and Bob. Both QKD
links produce their independent secret keys, namely KA and KB
of the same string length. The trusted relay combines the secret
keys KA and KB with the aid of the OTP method, i.e., performs a
bitwise exclusive OR operation between KA and KB, and then
sends the result KA ⊕ KB to Bob. Based on KB ⊕ (KA ⊕ KB) =
KA, Bob can retrieve the secret keys KA. It should be noted that
there are several optional secret-key relay schemes based on the
trusted relay concept, which have been discussed in the Y.3803
recommendation produced by ITU-T [297]. The benefits of the
trusted relay technique is its reduced complexity and its ability
to support long-distance QKD networking, but it must be
physically isolated and trustable, since it will know the secret
keys.
There are several trusted relay variants. For example, Stacey
et al. [298] presented a simplified trusted relay and examined
its security level. Such a trusted relay may indeed simplify the
associated computations and reduce the communication
overhead during the relaying process at the expense of an
eroded secret-key rate. Elkouss et al. [299] drew on the idea of
network coding to alleviate the system’s dependence on trusted
relays, and proposed the concept of weakly trusted relays for
QKD networks. Zou et al. [300] described a partially trusted
relay based QKD networking solution by combining the
MDI-QKD protocol with trusted relays, since MDI-QKD
allows the use of untrusted relays [301], [302]. Moreover, the
entanglement-based approach of [303] holds the promise of
establishing QKD links that are capable of completely
dispensing with any level of trust, but it is still not mature
enough to be used in practical large-scale QKD networks.
C. Satellite-Based QKD
The fiber-based QKD networks cannot be readily supported
in harsh terrain, and the signal is typically attenuated at the rate
of 0.2 dB/km in the optical fiber [304]. Therefore, establishing
QKD networks over ultra-long distances is facing enormous
technological hurdles. One solution is that of resorting to free
space, since the atmospheric attenuation in free space is less
significant than in optical fiber, especially in the vacuum above
the Earth’s atmosphere. Satellites have the potential of
distributing secret keys to ground stations via free space links,
which can be used as intermediate trusted relays for
interconnecting QKD networks in different physical locations
on the ground [196]. Hence, the satellite-based QKD holds the
promise of increasing the range of QKD networks to a global
scale [49].
Hence, several successful free-space QKD experiments
[305]–[313] have been performed with the goal of

satellite-based QKD realization. In [314], a feasibility analysis
of QKD transmissions over Earth-satellite links and
inter-satellite links was provided. Bourgoin et al. [315]
conducted a numerical simulation relying on realistic simulated
orbits and analyzed the performance of the LEO satellite uplink
and downlink for quantum-signal transmissions. In [316], three
independent experiments were performed for verifying the
feasibility of ground-satellite QKD. In [74], the air-to-ground
QKD between an aeroplane and a ground station was
experimentally demonstrated. Vallone et al. [317]
demonstrated space-to-ground QKD by employing so-called
corner cube retroreflectors as transmitters in orbit to the Matera
Laser Ranging Observatory of the Italian Space Agency in
Matera, Italy.
In August 2016, the first quantum satellite, named after
Micius [75], was launched in Jiuquan, China, which is a LEO
satellite and can be used to perform satellite-to-ground QKD
experiments at night. In this context, significant progress has
been made in the design of photon sources [318], [319], optical
links [320], [321], and detectors [322], [323] for satellite-based
QKD. As for satellite-based QKD, Bedington et al. [196]
reviewed the technical challenges and summarized the quantum
satellite initiatives around the world, while Khan et al. [83]
provided an overview of the principles and engineering
challenges as well as the airborne and space missions
associated with QKD.
In 2018, Liao et al. [48] reported the experimental
demonstration of a satellite-based QKD network, where a
quantum satellite (i.e., Micius [75]) was used as a trusted relay
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Fig. 22. Illustration of the three steps to enable two ground stations to share a
secret key based on the quantum satellite.
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for connecting Xinglong ground station in China and Graz
ground station in Austria. In this network, three steps have to be
carried out to enable two ground stations to share a secret key
based on the quantum satellite, as illustrated in Fig. 22. In the
first two steps, the quantum satellite implements
satellite-to-ground QKD with both ground stations to produce
independent secret keys with each of them, e.g., KX with
Xinglong ground station and KG with Graz ground station. The
quantum satellite holds all the secret keys, while each ground
station only has access to its own secret keys. In the last step,
the quantum satellite combines the independent secret keys KX
and KG with the aid of the OTP method, i.e., performs a bitwise
exclusive OR operation between KX and KG of the same string
length, and then broadcasts the result KX ⊕ KG. Using this
announcement, the Xinglong ground station and Graz ground
station can retrieve each other’s secret keys, since KX ⊕ (KX ⊕
KG) = KG and KG ⊕ (KX ⊕ KG) = KX. Notably, the quantum
satellite must be trusted in this network. However, the
requirement of trustworthiness can be eliminated by employing
a robust QKD protocol capable of maintaining security even in
the face of untrusted relays. In particular, in June 2020, an
experimental demonstration of entanglement-based QKD was
carried out between two ground stations separated by 1,120 km
in China [324], relying on the Micius satellite as an untrusted
relay for distributing the entangled states to the corresponding
two ground stations to implement the BBM92 protocol.
To increase the coverage time for a satellite-based QKD
network, daytime operation should also be supported by a
quantum satellite. Liao et al. [76] validated the feasibility of
free-space QKD in daylight for inter-satellite communications.
To miniaturize the quantum satellites and reduce the cost of
satellite-based QKD networks, low-cost microsatellites and
nanosatellites should be adopted. In this spirit, Takenaka et al.
[325] implemented a microsatellite-based LEO-to-ground link
and verified its applicability to QKD. Grieve et al. [326]
demonstrated the feasibility of QKD using CubeSat
nanosatellites. In order to expand the coverage area as a first
step towards an efficient global satellite-based QKD network,
higher-orbit quantum satellites can be launched and seamless
satellite constellations can be established. Explicitly, a satellite
constellation consists of multiple quantum satellites operating
in LEO or high earth orbit such as the geosynchronous orbit.
Vergoossen et al. [327] proposed a model for a
satellite-constellation based QKD network, in which the
concept of a LEO quantum satellite acting as a trusted relay was
defined and its efficiency in different constellations was
investigated. In [328], a trusted relay based double-layer QKD
network architecture relying on both LEO and geosynchronous
satellites was proposed, where the problem of routing and
secret-key assignment was addressed by jointly considering
both LEO and geosynchronous satellite resources.
D. Chip-Based QKD
The large-scale practical deployment of QKD requires
chip-scale integrated photonic devices for miniaturization, low
power consumption, reduced cost, and high robustness [329].
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integrated
QKD systems

Fig. 23. The evolution of chip-based QKD.

The evolution of chip-based QKD solutions is shown in Fig. 23.
Early steps in this direction exploited a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer using planar lightwave circuit technology [330]
for stabilized operation in a QKD system [331]–[334]. Duligall
et al. [335] designed a low-cost and compact QKD system
using off-the-shelf integrated circuit components in a driver
circuit for the transmitter module. As a further development,
Zhang et al. [336] conceived a client-server QKD scheme,
where all the bulky components are located at the server side
(receiver side) and the client side (transmitter side) requires
only an integrated photonic device that can be further
integrated into a hand-held device. Vest et al. [319] designed a
compact transmitter having an effective size of 25 mm × 2 mm
× 1 mm, aiming for incorporating the QKD transmitter module
in a hand-held device such as a smartphone.
The integration efforts at the transmitter side have
accelerated the development of chip-scale transmitters
conceived for QKD systems. A QKD transmitter chip has been
fabricated using a standard silicon photonic foundry process
[337], where several components can be integrated into a 1.3
mm × 3 mm die area [338]. The chip-scale transmitter has a
bright application perspective in the upstream of QKD access
networks [130], in which each user has a compact uplink
transmitter, while the uplink receiver at the network node has
sufficient space for accommodating the bulky components.
However, fully integrated compact chip-based QKD systems
are required for a wide range of applications. Hence, Sibson et
al. [329] designed chip-to-chip QKD systems relying on three
different QKD protocols, namely the BB84, COW, and DPS
schemes, where an indium phosphide transmitter chip and a
silicon oxynitride receiver chip were fabricated. Apart from the
integrated photonic indium phosphide and silicon oxynitride
platforms, Sibson et al. [339] experimentally validated the
feasibility of high-speed QKD integrated circuits based on
standard silicon photonic fabrication.
Moreover, significant progress has been achieved in the
demonstration of silicon photonic chips designed for SDM
chip-to-chip QKD [340], high-dimensional QKD based on
MCF [341], on-chip CV-QKD [342]–[344], and transceiver
circuit [345], [346]. Recent experiments have demonstrated the
feasibility of an MDI-QKD integrated measurement server
[347] and of chip-based MDI-QKD transmitters [348], [349],
suitable for cost-effective QKD access/metropolitan networks
relying on untrusted relays. Furthermore, Orieux et al. [350]
reviewed the advances in the field of integrated quantum
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communications, whereas Zhang et al. [351] surveyed the
evolution of quantum photonic networks on chip.
Beyond the realms of laboratory based chip-scale QKD
demonstrations, in 2018, Bunandar et al. [175] described their
local and intercity field tests of metropolitan QKD using a
high-speed silicon photonics-based encoder. Their encoder
combined a Mach-Zehnder modulator with interleaved grating
couplers for polarization-encoded QKD. Prior to this
pioneering advance, a diverse range of different photonic
degrees of freedom were explored, including the following
domains: polarization [21], [305], time [85], [329], frequency
[352], [353], phase [93], [331], [332], quadrature [89], [116],
and orbital angular momentum [354]. They all have different
pros and cons for employment in QKD systems. Polarization is
generally considered to be unstable for practical fiber-based
QKD, but as a remedy, silicon photonics-based encoders can
correct the associated polarization drifts in a fiber link,
ultimately resulting in a compact and stable platform for
polarization-encoded QKD. These field tests have
demonstrated that photonic integrated circuits can indeed serve
as a promising and scalable platform for future metropolitan
QKD networks. Notably, in 2021, Toshiba demonstrated a
fully deployable chip-based QKD system [355], which served
as a stepping stone for the realistic deployment of QKD based
on quantum photonic chips.
VI. ENABLING TECHNIQUES IN THE NETWORK LAYER FOR
QKD NETWORKS
In the past few years, numerous efforts have been made to
address the technical challenges of practical QKD networking.
This section provides an in-depth overview of the enabling
techniques proposed for the network layer, covering the issues
of SDN, key pooling, resource allocation, routing, protection
and restoration, practical security, cost optimization, and
multi-user QKD.
A. SDN
SDN [356], [357] constitutes an efficient network control
and management technique, which enables the flexible and
programmable configuration of the entire network from a
central platform, namely the SDN controller. Based on this
centralized controller containing all the pivotal information of a
network, it becomes possible to maintain a global perspective
and to react promptly in complex unexpected network
scenarios. Hence, the SDN concept is capable of efficient QKD
network control and management in order to improve the
network performance [217], [218]. Additionally, the practical
deployment of QKD services critically relies on the degree to
which it can be integrated into the ubiquitous fiber
infrastructure of the existing telecommunication networks. As a
further benefit, the SDN concept can simplify the integration of
new devices and technologies into the network.
Recently, a series of studies have investigated diverse use
cases of SDN-enabled QKD networks. A software-defined
quantum communication framework has been presented in
[358], where a quantum communication terminal was
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Fig. 24. Abstraction model of a SDN-enabled QKD node [163], [217].

represented in form of three layers, i.e., hardware, middleware,
and software layers. In [359], a programmable multi-node
quantum network was designed based on the SDN principles.
Dasari et al. [360] described the network abstraction and
configuration interfaces required for implementing a
SDN-enabled programmable quantum network. Yu et al. [361]
conceived a novel SDN-enabled QKD network architecture,
requiring a reduced secret key, yet improving the QKD
network’s availability and performance. In [362], a SDN-based
QKD network model relying on a sophisticated routing
algorithm was proposed. Humble et al. [363] presented a
quantum network switching solution based on cutting-edge
SDN principles, in which a programmable quantum switch was
used to support the establishment of a desired quantum channel.
In addition, Wang et al. [364] provided a brief overview of the
SDN-enabled QKD network architecture as well as of its
related interfaces and protocols.
On the experimental side, Cao et al. [201], [202], [365]
exploited the SDN philosophy in support of QKD as a service
(QaaS) [366], multi-tenant provision [200], and key on demand
(KoD) service provision [204]. In these use cases, the
above-mentioned specific functions were developed for the
SDN controller, and the original OpenFlow protocol was
extended and the associated detailed workflows were
conceived. Moreover, an experimental testbed was established
for demonstrating the efficiency and flexibility of the
SDN-based approaches conceived for QaaS, multi-tenant
provision, and KoD service provision.
As a further development, Aguado et al. [210] adopted SDN
in a cost-efficient approach for time-sharing the QKD systems,
where the ease of integrating QKD systems with a network
function virtualization (NFV) platform was experimentally
demonstrated. In [367], [368], the necessary workflows and
protocol extensions of different SDN scenarios were defined
and demonstrated for providing end-to-end quantum
encryption services, in which the key synchronization process
required for the subsequent encryption may be readily
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integrated into the main protocols for control interface
implementation. Hugues-Salas et al. [369], [370] developed a
SDN application for the real-time monitoring of the associated
quantum parameters (e.g., QBER and secret-key rate) and for
triggering the appropriate action in the event of link level
attacks to ensure the uninterrupted distribution of the secret
keys. Egorov et al. [371] investigated the capability of the SDN
paradigm to support subcarrier based QKD systems relying on
the OpenFlow protocol to orchestrate routing based on the
associated link parameters. In [372], a machine learning aided
SDN relying on optimal resource allocation was constructed for
investigating the coexistence of quantum and classical channels
in a QKD-integrated optical network field trial. In [373], the
authors extended the standard Open Networking Foundation
(ONF) transport API [374] of a SDN to enable quantum
encryption in end-to-end services.
Further innovative SDN solutions were disseminated by
Aguado et al. [163] reporting on a converged
quantum-classical network constructed in Madrid, Spain. Such
a network demonstrated the first SDN-based QKD network in
the field. Furthermore, this network has been used to support
path verification in the associated service function chains [375].
The abstraction model of an SDN-enabled QKD node used in
this network is shown in Fig. 24, which has been defined within
the ETSI GS QKD 015 [217]. Observe at the bottom of Fig. 24
that several QKD transceivers are placed in the same physical
location, which are able to establish quantum channels and
produce secret keys. The secret keys produced are stored in a
key manager, which manages the secret keys derived from
different QKD transceivers that are collected via a key
extraction interface. This key manager can deliver the secret
keys to multiple applications. By relying on the key manager
and the QKD transceivers of Fig. 24 within the node, a SDN
agent becomes capable of collecting important information
from the node of communicating with the SDN controller, as
well as satisfying the process configuration updates requested
by the SDN controller.
B. Key Pooling
The achievable secret-key rates of most point-to-point QKD
systems are very low at the time of writing, for example, 1.2
Mbps over a 50.5 km fiber link [69] and 6.5 bps over a 405 km
fiber link [70]. In order to guarantee high security, the secret
keys produced by the QKD systems in a QKD network cannot
be reused, hence they constitute precious resources that have to
be frugally employed.
Conventionally, the quantum key pool (QKP) is used as a
repository of the local secret keys generated, which also has to
be synchronized with other sites [203], [376]. The QKPs
located at two directly connected sites of a QKD network must
match in content so that the same secret keys can be referenced
and discovered. When the QKPs are initialized, the secret keys
are derived from QKD transceivers and injected into their
connected QKPs. Once the QKP is full, naturally, no new secret
keys may be injected, because the available secret keys would
be overwritten by the new ones. It is also possible to increase
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Fig. 25. Illustration of the new concepts of KP and VKP [208].

the size of a QKP to contain more secret keys. Notably, the
QKP should be physically protected so that it cannot be
accessed directly by any illegitimate means. Additionally, a
logical key pool was proposed in [203], which contains global
secret keys produced by relying on key relaying between a pair
of end nodes, which may be employed to facilitate the
management of global secret keys. A temporary key pool of
[376] acts as a key buffer that manages the temporary storage of
the local secret keys being relayed by a local node, which
improves the efficiency of key relaying.
On the other hand, the overall lifetime of secret keys has to
be monitored and managed efficiently, which involves several
stages, such as the secret-key generation, storage, relay, supply,
and destruction. In contrast to conventional key pools used to
collect secret keys, several new key pooling techniques have
been presented in the literature for improving the efficiency of
secret-key monitoring and management [200], [204], [208],
[377].
The new concepts of key pool (KP) and virtual key pool
(VKP) have been described in [208] and they are illustrated at a
glance in Fig. 25. The secret keys are synchronously generated
between a pair of connected QKD transceivers and stored in the
corresponding key managers. The key managers can supply
secret keys to multiple services for their data encryption. The
QKD transceivers and key managers are embedded into their
corresponding QKD nodes. A KP (e.g., KPAB between QKD
nodes A and B) abstracted from two key managers is able to
monitor the real-time secret-key rate/volume information, and
manage the secret-key generation, storage, relay, supply, and
destruction in a pair-wise manner. A VKP abstracted from a KP
may be granted management privileges for a portion of secret
keys and use these secret keys for enhancing the security of a
dedicated service, e.g., VKPAB-1 and VKPAB-2 abstracted from
KPAB for Services 1 and 2, respectively. The secret keys are
processed locally and the KPs/VKPs are used for improving the
management efficiency of the associated secret keys. More
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concretely, all the stages during the overall lifetime of secret
keys are handled within the QKD nodes across the QKD
network in a distributed manner. Hence, the security of keys is
not sacrificed when using KPs/VKPs, since they are not
exchanged across different physical locations. In practice, the
KPs and VKPs can be implemented based on the SDN
controller.
C. Resource Allocation
In QKD networks, multiple resource dimensions have to be
considered. Naturally, resource allocation for the quantum and
classical channels hinges on the specific multiplexing
techniques used in the network, as exemplified by the
wavelength, time slot, and core/mode resources of WDM,
TDM, and SDM, respectively. In contrast to the co-fiber
transmission technology discussed above, the focus here is on
resource allocation issues in the network layer.
In [205], [378], a pair of wavelength allocation schemes was
designed for different channels in a QKD-over-WDM network,
as depicted in Figs. 26(a) and 26(b). In Fig. 26(a), the fiber’s
C-band is chosen for both quantum and classical (data)

channels in order to maintain a low attenuation for high quality
quantum-signal transmission. The quantum channels can be
accommodated at high frequencies (i.e., near 1530 nm
wavelength) to reduce the effect of Raman scattering, whilst
separating it by using a guard band from the classical (data)
channels for mitigating the effect of FWM, and for improving
the channel isolation. By contrast, in Fig. 26(b), the fiber
O-band is chosen for quantum channels and the fiber C-band is
chosen for the classical (data) channels in order to guarantee
sufficient isolation for mitigating their linear crosstalk and the
associated filtering specification. It should be noted that other
wavelength allocation schemes can also be used, such as
placing the quantum channels near the 1550 nm wavelength to
achieve the lowest possible attenuation of the quantum signals,
as illustrated in Fig. 26(c).
In order to improve resource utilization for QKD integration
into a classical telecommunication network, WDM can be
combined with TDM by seating multiple time slots for
accommodating the quantum channels [205], [207]. A static
routing, wavelength, and time-slot assignment (RWTA)
problem has been addressed using the classic integer linear
programming (ILP) model and a heuristic algorithm in [205],
[377], whereas a dynamic RWTA problem has been solved
with the aid of heuristic algorithms [207], [211], [379], [380].
To improve the achievable secret-key rates in a hybrid
quantum-classical network, several low-complexity yet
near-optimal wavelength assignment methods have been
presented in [381], [382]. In particular, machine learning based
techniques have been proposed for the near real-time prediction
of the optimal channel allocation as well as for the accurate
prediction of quantum parameters, facilitating the reallocation
of quantum channels and the efficient parameter evaluation to
ensure excellent performance [372], [383]–[385]. As a further
advance, core and wavelength/spectrum resource allocation
solutions have been proposed for MCF-based QKD-over-SDM
networks [386]–[388], with the objective of maximizing the
attainable secret-key rate and minimizing the resources
required.
The secret key constitutes a unique resource dimension in the
QKD network, since after it was utilized it must be destroyed.
The flowchart of a simple secret-key allocation scheme is
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Fig. 27. Illustration of the flowchart of a simple secret-key allocation scheme.
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illustrated in Fig. 27, where the so-called first-fit algorithm of
[200] is used for secret-key allocation. In the first-fit algorithm,
all the available secret keys are numbered, where a
lower-numbered secret key is selected before a
higher-numbered one. In reality, the first-fit algorithm has been
commonly utilized in numerous secret-key assignment
strategies [200], [204], [208], [389], [390] as a benefit of its
low complexity.
In order to achieve efficient secret-key resource exploitation,
the new concept of KoD has been defined to allocate secret
keys for satisfying the security requirements in a timely on
demand manner, while an adaptive secret-key assignment
strategy has been proposed for KoD in [204], which was also
experimentally demonstrated [365]. Additionally, a heuristic
algorithm has been designed in [200] to accomplish offline
secret-key assignment for multiple tenants over a QKD
network. A comparative study of heuristics and reinforcement
learning based techniques designed for online multi-tenant
secret-key assignment over a QKD network has been
conducted in [389]. A suite of secret-key assignment schemes
has also been conceived for securing virtual optical networks
[208], [390], [391], multicast services [392], and passive
optical networks (PONs) [393].
D. Routing
A routing mechanism is necessary when there is no direct
point-to-point QKD link between two QKD nodes. Such a
mechanism should be able to provide the required QoS in a
QKD network [394]. Previously, an extended version of the
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol was developed in
[395] as a routing protocol for the SECOQC QKD network [43],
[396], in which Dijkstra algorithm was used for finding the
shortest path between the source and destination QKD nodes.
Another commonly used routing protocol is the
destination-sequenced distance-vector routing protocol [397],
which has also been used in the modeling and simulation of a
practical QKD network [398].
Specifically, Tanizawa et al. [399] discussed the associated
routing requirements and designed bespoke routing solutions
for a QKD network. As shown in Fig. 28, these routing
requirements include choosing the optimal QKD link
associated with sufficient secret keys, handling both encrypted
and unencrypted traffic, allowing sufficiently frequent routing
updates, while consuming no local secret keys through the
routing protocol control packet exchanges. To elaborate a little
further, the control packet exchange between QKD nodes is
required for operating the routing protocol, since it is important
for path selection during secret-key relaying. However, this
traffic does not have the secret key information and is not
required to be encrypted. Hence, it was suggested in [399] that
no local secret keys are used during the control packet
exchange, aiming for saving some precious local secret keys.
The routing solutions designed consist of four components: 1)
an interface architecture of the QKD node for offering a pair of
virtual interfaces to connect both with encrypted and
unencrypted networks; 2) a routing algorithm extending the
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network [399].

OSPF by considering the amount of secret keys available along
each QKD link as a routing metric; 3) an Internet Protocol (IP)
address allocation scheme connecting both encrypted and
unencrypted interfaces; 4) a routing protocol deployment
approach allowing the management of routing table entries
without consuming any secret keys.
In order to improve the QoS in QKD networks, several
effective routing mechanisms have been presented [400]–[404].
The adaptive stochastic routing algorithms of [400], [401] have
been designed for hiding the routing information and
augmenting the secrecy. A multi-path search algorithm [402]
and a dynamic routing scheme [403] have been designed for
finding available paths in a QKD network, where the best path
is selected as the route based on multiple factors. Yang et al.
[404] proposed a secret-key-aware routing method for finding
the optimal path in a QKD network, while increasing the
success rate of key exchange as well as striking a trade-off
between the secret-key generation and consumption rate on
each QKD link.
The classical channel of the QKD link should also be
considered in the routing decisions of QKD networks since its
performance can affect the quantum channel and vice versa
[405]. Mehic et al. [212] introduced a QoS model for QKD
networks that includes several metrics for characterizing the
states of the quantum and classical channels as well as of the
overall QKD links. They also proposed a routing protocol that
can determine the optimal route in terms of minimum
secret-key consumption.
Moreover, the routing entanglement problem of quantum
networks has recently attracted widespread attention
[406]–[413]. However, the large-scale entanglement-based
quantum networks are still not practical in the real world at the
time of writing.
E. Protection and Restoration
To guarantee the uninterrupted distribution of secret keys in
support of service continuity, a QKD network should be robust
against both node and link failures. These failures can also be
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regarded as the physical infrastructure attacks. To construct a
reliable QKD network and ensure its uninterrupted operation,
protection and restoration schemes have to be designed.
The global path protection scheme and rerouting restoration
scheme of QKD networks [379] are illustrated in Figs. 29(a)
and 29(b), respectively. In the global path protection scheme,
two paths (called operational path and protection path) are
identified and configured for each QKD request in advance. A
QKD request may opt for using the protection path, when its
operational path encounters a failure. However, when both the
operational path and the protection path encounter failures, new
paths have to be found, such as the restoration path of Fig.
29(b).
For
handling
link
failures,
the
so-called
key-volume-adaptive dedicated protection and shared
protection schemes have been conceived for QKD networks
[414]. The authors demonstrated by simulations that the shared
protection scheme outperforms its dedicated protection based
counterpart in terms of its blocking probability and secret-key
consumption. In order to further improve the secret-key
resource utilization for the shared protection scheme, Wang et
al. [415] designed a shared backup path protection scheme for
QKD networks under a single link failure and demonstrated its
benefits by simulations.
As a further development, Chapuran et al. [168]
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demonstrated the feasibility of automated QKD
resynchronization following a network path reconfiguration
event using a quantum clock recovery algorithm [167].
Moreover, Wang et al. [416] proposed a so-called secret-key
restoration scheme that involves both one-path, as well as
multi-path, and time-window-based restoration algorithms to
recover normal services in the face of a single link failure in a
QKD network. Their numerical results show that the network
performance of the three algorithms was best for the
time-window-based algorithm, followed by the multi-path and
one-path restoration algorithms.
To elaborate a little further on the causes of link failure,
given the sensitivity of quantum signals to various
physical-layer impairments, an attack on a QKD link can be
launched, for example by increasing the noise above the
threshold to disrupt the distribution of secret keys without
cutting the optical fiber. Such an attack may manifest itself in
form of a denial of service attack, signal injection attack, etc.
Hugues-Salas et al. [369], [370] experimentally investigated
the mitigation of these attacks in a QKD network, achieving
reliable link failure identification after the attack, followed by
rerouting a path to recover the connection for a pair of QKD
devices.
F. Practical Security
Given that the most important feature of QKD networks is
their enhanced security, it is critical that its realistic
implementation does not jeopardize it.
On the quantum side, the imperfections of realistic QKD
devices might cause deviations from the idealized theoretical
models, which may result in vulnerability to many special
attacks. The attacks may occur both at the source and detection
sides of a QKD system, applying photon number splitting [110],
[111] and phase information [417] attacks to the source, Trojan
horse attacks [418]–[420] on the source and detection, detector
blinding and control attacks [421]–[425], and so on. For
example, the photon number splitting attack on imperfect
sources has been addressed by the decoy-state method
[94]–[96], while MDI-QKD [106] can eliminate all detection
attacks. Indeed, a considerable amount of work has been
dedicated to reducing the gap between the theory of QKD and
its corresponding implementations. We refer the reader to a
recent review [31] for more details on various practical
vulnerabilities and advanced countermeasures for QKD
systems. Moreover, Walenta et al. [426] studied the security
certification of commercial quantum technologies from a
practical perspective, enabling commercial QKD network
devices to conform to security standards.
On the classical side, Salvail et al. [427] proposed a method
to guarantee the privacy and authenticity of secret keys, where
some nodes were taken over by an adversary. The proposed
method has the potential of differentiating between authentic
and forged keys, but additionally, it can also reveal malicious
parties in some cases. As a further advance, Cederlof et al. [428]
analyzed the security effects of using a secret key generated by
QKD in the current round for authentication in the subsequent
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round, where a security weakness of authentication was
discovered and an appealingly simple solution was proposed
for addressing this weakness. Cho et al. [429] discussed a host
of practical issues concerning the secure deployment of QKD
in optical communication systems, and proposed a realistic
system model as well as practical solutions to tackle the
associated security issues. In [430], four mixed
trusted/untrusted relay placement strategies were devised for
enhancing the security level of QKD deployment over optical
networks, achieving substantial security level improvements
compared to the conventional purely trusted relay placement
strategies.
In practice, the security of the control plane in a QKD
network is very important, since the illegitimate disclosure or
modification of any control/configuration information may
compromise the entire QKD network. Kitayama et al. [431]
used the secret keys of a QKD network to encrypt not only the
user data but also the control signals arriving from the
generalized multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS)
controllers, where the OTP method can be utilized for control
signal encryption, since the control signals tend to be compact.
In particular, several types of control plane attacks may arise in
the context of the SDN technique. These attacks and their
corresponding classical defense techniques have been detailed
in [357], [432]. With respect to the quantum defense techniques
designed for protecting SDN from control plane attacks, Cao et
al. [204] proposed an attractive technique relying on the secret
keys to enhance the security of control channels in a software
defined optical network. As illustrated in Fig. 30, by placing a
QKD node next to the SDN controller and connecting it to
other QKD nodes via QKD links, the security of control
channels in a SDN-enabled QKD network can be enhanced
using the QKD-based secret keys. Furthermore, regarding a
hybrid combination of quantum and classical security schemes,
the secret keys derived from QKD can be combined with
conventional key exchange protocols (e.g., Diffie-Hellman) to
secure the control plane in SDN and NFV environments [433].
G. Cost Optimization
The escalating cost of nodes and links is regarded as one of

the major barriers to the practical deployment of QKD
networks. Hence, cost optimization is essential for QKD
networks, especially for a QKD backbone network owing to its
large scale and hence potentially excessive cost [434]. At the
time of writing, almost all the practical QKD backbone
networks deployed in the field are trusted relay based QKD
networks, where two types of QKD nodes are required, namely
the QKD backbone node (QBN) and the QKD relay node
(QRN). A QBN acts as the end node (i.e., the source or
destination node of a QKD request8) for the users but it also
incorporates the function of QRNs. The QRNs act as the
intermediate nodes between two neighboring QBNs, which rely
on trusted relays for QKD distance extension.
To satisfy the performance requirements of network users at
a minimum cost, Alléaume et al. [435] introduced several
analytical models for optimizing the spatial distribution of both
the QKD nodes and of the QKD links during the QKD network
deployment phase. They also determined where independent
optical fibers have to be deployed as QKD links. By contrast,
deploying QKD over a WDM backbone network is beneficial
in terms of reducing the deployment difficulty and cost, where
a certain fraction of wavelength channels in a WDM backbone
network has to be reserved for QKD links. The cost of
deploying QKD over a WDM backbone network has been
discussed in [378], which is mainly determined by the
following three aspects.
 Cost of QKD transceivers in QKD nodes: Let CU denote
the cost of a QKD transceiver (i.e., a transmitter and a
receiver). The physical distance between a pair of
neighboring QKD nodes (e.g., a QBN and a QRN, or two
QRNs) is assumed to be fixed and denoted by D (~80 km).
The achievable secret-key rate corresponding to the
physical distance D on a single QKD link is denoted by k.
The number of QKD transceivers required for a QKD
request r at a secret-key rate requirement of vr is

N Ur 

vr
k

 Lsd
D



,


(1)

where Lsd is the physical distance between a pair of QBNs
sr and dr. Let R denote the full set of QKD requests in a
QKD network. Then, the total number of QKD
transceivers required in a QKD network is

N UR   N Ur .

(2)

rR

 Cost of auxiliary equipment (key manager, optical switch,
multiplexer, demultiplexer, secure infrastructure, etc.) in
QKD nodes for QKD networking: The costs of auxiliary
equipment in a QBN and a QRN are assumed to be fixed
as CB and CT, respectively. The total number of QBNs in a
QKD network is denoted by NB. The number of QRNs
required for a QKD request r is

8
The QKD request is defined as a request that has a specific secret-key rate
requirement between a pair of distant QKD users.
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(3)

Then, the total number of QRNs required in a QKD
network is

N TR   N Tr .

(4)

rR

 Cost of QKD links: Two types of channels, i.e., quantum
and classical channels have to be established as QKD
links. The cost of QKD links is directly associated with
the number of quantum and classical channels as well as
the physical length of QKD links. Let CW denote the cost
per kilometer of a wavelength channel on a fiber link. The
physical length of QKD links for a QKD request r is

LrW  2

vr
Lsd .
k

(5)

Then, the total required physical length of QKD links in a
QKD network is

LRW   LrW .

(6)

rR

Based on the above formulation, Cao et al. [378] defined a
cost-oriented model for deploying QKD over a WDM
backbone network as follows:

CTotal  CU N UR  CB N B  CT N TR  CW LRW ,

(7)

where CTotal is the total cost of QKD network deployment,
which is composed of four terms, covering the cost of QKD
transceivers in all the QBNs and QRNs, the cost of auxiliary
equipment in all the QBNs, the cost of auxiliary equipment in
all the QRNs, and the cost of QKD links. Notably, the
physical-layer parameters such as secret-key rate, physical
distance, and the layout of QRNs have been incorporated in this
cost-oriented model. The above equations (1) to (7) correspond
to the equations (1) to (7) formulated in [378], respectively. In
the above formulation, the QBNs and some QRNs can be
shared among different QKD requests (i.e., the components
related to different requests may be placed at the same node),
but the components such as QKD transceivers are not shared by
different QKD requests. This is because the QKD requests are
independent of each other.
In [378], two methods, i.e., an ILP model and a heuristic
algorithm, have been proposed for optimizing the cost of QKD
network deployment. Specifically, the items used for cost
optimization of QKD networks are listed in Table XV, where
three cases are considered, including a rather pessimistic case
having fixed cost values (Case 1), an optimized case with fixed
cost values (Case 2), and a dynamic case with flexible cost
values (Case 3). It should be noted that the final results may be
highly dependent on these assumed cost values.
Through numerical simulations, the total QKD network cost
versus the number of QKD requests in three cases under the
ILP model, heuristic algorithm, and a benchmark (involving
random routing and random channel allocation) is illustrated in
Fig. 31. The ILP model cannot be adopted in Case 3, where the

TABLE XV
COST VALUES USED FOR COST OPTIMIZATION OF QKD NETWORKS [378]

N

R
U

CU (US$)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

≥1

≥1

1

2–2,000

>2,000

40,000

10,000

40,000

−15NUR + 40,000

10,000

CB (US$)

30,000

10,000

30,000

−10N + 30,000

10,000

CT (US$)

20,000

5,000

20,000

−7.5NUR + 20,000

5,000

CW (US$)

8

5

8

−0.0015NUR + 8

5

R
U

cost-oriented model is nonlinear, because the cost values are
made flexible. It can be observed in Fig. 31 that the heuristic
algorithm delivers similar results to the ILP model.
Furthermore, both the ILP model and heuristic algorithm
significantly outperform the benchmark in Cases 1 and 2. The
total QKD network cost increases with the number of QKD
requests in Cases 1 and 2, since the required number of QKD
network elements becomes larger and the cost values of the
elements are fixed. In Case 3, the total QKD network cost
increases non-linearly with the number of QKD requests,
because the component cost values depend on the total number
of QKD transceivers required. Hence, the cost optimization of
the ILP model or heuristic algorithm relative to the benchmark
in Case 3 is directly related to the assumptions about the
component cost values. Moreover, Case 2 shows the lowest
total QKD network cost because the optimized cost values
based on photonic integration and publicly funded
development are adopted.
It is important to note that the above modeling and analysis is
only one of the QKD network cost optimization options based
on trusted relays. Depending on the diverse types and
requirements of QKD networks as well as the different cost
values, various novel cost optimization solutions for QKD
networks may be conceived. Specifically, the cost optimization
of hybrid trusted/untrusted relay based QKD deployment over
optical backbone networks has been addressed in [436].

Total QKD network cost (million $)

L

N Tr   sd  1 .
D
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Fig. 31. Illustration of the total QKD network cost versus the number of QKD
requests in three cases under the ILP model, heuristic algorithm, and
benchmark (14-node 21-link NSFNET topology, vr = k) [378].
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H. Multi-User QKD
Multi-user QKD networks exhibit an improved cost
efficiency. Since Townsend et al. [437] first exploited the
properties of a PON to realize one-to-any QKD in 1994,
numerous investigations have been dedicated to multi-user
QKD access networks. By extending the schemes described in
[437], Phoenix et al. [438] implemented any-to-any QKD in an
optical network. Moreover, Townsend [136] designed a
practical scheme for multi-user QKD and demonstrated its
operation in a PON.
With respect to different PON techniques, Kumavor et al.
[439] compared four different PON topologies (including
passive-star,
optical-ring,
wavelength-routed,
and
wavelength-addressed bus architectures) in realizing multi-user
QKD, demonstrating their applicability for serving networks of
different sizes. The major findings of [439] were that the star
network supported the lowest number of users, the ring
topology had the highest key rate for networks with less than 60
users, the wavelength-routed network was independent of the
number of users, and the wavelength-addressed bus network
performed favorably for networks only supporting a few users.
Based on a wavelength-addressed bus architecture, Kumavor et
al. [440] implemented and experimentally investigated a
six-user QKD network relying on a bus topology, where the
bus was a standard telecommunication fiber with the total
length of 30.9 km. As a further development, Fernandez et al.
[441] tested both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint PON
architectures in the context of multi-user QKD. In [442],
different implementation options have been critically appraised
for employment in multi-user QKD relying on optical access
networks, covering point-to-point Ethernet, Ethernet PON,
GPON, WDM PON, WDM/TDM PON, etc. Inspired by
[439]–[442], the numbers of QKD users that can be
accommodated by diverse PON architectures can be further
compared and optimized. Meanwhile, a number of studies have
been carried out for characterizing the different aspects of QKD
over PONs, such as quantum information to the home [137],
seamless integration [231], [443], and their security analysis
[444].
Elmabrok et al. [445] proposed the practical setups that
facilitate wireless access to hybrid quantum-classical networks.
Some other available dimensions, such as the time and code
domains, have been employed in the investigations of
time-division multiple access and code-division multiple access
(CDMA) based multi-user QKD networks [446]. Following the
principle of CDMA, a quantum spread spectrum multiple
access scheme has been designed in [447].
In particular, a multi-user quantum access network has been
experimentally demonstrated in [130], which can bring QKD
closer to practical applications. Several important issues such
as the associated wavelength assignment [382] and finite-key
effects [448] have also been investigated in the context of
quantum access networks. Cai et al. [449] characterized a
quantum access network supporting peer-to-peer multimedia
service between optical network units (ONUs), while realizing
direct quantum and classical ONU-ONU communications with

an “N:N” splitter. Furthermore, a multi-user QKD network
based on entanglement has been proposed and theoretically
studied in [450].
When it comes to applications, the novel concept of QaaS
has been proposed in [201], [366], which allows multiple users
to apply for dedicated QKD services relying on secret keys
acquired from the same QKD network infrastructure. On the
other hand, multi-tenancy is regarded as a cost-effective
technique of employing secret keys, where each tenant is a
high-security user who needs secret keys from the QKD
network infrastructure. The offline multi-tenant key provision
problem has been addressed in the context of QKD networks by
upon controlling a secret-key rate sharing scheme by a heuristic
algorithm [200]. A more advanced online version has been
optimized by using heuristics and reinforcement learning [389].
Finally, a multi-tenant metropolitan QKD network has been
described and experimentally characterized in [202].
VII. STANDARDIZATION EFFORTS
The industrial-scale roll-out of QKD networks still faces a
lot of challenges, where standardization plays a crucial role in
terms of ensuring the compatibility of components produced by
different global suppliers. Motivated by the QKD advantages,
multiple standardization bodies (e.g., ETSI, ITU-T, ISO/IEC,
IETF, IEEE, and CSA) are working on QKD standards. Table
XVI summarizes the standardization efforts in QKD and the
Qinternet from these groups.
A. ETSI
The ETSI industry specification group for QKD (ISG-QKD)
was established in 2008, and has been as instrumental in
promoting QKD standardization as ITU-T. Specifically, ETSI
ISG-QKD has developed a series of group specifications and
reports for QKD. Länger et al. [484] detailed the intention of
establishing the ETSI ISG-QKD, which is essentially the
creation of universally accepted QKD standards. Weigel et al.
[485] further emphasized the need for QKD standardization
and highlighted the ETSI approach to standardizing QKD. In
Table XVI we listed different group reports and specifications
at a glance.
B. ITU-T
Since 2018, the ITU-T Study Group 13 (SG13) and Study
Group 17 (SG17) have been working on new study items on the
standardization of QKD networks, as listed in Table XVI. In
October 2019, the first QKD-related ITU-T recommendation
Y.3800 [65] was published to provide an overview on networks
supporting QKD, covering the relevant conceptual structure,
layered model, and basic functions facilitating the
implementation of QKD networks. Table XVI lists a set of
ITU-T recommendations that have reached different state of
maturity.
Moreover, in order to provide a collaborative platform for
pre-standardization aspects of quantum information technology
with an emphasis on networks, the ITU-T Focus Group on
Quantum Information Technology for Networks (FG-QIT4N)
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was established in September 2019.
C. ISO/IEC
The ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 is a standardization subcommittee

operating under the auspices of the Joint Technical Committee
1 (JTC 1) of ISO and IEC, contributing to the development of
standards for the protection of information as well as

TABLE XVI
SUMMARY OF STANDARDIZATION EFFORTS IN QKD AND THE QINTERNET
Group

ETSI

ITU-T

Serial Number

Subject

Type

Year/
Status

Ref.

GS QKD 002

QKD use cases

Group specification

2010

[451]

GR QKD 003

QKD components and internal interfaces

Group report

2018

[213]

GS QKD 004

QKD application interface

Group specification

2020

[221]

GS QKD 005

QKD security proofs

Group specification

2010

[452]

GR QKD 007

QKD vocabulary

Group report

2018

[453]

GS QKD 008

QKD module security specification

Group specification

2010

[454]

GS QKD 011

Optical component characterization for QKD systems

Group specification

2016

[455]

GS QKD 012

Device and communication channel parameters for QKD deployment

Group specification

2019

[66]

GS QKD 014

Protocol and data format of REST-based key delivery API

Group specification

2019

[222]

GS QKD 015

QKD control interface for SDN

Group specification

2021

[217]

GS QKD 010

Protection against Trojan horse attacks in one-way QKD systems

Group specification

Drafting

[456]

GS QKD 013

Characterization of optical output of QKD transmitter modules

Group specification

Drafting

[457]

GS QKD 016

Common criteria protection profile for QKD

Group specification

Drafting

[458]

GR QKD 017

QKD network architectures

Group report

Drafting

[459]

GS QKD 018

QKD orchestration interface of SDN

Group specification

Drafting

[460]

GR QKD 019

Design of QKD interfaces with authentication

Group report

Drafting

[461]

Y.3800

Overview on networks supporting QKD

Recommendation

2019

[65]

Y.3801

Functional requirements for QKD networks

Recommendation

2020

[462]

Y.3802

QKD networks - Functional architecture

Recommendation

2020

[463]

Y.3803

QKD networks - Key management

Recommendation

2020

[297]

Y.3804

QKD networks - Control and management

Recommendation

2020

[464]

Y.3805

QKD networks - SDN control

Recommendation

2021

[218]

Y.3806

QKD networks - Requirements for QoS assurance

Recommendation

2021

[465]

X.1702

Quantum noise random number generator architecture

Recommendation

2019

[466]

X.1710

Recommendation

2020

[467]

Recommendation

2021

[468]

X.1714

Security framework for QKD networks
Security requirements and measures for QKD networks - Key
management
Key combination and confidential key supply for QKD networks

Recommendation

2020

[469]

Y.3807

QKD networks - QoS parameters

Recommendation

Drafting

[470]

Y.3808

Framework for integration of QKD network and secure storage network

Recommendation

Drafting

[471]

Y.3809

QKD networks - Business role-based models

Recommendation

Drafting

[472]

Y.QKDN-qos-fa

Functional architecture of QoS assurance for QKD networks

Recommendation

Drafting

[473]

X.sec-QKDN-tn
X.sec_QKDN_intr
q
X.sec_QKDN_CM

Security requirements and designs for QKD networks - Trusted node
Security requirements for integration of QKD networks and secure
network infrastructures
Security requirements for QKD networks - Control and management
Authentication and authorization in QKD networks using quantum safe
cryptography
Security requirements, test and evaluation methods for QKD – Part 1:
Requirements
Security requirements, test and evaluation methods for QKD – Part 2:
Evaluation and testing methods

Recommendation

Drafting

[474]

Recommendation

Drafting

[475]

Recommendation

Drafting

[476]

Recommendation

Drafting

[477]

Standard

Drafting

[478]

Standard

Drafting

[479]

draft-irtf-qirg-prin..

Architectural principles for a Qinternet

Internet-draft

2021

[480]

X.1712

X.sec_QKDN_AA
CD 23837-1
ISO/IEC
CD 23837-2
IETF

draft-irtf-qirg-qua..

Applications and use cases for the Qinternet

Internet-draft

2021

[481]

IEEE

P1913

Software-defined quantum communication

Standard

Drafting

[482]

CSA

N/A

Introduction to QKD

Research artifact

2015

[483]
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information and communications technology (ICT). In 2017, a
study period project was launched in ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27
targeting the security requirements, test and evaluation
methods of QKD. This project has reached fruition in 2019,
based on which a new work item was approved and initiated to
develop two-part standards, specifying both the security
requirements of QKD [478], as well as the security evaluation
and testing methods [479]. Both parts are under development at
the time of writing. The standard [478] aims for identifying the
potential attacks from the perspective of theoretical model
violation, and for characterizing the overall technical
requirements, while the standard [479] will provide support for
validating the conformity of the security requirements based on
the expected security assurance requirements.
D. IETF
The IETF Quantum Internet Research Group (QIRG) was
established in 2018 to promote the research on Internet-scale
quantum communications. The Internet-draft [480] introduces
some of the basic architectural principles of the Qinternet, and
outlines the vision of fundamentally enhancing the Internet
technology by enabling ultimately secure quantum
communications between any two points in the world. As a
further advance, the Internet-draft [481] gives an overview of
promising applications to be supported by the Qinternet.
E. IEEE
In 2016, IEEE launched a working group to develop a new
standard for software-defined quantum communication [482].
This standard intends to specify a software-defined quantum
communication protocol for supporting the configuration of
quantum-enabled endpoints in a communication network. Such
a protocol resides at the application layer of the common
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/IP model, which will
facilitate future integration with the SDN and OpenFlow
concepts. The standard [482] will also define some commands
for quantum device configuration to enable the control of the
transmission, reception, and operation of quantum states. The
main objective is to manage the parameters that describe the
preparation, measurement, and readout of quantum states.
F. CSA
In 2014, the CSA Quantum-Safe Security Working Group
(QSSWG) was launched to identify quantum‐safe methods for
protecting data across networks in the industrial sector. The
goal of this working group is to provide support for the
quantum‐safe cryptography community in their efforts to
protect sensitive data. QKD is one of the salient quantum-safe
methods considered by this working group [483].
VIII. ON THE ROAD TO THE QINTERNET: APPLICATION
SCENARIOS
The QKD network forms a stepping stone on the road to the
Qinternet, which plays an essential role in providing long-term
security for numerous applications. In this section, we discuss
some promising application scenarios relying on QKD
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Fig. 32. Stages in the development of a Qinternet [50].

networks.
A. First Stage of the Qinternet
The QKD networks relying on trusted relays have evolved
from the lab to preliminary real-world applications. It is
important to note that these networks only constitute the first
stage of the Qinternet [50], as portrayed in Fig. 32. The first
stage differs significantly from the evolutionary stages, which
cannot achieve the end-to-end transmission of quantum states
owing to the absence of quantum repeaters. This stage may
incorporate some useful evolutionary components for later
stages. QKD networks reaching this stage can be upgraded by
replacing some trusted relays with untrusted relays relying on
MDI-QKD protocols [430], [436]. Finally, a QKD network
relying on quantum repeaters would reach the second stage of
the Qinternet featured in Fig. 32. The higher stages include all
the functionalities of the previous stages, hence the QKD
network can also be regarded as a subset of the future
Qinternet.
B. QKD Applications in ICT Systems
Similar to the applications of classic key distribution
algorithms routinely employed in ICT systems, QKD can be
used in conjunction with well-established protocols to build
high-security ICT systems. Following the classic TCP/IP
model, these typical protocols are attached to different layers
(i.e., link, Internet, transport, and application layers from
bottom to top), as illustrated in Fig. 33. By contrast, no
universal network stack is available for the Qinternet at the time
of writing, which still requires further specifications. Based on
the group specification ETSI GS QKD 002 [451], several
integration possibilities of QKD into the different layers of ICT
systems are described as follows.
1) Link Layer: QKD may be utilized to provide secret keys
for the point-to-point protocol (PPP) of [486] and for the IEEE
802.1 media access control security (MACsec) [487]. The PPP
is widely used for connecting a pair of nodes over a
point-to-point link in the operational computer network. The
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encryption control protocol (ECP) of [488] is in charge of
configuring and enabling the encryption functionality in PPP,
while the key agreement may rely on QKD. The IEEE 802.1
MACsec is capable of supporting a connectionless service,
which offers data confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity for
authorized devices connecting to a local area network or
interconnecting local area networks. Explicitly, the MACsec
key agreement protocol may be replaced by QKD. Additionally,
a point-to-point QKD link that connects a pair of QKD devices
can be integrated with a link encryptor for creating a
QKD-based link encryptor, which can use the symmetric secret
keys generated by QKD in symmetric-key cryptosystems for
encrypting the tele-traffic on communication links.
2) Internet Layer: QKD may also be readily used as a part
of the Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) [489]. The IPsec is a
network protocol suite that authenticates and encrypts the IP
packets of data for securing communications over an IP
network, which is commonly adopted in VPNs. In the IPsec
protocol suite, Internet Key Exchange (IKE) [490] is one of the
pivotal protocols utilized for establishing a security association.
Conventionally, IKE employs a Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol for setting up a shared session’s secret keys. By
introducing QKD, IKE may conveniently invoke the shared
secret keys derived from QKD for IPsec payload encryption
[491].
3) Transport Layer: QKD may also be seamlessly
integrated with the transport layer security (TLS) protocol of
[492] and its predecessor, namely the secure sockets layer (SSL)
protocol [493]. The TLS and SSL are popular cryptographic
protocols capable of providing end-to-end security for secure
communications over a computer network. Before a client and
a server can start communicating across a network using the
TLS/SSL protocol, they must securely exchange or agree upon
a secret key used for encrypting their data. Typically the
conventional key exchange/agreement approaches (e.g., RSA
and Diffie-Hellman) are utilized in TLS/SSL. In contrast to the
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Fig. 33. Application of QKD in ICT systems following the TCP/IP model.

conventional classical-domain approaches, QKD holds the
promise of supplying the secret keys in a more secure fashion in
the future. Hence, QKD may be used in TLS/SSL for
enhancing the security of message authentication and
encryption.
4) Application Layer: Numerous applications can use the
secret keys generated by QKD for user authentication, message
authentication, and service (e.g., voice-only telephone
communication and video conference) encryption. Moreover,
QKD may also be readily utilized in conjunction with the
Diffie-Hellman protocol within secure shell (SSH) sessions for
high-security service deployment [433].
C. Application Areas
By amalgamating QKD networks and the existing ICT
systems, a variety of QKD-protected applications have
emerged in diverse many areas. For example, a QKD network
is capable of securing the critical links of financial institutions
and government agencies. Furthermore, a QKD link has been
deployed in sporting events such as the 2010 FIFA World Cup
[169]. Some typical application areas of QKD networks are
depicted in Fig. 34 and described in the following paragraphs.
1) Finance and Banking: The financial industry, especially
the banking industry, handles a significant amount of highly
sensitive and valuable data, such as transactions, client data and
proprietary information, and so on. QKD enables financial and
banking institutions to protect their data for ultimate and
future-proof security. In 2004, the first QKD-secured bank
transfer took place between the headquarters of an Austrian
bank and the Vienna City Hall [494], where secret keys were
distributed on demand between the two sites via a QKD system.
In [495], a scenario of using QKD within IPsec for securing the
critical financial transactions in Switzerland was described and
analyzed. The financial institutions in Switzerland have also
employed commercial QKD systems for securing their
networks for disaster recovery. Based on the existing QKD
networks, many Chinese banks have implemented
QKD-secured data transfer as well as the online banking and
transactions for enterprise users [46], [185]. Considering that
authentication in online banking systems is potentially
vulnerable to attacks such as phishing, QKD can be adopted to
enhance the standard authentication in online banking systems
[496]. At the time of writing, the Dutch bank is preparing to use
MDI-QKD for providing ultra-secure connections.
2) Governments and Defense: Of all entities, governments
and defense agencies have the longest-lasting data security
requirements, stretching for decades in the case of official
secrets. QKD can offer long-term data security for
governments and defense agencies to guarantee their data
sovereignty. Generally, a dedicated security system (e.g., VPN)
is utilized in a government or defense agency to provide a high
level of data confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity for their
communications systems. In 2007, the Swiss government
successfully applied QKD for securing a dedicated line used to
count the ballots of national elections [497]. In [498], a
QKD-based
voting
scheme
protected
against
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man-in-the-middle attacks has been presented. Furthermore, a
QKD metropolitan network constructed in Jinan [30], [46],
[153] has been used by numerous government employees to
protect their secrets. Similarly, a government QKD network is
being
implemented
to
secure
intra-governmental
communications in the Australian capital Canberra. Finally,
several studies have reported on the application of QKD for
enhancing the security of VPNs [499], [500].
3) Cloud and Data Centers: Huge amounts of highly
confidential data are stored in the cloud and data centers. As
more and more organizations use the cloud and data centers to
backup, store, and recover data, ensuring data privacy and
security has become of paramount importance. Given that
conventional security solutions will soon become vulnerable to
the threats posed by quantum computing, QKD has the
potential of increasing the security of cloud data protection and
data center interconnection. In the Netherlands, a QKD link has
been demonstrated to secure the data transfer between the
Siemens data centers in The Hague and Zoetermeer [501],
while KPN has implemented end-to-end QKD in its network
between the KPN data centers in The Hague and Rotterdam
[502]. In China, the Beijing-Shanghai QKD network [46], [181]
has been used for securing the data center backup between
Beijing and Shanghai. In the sector of corporate cloud security
applications, several companies such as Acronis and Alibaba
are also applying quantum-safe encryption to cloud data
protection [503]. With respect to the application of QKD for
cloud computing, a series of problems have been addressed,
covering access control [504], authentication [505], data and
privacy security [506], cloud containers [507], as well as cloud
storage and data dynamics [508].
4) Critical Infrastructures: A critical national infrastructure
supports the essential services that underpin society, which

contains a number of sectors, such as energy, transport, and
telecom. The threats (e.g., malicious data tampering and service
outages) inflicted upon the critical infrastructures may cause
economic damage as well as disruption to both corporate and
national services. As a remedy to these threats, QKD holds the
potential of providing long-term protection and forward
secrecy for the critical infrastructures. The application of QKD
networks for protecting the energy grid is being investigated by
several institutions, such as the State Grid Corp of China as
well as the Oak Ridge and Los Alamos National Labs, with the
objective of ensuring safe and stable operation of the entire
energy grid. Meanwhile, some telecom operators and service
providers (e.g., Telefónica, China Telecom, and British
Telecom) around the world are studying the feasibility of
integrating QKD systems with the existing fiber infrastructures
for securing data transfer across their telecoms networks.
Moreover, QKD can be readily utilized for enhancing the
security of aeronautical telecommunication networks [509]. An
architecture of network-centric quantum communications has
been applied for the protection of critical infrastructures, as
detailed in [198], whereas the application of QKD for
multi-source data security protection of the smart grid has been
discussed in [510].
5) Healthcare: Healthcare organizations also require highly
reliable networks for the transmission of sensitive information,
such as patient records, including names, addresses, dates of
birth, social security records, and clinical records. However,
without protection, the transmission of sensitive information
across networks is at risk from cyber-attacks. Such
cyber-attacks may affect patients (e.g., threatening their
personal information and health) and cause significant financial
and credit losses for healthcare organizations. In the near future
era of quantum computing, QKD can be used by healthcare
organizations for protecting their data in both the current and
future security landscape. To protect the sensitive data relevant
to human genomes and health throughout its lifetime, a storage
system based on QKD has been presented in [511], which has
exceptional storage longevity. As a further application of QKD
for offering both storage and access security concerning
personal health records in a cloud environment has been
investigated in [512]. In 2020, Toshiba and ToMMo reported
on the successful demonstration of real-time transmission of
genome sequence data secured by QKD [513], validating the
practical applications of QKD not only in the fields of genomic
research and but also in genomic medicine.
6) Space and Mobile Applications: Space and mobile
applications that enable multiple users to seamlessly access
networks can also benefit from the ultimate future-proof
security provided by QKD. Accordingly, the application of
QKD is promising to cover the entire globe, including both
fiber as well as wireless terrestrial and satellite networks. With
respect to space communications, QKD can be adopted for
securing access to a satellite, as well as for communications
between ground stations, and for satellite-to-satellite
communications [514]. In this regard, a series of projects
dedicated to space-based quantum communications have been
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QKD Network Itself

A. QKD Network Itself
In addition to the above subjects, there are numerous open
challenges in the research and popularization of QKD networks,
some of which are outlined as follows.
1) Network Coding: Network coding [522] has been widely
analyzed in the context of classical networks, but a range of
specific problems should be addressed to enable network
coding to be exploited in QKD networks. The reliance on the
trusted relays in QKD networks can be alleviated with the aid
of network coding [299], which can assist in multicasting secret
keys from multiple transmitters to multiple receivers [523].
This would pave the way for realistic public multi-user QKD
systems [524]. In particular, a novel network coding paradigm,
termed as quantum network coding, has been proposed in [525],
but most studies still only focus on its theoretical aspects
[526]–[530]. A particularly promising area of research is to
conceive solutions for all low trust-levels of the relays, such as
the trusted relays seen in Fig. 7, as well as for different quantum
memory requirements in supporting the evolutionary
development of the Qinternet.

Network Coding
Performance Enhancement
Testing and Verification
Commercialization

QKD Network
Integration with Other
Technologies

This survey paves the way for the interdisciplinary
cross-community dialogue on architecting the Qinternet, and
reveals that QKD networks have a huge potential in terms of
providing future-proof security for compelling applications and
open interesting new perspectives. In this section, we discuss a
range of open topics on QKD networks and beyond for future
research, as illustrated at a glance in Fig. 35.

Post-Quantum Cryptography

Beyond QKD Networks

IX. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

2) Performance Enhancement: To provide forward secrecy
and long-term protection for more and more users across the
future Qinternet, the performance of QKD networks has to be
enhanced. Extending the distance and increasing the secret-key
rate of QKD networks would require the invention of new
QKD protocols and devices. Notably, the TF-QKD [107] and
PM-QKD [108] protocols hold the promise of overcoming the
rate-distance limit of the existing point-to-point QKD protocols,
whereas chip-based QKD combined with integrated photonic
devices enables the large-scale practical deployment of QKD
[329]. Both the recently invented QKD protocols and devices
need further research for facilitating their implementation in
practical QKD networks. On the theoretical front, the
mathematical models of QKD networks also require further
investigations in order to accurately describe and evaluate the
performance of practical QKD networks having heterogeneous
topologies and QKD protocols [531], [532]. Specifically, a
sophisticated QKD network that supports the reconfiguration
of devices to support diverse QKD protocols will potentially
improve the agility and flexibility as well as compatibility of
QKD networks [533]. Moreover, the integration of QKD with
existing optical networks requires performance enhancements
to facilitate the roll-out of QKD networks [436], while the
family of satellite-constellation based QKD networks also has
to be further explored for constructing global QKD networks.
3) Testing and Verification: The main characteristics of
practical QKD networks have been reported by the QKD
device vendors and network operators themselves. However,
hitherto no official testing and verification schemes specific to
QKD networks have been devised. Walenta et al. [426]
described a suite of alternative options to enable QKD network

Open Topics on QKD Networks and Beyond for Future Research

announced in [196]. Moreover, an intercontinental video
conference was held between China and Austria [48], relying
on the combination of a satellite-based QKD network with
fiber-based QKD metropolitan networks. As a further
development, the application of QKD for securing smartphones
in a multiuser mobile network has been implemented by
harnessing the Tokyo QKD network [206], [511], [515]. The
integration of QKD into wireless networks has been analyzed
in [516], whereas a QKD system using optical wireless
communication links for telephone networks has been studied
in [517]. In particular, a commercial QKD-enhanced mobile
phone has been developed by QuantumCTek in collaboration
with ZTE [518], while China Telecom and QuantumCTek are
jointly promoting the development of quantum encrypted
phone calls relying on a special SIM card and smartphone app
[519]. From the perspective of mobile network infrastructures,
an experiment demonstrating the feasibility of QKD-secured
inter-domain fifth generation (5G) service orchestration has
been performed [520], while a field trial of dynamic QKD
networking relying on the Bristol city 5GUK test network has
been reported on in [127]. In [521], QKD-assisted 5G network
slicing has been demonstrated. Moreover, a QKD network
testbed is being developed in Eindhoven to provide quantum
encryption as a service on demand for maintaining ultimate
end-to-end security, which will have connections both to
optical access networks and to 5G testbeds [138].

Entanglement-Based QKD Networks

Blockchain
Internet of Things
Wireless Networks

Quantum Teleportation
Quantum Secure Direct Communication
Quantum Internet

Fig. 35. Open topics on QKD networks and beyond for future research.
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devices to be compliant with well-established security
certification standards. The group specification ETSI GS QKD
011 [455] has outlined the measurement methods to be used for
various parameters of the individual components in QKD
systems. Naturally, guaranteeing the validity and impartiality
of testing and verification for QKD networks is a vitally
important issue. Hence widely ratified uniform testing and
verification standards, instruments, and platforms have to be
developed for different QKD networks. Ideally, an independent
evaluation facility should be established for conducting tests on
QKD networks under different conditions and validate the
functionalities claimed by the network providers.
4) Commercialization: At the time of writing, a variety of
commercial QKD devices are available and many practical
QKD networks have been deployed. Nonetheless, the
establishment and commercialization of QKD networks using
commercial QKD devices still face countless obstacles. Battelle
[534] has compared custom-built and commercial QKD
systems in a controlled laboratory environment, with the
objective of characterizing the performance attained in
real-world metropolitan and long-haul environments. The
family of handheld mobile QKD devices [535] still requires
further research for commercialization. Moreover, the
implementation security of QKD networks is one of the major
obstacles in the way of wide-spread commercialization, since
an attacker might maliciously use the imperfections of the QKD
network to paralyze it. Thus, sophisticated countermeasures
should be continuously invented and updated to guard against
the implementation loopholes in order to widely roll out secure
QKD networks in commercial public environments.
B. QKD Network Integration with Other Technologies
We briefly mention here some of the research topics on QKD
network integration with other advanced technologies, which
are of particular interest to the multidisciplinary research and
engineering communities.
1) Post-Quantum Cryptography: Besides QKD networks,
post-quantum cryptography is another potential approach to
provide quantum-safe security [14]–[19], which relies on
algorithms that have been proven to be safe against known
quantum attacks. Given that the post-quantum algorithms are
implemented entirely in software, post-quantum cryptography
has the advantage of being compatible with existing security
platforms. In reality, QKD currently cannot replicate all the
functions of conventional cryptosystems. The post-quantum
cryptography and QKD solutions constitute a pair of parallel
research directions, neither of which has yet found widespread
application in practice. In the immediate future, post-quantum
cryptography is expected to be integrated with QKD [27], [536]
for constructing an intrinsically amalgamated security platform
for quantum-safe cryptosystems.
2) Blockchain: A blockchain constitutes a distributed and
public ledger platform, which promotes reaching a consensus
in a large decentralized network of parties who do not trust each
other. Blockchain ledgers may consist of almost anything of
value, such as identities, loans, land titles, and logistics

manifests. One of the most prominent applications of
blockchain is cryptocurrency, e.g., Bitcoin [537]. Although
blockchain is traditionally considered secure, it is vulnerable to
attacks from quantum computers [538]. Several studies have
focused on post-quantum blockchain solutions [539]–[541]
conceived for securing the blockchain with the aid of
post-quantum cryptography. On the other hand, QKD is a
promising technique of tackling the special challenges facing
blockchain in the quantum era. The feasibility of establishing a
quantum-safe blockchain platform based on QKD for
providing authentication has been demonstrated in an urban
QKD network [542]. Furthermore, a framework of
quantum-secured permissioned blockchain relying on adopting
a QKD-based digital signature scheme has been presented in
[543]. Therefore, how to integrate QKD networks with
blockchain to build a highly secure blockchain platform has
become an inspirational research topic.
3) Internet of Things: The Internet of Things (IoT) is
constituted by a giant network of connected things or objects, in
which all physical objects are connected to the classical
Internet and exchange data through network devices or routers.
The IoT will become an integral part of our daily lives in the
near future. However, many serious concerns have been raised
about its security and privacy risks. Indeed, a highly robust
cryptosystem is required for IoT. The post-quantum IoT
concept has been envisioned by incorporating post-quantum
cryptography into the IoT for securing IoT systems against the
impending known attacks by quantum computing, which has
become an active area in IoT research [544]–[551]. By contrast,
the quantum IoT combining quantum cryptography (especially
QKD) with the IoT requires more research attention, given that
it is in its infancy [552]–[555]. The integration of QKD
networks with IoT provides a solid foundation for securing the
IoT in the quantum world.
4) Wireless Networks: To date, most practical QKD
networks have used wired links (i.e., optical fibers) and nodes
at fixed physical locations. In addition to quantum-assisted
wireless communications that exploit the computing power
offered by quantum computing to improve the performance of
wireless systems [556], some preliminary studies suggested
that QKD is capable of providing a high level of security for
users and services in next-generation wireless networks [127],
[138], [520], [557]–[559]. Inspired by the progress in the field
of free-space QKD and mobile terminals, such as
quantum-aided satellites [75] and quantum-aided drones
[560]–[562], wireless/mobile QKD has become a valuable
research direction. For example, the feasibility of wireless
QKD in indoor environments has been studied by the authors of
[563]. Additionally, the feasibility of QKD operating in the
Terahertz regime over short distances has also been explored
[564]. In reality, QKD is capable of replacing classical key
negotiation algorithms (e.g., Diffie-Hellman algorithm [10])
used in wireless scenarios such as IoT and mobile. Both offline
and online secret-key generation using QKD are possible for
wireless networks. The former option has been reported in
[518], [519]. More concretely, a microSD can access the QKD
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network offline through a secret-key charger and be installed in
the mobile phone or IoT device. Then the secret keys in the
microSD can be used for securing wireless communications.
On the other hand, online secret-key generation demands
further research on QKD over wireless channels, since it is still
in its infancy.
C. Beyond QKD Networks
Beyond practical QKD networks, we turn our attention to
future quantum networks that have not as yet been rolled out in
practice and require further cutting-edge research.
1) Entanglement-Based QKD Networks: Entanglement is
one of the most extraordinary features in the quantum world
[565], with many applications in the field of quantum
information science, such as QKD and quantum teleportation
[566]. Entanglement-based QKD has bright prospects for
future applications, since it has the potential of providing DI
security potentially leading to a global quantum repeater based
QKD network. At the time of writing, only a handful of
entanglement-based QKD experiments have been carried out,
as exemplified by optical fiber [567], free space [568], and
satellite [324] based studies. Moreover, entanglement
distribution in optical networks has been studied theoretically
in [569] and experimentally demonstrated in [570]. The
feasibility of entanglement-based metropolitan QKD networks
has been confirmed by the field trial of [165]. Despite the
technical advances in entanglement-based networks
[571]–[573], further long-term efforts are required for a fully
entanglement-based QKD network to reach a commercial level
of maturity for practical services. The essential hardware such
as quantum processors and quantum memory must be further
developed in support of fully entanglement-based QKD
networks.
2) Quantum Teleportation: Quantum teleportation [566]
enables unknown quantum states to be faithfully transferred
between distant nodes over long distances in a network.
Long-distance quantum teleportation underlies the realization
of global quantum communications and large-scale quantum
networks [37], [574]. The experiments based on long-distance
quantum teleportation through both optical fiber and free space
have been reviewed in [575]. Quantum teleportation has also
been demonstrated both in the context of metropolitan
networks [576], [577] and quantum satellites [578]. Although a
number of technologies have been developed for quantum
teleportation implementations in quantum networks [135],
[575], [579], the future progress in real-world applications of
reliable long-distance quantum teleportation is required.
3) Quantum Secure Direct Communication: In addition to
QKD and quantum teleportation, quantum secure direct
communication (QSDC) [580], [581] is another extremely
promising branch of quantum communication, in which secret
messages are transmitted directly over a quantum channel
without key distribution. The secure direct nature of QSDC
makes it an important cryptographic primitive for constructing
the protocols of quantum direct secret sharing [582], [583],
quantum signature [584], and quantum dialogue [585], [586].

Numerous promising QSDC protocols have been proposed
[580], [587]–[590], some of which have also been
experimentally implemented [591] and demonstrated in QSDC
networks [592]. To elaborate a little further, apart from its
ultimate security, the convincing benefit of QSDC is that it is a
truly quantum-domain protocol.
4) Quantum Internet: QKD has many applications over the
classical Internet [593], [594]. In order to accomplish some
tasks that are impossible by using purely classical information
within the classical Internet, a vision of the Qinternet [51] has
been presented, which can interconnect quantum information
processors through quantum channels for supporting radical
applications that are out of reach for the classical Internet. A
technical roadmap for developing the full-blown Qinternet has
been proposed in [50], where the initial developmental stage is
the construction of QKD networks. In recent years, the
Qinternet has attracted more and more research attention [55],
[68], [406], [408], [530], [595]–[600]. Given that the Qinternet
is still in its infancy and it is difficult to predict all its
applications, substantial further research is required for making
the Qinternet a reality. Suffice to say however that before
large-scale quantum computers become available, the Qinternet
would allow us to construct parallel quantum computers linked
up by it.
X. DESIGN GUIDELINES AND A BRIEF SUMMARY
A. Trade-Offs in QKD Networks
As a communication network capable of providing secret
keys as a service, QKD networks also have some characteristics
reminiscent of those of classical communication networks,
such as modulation, transmission, detection, and
post-processing. Accordingly, it has to comply with the basic
requirements of flexible expansion, cost efficiency and
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Fig. 36. Design trade-offs for QKD networks.
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component compatibility. However, the services provided by
QKD networks differ from those of classical communication
networks in that they provide random secret keys rather than
conveying classical messages. As a result, QKD networks also
have to meet many secret key generation requirements for
maintaining a high security level, in support of cryptographic
applications. As shown in Fig. 36, the holistic design of QKD
networks has to take the following fundamental requirements
into consideration.
 Availability: The QKD network relies on an adaptive API
[222] that can deliver the requested secret keys to multiple
users. It also has to use the secret keys produced to
provide a security guarantee anywhere and anytime for
various ICT applications in numerous fields [451].
 Reliability: The QKD network has to support protection
and restoration schemes [414], [416] that are robust to
node or link failures, where prompt and accurate fault
localization and recovery should be provided to ensure
service continuity without eroding the user experience.
Moreover, it has to maintain long-term stability [45], [180]
so that the secret keys can be produced reliably.
 Flexibility: The QKD network has to be flexible enough to
fulfil the diverse requirements of users [204]–[207], [601],
[602], in terms of offering differentiated QoS [212] and
flexible charging policies. It also has to be capable of
supporting flexible control and management of the entire
network, for example by using SDN techniques [126],
[127], [163].
 Scalability: The QKD network is required to support
smooth network expansion, upgrade, and reconfiguration
[168], [241] according to the needs of its growing user
population. It also has to have the capability of supporting
diverse network topologies, such as the ring [47], [155],
star [143], [148], [150], [158] and mesh [127], [157]
structures of short-range, metropolitan and long-haul
QKD networks.
 Security: The QKD network is expected to adopt QKD
protocols having strict security proofs [28], [33], [452],
and support efficient countermeasures against quantum
hacking attacks [31], whilst complying with the relevant
security standards and certifications.
 Efficiency: The QKD network has to support efficient
end-to-end QKD-based connections [603], physical-layer
resource scheduling [377], and secret-key assignment
[200] according to diverse user requirements and network
loads. Specifically, it is expected to have a high secret-key
throughput and low latency to fulfil the demanding
security requirements of users.
 Compatibility: Ideally, it should support the co-fiber
transmission of the quantum and classical signals [47],
[127], [128], [178], [182] in order to reduce costs. The
pervasive legacy networks can provide abundant fiber
resources for QKD networks, hence integrating QKD with
legacy networks is one of the top priorities in facilitating
the deployment and increasing the popularity of QKD.
The long-term evolution of a QKD network should also be

able to accommodate hitherto unknown new
cryptographic functions and quantum technologies, while
supporting backwards compatibility with the existing
infrastructure.
 Interoperability: The QKD network must be able to
accommodate multi-vendor QKD devices and networking
devices [43], [44]. Specifically, it should be capable of
achieving interoperability with heterogeneous devices
developed by different vendors. With the evolution of
QKD protocols and devices, a large-scale QKD network
will consist of multi-protocol QKD systems in the future,
where various QKD protocols may be used in different
QKD systems. Hence, it is highly desirable for QKD
networks to achieve interoperability of different QKD
protocols.
B. Design Guidelines
All stages of the Qinternet’s evolution introduced in Section
VIII are subject to the generic trade-offs briefly touched upon
in Section X-A. Against this generic backdrop, here we provide
a few design guidelines for the first stage of the Qinternet’s
roadmap seen in Fig. 32, namely for the family of QKD
networks without quantum repeaters by considering the cost,
distance, key rate, channel type and quality, system complexity
and the number of users, for example. It is plausible that the
designer has to strike a trade-off among these typically
conflicting metrics, as portrayed at a glance in Fig. 37.
The designer has to start from collecting as many of the basic
metrics and constraints listed in the central core of Fig. 37 as
possible and then follow an iterative design procedure
reminiscent of the following steps.
1) Using the costing guidelines of QKD networks, narrow
down the design options of Fig. 37.
2) The evolution of optical OFDM systems was documented
in [604] and these guidelines may be used for designing
the optical quantum links.
3) The broad design guidelines of the associated forward
error correction (FEC) schemes may be inferred from
[605].
4) It is vitally important to harmonize the bit error rate (BER)
of the quantum link and of the classical link to avoid that
the high BER of one of them results in an outage of the
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entire system.
5) Given the key rate vs. distance trade-off, it is plausible that
this directly affects the cost and the number of relays. To
elaborate a little further, given a certain source-destination
distance, we can harness more relays for reducing the
propagation distance and hence increase the key rate, but
only at an increased cost and relaying delay. Indeed, a
whole host of similarly intricate trade-offs may be inferred
by carefully scrutinizing Fig. 37, which are left for you to
explore valued colleague.
C. Summary
The QKD networks are capable of providing long-term data
protection and future-proof security for numerous applications,
but they have numerous open problems as well. This survey
provides a comprehensive overview of the past achievements
complemented by a broad research outlook on QKD networks.
We commenced by a rudimentary introduction of the QKD
mechanism, its implementation options, and protocols. Then,
we categorized the QKD network implementation options and
reviewed the development of QKD network implementations,
covering short-range, metropolitan, and long-haul QKD
networks. Subsequently, we described the general QKD
network architecture, its elements, as well as its interfaces and
protocols. Furthermore, we conducted an in-depth survey of the
diverse enabling techniques both in the physical and network
layers. Moreover, we outlined the associated standardization
efforts as well as the application scenarios. Finally, we rounded
off the paper by discussing a suite of promising future research
directions on QKD networks, which constitute the initial stage
of developing the Qinternet of the future. We believe that QKD
networks will attract more and more attention from both
academia and industry. A number of academic and engineering
efforts across the fields of physics, computer science, security,
and communications will be required to progress the all-round
development of QKD networks. Our hope is that both
researchers and practitioners might find intellectual stimulation
in consulting this treatise – please join this multi-disciplinary
research effort valued colleague.
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Abstract—Faster, ultra-reliable, low-power, and secure
communications has always been high on the wireless evolutionary agenda. However, the appetite for faster, more reliable,
greener, and more secure communications continues to grow. The
state-of-the-art methods conceived for achieving the performance
targets of the associated processes may be accompanied by an
increase in computational complexity. Alternatively, a degraded
performance may have to be accepted due to the lack of jointly
optimized system components. In this survey we investigate
the employment of quantum computing for solving problems
in wireless communication systems. By exploiting the inherent
parallelism of quantum computing, quantum algorithms may be
invoked for approaching the optimal performance of classical
wireless processes, despite their reduced number of cost-function
evaluations. In this contribution we discuss the basics of
quantum computing using linear algebra, before presenting
the operation of the major quantum algorithms, which have
been proposed in the literature for improving wireless communications systems. Furthermore, we investigate a number of
optimization problems encountered both in the physical and
network layer of wireless communications, while comparing
their classical and quantum-assisted solutions. Finally, we state
a number of open problems in wireless communications that
may benefit from quantum computing.
Index Terms—Algorithm design and analysis, channel estimation, localization, multiuser detection, non-orthogonal multiple
access, optimization, precoding, quantum algorithms, quantum computing, routing, visible light communication, wireless
communication.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

HE NEXT generation of wireless communications
promises
Ultra-Reliable
Low-Latency
Communications (URLLC), massive Machine Type
Communications (mMTC), as well as 100x increased
throughput in enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB) communications [1], [2]. The plethora of applications, involving
the Internet of Things (IoT) and the vision of everything being connected everywhere and anytime has to be
achieved [3], [4], while keeping the required resources as
low as possible. For example, the transition from Orthogonal
Multiple Access (OMA) to Non-Orthogonal Multiple
Access (NOMA) [5] is expected to occur in the eMBB use
case of 5G for increasing the system throughput. However, the
complexity of the signal detection will also be increased, even
if a sub-optimal detector based on for example Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC) is adopted [6]. At the same
time, agile and accurate channel estimation will be required in
URLLC [7], where the target end-to-end delay requirement,
which includes both the transmission time as well as processing time, is on the order of a few OFDM symbols. In order to
achieve this, a joint channel estimator and data detector may
be employed for achieving an improved performance, albeit
this tends to impose increased computational complexity. In
a mobile mMTC network, the inherent problem of finding
the optimal route amongst numerous nodes is again going to
require intensive computations [8].
During the last few years the research community has turned
its attention to quantum computing [1], [9]–[12] with the

T

objective of amalgamating it with classical communications in
order to attain certain performance targets, such as throughput,
round trip delay and reliability targets at a low computational
complexity. As we will discuss in more detail in this contribution, there are numerous optimization problems in wireless
communications systems that may be solved at a reduced
number of Cost Function Evaluations (CFEs) by employing
quantum algorithms.
A. Why Quantum Computing?
The ever-reducing transistor size following Moore’s law is
approaching the point, where the so-called quantum effects [9]
become prevalent in the transistors’ operation [13]. This specific trend implies that quantum effects become unavoidable,
hence rendering the research of quantum computation systems
an urgent necessity. In fact, a quantum annealing chipset [14]
is already commercially available from D-Wave1 [15], [16].
Apart from the quantum annealing architecture, the so-called
gate-based architecture [10], which relies on building computational blocks using quantum gates in a similar fashion
to classical logic gates, is attracting increasing attention due
to the recent advances in quantum stabilizer codes [17]–[22],
which are capable of mitigating the decoherence2 effects
encountered by quantum circuits [9]. In terms of implementation, D-Wave’s most recent model, namely D-Wave 2000Q,3
has a total of 2000 qubits, while IBM Q Experience,4 which
relies on the gated-based architecture, has currently only 20
qubits in total. However, IBM has recently announced their
plans5 for delivering a 50 qubit gate-based quantum computer
by 2020.
Once quantum computing becomes a commercial reality, it
may be used in wireless communications systems in order to
speed up specific processes due to its inherent parallelization
capabilities. While a classical bit may adopt either the values
0 or 1, a quantum bit, or qubit, may have the values |0, |1,
or any superposition of the two [9]–[11], where the notation
|· is the ket representation [23] and it is the column vector
of a quantum state. If two qubits are used, then the composite quantum state may have the values |00, |01, |10 and
|11 simultaneously. In general, by employing b bits in a classical register, one out of 2b combinations is represented at
any time. By contrast, in a quantum register associated with
b qubits, the composite quantum state may be found in a
superposition of all 2b values simultaneously. Therefore, by
applying a quantum operation to the quantum register would
result in altering all 2b values at the same time. This represents the parallel processing capability of quantum computing.
Multiple quantum algorithms have been proposed [12], which
are capable of outperforming their classical counterparts in the
same categories of problems, by either requiring fewer computational steps, or by finding a better solution to the specific
problem.
1 https://www.dwavesys.com/d-wave-two-system
2 As it will be explained in the following, decoherence may be considered

as detrimental noise in quantum circuits.
3 https://www.dwavesys.com/d-wave-two-system
4 https://quantumexperience.ng.bluemix.net/qx/experience
5 https://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/53374.wss
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In this treatise, we will focus our attention on the employment of quantum algorithms in classical communication
systems, which may be termed as quantum-assisted communications [1], [9]. More specifically, the employment of quantum
algorithms may be capable of improving the already existing processes of classical communications, such as optimal
multi-user detection, channel estimation, finding the optimal
precoding matrix for the downlink of a multi-user system,
or finding the optimal route in a classical wireless network.
Quantum-assisted communications should be distinguished
from quantum-based communications [1], [10], [11]. In the
latter, quantum bits are transmitted and received over quantum
channels. By contrast, quantum-assisted communications may
be considered as a classical communication system like the
mobile broadband in the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standard,
where hybrid classical and quantum processors are exchanging
information at the Base Station (BS).
B. Motivation for This Contribution
There is a number of well-established surveys on quantum
algorithms [24]–[27]. In [24], Williams detailed the operation
of Grover’s Quantum Search Algorithm (QSA) [28], [29] and
discussed its applications as a “subroutine” in other quantum
algorithms. Quantum walk-based search algorithms were the
focus of [25], arguing that they may be used for solving search
problems, such as finding out whether a list has unique entries,
or determining if a group’s elements are commutative with
each other. In [26], efficient quantum algorithms substantially
outperforming their classical counterparts were reviewed, with
a focus on their employment in algebraic problems. In [27],
Mosca reviewed a number of quantum algorithms, explaining
their operation and their associated computational complexity.
The website “Quantum Zoo” [30] has gathered a comprehensive list of quantum algorithms, briefly describing their
operation.
Against this background, the main motivation of this paper
is to make quantum computing and quantum algorithms
accessible to communication engineers, by investigating their
operation and employment in communication applications. We
provide a list of optimization problems in the area of wireless
communications that may be solved using a quantum computer. We review quantum algorithms that have already been
used6 for solving existing problems in classical wireless communication systems. Furthermore, we discuss both the “why”
and the “how” of quantum computation. Quantum computing
is still considered by the majority of communication engineers as a term closely intertwined with physics. Therefore,
we assume that the reader has no background on quantum
computing and we aim for ripping off this mysterious cloak
from quantum computing by showing the quantum circuits
employed in the quantum algorithms presented. In this study
we have focused our attention on the associated algorithmic
6 Since a universal quantum computer does not exist at the time of writing,
the operation of the quantum algorithms has been demonstrated with simulations on classical super-computers. Please note that the practical creation
of the discussed quantum algorithms is out of the scope of this paper. Here
we assume that a universal quantum computer exists and that the discussed
quantum algorithms are available.
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perspectives, with an emphasis on the potential performance
gain as well as on the attainable complexity reduction. Indeed,
we concur that also the other important practical requirements
have to be taken into consideration, such as the scalability and
timing requirements, the required hardware and the potential
reuse of existing hardware blocks in a modem chip along with
the integration between the classical and quantum parts of the
solutions presented, which have not been considered in this
paper.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II
we state the basic postulates of quantum mechanics and
describe how quantum computing systems can be represented
and simulated by classical computers. We continue by offering a brief historical perspective of quantum computing and
review the operation of the most popular quantum algorithms.
In Section III, we describe a number of optimization problems that appear in wireless communication systems, along
with their associated classical, as well as quantum algorithms
that may be employed for solving them. Finally, we state a
number of open problems in Section IV and we conclude in
Section V. The paper’s structure is given in Fig. 1.
II. I NTRODUCTION TO Q UANTUM C OMPUTING
A. Basics of Quantum Computing
1) The Qubit: The quantum state of a qubit may be represented using any chosen orthogonal basis. The most commonly
used basis is the computational basis [9], which corresponds to
the states |0 and |1. The quantum state |q of a single-qubit
system in the computational basis {|0, |1} is [9]
|q = a|0 + b|1,

(1)

where a, b ∈ C are the amplitudes of |q on the computational
basis and we have |a|2 +|b|2 = 1. When a = 0, we have b = 1
and hence
|q = |1,

(2)

which corresponds to the classical bit value 1. Similarly, if
a = 1, then b = 0 and
|q = |0,

(3)

which again√is a classical bit value. However, if we choose
a = b = 1/ 2, then we have
1
1
|q = √ |0 + √ |1.
(4)
2
2
The quantum state in (4) seems to exhibit a symmetry with
respect to the orthogonal states |0 and |1, not favoring one
over the other. This state is widely used in most of the quantum
algorithms that we will investigate.
2) Geometrical Representation: Assuming only real-valued
amplitudes for a quantum state a, b ∈ R, the resultant 2-D
geometrical representation of a qubit’s state is shown in Fig. 2,
since its state may be written as in
|q = cos(θ)|0 + sin(θ)|1.

(5)

In the general case, the amplitudes of the quantum states are
complex-valued, therefore the state of a qubit is represented
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Fig. 2. The 2D representation of a qubit, when the amplitudes of its quantum
states are real-valued.

Fig. 3. The generic 3D representation of a qubit using a Bloch sphere, when
the amplitudes of its quantum states are complex-valued.

Fig. 1.

The structure of the paper.

by the 3-D Bloch sphere [9]–[11] of Fig. 3, since a qubit’s
state may always be written as
 
 
θ
θ
|q = cos
|0 + e iφ sin
|1.
(6)
2
2
Many algorithms, such as Grover’s QSA [28], the
Boyer-Brassard-Høyer-Tapp (BBHT) QSA [31] and the
Dürr-Høyer (DH) QSA [32] only consider real-valued
amplitudes, therefore the 2-D representation is suitable for

their analysis. However, other algorithms, like Shor’s algorithm [33] and the quantum counting algorithm [34] exploit
the complex-valued nature of the states’ amplitudes and the
Bloch sphere may be used for geometrically representing
their quantum states.
3) Measurement of a Qubit: Before we continue with the
investigation of the symmetrical state of (4), let us explicitly
mention that even though a qubit may be in a superposition of
two orthogonal states, if we desire to observe, or measure its
value, we will only obtain one of the two orthogonal states.
The measurement of a quantum state may be considered as
a Quantum-to-Classical (Q/C) conversion, since it allows us
to gain some insight on the quantum system.7 The measurement of a qubit’s state may also be done in a basis different
from that which the qubit was prepared in. For now, let us use
the computational basis also for measuring a quantum state.
7 Please note that the amount of insight obtained by a measurement heavily depends on the context of the quantum algorithm or protocol which the
measurement is a part of.
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According to the Copenhagen interpretation [35], which is the
most widely adopted interpretation of a measurement’s operation, a quantum state does not have specific properties before
it is measured. However, when it is observed, the probabilities
of its superimposed states define not only the outcome of the
measurement, but also the new quantum state of the system.
The amplitudes a and b of the quantum state |q in (1)
uniquely define the probabilities of obtaining |0 or |1, when
we measure the qubit’s state |q on the orthogonal basis
{|0, |1}. More specifically, there is a |a|2 probability that
we will obtain the quantum state |0 and a |b|2 probability that |1 will be observed. This is also the reason why
|a|2 + |b|2 = 1 is always true. For example, in (2) and (3),
since the system’s state is already equal to one of the two
states of the computational basis, which was used for the measurement, we would always observe |1 and |0, respectively.
However, when we measure the quantum state of (4), there
is a |a|2 = 1/2 = 50% probability of obtaining the quantum
state |0 and |b|2 = 1/2 = 50% probability of obtaining the
quantum state |1. Since the probability of observing either of
the two states is the same, the quantum system of (4) is said
to be in an equiprobable superposition of states, always with
respect to the computational orthogonal basis.
After the measurement, the quantum state collapses to the
observed quantum state. For example, let us assume that the
output of the quantum state’s measurement in (4) was |1.
As mentioned before, this event had a 50% probability of
occurrence. Given that it has happened however, the system’s
quantum state from that point onwards becomes identical to
the observed quantum state, hence we have |q ′  = |1.
This feature is termed as wave function collapse in quantum
mechanics and it is irreversible. In other words, we are not
able to reconstruct the system’s quantum state to that before
the measurement, unless we have knowledge about the premeasurement amplitudes a and b of (1).
4) Algebraic Representation of a Quantum State: A quantum state |q may be fully described by its state vector [9]. The
size of the state vector |q is equal to the number of orthogonal states that the quantum state could be superimposed in.
The values of the state vector |q are the amplitudes of each
orthogonal state. For example, when a qubit is in the state
|q = a|0 + b|1 as in (1), the 2-element state vector is
 
a
= a|0 + b|1,
(7)
|q =
b
implying that the first element corresponds to the amplitude
of the state |0, while the second element to the amplitude
of the state |1. As another example, the state vector of the
equiprobable quantum state of (4) is
 1 
 
√
1
1
.
(8)
|q = 12 = √ ·
√
1
2
2

As expected, when more qubits are used, the system’s state
vector has more elements in order to accommodate the
amplitudes of all legitimate state combinations.
5) Multi-Qubit Quantum Registers: In a two-qubit register,
there are four legitimate states that the composite quantum
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system can be superimposed in. If the first qubit of the register
is in the state |q1  = a|0 + b|1 and the second qubit is in
the state |q2  = c|0 + d |1, the state of the system is
|q = |q1  ⊗ |q2  = |q1 q2 
= (a|0 + b|1) ⊗ (c|0 + d |1)

(9)
(10)

= a · c|00 + a · d |01 + b · c|10 + b · d |11 (11)
⎡
⎤
a ·c
⎢a · d ⎥
⎥
(12)
=⎢
⎣ b · c ⎦,
b·d

where ⊗ is the tensor product operator and the system’s state
vector includes the amplitudes of the four quantum states |00,
|01, |10 and |11.
In general, in an n-qubit register, the state vector will have
2n entries, each corresponding to the amplitude of the respective orthogonal state. Now let us consider a 2-qubit register
with the following quantum state
⎡√ ⎤
3
√
⎢ 02 ⎥
1
3
⎥
|00 + |10 = ⎢
(13)
|q =
⎣ 1 ⎦.
2
2
2
0

After √
a potential measurement of that quantum register, there
is a ( 3/2)2 = 0.75 probability of observing the state |00
and (1/2)2 = 0.25 probability of obtaining the state |10. It
is impossible to observe the states |01 or |11. We may also
observe that it is possible to rewrite its state as

√   
√
3
3
1
1
|0 + |1 ⊗ |0 = 21 ⊗
|q =
= |q1 |q2 .
0
2
2
2

(14)

This means that the first qubit is in a superposition (not
equiprobable) of its two possible states, while the second qubit
is at the state |q2  = |0. Since the state of the quantum register
may be written as a tensor product of the quantum states of the
individual qubits, the two qubits |q1  and |q2  are independent
of each other.
6) Entanglement: When the quantum states of two or more
qubits may not be represented separately and independently
of each other, the qubits are entangled with each other. For
example, let us consider the state
⎡ 1 ⎤
√

⎢ 2⎥
1
1
⎢ 0 ⎥
|q = √ |00 + √ |11 = ⎢
⎥.
⎣ 0 ⎦
2
2

(15)

√1
2

This 2-qubit register is in an equiprobable superposition of
the states |00 and |01. It is impossible to describe the
states of the two qubits individually as in (14).8 Therefore,
the two qubits of the quantum register in (15) are entangled.
Actually, the quantum state in (15) is one of the four Bell
states [36], [37],
1
1
√ |00 + √ |11
(16)
2
2
8 Try it, following the same methodology as in (13) and (14)!
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1
√ |00 −
2
1
√ |01 +
2
1
√ |01 −
2

1
√ |11
2
1
√ |10
2
1
√ |10,
2

(17)
(18)
(19)

which are widely used, since they are the only four quantum states of a two-qubit register that provide an equiprobable
entanglement between two qubits.
7) Partial Measurement of a Quantum Register: In a multiqubit quantum register, it is possible to only observe a subset
of the qubits it consists of. Therefore, when we measure one
of the qubits, its quantum state collapses to the observed state,
while the quantum state of the rest of the independent qubits
remains unaltered. However, this is not the case for the rest
of the entangled qubits, whose state will also be affected by
the observation of an entangled qubit.
As an example, let us try to only observe the second qubit
of the quantum register in (14). The second qubit has an 100%
probability of yielding the observation |0, therefore this is the
state we will√obtain. At the same time, the state of the first
qubit |q1  = 3/2|0 + 1/2|1 will remain unaltered, because
it is in a superposition of its own, independent states.
Let us now try to measure the second qubit
√ of the entangled
2-qubit register of (15). There is a (1/ 2)2 = 0.5 = 50%
chance of observing either the state |0 or the state |1. Let us
assume that we observed the state |0. Therefore, the quantum
state of the second qubit collapses to |0. Based on (15), we
should notice that the state of the first qubit also collapses to
|0 instantaneously, upon obtaining the measurement output of
the second qubit. This happened because the whole quantum
register could either be observed in the state |00, or in the
state |11. Since we observed the second qubit in the state
|0, the first qubit can only be in the state |0 from this point
onwards.
Entanglement enables a plethora of applications, since it
allows instantaneous information exchange between qubits. As
it will be discussed in the following, the quantum algorithms
appropriately manipulate the available qubits in order to finally
measure a quantum state, which has a desirable property.
8) No Cloning Theorem: The irreversible nature of a
quantum measurement is exploited in quantum cryptography [38]–[40], a field which also exploits the no cloning
theorem [41]. According to the no cloning theorem, it is
impossible to copy the unknown quantum state of a qubit into
the quantum state of another qubit, while keeping their states
independent of each other at the same time. In other words, it
is impossible to make independent copies of qubits, without
entangling them with each other in the process.
The rules of entanglement, the no cloning theorem and
the irreversible nature of measurements allow quantum-based
communications to be very promising for sharing private
keys between two parties. By exploiting these features in
the available QKD protocols, such as the Bennett-Brassard1984 (BB84) protocol [42], one or both parties become
capable of detecting whether an eavesdropper tempered with
their communications or not, due to the imperfections that

the eavesdropper would have imposed on the measured and
retransmitted states, since the eavesdropper would have been
unable to simply copy and forward the intercepted qubits. If
the two parties determine that an eavesdropper was present
during the transmission of the qubits, the whole process is
aborted and restarted.
9) Evolution of a Quantum State: The state of a quantum register may be changed by applying unitary operators
or gates to its qubits [9]. Let us first investigate a single-qubit
system. One of the most widely used single-qubit unitary operators is the Hadamard operator H, which creates equiprobable
superpositions of the two states, given that the initial state was
either |0 or |1, as encapsulated in
1
H |0 = √ |0 +
2
1
H |1 = √ |0 −
2

1
√ |1 = |+
2
1
√ |1 = |−.
2

(20)
(21)

The states |+ and |− form the orthogonal Hadamard basis,
as depicted in Fig. 2. The matrix representation of the singlequbit Hadamard operator is


1 1
1
√
H =
,
(22)
2 1 −1
while that of the two-qubit Hadamard operator is
⎡
⎤
1
1
1
1
1 ⎢ 1 −1
1
−1 ⎥
⎥.
H ⊗2 = ⎢
⎣
1
−1 −1 ⎦
2 1
1 −1 −1
1

(23)

An n-qubit Hadamard gate has to be employed for creating
an equiprobable superposition of all legitimate states at the
beginning of most quantum algorithms, which is achieved by
applying it to an n-qubit quantum register in the all-zero state
|0⊗n . The circuit representation of the Hadamard gate is
shown in Fig. 4.
The parallel evolution of the state of a quantum register that
consists of multiple qubits is termed as quantum parallelism.
Quantum parallelism is one of the pivotal features of quantum computing, which is exploited in order to create quantum
algorithms that solve problems by requiring for example fewer
CF evaluations than their classical counterparts.
Another popular set of single-qubit quantum gates is represented by the Pauli gates [9]–[11]






0 1
1
0
0 −i
X=
, Z=
, Y=
.
(24)
1 0
0 −1
i
0
Explicitly, the X operator is the NOT gate, also known from
classical logic circuits, since it swaps the amplitudes of the
quantum states of a qubit as in
   

b
a
0 1
= b|0 + a|1.
=
·
X (a|0 + b|1) =
a
b
1 0
The Z operator is the gate imposing a phase shift by π radians,
since it flips the sign of the amplitude of just the state |1, as
described in

  

a
a
1
0
= a|0 − b|1.
=
·
Z (a|0 + b|1) =
−b
b
0 −1
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Fig. 4. The circuit representation of the Hadamard gate H, of the three Pauli
gates X, Z and Y, as well as of the Controlled-NOT operation, of the general
Controlled-U gate and of the Toffoli gate.

The Y operator may be considered as a combination of the X
and Z gates, since it results in

  

−ib
a
0 −i
=
·
Y (a|0 + b|1) =
ia
b
i
0
= i (−b|0 + a|1).
The circuit representation of the Pauli gates is also depicted
in Fig. 4.
Other popular gates require the use of control qubits. For
example, the Controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate applies the NOT
operation to the qubit |q2 , only when the qubit |q1  is in the
state |1, as described by
⎡
⎤
1 0 0 0
⎢0 1 0 0⎥
⎥
(25)
CNOT = ⎢
⎣ 0 0 0 1 ⎦.
0 0 1 0
For example, if the first (control) qubit was in the state |q1  =
a|0+b|1 and the second (target) qubit was in the state |q2  =
c|0 + d |1, the CNOT gate would result into
CNOT (|q1 |q2 ) = a · c|00 + a · d |01 + b · d |10

+ b · c|11
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤
1 0 0 0
a ·c
⎢0 1 0 0⎥ ⎢a · d ⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥
=⎢
⎣0 0 0 1⎦ · ⎣ b · c ⎦
0 0 1 0
b·d
⎡
⎤
a ·c
⎢a · d ⎥
⎥
=⎢
⎣ b · d ⎦ = a · c|00 + a · d |01
b·c
+ b · d |10 + b · c|11.

We may observe that the amplitudes of the quantum states
where the first qubit is equal to |1 have been swapped. In
general, the Controlled-U gate applies a general quantum gate
U to a target qubit only when the control qubit is equal to |1,
as described by
⎡
⎤
1 0
0
0
⎢0 1
0
0 ⎥
⎥
(26)
CU = ⎢
⎣ 0 0 u11 u12 ⎦,
0 0 u21 u22
where the aforementioned general single-qubit unitary operator U is


u
u12
U = 11
.
(27)
u21 u22

When the control qubits is equal to |0, the identity gate is
applied to the target qubit, as stated in (26). Table I states the
operation that the CU gate would carry out based on the four
possible quantum states of two qubits, where the first one is
the control qubit and the second one is the target qubit.
Finally, the Toffoli gate accepts two control qubits and flips
the state of the target qubit, if and only if both control qubits
are in the state |1. The matrix representation of the Toffoli
gate is [9]:
⎤
⎡
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
⎢0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0⎥
⎥. (28)
⎢
CCNOT = ⎢
⎥
⎢0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0⎥
⎢0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1⎦
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

The circuit representation of the controlled gates is also
depicted in Fig. 4. Table II portrays both the initial and resultant states of a three-qubit register, when the Toffoli gate is
applied to it, where the first two qubits are the control qubits
and the last one is the target qubit.
B. A Leap Into the Quantum World
Research on quantum mechanics was initiated by Planck,
Bohr, Heisenberg, Einstein and Schrödinger in 1923. Even
though arguments and conflicts arose regarding whether the
theory of quantum mechanics encapsulates a complete description of Nature, it is currently considered as the most suitable
interpretation of both the microscopic and the macroscopic
worlds.
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Timeline of quantum computing milestones.

The inspiration of quantum computation was provided by
Feynman [43], who proposed in 1981 a novel framework for
conveying information by the spin of an electron and for simulating the evolution of the quantum states. In the following
year, Benioff [44] proposed a technique of simulating quantum
systems on Turing machines. Based on these contributions,
further quantum algorithms were inspired. In the following
sections we describe the general problems and the high-level
operation of the major quantum algorithms, before delving
into their applicability in wireless communications. A short
description of the major quantum algorithms is provided in
Fig. 5.

1) The Deutsch Algorithm: A few years later, the benefits of quantum parallelism were exploited by Deutsch [45],
who conceived an algorithm, which now has the fond connotation of Deutsch algorithm. Let us first define the black
box problem that we can solve using Deutsch’s algorithm.
Generally, a black box problem involves a function f, whose
operation is unknown. We have to determine the features of the
function by only evaluating it with the aid of different input
arguments and then observing its corresponding outputs. Here,
we have to determine whether the binary function f : {0, 1}
→ {0, 1} does or does not have a one-to-one mapping. When
the function f has a one-to-one mapping we would expect
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f (0) ⊕ f (1) = 1, otherwise it would be f (0) ⊕ f (1) = 0, since
that would mean f (0) = f (1), where ⊕ is the modulo-2 addition. In classical computing, a single evaluation for each of the
legitimate inputs would be required, bringing the total number
of function evaluations to two. Deutsch algorithm [45] succeeds in determining whether the function f has a one-to-one
mapping by only using a single function evaluation.
2) The Deutsch-Jozsa Algorithm: An extension of this
algorithm, namely the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [46], was conceived for determining whether a function f : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} is balanced or constant.9 Let us consider the problem in
a real scenario, where the two parties Alice and Bob communicate with each other. Alice sends an n-bit number to Bob,
who uses it as the input argument of his function f. Bob then
transmits back the output bit. Alice has to determine whether
the function that Bob used was balanced or constant. In classical computing, the best-case scenario would only be achieved
if the function was balanced, Alice transmitted two different
numbers and these two numbers happened to yield the two
different outputs. The worst-case scenario is always encountered, when the function is constant, since Alice has to transmit
(2n−1 + 1) different input arguments (one more than half the
set of inputs), before she realizes that the function Bob is using
is constant. By using the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm, Alice is
able to determine whether the function f used by Bob is balanced or constant, with just a single transmission of n qubits in
an equiprobable superposition of all possible inputs. Bob uses
an extra auxiliary qubit, Hadamard gates and a quantum gate
Uf that performs the same operation as f, but accepts qubits
as its inputs. Finally, Bob measures the quantum state of the
n qubits at the output of his quantum circuit. If the observed
state is the all-zero state |0⊗n , the function f is constant,
otherwise it is balanced.
The Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm solves the generalized blackbox problem of the previous section. Indeed, if the function f
allows only 0 or 1 as its legitimate inputs, determining whether
9 A function f is constant if it yields the same value at its output regardless
of the input argument. On the other hand, a function f is balanced, if it yields
one value (e.g., 0) for half the input arguments and another value (e.g., 1) for
the other half of the input arguments.
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the function has a one-to-one mapping, or if it is balanced
answers exactly the same question. The algorithm was later
improved by Cleve et al. [48] for achieving a 100% probability
of success.
The Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm laid the foundations for the
development of the so-called Quantum Oracle gates [9],
which are quantum circuits implementing a generic function
f : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}M and they are capable of calculating
all the pairs of possible inputs-outputs of f using a single call
of f by exploiting quantum parallelism.
3) Simon’s Algorithm: In 1994, Simon managed to solve
a black-box problem by using on the order of O(n) queries
addressed to the black box, while the optimal classical algorithm has to use Ω(2n/2 ) queries for the same task [47]. The
black box Uf implements a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n
and has the property that f (x) = f (y) if and only if x = y
or if x ⊕ y = s, for some unknown s ∈ {0, 1}n , where
x , y ∈ {0, 1}n . Simon’s algorithm succeeds in finding the
value s that satisfies the function’s above-mentioned property.
4) Shor’s Algorithm: In 1994, Shor proposed a quantum
algorithm [33], [57] for efficiently solving the problem of
factoring a given integer N. The best classical algorithm is
the General Number Field Sieve (GNFS) [58]. Shor’s algorithm requires an exponentially lower complexity than the
GNFS, which is achieved by combining classical and quantum processing. It first reduces the factoring problem to the
so-called order-finding problem addressed below using a classical algorithm. Initially, it randomly picks a number a<N.
Let us assume that the greatest common divisor between a
and N is equal to 1.10 Then a quantum circuit is employed for
finding the period r of the function12
f (x ) = a x mod N .

(29)

If the estimated period r is even and a r /2 = −1 mod N is
false, then gcd (a r /2 + 1, N ) and gcd (a r /2 − 1, N ) are two
non-trivial factors of N and the algorithm ends.
The order-finding quantum algorithm initially creates an
equiprobable superposition of C = 2c states, using an appropriate number of c qubits,13 as shown in Fig. 6. It then employs
controlled-Uf operators,14 where each of the c qubits controls
the operation of a quantum gate that performs the function
f (x) of (29) on n = log2 N auxilliary qubits. All n auxiliary
qubits should initially be in the quantum state |1⊗n . This
part is the bottleneck of Shor’s algorithm, since it requires
the operation of multiple controlled-Uf gates and n = log2 N
auxilliary qubits. Therefore, when N is high, more gates are
required for a single Uf operation. At the same time, when C
is high, the estimation of the period will be more accurate, but
10 If the greatest common divisor between a and N was not equal to 1, then
a would be a non-trivial factor11 of N and the algorithm ends, since N can
be factored in a and N/a. Then we have the problem of factoring i and N/a,
if they are not prime numbers, and so on.
12 The period of a function f (x) is the smallest positive integer r so that
f (x+r) = f (x) for all values of x.
13 Any number of qubits c that results in C = 2c states such that N 2 ≤
C < 2N 2 would suffice.
14 Please note that a controlled-U gate performs the U gate to the input
f
f
target qubits only if the control qubits are in the state |1. When the control
qubits are in the state |0, the identity operator is applied instead.
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The quantum circuit employed in Shor’s algorithm for finding the period of the function in (29) [33].

more controlled-Uf operations are required, hence increasing
the complexity.
After the operation of the controlled-Uf gates in Fig. 6,
the c qubits pass through an Inverse Quantum Fourier
Transform (IQFT) [10], [59] operator. The IQFT has the same
effect as a classical IDFT, where the amplitude of each of the
superimposed states is equally spread over the amplitudes of
the resultant superimposed state. At the output of the IQFT, if
we measure the resultant state of the c-qubit register, we will
obtain a value |q, which may then be classically processed to
approximate the period r. As mentioned earlier, after finding
the period i, classical processing is employed for the rest of
Shor’s algorithm.
5) Quantum Phase Estimation Algorithm: A few years after
Shor’s algorithm was introduced, the order-finding quantum
algorithm of Fig. 6 used in Shor’s algorithm was found in [48]
to be just a specific application of a general quantum circuit and algorithm, which is termed as the Quantum Phase
Estimation Algorithm (QPEA). The QPEA follows exactly the
same procedure as the period-finding quantum algorithm of
Section II-B4. More specifically, given a unitary operator U
that operates on n qubits and an eigenvector |φ, such that
U |φ = 2iπθ |φ,

(30)

the QPEA estimates the period θ, which means that it can
find the eigenvalue of a unitary operator. The quantum circuit
of the QPEA is given in Fig. 7. The upper c qubits are termed
as the control register, while the bottom n qubits represent the
function register.
The QPEA is used as a building block for multiple quantum
algorithms. As an example, let us now revisit Shor’s algorithm,
for the sake of relating it to the operation of the QPEA. In
Shor’s algorithm, the factoring problem was reduced to finding
the period r of the function f (x) of (29). In order to solve this
problem, we have U = f (x) and θ = r in (30). Comparing the
quantum circuits of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we may observe that in
the former, the n qubits of the function register are initialized
to the all-one state |1⊗n , because it is one of the eignevectors of f (x) of (29). Essentially, since we force a controlled
function CU to operate on its eigenvectors, instead of altering the quantum states of the function register, we manage to
rotate the states of the c-qubit control register. By applying
the QFT to that control register, we are able to estimate the

phase, eigenvalue, or period of the unitary transform U, upon
its measurement.
6) Grover’s Quantum Search Algorithm: In 1996,
Grover [28], [29] proposed a Quantum Search Algorithm
(QSA), which solves a search problem. Specifically, the
search problem seeks to find a desired value δ in a database
of N entries. We aim to find which of the N entries is
equal to δ, i.e., we are interested in finding the position of
δ in the database. If the database is sorted from lowest to
highest values, the classical iterative halving-based search
algorithm [60] is indeed optimal. On the other hand, if the
database is unsorted, the optimal classical algorithm relies on
a full search of the database. The average complexity of the
full search would be on the order of O(N) database queries.
The worst case scenario occurs when the desired value is
found at the entry that is checked last.
By contrast, Grover’s QSA succeeds in finding the desired
entry with 100% probability
√ of success after querying the
database on the order of O( N ) times [28]. This provides a
quadratic reduction in complexity over the classical full search.
Grover’s QSA has been shown to be optimal by Zalka [61].
However, Grover’s QSA requires some additional knowledge
about the database. More explicitly, Grover’s QSA employs the
Grover operator G depicted in Fig. 8 Lopt number of consecutive times. Apart from knowing N and (obviously) the desired
value δ, additionally Grover’s QSA requires the knowledge of
how many times the entry δ appears in the database, which is
termed as the number of solutions S. For example, when we
have δ = 2 and N = 16, if S = 3 entries out of N = 16 are
equal to δ = 2, a different number of iterations Lopt is used in
Grover’s QSA, compared to the scenario, where only S = 1 out
of N = 16 entries is equal to δ = 2. However, in both examples the same procedure is followed at each iteration. Using
fewer or more Grover iterations than Lopt may reduce the
success probability, which might even approach 0%. Grover’s
QSA relies on the generic amplitude amplification process of
Brassard et al. [50]. Explicitly, the optimal
 number of Grover
operator applications is Lopt = ⌊0.25π N /S ⌋.
In Fig. 8, the n = log2 N qubits in the register |x 1 are
initialized to an equiprobable superposition of N states, each
corresponding to the index of an entry in the database. The
unitary operator O is termed as the Oracle, which marks the
indices of the specific entries in the database that are equal
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Fig. 7. The quantum circuit of the Quantum Phase Estimation Algorithm, which estimates the eigenvalues of a unitary operator U, which corresponds to its
eigenvector |φ, as described in (30) [48].

Fig. 8. Grover operator’s quantum circuit including an Oracle, two n-qubit Hadamard gates H and an n-qubit phase shift gate P0 . The HP0 H operator
forms the diffusion operator of the Grover operator G = HP0 H · O [28].

to the sought value δ. Specifically, the Oracle marks an index
by changing its sign in the superposition of states. In order
to achieve this, an auxiliary qubit |w 1 initialized to the |−
state is used, along with the value δ represented in form of
a quantum state. The two Hadamard gates H and a phase
rotation gate P0 that follow the Oracle in Fig. 8 constitute
the diffusion operator of Grover’s circuit, which essentially
changes the amplitude of each state by reflecting it with respect
to the average amplitude of the current superposition of the
states. This
 has been proven in [28] to result in an amplitude
closer to 1/S for each of the specific S states that correspond
to the solution entries, while yielding a lower amplitude for
the rest of the states that do not correspond to solutions. By
repeating this process Lopt number of times, the amplitudes
of the S quantum states in the superpositionthat correspond to
solution
entries gradually become close to 1/S , resulting in
an S · ( 1/S )2 = 100% probability of observing a state that
is indeed the solution state. The resultant amplitude
of each

solution state prior to measurement is equal to 1/S because
all solution states are treated in the same way
 in Grover’s
QSA and hence have the same probability ( 1/S )2 = 1/S
of being observed at the output.
Let us clarify the operation of Grover’s QSA with the aid
of an example. Let us assume that a database has a size of
N = 32 entries. Let us also assume that the sought value δ
is only stored in a single entry of the database, but we do
not know in which portion exactly. Therefore, we have a single solution S =
 1, leading us to apply the Grover operator
Lopt = ⌊0.25π N /S ⌋ = 4 times. As shown in Fig. 9a, we
commence with an equiprobable superposition of all indices,
since we do not have a particular preference as to which may

be associated with the desired entry. After applying the Oracle
operator in Fig. 9b, the sign of the amplitude of index 18 is
flipped.15 The red dashed horizontal line in Fig. 9 indicates
the mean value of the amplitudes of all superimposed states
after the application of the Oracle. In Fig. 9c, the diffusion
operator reflects the amplitudes of each state with respect to
the aforementioned mean value of the amplitudes. This concludes the first iteration of Grover’s QSA. We may conclude
that the index 18 has a higher probability of being observed at
this stage than the rest of the superimposed states. However,
we may increase the probability of observing the solution
state 18 even further by applying three more Grover iterations.
Following the same approach, Fig. 9d and Fig. 9e characterize the second Grover iteration, Fig. 9f and Fig. 9g the third
Grover iteration, while Fig. 9h and Fig. 9i illustrate the fourth
and final Grover iteration. In Fig. 9i, the probability of observing the solution state 18 after the fourth Grover iteration is
equal to 99.92%. Again, these intermediate steps of Grover’s
QSA are not readily accessible to us, therefore we have to find
another way of determining, when to stop the iterations and
observe the resultant state. For that, we have to know both
the number of solutions in the database and the size of the
database.
Please note that if there are no solutions in a search problem,
corresponding to S = 0, the Oracle in Fig. 8 will not mark
any quantum state and hence the diffusion operator will leave
the amplitudes of the quantum states unaltered, since the
amplitude of each of the states found in an equiprobable
15 Please note that in practice we will not be aware of that, since we have
not observed the quantum system yet. However, for the sake of clarity, we
show the intermediate steps of Grover’s QSA.
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Fig. 9. Example of Grover’s QSA in a database with N = 32 entries, where the searched value exists only in the entry with index 18. Since there is only a
single solution S = 1 in a database of size N = 32, we have to perform Lopt = 4 Grover iterations. The red dashed lines indicate the mean value of the
amplitudes after each Oracle operation.

superposition of states is equal to the average amplitude and
hence a reflection with respect to the average amplitude will
not affect the system. Therefore, regardless of the number of
Grover iterations, the initial superposition will not change and
a potential measurement at the end will result in any of the
N states with equal probability. We can then classically check
that the observed index does not correspond to a solution in
the database, and hence conclude that there is no solution to
the search problem.
7) Boyer-Brassard-Høyer-Tapp
Quantum
Search
Algorithm: Nevertheless, requiring a priori knowledge
of the number of solutions that exist in the system may
not always be viable in practical engineering problems. A
beneficial extension of Grover’s QSA has been introduced
by Boyer et al. [31] in the form of the so-called BoyerBrassard-Høyer-Tap (BBHT) QSA, which is applicable in
the specific scenario, where the actual number S of valid
solutions is unknown, whilst imposing √
the same order of
complexity as Grover’s QSA, namely O( N ) in a database
having N entries. The BBHT QSA solves the same problem
as Grover’s QSA, while assuming less knowledge about
the database. Therefore, it may be employed in a higher
number of engineering problems, where no information is
available about the entries of the database. Since the number
of solutions S is unknown, we are unable to find the optimal
number of Grover iterations Lopt that we should apply to the
initial equiprobable superposition of states in Fig. 8. Hence, it

employs classical processing and a “trial-and-error” approach
for finding Lopt , proven to eventually lead to a 100%
probability of success in [31]. The flowchart of the BBHT
QSA is depicted in Fig. 10, where λ = 6/5 is a constant that
should be chosen to be in the range [6/5,
√ 4/3] [31]. If the
BBHT QSA is not terminated after 4.5 N applications of
Grover’s operator, we may conclude that there is no solution
for this search problem.
8) Dürr-Høyer Quantum Search Algorithm: A quantum
search algorithm that solves a different search problem was
conceived by Dürr and Høyer [32]. More specifically, the DürrHøyer (DH) QSA is employed for identifying the extreme
values of an unsorted database having N entries, while
√ imposing a low complexity, which is on the order of O( N ). In
this problem, either the minimum or the maximum entry of a
database is sought, without knowing the specific value of that
minimum or maximum entry. Therefore, the sought value δ
is unknown. Let us describe the problem, when the minimum
entry of the database is desired, without any loss of generality,
as described in the flowchart of Fig. 11. The DH QSA starts by
randomly picking one of the N entries in the database. Let us
assume that the randomly selected entry has a value δi and an
index i. It then invokes the BBHT QSA for finding any entry
that has a lower value than the randomly picked one. Since
there is no knowledge about the database, it is not possible
to know how many entries have a value lower than δi , therefore only the BBHT QSA can be used. If we somehow were
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Fig. 10. Flowchart of the BBHT QSA. The colored box represents the
operation of Grover’s QSA’s quantum circuit of Fig. 8, while the rest of
the steps are performed in the classical domain. The value of λ remains
constant throughout the operation, while m is always initialized to
√ 1. When
the maximum number of allowed iterations Lmax is at least 4.5 N , there
is a ≈ 100% probability of success.

aware of the number of entries that have a value lower than
δi , then Grover’s QSA could also be used. Once an entry with
a lower value than δi is found, corresponding to the index xs
and hence f (xs ) < δi , we update the value δi with the newly
found entry’s value δi = f (xs ). Then another BBHT QSA
iteration is employed for finding an entry that has a lower
value than the updated δi . This process is repeated until no
better value is found.
Since the DH QSA uses
√ the BBHT QSA, its minimum complexity is equal to 4.5 N Grover iterations, referring to the
case, where the initially selected entry δi was indeed the minimum entry in the database. That would result in the BBHT
QSA not being able to find
√ an entry with a lower value, causing
it to terminate after 4.5 N applications of Grover’s operator.
The maximum number of Grover iterations required for finding
the minimum of the√database was proven by Dürr and Høyer
to be equal to 22.5 N Grover iterations [32]. In [62] it was
shown that if the initial entry is carefully chosen instead of
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Fig. 11. Flowchart of the DH QSA. The colored box represents the operation
of Grover’s QSA’s quantum circuit of Fig. 8, while the rest of the steps
are performed in the classical domain. The randomly selected index i at the
beginning of the algorithm may be replaced by a deterministically selected
index, if there is knowledge that specific indices are favoured to correspond to
low-valued entries.
√ The maximum number of applications of Grover’s operator
is Lmax = 22.5 N .

being randomly chosen, the average complexity of the DH
QSA is further reduced. At the same time, if offline statistics
are available about the database of the specific engineering
problem, a one-to-one relationship between the number of
Grover iterations used and the success probability may be
found [62].
9) Quantum Counting Algorithm: In 2000, Brassard et al.
proposed the Quantum Counting Algorithm (QCA) [50], by
combining Grover’s QSA [28] and the QPEA [48]. The
problem that is solved by using the QCA is the search for the
number of solutions S in a search problem. Given a database
having N entries, we are interested in finding how many times
a known value δ appears in the database, without aiming to
find its position in the database. In order to achieve this,
the controlled-Uf gates of Fig. 7 are replaced by controlledGrover operators. Explicitly, the Grover operators of Fig. 8,
are used in the quantum circuit of Fig. 12. Furthermore, the
function register consists of n = log2 N qubits initialized in an
equiprobable superposition of 2n = N states. The eigenvector
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Fig. 12. The quantum circuit of the Quantum Counting Algorithm [34]. It employs the quantum circuit of the QPEA shown in 7, where the U operator
is the Grover operator G and the quantum function register is initialized to an equiprobable superposition of all states, which represents the eigenvector of
Grover’s operator.

of Grover’s QSA consists of a superposition of the specific
states that do correspond to solutions in the database and a
superposition of the states that do not correspond to solutions
in the database. By creating an equiprobable superposition of
all states at the beginning of the circuit, we essentially feed the
controlled-Grover operators with their eigenvector. Therefore,
an application of Grover’s operator to such a superimposed
state will result in a rotation of their amplitudes [50]. The
rotation angle depends on the ratio between the number of
solutions S and the size of the database N. Therefore, by
applying the QPEA using Grover’s QSA, the QCA obtains
the number of solutions S upon observing the control register
at the output of the QFT seen in Fig. 12, followed by classical
processing.
The QCA’s accuracy depends on both the number of qubits
in the control register c. Its complexity depends on both the
number of qubits in the control register c and in the function register n. In other words, the complexity to be invested
depends on the required accuracy in terms of the number
of solutions, as well as on the size of the database. Again,
the optimal classical algorithm is the full search, since all
entries in the unsorted database should be checked in order
to count the number of solutions. This results in a complexity
on the order of O(N) for the full search. The QCA achieves a
quadratic speedup compared to the full search, with the specific complexity required depending on both the estimation
error margin and on the size of the database [50].
10) Quantum Heuristic Algorithm: In 2000, Hogg proposed
a Quantum Heuristic Algorithm (QHA) [51], [52], which relies
on Grover’s QSA’s circuit. The aim of the QHA is to solve
the particular optimization problem of finding either the minimum or the maximum of a database by requiring fewer CFEs
than the DH QSA, when the database has some form of
correlation. In more detail, Grover’s QSA, the BBHT QSA
and the DH QSA are optimal, when they perform search
in an unsorted database. When the entries of a database are
inherently correlated to each other, heuristic algorithms may
succeed in solving the optimization problem, while requiring
fewer queries to the database. In order to achieve this, Hogg
changed both the Oracle and the diffusion operator used in
Grover’s QSA. Recall that in Grover’s QSA, where δ is known,

the Oracle marks the quantum states that correspond to solutions by flipping the sign of their amplitudes. This may be
interpreted as a rotation by π for the amplitudes of the solution states and no rotation for the rest of the states. Since in
the optimization problem the minimum value δ is unknown,
Hogg conceived a different Oracle, where the rotation angle of
the amplitudes of each state depends on the value of the entry
it corresponds to. The QHA has been demonstrated to outperform Hogg QSA [51], but it needs fine-tuning for each specific
system and scenario, since the exact rotation angles applied by
the Oracle and the diffusion operator have to be appropriately
chosen. This is reminiscent of the employment of classical
heuristic algorithms, like the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [63],
[64], where the algorithm’s parameters have to be carefully
selected in order for a heuristic algorithm to converge to the
solution.
11) Quantum Genetic Algorithm: In order to solve the same
optimization problem of finding either the minimum or maximum of a database, Malossini et al. proposed the Quantum
Genetic Algorithm (QGA) [53], which is an amalgam of the
classical GA [63], [64] and of the DH QSA. Please note that
as with the QHA, the QGA may be employed in particular
problems, where there is correlation between the entries of
the database.
More specifically, in the classical GA, a population of P
agents or chromosomes is generated, where each agent represents an index of the database. The database is then queried
P times, once for each of the agents of the population. After
combining the two best so-far found16 agents, the next generation of the population is created based on them, with the aim
of having agents representing even smaller values. Eventually,
after a sufficiently high number of generations, an agent corresponding to the minimum value of the database is found. Since
it cannot be mathematically predicted, when the GA will find
the minimum of the database, the algorithm is terminated after
a predetermined number of generations.
In the QGA, the same procedure is followed as in the GA
with one difference. The DH QSA is invoked for searching
16 By “best so-far found” we refer to the agents that correspond to the
smallest entries in the database in that population.
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Fig. 13. The quantum circuit of the Quantum Mean Algorithm [55]. It employs the quantum circuit of the QPEA shown in 7, where the U operator is the
function’s operator Uf = f (x ). The quantum function register is initialized to the superposition of states |Ψ, using n Hadamard gates and the operator A,
which includes two operations of Uf and a controlled rotation of the (n+1)th auxiliary qubit. The circuit estimates the mean value of the function’s values

a= N
x =0 f (x )/N .

through the population of each generation for finding the best
agents. In other words, the DHA QSA in the QGA is employed
for reducing the complexity imposed by the GA while querying the database during each generation. Since only the two
best agents have to be found in order to create the subsequent generation’s population, the DH QSA may be employed
twice. The QGA was demonstrated to outperform the GA for
the same complexity, or to require a lower complexity for the
same success probability.
12) Harrow-Hassidim-Lloyd Algorithm: The HarrowHassidim-Lloyd (HHL) algorithm [54] is a quantum
algorithm, which relies on the QPEA and solves linear
systems of equations at an exponential reduction of the
computational complexity required. The problem of solving
a linear system of equations may be formulated as follows.
Given an (N × N)-element matrix A and an (N × 1)-element
vector b, find an (N × 1)-element vector x, so that we have
A · x = b.
In order for the HHL algorithm to be practically applicable, the goal of the problem should be a bit different from
the aforementioned one. The linear system of equations has to
exhibit a few specific features. Firstly, the output is a superposition of N states |x , where the values of the solution vector
are encoded in the amplitudes of that superposition of states.
Therefore, it cannot provide all values of the solution vector
x for further classical processing. Alternatively, it may result
in specific properties for the solution vector, for example for
→
its moments. Moreover, both the solution vector −
x and the
→
−
vector b should be unit-vectors. Furthermore, the matrix A
should be sparse.
The HHL algorithm estimates the eigenvalues of the
matrix A, using an appropriately modified version of the
QPEA of Section II-B5. The QPEA circuit is employed as
a subroutine of an amplitude amplification procedure in the
HHL algorithm, in order to further reduce its complexity of
obtaining the solution quantum state |x . The HHL algorithm’s
complexity was further reduced by Ambainis in [67], while the
precision of the estimated solution was exponentially increased
by Childs et al. in [68].
13) Quantum
Mean
Algorithm:
In
2011,
Brassard et al. [55] proposed the Quantum Mean

Algorithm (QMA),
N which succeeds in finding the mean
value a =
x =0 f (x )/N of a function f requiring an
exponentially reduced number of evaluations of the function
than the optimal classical algorithm, since the latter would
require access to all legitimate evaluations of the function.
In order to achieve this, a modified QPEA is used, where
the controlled-Uf operation evaluates the output of the
function f to its inputs, as illustrated in Fig. 13. One of
the main differences between the QMA and the QPEA
is that even though there are N legitimate inputs for the
function f, log2 (N ) + 1 = n + 1 qubits are employed in
the function register, instead of n = log2 (N ), which would
have been the case in the QPEA. The above-mentioned
extra qubit is required, because the function register is
initialized using a unitary operator A, which relies on the
function f and it performs controlled-rotations on the extra
qubit [55], [56]. At the output of the unitary operator A,
there is a superposition of states |Ψ. Each state of Ψ was
used for evaluating Uf in the unitary operator A. Based
on the Uf and the controlled-rotations imposed on the
auxiliary qubit, the amplitudes of half of the states in |Ψ
are equal to their respective function’s output. In fact, this
is true for the specific states, for which the auxiliary qubit
is equal to |1. The size of the control register determines
the precision of the estimated mean value, similarly to
the QPEA.
14) Quantum Weighted Sum Algorithm: The Quantum
Weighted Sum Algorithm (QWSA) [56], [69] is based on
the QMA of Section II-B13 and it finds the weighted sum
of √
the values of a function f with N inputs, again requiring
O( N ) evaluations of the function f. The difference between
the QWSA and the QMA is the initialization of the function
register, as seen in Fig. 14. Instead of initializing it in an
equiprobable superposition of states, the inputs of the function f are initializated in a superposition of states, where each
state’s amplitude is the weight of the wanted weighted sum.
Therefore, the QWSA may be considered as a generalization
of the QMA, since in the latter all weights are the same and
equal to 1/N in an N-element database, resulting in the use of
Hadamard gates instead of general unitary rotation gates, as
shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 14. The quantum circuit of the Quantum Weighted Sum Algorithm [56]. It employs the quantum circuit of the QMA shown in 13, with the difference
that the quantum function register is not equiprobably initiliazed. Rather, the initilization is performed based on unitary rotation gates, which rely on the
weights of the desired weighted sum.

Last but not least, an overview of the quantum algorithms
discussed in this survey in terms of their application and complexity is carried out in Tables III and IV. In terms of practical
implementation, IBM Q Experience has a drag and drop editor
for the sake of synthesizing quantum circuits out of the fundamental quantum gates of Fig. 4 as well as a Python toolkit17
for designing more complex quantum circuits. Consequently,
Grover operator’s quantum circuit, presented in Fig. 8, may
be readily implemented using IBM’s framework at least for a
limited number of qubits. Nevertheless, we should state that at
the time of writing, there has not yet been any real-life demonstration of employing a quantum-assisted solution in order to
solve a practical wireless problem. Therefore, the comparisons
between the classical and the quantum solutions employed in
the wireless communication problems in the following section
are based on the theoretical capabilities of the algorithms.
III. O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEMS AND Q UANTUM
A LGORITHMS IN C OMMUNICATIONS
Let us now shift our attention to discussing potential
applications in the field of wireless communications, which
would benefit from using a quantum computer. Most of these
optimization problems in the current state-of-the-art employ
algorithms for finding suboptimal solutions, because of the
excessive cost of finding an optimal solution. This is particularly so for joint optimization of several functions, such as
joint channel estimation, data detection and synchronization
for example, or for multi-component optimization, where the
search space is expanded.
A. Multi-User Detection
1) The Problem: In the uplink of an OMA system, like
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [70], Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) [71], SingleCarrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) or
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), the users are either
allocated all available resources in a round-robin fashion, or
they are allowed to share orthogonal resources simultaneously.
For example, in TDMA the whole bandwidth is allocated to a
single user for a few time slots. On the other hand, in CDMA
17 https://developer.ibm.com/code/open/projects/qiskit/

the whole bandwidth is used by all users supported in the
system simultaneously, in order to transmit their narrowband
signal after spreading it by a unique user-specific, orthogonal
spreading code. In OFDMA, where the spectrum is partitioned
in multiple orthogonal subcarriers, each user may be allocated
a subset of user-specific subcarriers, which no other user is
allowed to activate.
By contrast, in the uplink of a NOMA system [5], [72]–[76]
the users are allowed to simultaneously share the same
frequency and time resources in order to increase the cell
throughput by being able to support more users simultaneously. However, the BS now has the new task of extracting
the signal of each user from the received superposition of signals,18 as illustrated in Fig. 15, given the knowledge of the
channel states and the symbol constellation that was used by
each user. In more detail, each user transmits its own symbol
based on its constellation. Since the system is synchronous,
every transmitted signal is added together at each receive
antenna. Each transmitted signal is modified based on the
channel it utilizes. At the receiver, Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) is added at each receive RF chain. The MultiUser Detector has to estimate the three transmitted symbols
based on the received signals, the channel states, the noise
power and any prior estimates that may be available. This
extraction is also currently required in the uplink of the specific CDMA systems, where non-orthogonal spreading codes
have been allocated to the users [70]. This is termed as the
problem of Multi-User Detection (MUD).
2) The Classical Algorithms: The optimal Maximum
Likelihood (ML) detector finds the most likely U-user symbol vector, relying on the received signal, on the estimates of
the channels and on the estimated noise power. More specifically, the ML MUD searches through all legitimate transmitted
multi-user symbol combinations that may have resulted in
the reception of that specific signal and in the end outputs
the most likely U-user symbol vector. As an example, let us
assume that U = 20 users are supported by the system and
that each of them transmits L = 4-ary Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying (QPSK) symbols. Then, the signal received at the BS
18 Please note that the mentioned superposition of signals is their addition
in the classical domain, since in a synchronous system the signals arrive
simultaneously. It should not be confused with the superposition of quantum
states.
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TABLE III
T HE Q UANTUM A LGORITHMS R EVIEWED

has been constructed based on only one out of LU = 420
possible combinations. In other words, the ML MUD has to
search through more than one trillion legitimate U-symbol
vectors in order to find the most likely one. In general, the
computational complexity of the ML MUD is on the order of
O(LU ). In an OMA system, where a received signal conveys
the information of a single user, the ML MUD may have an
affordable complexity, which is on the order of O(L).

Next-generation wireless communication systems may
employ iterative receivers in the uplink of a NOMA system.
In iterative receivers, information is allowed to be exchanged
between the MUD and the channel decoders.19 In this case,
an MUD that outputs soft information and also accepts
19 Since each of the U users has encoded its own bit information stream
independently, the BS has to employ U channel decoders in parallel.
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TABLE IV
T HE Q UANTUM A LGORITHMS R EVIEWED (C ONTINUED )

soft estimates as input should be used. The optimal SoftInput Soft-Output (SISO) MUD is the Maximum A posteriori
Probability (MAP) MUD [6], which outputs bit-based or
symbol-based Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLR). The LLR of a
bit represents the log-domain probability of that bit to have
been 0 or 1, when it was transmitted. Similarly, the symbol
LLR describes the log-domain probability of that symbol to
have been transmitted as one of the legitimate symbols in the
constellation. The MAP MUD creates the LLRs by taking
into account all possible multi-level symbol vectors, requiring a computational complexity on the same order as the ML
MUD [6].
The excessive complexity required by the ML and
MAP MUDs in NOMA systems has driven the research
community to low-complexity sub-optimal solutions, such
as the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) detector [70], the Zero Forcing (ZF) detectors [70], the Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) based MUD [77], the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) based MUD [78] and the
SIC [70] MUD.
In the uplink of a multi-user system, the SIC MUD detects
the signal of the user experiencing the best channel first, by

treating as interference the signals of the rest of the users,
which are also present in the superimposed received signal.
Having detected the signal of the best user, it reconstructs
that user’s noiseless transmitted signal and subtracts it from
the received signal. Therefore, only the transmitted signals
of (U − 1) users are left in the composite received signal. The same procedure is repeated until the signals of all
users are detected. The SIC MUD requires a low complexity on the order of O(L·U), which scales linearly with the
number of users supported. However, it does not perform
well in rank-deficient scenarios and when the channel conditions of different users are similar. In the latter case Parallel
Interference Cancellation (PIC) is preferred [70]. Therefore,
when SIC is employed, appropriate scheduling is required for
matching groups of users together in order to share the medium
simultaneously.
3) The Quantum Algorithms: In order to reduce the computational complexity of the optimal ML detection, which
requires a full search, the DH QSA of Section II-B8 was
employed in [56] and [62], where it was demonstrated that
it approaches the optimal performance. The operation of the
DH QSA in the problem of MUD is described in Fig. 16. The
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Fig. 15.

The problem of Multi-User Detection in the uplink of a synchronous multiple access system.

Fig. 16.

Inside a quantum multi-user detector.

DHA employed in the QMUDs makes multiple calls to the
BBHT QSA. Grover’s QSA is not used, but it is included for
completeness, since the BBHT QSA uses the same Oracle O,
but may even be capable of finding a solution with a ∼100%
probability, when the number of solutions is unknown. The
QMUD may also be performed on a subcarrier basis in a multicarrier system. The DHA processes the signals received yq at
all the receive AEs on the qth subcarrier, along with the channel state estimates Hq , the noise’s variance N0 and the a priori
LLRs Lm, apr (b̂). After it completes its initial procedure, the
DHA exchanges information with a classical processing unit,
which determines whether the DHA should or should not be
called again, while additionally determining its search space.
Finally, the QMUD outputs the calculated a posteriori LLRs
Lm, apo (b̂).
In [62], a deterministic initialization of the DH QSA was
proposed for exploiting the low-complexity Zero Forcing (ZF)
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and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) [79] detectors.
More specifically, instead of randomly initializing the DH
QSA, initially a ZF or MMSE detector is employed and its output is used as the initial guess of the DH QSA. This was shown
to further reduce the complexity of the QMUD. Moreover, an
early-stopping criterion was proposed in [62], where the DH
QSA is terminated after a specific number of Grover iterations, without degrading the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance
of the system. The specific number of Grover iterations used
for the early-stopping criterion was found via simulations and
histograms.
When iterative detection is employed at the base station,
a SISO MUD should be used in order to exchange LLRs
with the SISO decoders. Therefore, the DH QSA-based hardoutput QMUD is not suitable. In [56] and [80], a SISO
QMUD was proposed based on the QWSA of Section II-B14,
exhibiting near-optimal performance, while requiring fewer
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CFEs20 (CFE) than the MAP MUD. In order to calculate an
LLR, two weighted sums have to be calculated; one for the
LLR’s numerator and one for its denominator. The MAP MUD
evaluates the Cost Function (CF) for all legitimate multi-level
symbols. By using the QWSA twice, we may estimate the
weighted sums requiring a lower computational complexity.
Please note that there is a performance vs. complexity tradeoff, when using the QWSA, due to the control register of the
QPEA of Section II-B5. In other words, if we employ more
qubits at the control register, a higher precision is achieved
during the estimation of the weighted sums, hence resulting
in a more accurate LLR value. However, a higher complexity
is required, since the complexity of the QWSA scales with the
size of the control register [56].
In [80] and [81] another SISO QMUD was proposed, relying
on an amalgamation of classical processing and the DH QSA.
The SISO QMUD was demonstrated to achieve near-optimal
performance with respect to the MAP MUD, while requiring
substantially fewer CFEs. The DH QSA-based SISO QMUD
employs the DH QSA multiple times in different databases,
in order to create a pool of the “k-best”21 multi-level symbols
of each weighted sum of each LLR. By classically processing
the values found, we are able to estimate the weighted sums
of the LLRs and hence to attain a near-optimal performance.
Please note that even though the precision of the weighted
sums, and hence the LLRs, is lower than that achieved by the
QWSA QMUD and the MAP MUD, it is sufficiently close to
the real values for the channel decoders to successfuly decode
each user’s bits. Therefore, since a SISO MUD or QMUD
is always followed by channel decoders, the DH QSA-based
QMUD of [81] achieves a near-optimal performance, while
imposing a lower complexity than the MAP MUD.
B. Joint Channel Estimation and Data Detection
1) The Problem: In the uplink of wireless communications
system, accurate channel estimation has to be performed at
the base station in order to predict and counteract the effect
of the channel, when the signal arrives [79], [82], [83]. In a
multi-user NOMA system, all channels between the antennas
of all users and the antennas of the base station have to be
accurately estimated, otherwise the performance of the MUD
would be degraded.
In a multi-carrier system like OFDM, the multi-path channel
may be estimated either in the time domain or in the frequency
domain. For example, let us assume the scenario where the
Power Delay Profile (PDP) of a channel exhibits four paths
and that we partition the available bandwidth in 512 nondispersive subchannels. The channel envelope of each of the
four paths may be deemed to fade independently. Assuming
that the channel envelope at each path is quasi-static22 during
20 The cost function in the MUD problem is the Euclidean distance of the
received, noisy multi-level symbol from a legitimate multi-level symbol from
the multi-user constellation.
21 By “best” here we mean the multi-level symbols of each weighted sum
that correspond to the highest CF values.
22 In an OFDM system, a channel is quasi-static, when its channel gain
remains constant during an OFDM symbol period. The channel gain between
two OFDM symbols may be different, but still constant within their OFDM
symbols.

the channel estimation process, we may either estimate the
four time-domain (TD) channel gains of the four paths, or the
512 frequency-domain (FD) subcarrier gains, which represent
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the time-domain PDP,
having taken the delay spread of the channel and the sampling
frequency into consideration. Typically the FD channel is represented by the terminology of FD CHannel Transfer Function
factor (FD-CHTF) [71]. Naturally, a lower complexity may be
required for estimating the four time-domain channel gains,
than for estimating the channel gain of each subcarrier.
However, the FD channel estimation lends itself to joint
channel and data estimation, where the FD channel estimation problem may be thought of as a search for the true
continuous-valued subcarrier channel gains. This prohibits the
employment of the full search approach, which was previously
followed in the MUD problem of Section III-A, since an
infinite-sized database should be constructed. The joint channel estimation and data detection problem may however also
be considered as two separate problems, the former being
dedicated to searching for continuous-valued channel gains,
while the latter to searching for discrete-valued multi-user
symbols.
2) The Classical Algorithms: In LTE [84], FD pilot signals are transmitted on specific subcarriers of certain OFDM
symbols, enabling the user or the base station to estimate
the channels for the rest of the subcarriers with the aid of
interpolation in the downlink or uplink, respectively. The estimated channel states may be used for the subsequent OFDM
information symbols between a pair of OFDM symbols having
pilot-subcarriers without any change at the cost of accepting
a performance degradation, but not imposing any additional
complexity. Alternatively, the estimated subcarrier gain may
be used for predicting the subcarrier gains of each subsequent
OFDM symbol using linear predictions.
Furthermore, as alluded to above, channel estimation may be
combined with data detection for improving both the estimation accuracy of the subcarrier gains and of the detection error
probability of the transmitted data, resulting in a joint channel
estimator and data detector [85]–[88]. In a multi-user scenario,
the MUD replaces the single-usedr symbol detector, hence
joint channel estimation and MUD may be used [89]–[93].
In the iterative receiver of a NOMA system, information may
be exchanged between the channel estimator, the MUD and
the channel decoders for further increasing the channel estimation’s accuracy and the channel decoding performance [90].
The Decision-Directed Channel Estimation (DDCE) [94] used
in multi-carrier systems initially estimates the FD channel
gains based on a pilot OFDM symbol, as depicted in Fig. 17.
Initially, the super-imposed pilot signals are used for performing conventional, pilot-assisted channel estimation, associated
with the received OFDM symbol period. Based on those channel estimates, the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) prediction
filter predicts the channel states that would correspond to the
next OFDM symbol, which now carries data. The output of
the CIR prediction filter becomes the initial output of the
quantum channel estimator. When the next OFDM symbol
is received, it invokes the MUD using the predicted channel
gains.
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Fig. 17. System model of a joint channel estimation and multi-user detection
receiver in the uplink of a multi-carrier NOMA system employing decisiondirected channel estimation.

It then selects the specific multi-level symbols, which were
detected sufficiently reliably,23 and assumes that these were
known pilot symbols. Hence it refines the channel estimation
process based on those “hypothesized” pilot symbols. In other
words, the DDCE combines the separate problems of channel
estimation and data detection by employing them sequentially,
allowing them to “lend” their output to the other process, in
order for it to perform a search in a more accurately constructed database, as exemplified in Fig. 17. The updated FD
channel gains may be used for performing a refined MUD process for the same OFDM symbol for improving the estimated
LLRs. Similarly, the updated LLRs can be used aftewards for
improving the accuracy of the FD channel gains even further.
The number of iterations between the channel estimation process and the MUD constitute a design parameter. The DDCE
aims for reducing the pilot overhead, and hence increasing the
system’s effective throughput. Naturally, it imposes a higher
complexity than the purely pilot-based channel estimation.
In order to reduce the complexity of the joint channel estimation and data detection, heuristic search algorithms may be
used instead of a full search.24 In [95] a GA-aided joint channel estimator and data detector was proposed, while in [91]
the Differential Evoluation Algorithm (DEA) was employed
for joint channel estimation and data detection. In [93] various heuristic algorithms, such as the GA, the Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and the Repeated Weighted Boosting
Search (RWBS) algorithm were used instead of a full search
for the true continuous-valued channel gains, as well as for the
full search of the discrete-valued symbol-space of the MUD.
As another design option, a factor-graph based approach was
used for joint channel estimation and MUD in MC-IDMA
systems in [92]. By exploiting the sparsity of the wireless channels, Prasad et al. [88] proposed a methodology
23 Please recall that a symbol’s LLR value may be considered an indicator
of how reliably it has been detected.
24 The full search here is meant in the context of finding the channel gain
that minimizes a cost function designed based on the maximum likelihood
criterion.
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that requires fewer pilot symbols, without degrading the
performance.
3) The Quantum Algorithms: In [96] the Quantum
Repeated Weighted Boosting Search (QRWBS) algorithm was
proposed for reducing the computational complexity of the
classical evolutionary algorithms-based joint channel estimation and data detection, without degrading the system’s
performance. To elaborate a little further, the QRWBS is an
amalgam of the DH QSA and the RWBS algorithm. Both
the RWBS and the QRWBS algorithms create a population
of agents, which are transformed to better agents via multiple
generations. Please note that an agent in the context of channel
estimation represents a continuous-valued FD channel gain,
while in the context of data detection it represents a discretevalued symbol. Therefore, a continuous-valued QRWBS and a
discrete-valued QRWBS are employed in [96] for solving the
two problems. An agent is deemed to have a higher fitness
than another agent, if its channel gain or symbol corresponds
to a lower cost function value than the other agent’s.
The maximum affordable number of generations25 is Ξ In
both the RWBS and the QRWBS. In the classical RWBS a
specific number of agents P is created during each generation.
During the ξth generation, where ξ = 1, . . . , Ξ, the agents are
classically processed in order to create a new agent, which
is termed as the best agent or winner of that generation. The
lower the cost function values of the P agents during the ξth
generation are, the lower the cost function value of the best
agent of that generation will be. Therefore, it is beneficial
to create populations, which have agents with as low cost
function values as possible. The best agent of a generation
is subsequently used as the basis for creating new agents for
the next generation. Therefore, the population of the (ξ + 1)st
generation is created randomly in the vicinity of the best agent
of the ξth generation.
The QRWBS algorithm obeys the same procedure, but differs in the creation of the population of each generation.
Instead of creating Z agents in each generation, it creates a
much higher number of agents ZQ ≫ Z . It then employs
the DH QSA in that database of ZQ agents in order to find
the specific agent of the population that corresponds to the
minimum cost function value of that generation. As discussed
in Section II-B8, in the process of searching for the minimum
value, the DH QSA also queries the database for other entries,
which are later proven not to be the minimum ones. However,
due to the particular nature of the DH QSA, most of the extra
observed agents have a cost function value close to the minimum one in the database. All these entries are used in the
QRWBS in order to form a population of Zξ ≪ ZQ agents.
The subscript ξ of Zξ reflects the fact that due to the probabilistic nature of the DH QSA, the population size may differ from
one generation to the next. Both the continuous-valued and
25 In an evolutionary algorithm, there are individuals and generations. Each
individual takes the form of a legitimate solution to the search problem.
Individuals that are created at the same “round” or “iteration” belong to the
same generation. The subsequent generations apart from updated individuals,
who rely on the previous generations’ individuals in order to take the form
a better solution. After a number of generations the evolutionary algorithm
stops and the best individual is the output of the algorithm.
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The problem of Multi-User Transmission in the downlink of a multiple access system.

discrete-valued QRWBS employed for channel estimation and
MUD, respectively, in the context of a joint channel estimation and MUD receiver was shown to outperform its classical
counterpart [96].

C. Multi-User Transmission
1) The Problem: Let us now consider the dual counterpart of MUDs. In a nutshell, given the FD-CHTF of all users,
the MUD detects the multi-user symbol vector. By contrast,
the Multi-User Transmitter (MUT) relies on the FD-CHTF of
all users signalled back to the BS. Explicitly, the multi-user
symbol vector is “pre-distorted” by the MUT of the BS invoking the FD-CHTFs of all users for ensuring that after passing
through the predicted channel each user receives a symbolvector having the single non-interfered symbol destined for it.
The duality of MUDs and MUTs was discussed for example
by [97]. The substantial benefit is that a low-complexity singleuser detector may be invoked by the mobile user terminal.
This MUT principle is applicable both to OMA and NOMA
systems. Hence in the downlink of a NOMA system, the base
station may appropriately combine the different information
symbols destined for the users supported and transmit a single
multi-user signal, in order to increase the system throughput
as depicted in Fig. 18 [5], [97]. It is up to each user then to
detect and decode their own information upon the reception
of the combined multi-user symbol vector. Since the user terminals do not have the same complexity capabilities as the
base stations, the complex processing should be performed
at the base station’s side. Let us assume that the base station desires to transmit a multi-user symbol vector, where
each entry of the vector corresponds to a different user. To
elaborate a little further, the multi-user transmission problem
is that given the symbol vector, as well as the system and
channel characteristics, we should find a (U × Nt )-element
Transmit Pre-Coding (TPC) matrix P, where U is the number of users and Nt the number of transmit antennas at the
base station, in order to multiply with the information symbol

vector as in
s = P · x,

(31)

1where x is the (U × 1)-element multi-user vector and s is the
transmitted (Nt ×1)-element vector. Again, by doing so, when
each user receives the composite multi-user symbol vector,
they can detect and decode their own symbol by employing a low complexity single-user detector. Different criteria
may be used for finding the optimal TPC matrix, such as the
MMSE [98] or the Minimum Bit Error Ratio (MBER) [99]
criteria.
2) The Classical Algorithms: Linear channel inversion
algorithms, such as the ZF and the MMSE algorithms [98]
perform adequately in underloaded or in full-rank systems,
where the number of antennas at the base station is higher
than the number of users supported. However, in challenging
rank-deficient systems, where the number of users supported
is higher than the number of antennas at the base station, more
powerful non-linear algorithms should be used for performing
the transmit precoding process.
In the 5G NOMA systems, the precoding matrix is expected
to be calculated based on the distance between the users
and the base stations, as well as on their channels’ quality [5], [73], [74]. More specifically, assuming a two-user
system, a higher power is allocated to the symbol of the user,
who experiences the worse channel and higher losses. This
way that user is able to detect and decode its own symbol,
treating the other user’s symbol as low-power interference. On
the other hand, the user experiencing the better channel has
received a signal with high multi-user interference, due to the
worse user’s symbol having been allocated a higher portion
of the power. Therefore, the higher-power symbol is detected
first, whilst treating the lower-power symbol as interference.
Then the detected signal is remodulated and deducted from
the composite signal, leaving the weaker signal behind. This
is termed as Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) and
it has also been used as an MUD [100] as described in
Section III-A.
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Fig. 20. The design methodology for the vector perturbation precoding
for MUT.

Fig. 19.
The resultant legitimate constellation of each user layer, after
applying a perturbation vector.

In [101], the vector perturbation precoding technique was
proposed for the downlink of multiple access systems, where
a vector w is added to the multi-user information symbol vector before it is transformed into a multi-antenna vector by
multiplying it with the precoding matrix, as encapsulated in
s = P · (x + w).

(32)

Given an already calculated precoding matrix P, the goal of
the perturbation vector is to minimize the required transmission power, while also minimizing the MMSE or the MBER
criterion. If the average transmission power at the base station
is constant, a scaling factor should be applied to the resultant
symbol vector, since its power will depend on the selected perturbation vector. This scaling factor should be signalled to the
receivers through a side channel. Since the perturbation vector
is discrete-valued, it may be considered as shifting the whole
symbol constellation an integer number of times in power as
shown in Fig. 19. As an example in Fig. 19, the specific symbol xu represented by the filled circle of the original QPSK
constellation, which is the closest to the origin, would have
been transmitted as the uth user’s symbol, if no perturbation
vector was applied. When that symbol is subjected to the perturbation wu = 1 + j , the top left filled circle (xu + wu ) will
be transmitted instead for the sake of minimizing the transmission power and the interference at the receiver. This operation
is performed for each user’s symbol, hence the jointly optimal
perturbation vector should be found. A simple modulo operation on the perturbed symbol vector may recover the original
symbol vector.
Therefore, using the above-mentioned scaling factor and a
low-complexity modulo operation is sufficient at the users in
order to map their received signals to the original constellation [101], [102]. The high-complexity part of this problem is
to search for the optimal discrete-valued perturbation vector
w of (32). Alternatively, one can immediately search for the
optimal continuous-valued transmit vector s of (32).
A joint block diagonalization and vector perturbation
multiple access downlink techinque was proposed in [103].

Furthermore, Yao et al. employed a discrete-valued PSO algorithm for finding the perturbation vector that minimizes the
MBER criterion in [104], while in [99] a continuous-valued
PSO algorithm was proposed for further improving the output of the discrete-valued PSO algorithm. It should be noted
that even though the perturbation vector is discrete-valued,
the eventually transmitted signal vector is continuous-valued,
therefore a continuous-valued fine tuning of the output of the
discrete-valued PSO may reduce the system’s BER even further. The system model of the vector perturbation precoding
technique is shown in Fig. 20. After the precoding matrix is
estimated based on the known symbol vector x, the channel
states and a selected criterion (such as the MMSE criterion),
the optimal – with respect to a selected criterion – perturbation
vector w is found using discrete-valued classical or quantum
search. The found perturbation vector determines a transmitted
vector s. A continuous-valued classical or quantum search may
be employed for further fine-tuning the resultant transmitted
vector s.
Masouros et al. [105] proposed a sphere search technique
for reducing the complexity of searching for the optimal
perturbation vector, with the objective of minimizing the transmission power of the base station. Masouros et al. [102]
conceived a vector perturbation algorithm for improving the
system’s performance, when there is a finite-precision feedback of the scaling factor from the base station to the users,
mainly due to the indispensible quantization prior to transmission. The vector perturbation precoding methodology was also
employed in the downlink of Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP)
systems [106].
3) The Quantum Algorithms: In [107], the discrete-valued
and continuous-valued Quantum-assisted Particle Swarm
Optimization (QPSO) algorithms were proposed in the context of finding the optimal perturbation vector and the optimal
transmitted vector, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 20. Both
the discrete-valued and the continuous-valued QPSO algorithms combine the DH QSA with the classical PSO algorithm.
The classical PSO algorithm creates a population of Z particles
during each of the Ξ generations. Each particle is associated
with a position and a velocity. The position refers to a legitimate input to the CF, or in other words, an entry in the
database. The velocity describes the rate and the direction of
the change of its position between two successive generations.
During each generation of the classical PSO algorithm, the
CF is evaluated for the positions of all particles in the specific
generation. Their position and velocity calculated for the subsequent generation are updated based on their current position
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and velocity, as well as on the current generation’s “best” particle’s position and velocity.26 Therefore, a full search of each
generation’s population has to be performed in order to find
the best particle.
The QPSO algorithm employs the DH QSA for finding the
best particle during each generation of both the discrete-valued
and the continuous-valued QPSO algorithms. This way we are
not only able to efficiently search for the best particle, but due
to the trial-and-error nature of the DH QSA, only a subset
of the original population is available to us. This procedure
may be considered as selecting a few of the elite high-fitness
particles for creating the population. As shown in [107], both
the discrete-valued and continuous-valued QPSO algorithms
outperform their classical counterparts for the same number
of CF evaluations.
D. Multi-Objective Routing
1) The Problem: So far we have primarily focused our
attention on network structures, where the transmission of the
messages relies on a single hop, from the mobile users to
the BS and vice versa. However, this is not always the case,
since occasionally multihop communications are employed
to reach remote nodes, which would otherwise be inaccessible [108]. These particular nodes have random locations
and limited resources in terms of bandwidth and power and
thus they rely on optimal routing for the sake of maximizing
their performance. Optimal routing relies on a delicate balance
amongst several Quality of Service (QoS) criteria apart from
the ubiquitous BER performance, which was considered as the
primary optimization objective in the majority of the previous
applications. On one hand, mobile nodes rely on their batteries having for their communications with the rest of the
network, bringing the optimization of their power consumption into the limelight as well [109]. This concept is commonly
referred to as “green” radio [110]. On the other hand, the
widespread use of lip-synchronized audio and video streaming resulted in considering both the delay and the achievable
rate [111] as additional QoS criteria. Over the years several other metrics have been proposed such as the routing
overhead [112], the control-channel cost [113] or the communication security [114]. Consequently, it becomes clear that
routing optimization has to cater for multiple QoS criteria.
Most of the studies in the literature utilize single-component
aggregate functions, which combine multiple QoS criteria. In
this context, one of the most prominent optimization metrics is the network lifetime [115]. In fact, this specific metric
encapsulates several optimization objectives [116], such as the
power consumption, the nodes’ battery levels and the route’s
delay. Additionally, the Network Utility (NU) also takes into
account the routes’ achievable rate [117], hence providing a
more holistic perspective on the routing problem.
Despite the numerous single-objective approaches advocated in the literature, focusing on a single requirement may
unduly degrade all the rest of the metrics. This problem may
26 Here, by “best” particle we mean the particle in the current population,
whose position yields the minimum CF value.

be mitigated [119] by using a multi-objective approach utilizing the concept of Pareto optimality27 [120] for evaluating the
fitness of multi-objective problems. Likewise, all the requirements considered may be optimized jointly without the need
for user-defined parameters in order to aggregate the different design objectives [121]. In this way, we end up with a
set of Pareto-optimal solutions, which cannot improve their
individual objectives without degrading the rest. Based on
this approach, our ultimate goal is to identify the entire set
of Pareto-optimal routes from a database of L routes, given
a set of QoS requirements. To elaborate further, an illustrative example is shown in Fig. 21, where a fully-connected
Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) [118] is portrayed. In this
specific scenario, the Source Node (SN) has to transmit its
message to the Destination Node (DN) through a cloud of heterogeneous mobile Relay Nodes (RN). Note that the DN acts
as a cluster head and has access to a quantum computer for
employing quantum-assisted routing optimization. This specific topology has been studied in [65], [66], [122], and [123],
where the following Utility Vector (UV) f(x) has been utilized:
f (x ) = [Pe (x ), D(x ), PL (x )].

(33)

Observe in Eq. (33) that the routes’ end-to-end BER Pe (x ),
their end-to-end delay D(x) and their total power dissipation
PL (x ) are jointly minimized under the Pareto optimality principle. This process involves a complexity on the order of
O(L2 ) [65], when using exhaustive search. However, the total
number L of routes increases exponentially with the number
of nodes [124], as we can observe in Fig. 22, hence rendering
the problem NP-hard. Consequently, sophisticated methods are
required for addressing the multi-objective routing problem.
2) The Classical Algorithms: A plethora of single-objective
studies exist in [110], [116], [117], and [125]–[131], each
addressing different routing aspects. In a nutshell, these
specific studies consider the optimization objectives in a
single-component aggregate function in an attempt to optimize
the latter using either a heuristic or a formal systematic
optimization method. To elaborate further, several of these
studies [110], [125]–[127] utilize Dijkstra’s algorithm [132]
for the sake of identifying the optimal routes. Explicitly, this
technique is capable of approaching the optimal routes at the
cost of imposing a complexity on the order of O(E 3 ), where
E corresponds to the number of edges in the network’s graph.
For instance, Zuo et al. [126] employed this specific algorithm
for optimizing the route’s energy efficiency in the context of
wireless ad-hoc networks. Hu et al. [125] utilized Dijkstra’s
algorithm for minimizing both the power consumption and the
delay, quantified in terms of the number of hops, in sociallyaware networks. Additionally, Dehghan et al. [127] adapted
this specific algorithm to the problem of cooperative routing
and attempted to maximize the route’s energy efficiency.
27 In multi-objective routing, each route is now associated with a Utility
Vector (UV) f (x ) = [f1 (x ), . . . , fn (x )], where fi (x ) corresponds to the
i-th optimization objective out of n objectives in total. For minimization
(maximization) problems, a specific route is dominates another if all of its
objectives are strictly lower than (greater than) the respective objectives of
the second route. Hence, a route is then considered as Pareto-optimal if there
exist no other routes dominating it.
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Exemplified topology for routing optimization in a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) [118].

The beneficial properties of convex optimization [133] have
also been exploited in the context of routing optimization.
To elaborate further, Dall’Anese and Giannakis [128] transformed the non-convex routing problem of cognitive random
access networks into a convex one using successive convex
approximations for the sake of minimizing both the routes’
Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) and the resultant outage probability. Additionally, Yetgin et al. [129] maximized the network
lifetime in the context of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
using a similar approach. Based on this specific metric,
Abdulla et al. [130] have maximized the lifetime of WSNs
by introducing a range of Hybrid Multihop Network (HYMN)
parameters. The so-called Network Utility [131] also constitutes a meritorious single-component optimization.
The employment of Pareto optimality comes at the cost of
increased complexity and thus primarily heuristic evolutionary methods have been employed for the sake of making the
problem tractable. In fact, there are some comprehensive studies in [124] and [135]–[138], each investigating networks from
a diverse perspective using the multi-objective approach, while
relying on evolutionary algorithms. For instance, both the
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) and
the Multiobjective Differential Evolution Algorithm (MODE)
have been invoked in [124] for optimizing their end-to-end
delay and power dissipation of transmission routes established

Fig. 22. Total number L of Hamiltonian routes as a function of the number
Lnodes of nodes of a HetNet.

in WSNs. Additionally, the NSGA-II has been employed
in [135] for satisfying the same QoS requirements in context
both of the ubiquitous Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
and for file transfer in WSNs. Moreover, Perez et al. [136]
minimization of the WSN’s deployment cost by using a
multi-objective model for optimizing both the total energy
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The BBHT-QSA chain process used in [65], [66], [122], and [134] for identifying a single Pareto-optimal route.

dissipation and the number of deployed sensor nodes in WSNs.
Martins et al. [137] employed a hybrid multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for solving the Dynamic Coverage and
Connectivity Problem (DCCP) of WSNs subjected to node
failures. Additionally, Pinto and Barán [138] introduced the
concept of Pareto Optimality in the ubiquitous single-objective
ACO and proposed the so-called Multiobjective Max-Min Ant
System (MMAS) for solving the multi-objective mutlicast
routing problem.
3) The Quantum Algorithms: The application of the
aforementioned multi-objective heuristics results in reduced
performance due to their tendency to convergence to local
optima [65]. Fortunately, quantum computing provides a powerful framework for addressing the multi-objective routing
problem by exploiting the complexity reduction offered by
the QP, while guaranteeing a near-full-search-based accuracy.
In fact, several quantum-assisted treatises have been disseminated in [65], [66], [122], and [134] in the context of the
multi-objective routing problem.
To the best of our knowledge, the first ever quantumassisted multi-objective approach to the routing problem is
the so-called Non-dominated Quantum Optimization (NDQO)
algorithm [65]. This specific algorithm extended the DH QSA
of Section II-B8 for solving the Pareto optimality problem for
the sake of successively approaching the Pareto-optimal routes
at a reduced complexity. Assuming a database of L routes in
total, the NDQO algorithm succeeds in identifying the entire
set of
√ Pareto-optimal routes at a complexity on the order of
O(L L), while exhibiting near-optimal routing performance
by exploiting the probabilistic nature of the BBHT QSA. In a
nutshell, the NDQO algorithm invokes the BBHT QSA to conclude as to whether a reference route is optimal by searching
for routes that dominate this specific route.
This process is referred to as a BBHT-QSA chain in [65] and
its sub-processes are highlighted in Fig. 23. The BBHT-chain’s
input parameters are shown at the right-hand-side, namely the
nodes’ geo-locations Z, the initial reference route xr and the
nodes’ interference power levels I0 . Initially, the BBHT QSA
is invoked for searching for routes that dominate the reference
route xr . The output of this process is the route xs , which is
checked as to whether it dominates xr . This is denoted by the
condition f (xs )
f (xr ), where the operator
corresponds
to the Pareto dominance comparison operator. If the referece
route xr is dominated by xs , xr is then set equal to xs and a
new BBHT QSA is invoked with the updated reference route

value. This process is repeated until the BBHT QSA outputs a
route that does not dominate its reference route, thus ensuring
that the current reference route is indeed Pareto-optimal in the
absence of dominant routes.
Since the BBHT QSA exhibits a ∼100% probability of
correctly detecting a solution as detailed in Section II-B7,
some sub-optimal routes may be erroneously classified as
being Pareto-optimal due to BBHT QSA’s inability to guarantee 100% probability of correctly detecting a route that
dominates the reference route. Therefore, the NDQO algorithm exhibits a modest error floor owing the low-probability
inclusion of sub-optimal routes into the set of Pareto-optimal
routes. Its error floor has been mitigated by its successor, namely the so-called Non-dominated Quantum Iterative
Optimization (NDQIO) algorithm [66], where a repair process guaranteeing the identification of only true Pareto-optimal
routes has been proposed. The NDQIO algorithm succeeds in
further reducing the complexity
imposed, which is quantified
√
on the order of O(LOPF L), with LOPF corresponding to the
number of Pareto-optimal routes, while reducing the associated
performance error floor to infinitesimally low levels.
An additional source of complexity reduction, namely
that of the database correlation exploitation, has been combined with the quantum parallelism for the sake of further complexity reduction. Explicitly, it has been confirmed by Zalka [61] that Grover’s QSA and its variants
are optimal in terms of the number of database queries
in uncorrelated databases. Therefore, database correlation
exploitation would significantly increase the efficiency of
quantum parallelism. In this context, the so-called MultiObjective Decomposition Quantum Optimization (MODQO)
algorithm [134] has been proposed for multi-objective routing in socially-aware networks [125]. Note that the topology
considered in [134] is different from that of Fig. 21, since
multiple pairs of SNs and DNs are considered. In this scenario, the MODQO algorithm exploited the specific property
that the Pareto-optimal route combinations are constituted by
individual Pareto-optimal routes. Therefore, by exploiting this
observation, the search space has been partitioned into several less correlated databases, where the quantum parallelism
framework proposed in [66] can be more efficiently exploited.
As for its complexity, the MODQO algorithm succeeds in
identifying the entire set of Pareto-optimal route combina√
tions at √
a complexity, which is on the orders of O( L) and
MC
O(LMR L + L2L
MR ) for the best- and worst-case scenarios,
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respectively, where LMR and LMC correspond to the number
mesh routers and clients, respectively. Note that the classical
exhaustive search would impose a complexity on the order of
O(LLMC ), where we have O(L) ≫ O(LMR ), hence rendering
the problem unsolvable in polynomial time.
Apart from the exploiting the correlations in the formation
of Pareto-optimal route combinations, the potential correlations in the formation of Pareto-optimal routes has been investigated in [122] and [123]. To elaborate further, it has been
proven in [122] that Pareto-optimal routes exclusively consist
of Pareto-optimal sub-routes. Based on this observation, the
so-called Evolutionary Quantum Pareto Optimization (EQPO)
algorithm [122] and an irregular trellis graph [139] has
been proposed for the sake of guiding the search, hence
effectively transforming the search space into a series of
weakly correlated databases with the aid of dynamic programming [140], [141]. A quantum-assisted feed-forward process
resembling the ubiquitous Viterbi algorithm [142] is then
invoked for the sake of identifying the Pareto-optimal routes
by processing the trellis-stages. More specifically, the NDQIO
algorithm is activated for each trellis-stage to identify the
respective Pareto-optimal routes. The EQPO algorithm succeeds in identifying 99.9% of the set Pareto-optimal routes
3/2
at a complexity order of O(Lopt L2nodes ), while exhibiting
a performance associated with a low heuristic error floor.
Therefore, since the total number L of routes has an exponential relationship with respect to the number Lnodes of nodes, as
seen in Fig. 22, a substantial complexity reduction is achieved
compared to full-search-based NDQO and NDQIO algorithms.
Apart from the aforementioned treatises, which primarily
rely on Grover’s operator and thus harnessing the power
of quantum parallelism, some others exploit the beneficial complexity reduction offered by the quantum tunneling
effect [16]. Explicitly, the particular quantum algorithms relying on quantum tunneling are referred to as quantum annealers [143], [144]. More specifically, a quantum annealer may be
treated as a sampler, which approximates the global optimum
of a function or of a database with the aid of quantum tunneling. In the context of multi-objective routing, Wang et al. [145]
proposed a quantum annealing algorithm designed for optimizing the scheduling of the wireless links in interference-limited
networks. The proposed quantum annealing algorithm succeeded in jointly optimizing both the network’s throughput as
well as its interference, whilst imposing a substantially lower
complexity than its classical counterpart, namely the simulated
annealing algorithm.
E. Breaking Public-Key Cryptography Schemes
1) The Problem: Public-key cryptosystems, such as the
RSA [146], named after its creators Rivest, Shamir and
Adleman, encrypt data using a public key, which may be
eavesdropped by anyone, and they decrypt data using a private key. Node A randomly picks two large prime numbers.
Based on these two prime numbers, a public key and a private
key are generated. The public key can be used by any other
node for encrypting their data and transmitting it back to the
node A. However, only node A has the private key, which is the
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only key that can be used for correctly decrypting the received
data. Please note that none of the transmitting nodes should be
able to decrypt the data they encrypted themselves. The same
applies to any potential eavesdroppers, who have obtained both
the public key and the encrypted messages from the transmitting nodes. This means that no processing of the public key
should lead to any information concerning the private key.
However, due to the process invoked for creating the public
and the private keys, if the two prime numbers, which were
used for creating the keys are obtained by an eavesdropper,
the private key can be replicated and the information messages can be decrypted. This is termed as the RSA problem,
which reduces to the following factorization problem. Given
a large number N, we have to find its two prime factors.
Even though it would be beneficial if a solution did not exist
to the RSA problem, creating algorithms that are able to break
a cryptosystem inevitably provides insights for constructing
post-quantum cryptosystems.
2) The Classical Algorithms: Integer factorization techniques may be used for finding the prime factors of an integer.
The most efficient classical algorithm of solving an integer
factorization problem is the quadratic sieve [147], when the
number to be factored is less than 332 bits long. For higher
numbers, the general number field sieve [147] outperforms all
other classical algorithms, but it imposes a high computational
complexity.
3) The Quantum Algorithms: Shor’s algorithm [33] can be
used for efficiently solving the RSA problem. As discussed in
Section II-B4, Shor’s algorithm employs a classical subroutine,
which resembles the operation of the quadratic sieve, while the
QPEA [48] of Section II-B5 is used for finding the necessary
period of the function employed. Shor’s algorithm achieves an
exponential speed-up, over the general number field sieve, as
a benefit of the inherent parallelism of quantum computing. In
2012, the number 21 was factored to its prime factors 3 and 7
using Shor’s algorithm [148].
F. Indoor Localization
1) The Problem: The problem of indoor localization is
to estimate the position of a user in a room, based on the
user’s transmit or received signals [149]. More precisely, the
signals’ Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Time of
Arrival (ToA), Angle of Arrival (AoA), or Time Difference
of Arrival (TDoA) may be exploited for estimating the user’s
location [150]. The localization’s accuracy is enhanced, when
the floor plan of the room is known. The localization problem
is illustrated in Fig. 24.
Due to the paradigm shift to mm-Wave communications [151]–[153], pencil beams may be formed in order to
minimize the multi-user interference and to increase the data
rate [154]. In order to use very thin beams, accurate user
localization is necessary.
Accurate localization may also be used for tracking the movement of a user in a room. Visible Light
Communication (VLC) systems [155]–[157] may exploit accurate localization, since they will be able to form more accurate
clusters of access points for serving the users supported by
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Fig. 24. The indoors localization problem, where an accurate position of the
user has to be estimated. (a) Uplink localization, where a mm-Wave anchor
processes the received line of sight path, as well as the reflected paths. Based
on the RSSI, the ToA and the AoA, the mm-Wave anchor may initially reduce
the search space. Then, it may employ the fingerprinting methodology for
comparing the received signals to those stored in a pre-calculated database.
(b) Downlink localization using a VLC system, where each LED panel is
switched on and off sequentially. The RSSI at the user by each LED access
point is compared to a pre-calculated database, following the fingerprinting
methodology. Quantum search may be employed for searching in the databases
in both the downlink and the uplink localization methods.

the system. More specifically, since multiple Light Emitting
Diodes (LED) will be installed in a room, the accurate localization of users may support efficient spatial MIMO techniques
for increasing the data rate of the downlink. Accurate tracking
of the user’s movement would help the system maintain the
throughput attained.
2) The Classical Algorithms: Ultra WideBand (UWB)
systems may also be employed for achieving accurate localization [149], [158]–[164] by exploiting the signals’ inherently
short symbol duration and the ToA of its Line Of Sight (LOS)
component. If the floor plan of the room is known, the
Multi-Path Components (MPC) of the signal’s PDP may
also be exploited for increasing the accuracy of the localization [158], [163], [164]. More specifically, the TOA of the
LOS path and of the MPCs may be jointly processed in order
to extract a small subset of legitimate areas in the room, where
the user may be located, as exemplified in Fig. 24.
VLC-based localization has also been employed, by exploiting the limited coverage of the VLC access point [155], [165].
Based on the fingerprinting approach [166], the room may be
partitioned into small virtual tiles. The localization algorithm
has to determine the center of which specific tile the user is
closest to. This is performed by building a database of the
potentially received signals’ RSSIs, ToAs, AoAs and TDoAs
from each legitimate tile. A suitable CF which would compare the actual received signals to the saved ones at the known
tile-centre positions would determine, which tile is closest to
the supported user. Hence, the localization problem may be
reduced to a search problem. The size of the search space
depends on the size of each tile. The smaller the dimensions
of a tile are, the more accurate the localization will be, but
more tiles exist in the database. Therefore, there is a trade-off
between the performance attained and the complexity imposed.
The triangulation method [166] combines the signals of
three different access points by estimating the distance

between them and the user based on their RSSI and then
estimating the location of the user to be at the intersection
of the three circles. When operating in a system, where the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is low, using the triangulation
method based on the RSSI may lead to inaccurate localization.
The Global Positioning System (GPS) uses the triangulation
method for localization.
3) The Quantum Algorithms: The DH QSA was combined
with classical processing for performing indoor localization in
the VLC downlink and in the mm-Wave uplink [167]. The
fingerprinting approach is used in both systems. In the mmWave uplink , multiple antennas may be used at the access
point for estimating the AoA. Based on the AoA and the ToA
of the LOS and multipath signals, the initial search space may
be reduced to a subset of surviving tiles, similarly to [158].
The DH QSA is then employed in the resultant database of
CF values, in order to find the particular entry that minimizes
the CF. In this problem, the CF takes into account the signal
received at all antennas of the access point over the LOS path,
as well as over all MPCs, and determines the square distance
from the corresponding values associated with the center of
each tile.
The fingerprinting approach is also used in the VLC downlink in [167]. Similarly to [155], the signal strength of each
access points is measured and stored in a database, which corresponds to a specific tile’s center. Therefore, if there are 64
access points and 90 tiles in the room, there are 90 databases
with 64 entries each. The entries of each database are then
combined and compared to the actual 64 received values at
the user’s true position and the search problem reduces to
that of finding which of the 90 tiles offers the most similar
RSSI from all access points to the actually received ones. The
DH QSA was employed for offering a quadratic reduction in
the associated computational complexity compared to a full
search. Similarly, by appropriately reducing the size of each
tile in order to increase the search space so that the DH QSA
in the larger database requires the same complexity as a full
search in a smaller database, a higher localization accuracy
may be achieved.
In the uplink and downlink localization problems, the
quantum-assisted solutions of [167] achieved an equivalent
performance to the optimal classical methods, while requiring
a lower computational complexity.
G. Big-Data Analysis
1) The Problem: In big-data systems, multiple-feature data
has to be accessed and manipulated. Examples of problems
existing in big-data systems involve classification of the highdimensional data based on their features, search problems and
existence problems [168].
In the classification problem [169], the entries of a database
have to be classified into multiple classes, based on their features’ values. The classification problem may be divided into
two parts: a) the supervised classification problem, where a
set of already classified data exists and can be exploited for
aiding the classification of the rest of the data, and b) the
unsupervised classification problem, where all entries have to
be classified.
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In a search problem, the index of the entry in a large
unsorted database has to be found. Furthermore, the existence
problem investigates whether there exists a specific entry in a
database or not.
2) The Classical Algorithms: Classical machine learning [169], [170] can be used for solving both unsupervised
and supervised classification problems [171]. Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [172] may be employed for performing
either supervised or the so-called semi-supervised classification [173]. They construct a model based on the classified
training data for accurately predicting the class that new data
should be classified into.
Both the search problem and the existence problem encountered in unstructured high-volume databases can be classically
solved by a full search, which however often imposes an
excessively high complexity.
3) The Quantum Algorithms: In [174] a Quantum Support
Vector Machine (QSVM) was proposed for performing supervised classification in large databases. The QSVM imposes
an exponentially lower complexity than its classical counterparts, when the latter are able to classify the same dataset in
polynomial time. To elaborate further, the QSVM reformulates
the classical SVM originally proposed in [175]. Explicitly,
this reformulation transforms the SVM’s quadratic formulation into a system of linear equations, which are in turn solved
by using the HHL algorithm [54] of Section II-B12.
Grover’s QSA [28] of Section II-B6 can be employed for
searching through an unstructured database, whilst achieving a
quadratic speed-up compared to the classical full search. When
the exact position of the desired entry is not required, only the
knowledge of whether that entry exists in the database or not
is wanted, the Quantum Existence Testing (QET) algorithm
of [9] and [176] may be used instead. The QET algorithm
employs the QCA of Section II-B9, which finds the number of
times a desired entry appears in a database. Since in the context of the existence problem we are not interested in finding
the specific number of times a value appears in a database, but
rather if it exists at all or not, the QET algorithm uses fewer
qubits in the control register of the QCA of Fig. 12. This way,
even though a precise estimate of the number of solutions in
a database cannot be obtained the measured control qubits are
non-zero, we are informed that there are indeed any solutions
in the database. When carrying out this task, the QET algorithm imposes a lower complexity than the QCA, which in
indicates a quadratic speed-up over the full search.
IV. O PEN P ROBLEMS
A suite of quantum solutions have been proposed for classical wireless problems. Nevertheless, there are numerous
open problems in both the physical and network layers of
wireless communications systems that may benefit from the
power quantum computing. For example, Coordinated MultiPoint [177], also referred to as cooperative network MIMO,
is a compelling solution to the problem of degraded user
performance at the cell edge. Based on CoMP, a user will
be simultaneously connected to multiple base stations, which
essentially treat interference as useful information. Quantum
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search algorithms [28], [31], [32] may be used in the context
of CoMP for detecting and processing the excessive amount
of information, since the notion of interference will have been
eliminated.
Quantum computing may also be used for improving the routing performance of drone communications and
networks [180], [181], given their limited battery lifespan
and mission-critical nature. For instance, optimal routes may
be found in drone networks using quantum algorithms, or
when drones are used as emergency base stations, optimal
drone placement planning may be performed by solving the
associated optimization problem.
The multi-objective quantum computing framework
constituted by the algorithms of Section III-D could
be employed for addressing the problem of proactive
caching [125], [182]–[184]. Explicitly, in proactive caching
the packets are buffered in the nodes by carefully considering
their popularity for the sake of reducing both the delay
and the power consumption, which is reminiscent of the
multi-objective routing problem. Additionally, this specific
case study could be undertaken with the aid of machine learning [185]. In fact, Kapoor et al. [187] have recently proposed
a model for quantum perceptrons, which may constitute
beneficial building blocks for quantum-aided neural networks.
Therefore, it would be worth investigating as to whether
quantum-assisted solutions can be adopted in this context.
In addition to the above-mentioned open problems, novel
quantum solutions may be explored in the specific wireless communication problems discussed in this contribution. For example, Hogg’s heuristic quantum search algorithm [51], [52] may be employed in any database search,
where there exists correlation between the database entries, in
order to reduce the required search time. In the uplink multiuser detection problem, the constructed database includes the
MSE between the actually received signal and a hypothetical
noiseless received signal that is based on a legitimate symbol
combination. Since there are different symbol combinations
that partially consist of the same symbols, there is correlation in the constructed database. Therefore, Hogg’s heuristic
quantum search algorithm may further decrease the search
complexity imposed.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this contribution, we have surveyed the family of quantum algorithms that have been employed for solving realistic
problems in wireless communications faster and more accurately than the available classical solutions. In Section II-A
we have stated the basic characteristics of quantum computing
with the aid of linear algebra and logical gates, reminiscent of
classical computing. Familiarity with the basics of quantum
computing was then exploited for highlighting the quantum
circuits of major quantum algorithms that have been proposed.
We have gathered the investigated quantum algorithms in
Tables III and IV, where we briefly state their application and
description.
Having acquired a feel for the capabilities of quantum computing via the quantum algorithms presented, in Section III,
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we have shifted the focus of our attention to classical wireless
optimization problems. We have opted for discussing each of
the optimization problems, as well as their state-of-the-art classical solutions. By comparing the presented quantum-assisted
solutions to their classical counterparts, we have argued that
for a specific complexity budget, a performance gain is
observed when the quantum algorithms are used. Similarly,
by employing the quantum algorithms, a specific performance
target may be reached at a lower computational complexity.
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